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Abstract
The benets of using Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAVs) to perform tasks such as search and
rescue, biosecurity, air quality sampling and wildlife monitoring are now well recognised.
One advantage in particular is the ability to remove humans from operations that are life-
threatening, costly and arduous.
The deployment of multiple heterogeneous UAVs to perform a mission has multiple
benets. Firstly, despite rapid advancements in UAV autonomy and payload capabilities,
a single UAV can only give one point-of-view in any one instance. This vastly reduces
the human operator’s capacity to acquire situational information about the environment
from multiple perspectives, adding to the reduction in his/her situational awareness which
resulted from removing them from the mission scene. Secondly, as UAV technology be-
comes more complex, fault modalities increase within systems. Consequently, deploying
multiple UAVs increases redundancy and reduces the possible impact to the overall mission
performance.
Currently, two or more human operators are required to operate a single UAV for
complex missions such as battleeld reconnaissance or search and rescue. This creates
a challenging scenario for the mission commander and the operator(s) to work collaborat-
ively when multiple heterogeneous UAVs are deployed, as this creates a disproportionate
ratio of Operator to UAV management (n:1). Eective management of multiple heterogen-
eous UAVs can be achieved by inverting the management ratio from multiple operators
managing one UAV, to one operator managing multiple UAVs (1:n). However, numerous
hardware/physical and human cognitive challenges may arise as a result. These challenges
are being addressed through research which is aimed at increasing the UAV’s autonomous
capability and improve Ground Control Station (GCS) designs.
This dissertation addresses the three main aspects of the cognitive challenges associ-
ated with one operator managing multiple UAVs (1:n): Operator Cognitive Workload (CW),
Situation Awareness (SA), and Automation Trust.
Novel contributions made in this dissertation are: A framework and its derivation
procedure to encapsulate a UAV’s subsystem functional capability; an approach to support
the operator’s understanding of UAV autonomy capability; a software approach which
implements the new UI design methodology; and validating experimental designs, pro-
cedures and operator performance analysis.
These contributions are accomplished through increasing the UAV’s functional sub-
system and autonomy capability transparency by leveraging the traditional Presentation-
Abstraction-Control (PAC) UI design paradigm, and proposing an improved implementa-
tion to incorporate the UAV’s functional subsystem and autonomy capability status. This
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results in an increase in the systems’ autonomy transparency. A Functional Capability
Framework (FCF) is proposed to categorise a UAV’s functional subsystem capabilities, and
increase the UAV’s autonomy capability transparency. These are tested by communicating
the UAV’s autonomy status to the human operator.
The FCF organises the UAV’s functional subsystems into two dimensions; its nature
of functionality and it’s level of information aggregation abstraction. The framework
presents the UAV subsystem information in a categorical (nature of functionality) and
hierarchical (information aggregation) manner such that the cognitive performance of the
human operator is increased when managing multiple UAVs, compared to unstructured
data directly from the UAVs.
Knowledge, understanding and communication of the UAV’s autonomy capability
information is crucial for the human operator to establish an internal status model of
the UAVs improving their cognitive performance when managing multiple heterogeneous
UAVs. This was achieved by creating a graphical and natural language (textual) represent-
ation of the information, where a textual message box with messages stating the sender,
its decisions and intentions is displayed.
The improved PAC approach, which consists of the FCF and autonomy transparency,
was veried with three experiments: 1) Evaluation of the operator’s cognitive performance
when using the FCF, 2) Evaluation of the operator’s cognitive performance through graph-
ical representation of the UAV’s autonomy, and 3) Evaluation of the operator’s cognitive
performance through natural language information exchange. Results collected from these
experiments yielded an improvement to the operators’ cognitive performance when using
the improved PAC model UI design conguration with UAV functional subsystem and
autonomy capability status, compared to the traditional PAC approach. This suggests that
by increasing a UAV’s capability (functional and autonomy) transparency in a multiple
heterogeneous UAV system, the human operator demonstrated a reduced CW, an improved
SA, and an improved reaction time.
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CHAPTER 1
Introduction
Robots are motorised craft, designed to perform certain tasks, they can be aquacraft (wa-
ter based), terrestrial craft (land based), or aircraft (airborne). An aerial robot can be
a Remotely Piloted Aerial Vehicle (RPAV), which enables teleoperation of the robot, or
Unmanned Aerial Vehicle (UAV). The dierence between a UAV and an RPAV is that a
UAV contains certain levels of intelligence that allows it to perform tasks autonomously1,
whereas a teleoperated aerial robot is only capable of being operated via remote control.
Traditionally, robots have been introduced to remove human presence from opera-
tions that are arduous/costly, and potentially life-threatening, including (but not limited
to) casualty extraction, explosive detection and disposals, battleeld reconnaissance and
surveillance, rural/urban search and rescue, emergency response, large-scale reghting,
and crop inspection. [41, 90, 214, 178, 179, 60]. Further benets have been observed, for
example, long hours of conventional vehicle operation can introduce signicant mental
fatigue to the human operator2, while robotic and teleoperated craft are less mentally
stressful to the human operator. Another example is that the nancial requirements are
less demanding to produce platforms which are not required to accommodate human
presence.
Robotic platforms are commonly not equipped with the capability to perform every
type of task. Tasks such as large-scale reghting, rural search and rescue, agricultural
inspections, and battleeld reconnaissances will require airborne solutions. The Un-
manned Aircraft System (UAS) sector is at the forefront in terms of dynamic growth, in
the aerospace industry [4].
1.1 Multiple Heterogeneous UAVs
In the recent decade, signicant advancements in UAV capabilities [94] have been seen
through the development of bigger and more robust platforms [1, 131], the integration of
more capable payloads [7, 91, 92, 228], and the increments of onboard intelligence [227,
142]. This sparked signicant interest in co-locating multiple UAVs in a close proximity to
1The word Autonomy stems from Greek, where autos denotes “self” and nomos denotes “law” [13].
2The human operator is the person who remotely pilots the UAV in the traditional sense, while in the
situations where one operator is to manage multiple UAVs, he/she then becomes the mission commander/su-
pervisor.
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perform more complex missions.
1.1.1 Benefits & Potentials
The fundamental advantage for deploying multiple UAVs with heterogeneous capabilit-
ies in close proximity is to harness the strengths of each (UAV) agent. Since each UAV
pertains a set of specialised capabilities, a dynamic team of hybrid3 agents is formed (e.g.
[145]). Through this, two clear benets have been realised: mission capability, and fault
tolerance/exibility [160].
Mission Capability
Despite of the large array of available payloads, platform performances, and onboard
computational capacities, a single highly specialised UAV has the capability to only com-
plete a single mission - the mission that the UAV was deployed to perform. Further-
more, it can only provide a perspective from one point of view. On the contrary, a team
of multiple heterogeneous UAVs working in close proximity extends the capability of a
single UAV. This extension enables information collection, aggregation, and exploitation
from various dierent locations simultaneously. As a result, human operators can acquire
greater awareness of the situation and the mission, subsequently promoting more eective
decision-making [160].
Fault Tolerance and Flexibility
Although advancements in Unmanned Aircraft System (UAS) technology mean greater
reliability and integrity in the system, system complexity and versatility inherently con-
tribute to faults and inexibilities in the UAV platforms. A mission which involves mul-
tiple heterogeneous UAVs can promote fault tolerance from a mission perspective simply
through the redundancy of UAVs in the team, and improve exibility through the hetero-
geneous capabilities of the dierent UAVs [160].
To this end, the research to utilise UAVs in teams is primarily driven by the military
domain [39, 145, 58, 128]. For example, the United States military, realising these benets
and potentials to their operations, has published its plans in the Roadmap for UAS 2010-2035
to invest in the future of multiple UAS research and development; their aim is to support
multiple UASs from a common ground station unit [2]. However, the civilian sector has
also realised the benets in deploying multiple UAVs for a wide range of missions, such
as aerial mapping [200, 199], extended communication [217, 67], forest re monitoring
[31, 32], and rural search and rescue [93, 3].
However, many of these applications are only either in the early stage of research, or
experimenting through modeling and simulation. For example, a multi-vehicle experi-
mental platform for distributed coordination and control was developed at Massachusetts
3Refers to heterogeneous functionality and/or autonomy.
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Institute of Technology (MIT) [102]. The project aimed to develop a platform that evaluates
the coordination and control methodologies of managing multiple robots simultaneously,
and was funded through an ongoing initiative by the United States Department of Defense
(DoD). Another example is the project Interacting with Multi-Agent Systems/UAV Swarms
conducted in Télécom Bretagne, France [52]. The project aims to contribute a solution
that provides the capability for small groups of rotory wing UAVs, organised in swarms,
to survey a strategic Air Force base.
With many institutions, organisations, and government bodies slowly becoming more
aware and realising the potentials of deploying teams of multiple heterogeneous UAVs to
perform missions, the industry is shifting its attention to better support the eective use
of multiple heterogeneous UAVs.
1.1.2 Issues & Challenges
The aim of eectively employing multiple heterogeneous UAVs to be deployed in close
proximity proposes the major challenge of operating ratio, and this challenge is preventing
the wide implementation of UAV teams in the real world. Currently, at least two or
more (in some cases, as many as four) human operators are required to ensure the safe
operation of one UAV (traditionally known as the many-to-one relationship/ratio; where
many operators are required to operate one UAV) [40, 51, 156, 34]. The issues associated
with the current operating ratio in the context of a hybrid system4 are twofold: eective
operator collaboration [83, 27] and commercial viability.
The many-to-one operating ratio, which is currently accepted as a minimum operating
requirement, proposes the challenge of eectively coordinating teams of UAV operators.
The number of operators that are required for a multi-agent mission is a product of the
number of operators required to operate each platform, by the number of platforms. In
this scenario, the number of operators to UAV agents is highly disproportionate, creat-
ing a highly complex and challenging Command and Control (C2) task for the mission
commander and his/her subordinate operator teams. Furthermore, although the UAV
operators are remotely operating the machines, they may not be necessarily co-located,
whereby remote operation may be achieved over long distances. This also proposes further
challenges for the mission commander and other distributed operator teams to collaborate
eectively.
Although the issue of commercial viability associated with the current UAV operating
ratio is often less mentioned, it should not be disregarded. Not only is it nancially and
time consumingly cost intensive to provide a complete suite of training for any UAV
operators in both the military and civilian domain, it is also expensive to develop hardware
equipment for the Ground Control Stations (GCS) of the UAS. Therefore, the benets and
potentials of deploying multiple heterogeneous UAVs to perform complex mission can not
4A hybrid system refers to a system that includes both the human operator(s) and more than one machine
(heterogeneous UAV) agents.
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be maximised.
The advantages of overcoming these issues would mean less cost and resource intensive
eorts are required to be eective in managing multiple heterogeneous UAVs. Moreover,
the exibility to manage these agents would be enhanced because mission commanders/-
operators would not be required to moderate their assets through another layer of human
interpretation (the current layer of UAV operators). This would eliminate the potential of
the geographically distributed UAV operators inherited in the current operating ratio.
To enable the most eective deployment of multiple heterogeneous UAVs, the operating
ratio must be inverted, forming a one-to-many (one operator to many UAVs) relationship
[45, 51, 83, 113]. However, a number of challenges have been identied in the process of
this inversion of operating ratio.The fundamental challenge of operating ratio inversion is
the cognitive overhead the human operator experiences when a beyond-average volume
of work is introduced. There are three cognitive attributes that are directly associated:
Cognitive Workload (CW), Situation Awareness (SA), and Automation Trust [174].
CW refers to the physiological stress that a human operator experiences when any form
of work is placed upon him/her. This attribute is one of the major human factor constructs
that is limiting successful and reliable human machine interaction. CW is associated with
an operator’s SA [174, 154]. SA refers to the knowledge that a human operator has of
his/her agents and the mission environment. An operator’s SA dramatically decreases
when he/she is removed from the situation scene, such as that of a traditional vehicle (eg.
ghter aircraft, commercial airliner) to remotely controlling an RPAV or UAV, and then
nally, mission supervising/commanding multiple heterogeneous UAVs.Automation Trust
refers to the degree of trust that a human operator has of his/her autonomous agent. Due
to the complexity of autonomy inherent in many modern day UASs, the system is a “black
box”, where the inner-workings of the UAV’s autonomy capabilities are non-transparent to
the human operator. An operator without an adequate level of knowledge about his/her
UAV(s) will not be able to eectively manage a group of multiple heterogeneous agents
during operation [172, 125].
Research to address the human cognitive challenge emergent in the transition from the
many-to-one to one-to-many operating ratio has been conducted in two directions: from
a human-decentralised and a human-centred approach. Firstly, the human-decentralised
approach is aimed to modify the UAV’s autonomy behaviour, such as proposing novel
ways to classify the UAV autonomy capabilities [28, 48, 78, 105, 127, 173, 195, 139], or
novel methods to enable autonomy to adapt to the mission situation as necessary [148, 117,
20]. Secondly, the human-centred approach is aimed at proposing a novel way to support
interactions between the human operator and his/her UAVs [51, 128, 225, 89, 5, 20]; this
includes physical interaction (i.e. haptic or vocal controls), management protocols (i.e.
delegation of tasks/functions between the human and the machines [149, 151, 169]), and
visualisation (i.e. Graphical User Interface (GUI) [224, 151, 38]).
Successful human-machine collaboration is only achieved when the human operator
possesses a balanced CW, SA, and calibrated trust in automation [174, 126, 72, 165, 226,
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172, 125, 37, 39, 44, 43]. Therefore, in order to support eective inversion of the operating
ratio such that multiple heterogeneous UAVs can be eectively managed by a single hu-
man operator, both directions (human-centralised and decentralised) of research must be
combined.
1.1.3 Capability Transparency
Techniques, methods, and algorithms to improve autonomy have been proposed to allevi-
ate human operator’s cognitive resource overhead to achieve eective multiple heterogen-
eous UAV management. However, this capability alone is insucient to support eective
human-machine interaction as these advancements in autonomy can be mishandled by the
human operator [167]. Without the appropriate transparency5, or information feedback
about the UAVs’ capabilities and intentions, the human operator can become confused,
and over or under reliant on the autonomy due to a reduced level of SA. Consequently,
this negatively impacts his/her CW, and the operator’s trust in the system is jeopardised
[126].
Transparency can also be interpreted as an operator’s understanding of a machine’s
inner workings
The existing control interfaces that are designed to support Multiple-UAV operations
with the traditional object oriented Model-View-Controller (MVC) GUI design paradigm,
have not yet shown evidence of including the UAVs’ capability information [157, 195].
Only within the past two years has research beyond this thesis emerged to evaluate the
eects of capability information feedback on human cognitive performance [145], using an
SA-centred framework proposed in 2014 [39]. This conrms the importance of capability
transparency on human cognitive performance in multiple heterogeneous UAV manage-
ment.
In the traditional Presentation-Abstraction-Control (PAC) model (illustrated in Figure
1.1), the (P)resentation component contains the visualisations of all the model data such as
low level UAV state information and direct video feeds, the data contained in the model
is not organised in any way to reect directly the capabilities and its implications on the
UAVs: the (A)bstraction component contains all the data about each UAV, the mission and
global states, and their capabilities at a systems and subsystems level; and the (C)ontrol ob-
ject contains the necessary exchange between the information stored in the model object,
and displayed in the view object [54, 71].
5Transparency can also be interpreted as the ability to see through a system’s internal workings which
causes certain higher-level functions. However, this thesis focuses on the human operator’s ability to
understand a system’s capabilities and intentions.
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Figure 1.1: An example of the current GCS interfaces developed with the
traditional PAC design model [219] (the image in the centre of
this illustration is an example of the current GCS).
Capability Transparency is divided into two concepts: The capability of the UAV, and the
transparency (availability) of this information to the human operator. The UAV capability
is further divided into two types: Functional Capability, and Autonomy Capability. The
Functional Capability encompasses the UAV’s subsystem status and operational states. The
Autonomy Capability encompasses the UAV’s ability to perform tasks autonomously. This
information is needed to be visually represented on the GUI used by the human operator
to manage the agents and the mission. Transparency can be established in several ways,
however, a key requirement is that the human operator must be able to easily compre-
hend the information. For this reason, information presented graphically or textually is
considered.
In order to design an interface that supports capability transparency, a novel imple-
mentation of the existing PAC model is proposed. However, certain hurdles must be over-
come prior to arriving at an interface solution; such as the representation of a UAV’s
functional capability transparency, and the autonomy capability transparency [44, 43, 42].
1.2 Research Program
The Motivation of the research presented in this thesis are threefold: The benets and po-
tential of employing multiple heterogeneous UAVs to perform missions (section 1.1.1), the
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inherent cognitive issues associated with operator ratio inversion (1.1.2), and particularly
the pending challenges to establish Capability Transparency in a hybrid system (section
1.1.3).
In search of a generic approach, eorts have been directed at extending the traditional
PAC model of GUI design to incorporate elements associated with the functional (sub-
system) and autonomy capabilities of a UAV in a hybrid system setting. This includes a
framework to structure the UAV’s subsystem functionalities and autonomy (A), a visu-
alisation of this framework and the autonomy capabilities (P), an ability to link these two
components together (C), and its impact on a human operator’s cognitive performance as
depicted in Figure 1.2.
Figure 1.2: The proposed GCS interface developed with the instantiate the
PAC GUI design model to support capability transparency.
1.2.1 Scope
Given the complexity of the chosen approach to improve multiple heterogeneous UAV
management, implementing the existing PAC model to incorporate capability transpar-
ency, and the importance of evaluating its impact on human cognitive performance, a few
scoping elements must be dened:
• Human cognitive functions is a broad research area which incorporates numerous
psychophysical factors and constructs. It is not the aim of this research to encompass
all aspects of human cognitive functions, but to include only CW, SA and Trust.
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These factors are the most indicative of the human cognitive performance and have
been accepted as the standard construct to evaluate the eectiveness of novel meth-
ods in human-machine interaction [44, 168, 175].
• Although the signicance of Automation Trust is realised and acknowledged, heavy
emphasis is not the intention of this research. This is because this research aims to
demonstrate the value in visually representing functional and autonomy capabil-
ity, and not explicitly the eects of the autonomy policy (i.e. adaptive autonomy).
Hence, the experiments are not designed to be deceitful, which inuences on human
trust in the system.
The following constraints were applicable for this research:
• All software interface designs were developed purely for the purpose of this re-
search, no pre-existing interfaces were available to be modied.
• All software interfaces were designed for experimental use only, and they were not
certied for real world applications.
• All experiments were performed in a laboratory, no real world experimentations
were conducted due to numerous existing regulatory and safety restrictions.
• All participants are volunteers with no cash incentives.
• No physiological instruments (e.g. eye trackers) were used for this research. Hence,
all cognitive measurements were conducted based on self-reporting (Chapter 2 Sec-
tion 2.3).
A major application for the use of multiple heterogeneous UAVs in the civilian sector is
large scale search and rescue operations (e.g. the search for Malaysian Airlines MH370).
To date there are limited existing real world missions in the civilian domain which deploy
multiple UAVs to carry out the such tasks, several experiment scenario design considera-
tions are dened:
• The context of multiple agents does not extend to swarm technology. Swarm tech-
nology considers the science of inter-agent collaboration, such as self-organisation
capabilities [166] and pheromone behaviours [128]. This research aimed to study the
agents as individual entities and teammates of the human operator. For this reason,
swarm technology has very little overlap with the domain of this research.
• The scenarios designed for the experiments were aimed to assert certain levels of
cognitive challenge for the participant. However, these scenarios are hypothetical
only.
• All the components visually displayed in the scenarios had been explicitly placed,
and the performances of the UAV agents had been implemented to work only within
the predened experimental arena.
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1.2.2 Research Objective and estions
The principal research objective of this thesis is:
Research Objective To achieve functional and autonomy capability transpar-
ency, and to understand the eects of this transparency on human Cognitive
Workload, Situation Awareness, Automation Trust and operator’s objective
performance in a multiple heterogeneous UAV management setting
This objective is divided into three research questions which framed the agenda of this
research. Each research question was addressed with a theoretical proposal, an experi-
ment design, and an evaluation experiment involving human participants to validate the
signicance of the proposal.
Question 1 What are the eects of UAV functional transparency on human
operator’s CW and SA in heterogeneous multiple UAV management?
The rst component of this research is aimed at addressing the needs for a UAV’s func-
tional capability visualisation. This is done by establishing a fundamental approach
to structure these capabilities. It also provides support through an eective functional
information exchange feature that enables the human operator to acquire information
about the mission and agents. Firstly, to answer this question, an understanding of a
generic UAV’s subsystem elements and functions was established, this also includes the
existing formats/methods of representation of such on a traditional GCS GUI. Secondly,
human information processing and ecological interface design principles was investigated
to establish an understanding of the human’s ergonomic6 preferences (Chapter 3 Section
3.2). Thirdly, these design principles was adopted and applied to structure the UAV’s
functional capabilities, proposing a novel multi-dimensional, multi-layered framework
that encapsulates the UAV’s subsystem functions, in an ergonomically sound way. Finally,
the positive eects of using the proposed framework for multiple heterogeneous UAV
management missions on the human operator’s CW and SA was observed and validated
in a live experiment involving no less than 23 human participants7.
Question 2 What are the eects of UAV autonomy transparency on human
operator’s CW and SA when partial capability autonomy is represented
visually in heterogeneous multiple UAV management?
The second component of this research is aimed to address the eects of a UAV’s partial
autonomy capability transparency on a human operator’s CW and SA. It also provides
6The term ergonomics used in this context is to denote a human’s natural process of information
perception. It is not to be confused with the area of study.
7Minimum number of eective samples required for the results acquired from a pilot study to be of any
statistical signicance.
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evidence to demonstrate the eectiveness of graphical representation of autonomy in-
formation on human operators. Firstly, to answer this question, a review of the existing
methodology to classify autonomy was conducted to establish an understanding of its
fundamental theory and applications. Secondly, a method was introduced to dene the
degree of autonomy applied to each of the UAV’s subsystem functional capabilities, its
meaning, implications, and instantiations. Thirdly, the graphical representation of a UAV’s
specic functional autonomy to increase autonomy transparency was considered and im-
plemented in the experiment software prototype. Finally, the positive eects of increasing
a single functional subsystem’s autonomy transparency through visual representation on
the human operator’s CW and SA must be conrmed in a live experiment involving no
less than 23 human participants.
Question 3 What are the eects of UAV autonomy transparency on human
operator’s CW, SA, Trust and operator’s objective performance when the
UAV’s autonomy is represented visually in heterogeneous multiple UAV
management?
The nal component of this research is aimed to address the eects of a UAV’s complete
autonomy capability transparency on a human operator’s CW, SA, and Automation
Trust. The evidence collected in the process of answering this question aims to provide
justication of the signicance of information transparency on eective human-machine
interaction. Firstly, to answer this question, investigation must be conducted on the most
eective taxonomy to classify autonomy capabilities in a mission environment. A suit-
able taxonomy must incorporate elements of human information processing and levels
of automation, and its successful application in recent research involving management
of multiple agents must also have been demonstrated. Secondly, a review of existing
modalities of visual information communication between a human operator and his/her
computer simulated agents was conducted. The visualisation must have the capacity to
communicate a variety of information about the UAV’s autonomy to the human operator
in a direct but non-intrusive manner. It must also have the capacity to enable the human
operator to exercise acknowledgement of the communicated information for experiment
verication purposes. Finally, the positive eects of increasing the UAVs’ complete func-
tional autonomy transparency through the visual representation on the human operator’s
CW, SA and Trust was conrmed in a live experiment involving no less than 23 human
participants. Positive eects must also be observed on the participant’s objective perform-
ances.
1.2.3 Contributions & Significance
The main contribution of this research is a framework of interface design that supports
UAV capability transparency for hybrid systems. As a result, ve signicant theoretical,
practical, and physical contributions toward the inversion of human-to-machine operating
ratio to support eective management of multiple heterogeneous UAVs are presented.
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• Contribution 1 A novel Functional Capability Framework (FCF) to encapsulate agent
subsystem functional capability and its derivation procedure. The FCF is proposed
with the aim of not only encapsulating the subsystem components of a UAV for use
in a hybrid system, but also structure it with from a human-centred perspective.
• Contribution 2 The concept of Functional-LOA to enable a system’s autonomy to be
classied in its separate capabilities. F-LOA was proposed as a part of answering
Research Question 2 and further used to answer Research Question 3. It aimed to
describe a UAV’s autonomy levels based on it’s functional capabilities, which had
not been seen in previous research.
• Contribution 3 A novel approach to support autonomy transparency. The natural
language communication of the autonomy capability information in a hybrid system
is proposed as the method to allow autonomy status to be presented to the human
operator, thus increasing the UAV’s autonomy transparency to the operator.
• Contribution 4 An experimental software prototype that is customisable, and incor-
porates all elements proposed in contributions 1 to 3. This is a physical set of software
source code and compilable binaries that can be recongured and modied to satisfy
future research needs.
• Contribution 5 A complete set of experimental scenario designs, procedures, and
results for future research. This includes three sets of experimental procedures and
supporting materials that can be used to re-perform the experiments by a third-
party, as well as its complete set of analysed results.
The signicance of this research and the future impacts to the operator ratio inversion are
evident through the consideration of all the contributions, these encompass: Theoretical
contributions, practical guides and results, and physical systems. This research provided
an approach to the investigation of eective human-machine interaction in hybrid sys-
tems.
From a theoretical perspective, Contributions 1, 2, and 3 provided a novel and empiric-
ally veried approach to the designs of future human-machine interfaces to support eect-
ive management of multiple heterogeneous agents. This opens up many future research
opportunities to further investigate other avenues of human-machine interaction.
From a practical perspective, Contribution 4 provides a foundation platform which
was established to encourage further renement of that software prototype to enable a
more robust experimentation platform. Although the scope of this research has limited
the viability of the tools to only be tested within the connes of a laboratory, positive
results that were observed and gathered during the experimental stages provide positive
evidence that these contributions will become an integral part of future research and
commercialisation.
Finally, from the physical contribution’s perspective, Contribution 5 provides a com-
plete set of documented experimental design and procedure with its supporting materials,
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as well as the raw and analysed results, where statistical analysis had been conducted on
the raw results collected during the experiments, provide a foundation to support future
comparative studies.
The human operator’s cognitive hurdles continue to be a considerable bottleneck of
achieving the one-to-many (one human to many machines) operation ratio. In the absence
of an eective model of capability transparency, the foreseeable potentials of deploying
multiple UAVs in close proximity to perform a mission remain illusive. The contributions
of this research demonstrate signicance in achieving the one-to-many operation ratio,
hence, another step closer to deploying multiple heterogeneous UAVs into the eld.
1.3 Research Publications
Publications stemming from this research are listed in chronological order below:
T. (B.) Chen, D. Campbell, G. Coppin, M. Mooij, and F. Gonzalez, “A Capability Frame-
work Visualisation for Multiple Heterogeneous UAVs: From a Mission Commander’s Per-
spective” in 28th International Congress of the Aeronautical Sciences, Brisbane, Australia,
2012.
T. (B.) Chen, D. Campbell, G. Coppin, and F. Gonzalez, “Management of Heterogeneous
UAVs Through a Capability Framework of UAV’s Functional Autonomy”, in 15th Australian
International Aerospace Congress, Melbourne, Australia, 2013.
T. (B.) Chen, F. Gonzalez, D. Campbell, and G. Coppin, “Management of Multiple
Heterogeneous UAVs using Capability and Autonomy Visualisation: Theory, Experiment
and Result” in The 2014 International Conference on Unmanned Aircraft Systems, Orlando,
Florida, 2014.
T. (B.) Chen, D. Campbell, F. Gonzalez, and G. Coppin, “The Eect of Autonomy
Transparency in Human-Robot Interactions: A Preliminary Study on Operator Cognitive
Workload and Situation Awareness in Multiple Heterogeneous UAV Management”, in The
2014 Australasian Conference on Robotics and Automation, Melbourne, Australia, 2014.
T. (B.) Chen, D. Campbell, F. Gonzalez, and G. Coppin, “Increasing Autonomy Trans-
parency through Capability Communication in Multiple Heterogeneous UAV Manage-
ment”, in The 2015 International Conference on Intelligent Robots and Systems, Hamburg,
Germany, 2015.
T. (B.) Chen, D. Campbell, G. Coppin, and F. Gonzalez,“A Framework to Support Func-
tional Capability Transparency in Multiple Heterogeneous UAV Management”, in IEEE
Transactions of Human Machine Systems, 2016 [submitted].
1.4 Thesis Structure
Chapter 1 presents an introduction to this research from the denitions of the terms to
be used throughout this thesis, to various real world applications, benets and challenges.
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A research program outlining the specic research questions, scope, contributions and
signicance has also been presented.
Chapter 2 presents an in depth review of the literature that supports the formulation
of the proposed contributions.
Chapter 4 presents a brief background overview of the research, while describing the
process of formulating the proposed contributions.
Chapters 5, 6, and 7 describe the design of the validation Experiment 1, 2, and 3, their
components visualisation, their interaction strategy, their experimental methodology, and
their result analysis.
Chapter 8 provides a summary of all the contents discussed in the previous chapters,
its relationships with the research contributions, and concludes the thesis with recom-
mendations of directions for future research.

CHAPTER 2
Literature Review
This chapter presents the literature review for this research, organised in three compon-
ents: Systems and Automation (Section 2.1), Interfaces and Interaction (Section 2.2), and
Cognitive Constructs (Section 2.3).
Section 2.1, Systems and Automation, focuses on the building blocks which dened the
descriptive framework of autonomous agents; in the context of this research, multiple
Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAVs). This section includes an in depth review and evalu-
ation of many forms of autonomy classication taxonomy. These include: The Ten Levels
of Automation, or the Sheridan and Verplanck (SV) Scale (Section 2.1.1), the four-stage
model of human automation interaction (Section 2.1.2), the autonomy spectrum (Section
2.1.3), the Autonomy Control Level (ACL) (Section 2.1.5), Endsley and Kaber’s Levels of
Automation (LOA) (Section 2.1.6), the (ALFUS) (Section 2.1.7), 3D Intelligent Space (Section
2.1.4), and Section 2.1 concludes with the Human-Automation Collaboration Taxonomy
(HACT) (Section 2.1.8).
Section 2.2, Interfaces and Interactions, highlights the existing concept of human-
computer interface design principles (the Model-View-Controller (MVC) paradigm and
the Presentation-Abstraction-Control (PAC) model in Section 2.2.1), ergonomic interface
design methods (the Ecological Interface Design principles in Section 2.2.2), modes of
interaction (dialogues, Belief-Desire-Intention model, authority sharing, and adaptive
automation in Section 2.2.3 to 2.2.6), and concludes with the review of current progress,
challenges and research trends in the area of autonomy, systems and agent transparency
(Section 2.2.7 and 2.2.8), as well as its signicance to the human operator’s cognitive
performance.
Section 2.3, Cognitive Constructs, reviews and evaluates three cognitive constructs that
had been well established as most signicant in the eld of human-automation interaction:
Cognitive Workload (CW, in Section 2.3.1), Situation Awareness (SA, in Section 2.3.2), and
Automation Trust (in Section 2.3.3). This section presents the foundation theory of each of
these constructs, their signicance to this research, and an evaluation of the main methods
to measure them. The conclusion addresses the relevance of each topic presented in this
chapter and the methodology adopted in this research.
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Table 2.1: Ten Levels of Autonomy (Adapted from [211])
LOA Description
1 Human does it all
2 Computer oers alternatives
3 Computer narrows alternatives down to a few
4 Computer suggests a recommended alternative
5 Computer executes alternative if human approves
6 Computer executes alternative; human can veto
7 Computer executes alternative & informs human
8 Computer executes selected alternative & informs human only if asked
9 Computer executes selected alternative & informs humanonly if it decides to
10 Computer acts entirely autonomously
2.1 Systems and Automation
Systems, or machine agents in the context of this research, include both a physical plat-
form and an autonomous agent, and the need to eectively classify the machine agent’s
autonomy capability had been a key motivation in many eorts to develop taxonomies
[211, 28, 48, 173, 51, 104, 78].
2.1.1 Ten Levels of Automation (SV Scale)
One of the most widely known LOA taxonomy is the Ten Levels of Automation (also
known as the SV Scale), originally proposed by Sheridan and Verplanck [211]. This tax-
onomy contains ten levels; Level 1 represents the system has no portion of autonomous
control and it is entirely manually operated, while Level 10 represents the system has no
portion of manual control and it is entirely automated. Figure 2.1 illustrates the details of
each of the levels in this ten-level taxonomy.
This taxonomy is set on a linear scale and the attributes used to classify the levels are
limited. The human machine interaction process is classied from a linear scale of 1 to 10
(2.1) with only descriptions relating to each level available. A lack of the inclusion of any
information processing ow attributes was stated [28, 173, 53, 48].
For this reason, Parasuraman, Sheridan and Wickens have revised the taxonomy to
incorporate a simple four-stage human information processing model [173] (Section 2.1.2).
2.1.2 Model for Human-Automation Interaction
Parasuraman, Sheridan and Wickens agreed and acknowledged the need to classify
autonomy beyond a linear scale, rather, automation can vary across a continuum of levels.
However, the purpose of automation is to alleviate, assist, or sometimes supplement
human eort to conduct work particularly in situations where repetitive and fast-paced
tasks must be done [168, 132]. Hence, Parasuraman, Sheridan and Wickens acknowledged
the need to incorporate a simple four-stage model of information processing into the ten
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levels of automation [173].
The four stages of human information processing include: Sensory Processing, Per-
ception/Working Memory, Decision Making, and Response Selection [173]. These stages
were simplied as Information Acquisition, Information Analysis, Decision Selection and
Action Implementation (Figure 2.1). The concepts associated with this process equate
closely to the renowned Observe-Orient-Decide-Act (OODA) model of human decision
making, proposed by Boyd [19].
Figure 2.1: Simplified four-stage model of human information processing
(Adapted from [173])
The ten levels of automation are then applied to each stage of information processing
which denes the amount of responsibility of work of the human operator and the auto-
mation.
The rst stage, information acquisition, or the Observe stage in the OODA model,
considers the process of acquiring and gaining information of various forms from various
sources. This stage may be performed at any level of the ten LOAs. For example, at
the lowest level (LOA 1), the human operator is responsible for acquiring all the possible
information regarding the machine agents and the environment from the available sensory
nodes. Depending on the complexity of the system, the operator’s CW may be saturated,
hence, negatively impacting the SA as well [74].
The second stage, information analysis, or Orient, considers the process of invoking
working memory to deciphering and decoding the information acquired in the rst stage.
This process then constructs a “mental picture” of the situation. For example, in the
aviation domain, information acquired on one aircraft’s sensory systems (such as radars)
about its neighbouring aircraft’s position and state information, can be aggregated, and
graphically presented to the pilot with a prediction of the neighbouring aircraft’s trajectory
[153, 98]. The LOA of this stage is higher up in the scale for this example as all the
information aggregation was carried out by automation with no human intervention.
The third stage, decision selection, or Decide, considers the act of generating decisions
based on the information acquired in the information stages (stages one and two), and
selecting the most appropriate action as a response. Both steps in this stage can be done
by humans or automation, and an action selection may not necessarily require a physical
input to be initiated. The LOA which applies to this stage governs the human/automation
interaction, that is, at a high LOA, the automation makes the decisions based on the situ-
ation, at low LOA, the human operator assumes responsibility. An example is the current
Ground Proximity Warning System (GPWS) installed on most of the modern commercial
aircraft, which has an LOA of 4. This system processes the data related to the distance the
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aircraft is from the terrain/ground, and provides advisories (warnings) when the aircraft
is close to the ground but not properly congured to land. The human operator (pilot) has
the decision to ignore the warning, or accept it and perform the next stage of information
processing – action implementation.
The fourth and nal stage, action implementation, or Act, refers to the execution of the
action selected in the previous stage. Similar to the previous stages, the agent (human or
autonomous) responsible to carry out the decision is governed by the LOA. An example of
which is in the commercial aviation sector where the ight plans specic to a particular
ight are pre-planned in the brieng/preparation room, and the ight plan is automatically
uploaded to the aircraft when the ight details are nalised. This system incorporates a
system that has a high LOA where ight details are not required to be manually inserted
by the human operator (the pilot) [161, 135]. Figure 2.2 illustrates an example provided
by Parasuraman, Sheridan and Wickens of the proposed future Air Trac Control (ATC)
systems with their model of types and levels of automation.
Figure 2.2: Example of Levels of Automation applied to the four stages of
information processing (Published in [173])
The information automation (the rst two stages) is high, as other studies had shown
positive aect of high levels of information automation can have on a human operator’s
cognitive workload. The decision selection proposes a high LOA for low-risk functions
such as the automatic sorting of electronic ight strips, and a low LOA for high-risk
functions such as the initiation of the hando protocol. Action implementation is set at a
moderate LOA such as changing of the ight plan details, which the human operator and
autonomy have similar levels of responsibility to execute a successful ight plan detail
change.
Although Parasuraman, Sheridan and Wickens acknowledge and agree that this four-
step model is a simplication of human information processing compared to ones dis-
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cussed cognitive psychology [26], it encapsulated the core concepts of both automation
and humans, enabling a true human-automation taxonomy to classify interaction.
Legras, Coppin and the team have further adopted this approach and proposed the
concept of autonomy spectrum discussed in Section 2.1.3.
2.1.3 Autonomy Spectrum
The Autonomy spectrum, proposed by Legras and Coppin [51], is a graphical represent-
ation of the dierent congurations of operating modes. It has adopted two concepts in
their proposal of the Autonomy Spectrum, which was employed in SMAART Project, and
is now adopted as the taxonomy to classify autonomy.
The concepts included the implementations of multiple conguration patterns for each
mode of operation [43, 127], and Sheridan and Verplanck’s ten levels of automation (SV
Scale) [211] applied to Parasuraman, Sheridan and Wickens’ four stage model of human
automation interaction [173]. Coppin and Legras have agreed with the signicance of
human-machine operating ratio inversion (from multiple human operators to control a
single machine, to a single human operator managing multiple machines) [83], a human-
centred approach to classify human-autonomy interaction was required. And by extending
Parasuraman, Sheridan and Wickens’ model of human automation interaction (which was
eective to describe a static automation system [173, 51]), autonomy transparency has the
capacity to incorporate adaptive systems deployed in a highly dynamic environment.
The autonomy spectrum was dedicated to highlight the UAV autonomy conguration
patterns, which describes the autonomy of each mode-of-operation in two dimensions
by projecting the SV Scale onto the four-stages of the simplied human decision making
process. The autonomy of each mode-of-operation in the stages is divided into the ten
LOAs, while the mode-of-operation is described as a specic task/aim a UAV agent (human
and/or machine) must complete.
An example of the autonomy spectrum is illustrated in Figure 2.3. This gure presents a
reference spectrum for a mode-of-operation on the left, and its four corresponding single-
mode spectra on the right. The purpose for the reference spectrum on the left is to enable a
global “snapshot” of the adaptive system’s autonomy capabilities. The four spectra on the
right denote the possible autonomy congurations of the same mode-of-operation [51].
The example spectrum presented in Figure 2.3 is interpreted to possess an LOA 8 cap-
ability for information acquisition, LOA 3 or 9 for information analysis, LOA 1 or 6 for
decision selection, and LOA 8 for action implementation [51].
• LOA 8 for information acquisition denotes that the machine agent has been allocated
greater responsibility in the task of collecting sensory information, however, the
operator is able to gain access to the raw data if he/she so chooses;
• LOA 3 or 9 for information analysis denotes that the information collected previ-
ously can either be interpreted autonomously by the machine, or deciphered rather
manually by the human operator;
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Figure 2.3: An example autonomy spectrum for a mode-of-operation (Pub-
lished in [51])
• LOA 1 or 6 for decision selection denotes that in the responsibility of making the
nal decision can either be done completely manually, or semi-autonomously, that
is, with some decision-aiding capabilities for example;
• LOA 8 for action implementation denotes that the machine agent has been allocated
greater responsibility to carry out the execution of the selected decision from the
previous stage;
Also note that the Figure 2.3 contains path lines, which denes the autonomy congura-
tion of the mode-of-operation. The four right gures illustrate all the possible autonomy
congurations for this mode; from a high LOA system (8-9-6-9), to a mixed LOA system
(8-3-1-8). However, one example illustrated the conguration of 8-9—8, this denotes that
no decision making is required under this specic autonomy conguration [51]. Each
scenario include multiple adaptive systems, which propose multiple modes-of-operations,
and autonomy spectrum is designed to enable system designers or analysts to determine
the autonomy capabilities of their systems (or in the context of this research, UAVs) in an
operational manner [43].
2.1.4 3D Intelligent Space
Charles Stark Draper Laboratory developed a set of metrics that measure the performance
of their systems carrying out various tasks. 3D Intelligence Space is one of these options for
measuring the intelligence and autonomy of a system [48, 47]. The proposed taxonomy
expands into multiple dimensions as illustrated in Table 2.2. There are only four levels
separated into three dierent spaces in this metric;
• Mobility Control refers the ability to move in the given environment
• Task Planning refers to the ability to reactively plan unforeseen tasks according to
the surrounding environment
• Situation awareness refers to the level of sensory feedback that is ported to the
system
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Table 2.2: 3D intelligence space (Adapted from [48])
Levels Mobility Control Task Planning Situation Awareness
1 None, RPA Only None, RPA Only None, RPA Only, or sensoras conduit
2 Operator Assisted Waypoint or featureoriented
Low-level sensor
processing, e.g. visual
servoing (template
tracking)
3
Get to waypoint, do
one feature-based
command
Interpret goals into
action
Single-Sensor model
matching
4 Integrate multipleactions
Multi-Agent
Collaboration and C2
Integrated, multi-sensor
fusion
The limitations of this metric are;
• The “Task Planning” dimension may need to be re-cast, as many successful autonom-
ous systems are built on reactive behaviours, and task planning is not a compulsory
element of autonomy [48].
• SA can apply to one, or both of the entities; the human operator, who can be more
aware of the surrounding environment to perform more eciently in decision-
making and also the machine agent, which can generate and react more accurately
according to the level of SA it experiences. It does not imply whether the system
understands the details of the actual surrounding factors [48].
Given these limitations, eorts to develop other autonomy classication (i.e. the develop-
ment of ACL) were initiated by the United States (U.S.) Air Force Research Laboratory’s Air
Vehicles Directorate [48]. Other eorts to classify autonomy from the a multidimensional
perspective include: Clough’s Autonomous Control Levels (ACL) [48], and Endsley and
Kaber’s eight levels of autonomy, from the perspective of human cognition [78].
2.1.5 Autonomous Control Levels (ACL)
The fundamental questions of how autonomous a system is and how this autonomy can
be classied have also been explored by a number of researchers at the U.S. Air Force
Research Laboratory and their publications on ACL [48].
Capturing the idea from both, but not limited to the SV scale [211] and the 3D intel-
ligence space [47], ACL has been developed. The resolution of the scale has increased
to eleven levels as illustrated in Table 2.3, while retaining the multi-dimensional facet
presented in the 3D intelligence space [48].
This taxonomy also incorporates the four-stage human information processing model
[48] as reviewed in Section 2.1.2.
• Perception/Situational Awareness: The robustness of acquiring live information
from the surroundings;
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Table
2.3:FinalA
C
L
C
hart
as
published
in
(Published
in
[48])
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• Analysis/Coordination: The ability to adapt and coordinate with the remaining of
the team from the acquired live information and health of the system;
• Decision Making: The ability to make appropriate decisions based on the available
data;
• Capability: The ability to carry out tasks autonomously as required by the scenario
based on the decision (autonomously or manually);
Although this taxonomy is very extensive and has considered information processing at
each level of automation, the ability to classify a heterogeneous multi-agent autonomous
system was not clearly captured.
2.1.6 Endsley and Kaber’s Level of Automation
Traditionally, the design decision of automation is made to maximise the capability of
the technology, this results in a reduction in cost and human errors [78]. The aim of
automation is to minimise human involvement. Unfortunately, the cognitive capability of
a human operator to perform monitoring or pure supervisory tasks is very limited as the
human operator’s sense for SA decreases with time [78]. To this end, a system that is fully
autonomous (with human operators being completely excluded from the process) is not
the optimal solution to maximise task eciency. Instead, a balance of human and machine
involvement has a more positive eect. To address this from the view of the performance,
SA and CW in a dynamic control task scenario, Endsley and Kaber had proposed a method
of classifying levels of automation [78].
The Endsley and Kaber scale consists of ten autonomy levels and four roles. The roles
are presented as processes starting from information collection to performing selected
decisions. Table 2.4 illustrates a hierarchy of levels of automation presented by Endsley
and Kaber.
Each level of automation states the responsibility of the roles (either human, machine
or both):
1. Manual Control: In this level, human agent assumes responsibility for all roles;.
2. Action Support: In this level, the majority of the roles are the human agent’s re-
sponsibility, with the computer agent aiding in the information observation, and
implementation processes.
3. Batch Processing: It is the human agent’s responsibility to generate and make the
appropriate decisions, and then it is up to the machine agent to carry out the selected
action.
4. Shared Control: The process of generating options is carried out by the machine and
human agents, although the human agent still retains full control over the selection
and implementation of the selected action.
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Table 2.4: Hierarchy of LOA Applicable to Dynamic-Cognitive and Psycho-
motor Control Task Performance, where H denotes Human, and
C denotes Computer (Adapted from [78])
Roles
Level Descriptor Mon. Gen. Sel. Impl.
1 Manual Control (MC) H H H H
2 Action Support (AS) H/C H H H/C
3 Batch Processing (BP) H/C H H C
4 Shared control (SHC) H/C H/C H H/C
5 Decision Support (DS) H/C H/C H C
6 Blended Decision Making(BDM) H/C H/C H/C C
7 Rigid System (RS) H/C C H C
8 Automated Decision Making(ADM) H/C H/C C C
9 Supervisory Control (SC) H/C C C C
10 Full Automation (FA) C C C C
5. Decision Support: The machine agent will automatically perform solution genera-
tion. The human agent may veto and perform his/her own decision-making process.
The selection of the solution is the responsibility of the human agent, and then
automation will initiate the implementation of the selected decision.
6. Blended Decision Making: Automation is employed through most of the solution
generation and selection process with the human agent’s consent to carry forth the
action. The machine agent also performs the implementation;
7. Rigid System: This level implies that human agent cannot manually generate new
solutions, he/she must select a solution from the list of solutions generated by the
machine agent automatically.
8. Automated Decision Making: At this stage, the system will autonomously generate
and selects the most ideal solution for the particular situation, human agents may
suggest alternative solutions, and machine agents will incorporate the new sugges-
tions and carryout the decision making processes.
9. Supervisory Control: The role of the human agent is to supervise a system from a
very high level perspective. The machine agent carries out all tasks from solution
generation, to selection implementation. The human agent may choose to veto when
it is necessary.
10. Full Automation: Machine agent has the responsibility to maintain a system at a fully
autonomous functional level. That is, this level implies human out-of-loop scenario.
Although this metric presents a method to classify the levels of automation in terms of
a workow model (from solution generation to implementation), there are possible is-
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sues associated. For example, one possible issue is that this taxonomy seems not to be
able to support multiple autonomous agent scenarios, only one human operator and one
autonomous agent was addressed in this literature.
Beyond the classication of human and automation interaction, Huang et al. had pro-
posed a “tool” designed for military end users [51].
2.1.7 Autonomous Levels For Unmanned Systems
The Autonomous Levels For Unmanned Systems (ALFUS), initially proposed by the Na-
tional Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST), addresses the issues of a linear auto-
mation classication, and lack of information processing ow attributes, which was visible
from Sheridan and Verplanck’s Ten Levels of Automation.
In this taxonomy, an Unmanned System (UMS) is dened as a powered physical system,
with no human operator aboard the principal components, acts on physical world for the
purpose of achieving assigned tasks. May be mobile or stationary. May include any and
all associated supporting components. Examples include unmanned group vehicles (UGV),
unmanned aerial vehicles (UAV), unmanned underwater vehicles (UUV), unmanned water
surface borne vehicles (USV), unattended munitions (UM), and unattended ground sensors
(UGS). Missiles, rockets, and their submunitions, and artillery are not considered UMSs [103].
ALFUS describes autonomy in three tiers: Subsystems, systems, and system of sys-
tems. Each tier is then broken into ve LOAs as illustrated in Table 2.5. These levels are
dened according to three aspects of Contextual Autonomous Capability (CAC), Mission
Complexity (MC), Environmental Complexity (EC), and Human Independence (HI).
ALFUS uses the CAC model (presented in Figure 2.4) to dene UMSs. This model
consists of three aspects or axes: MC, EC, and HI. MC is concerned about the various details
of the mission task which contributes to a more dicult mission. Examples of these tasks
are mission time constraints, resource availability, asset availability, intelligence gather-
ing, task planning, and mission planning etc. EC is concerned about the environment
which the mission is surrounded by. Environmental variables can have great impact on
the success of the mission. These variables can range from natural causes, atmospheric
disturbances, meteorological conditions, geological limitations, and man-made obstacles
etc. HI is concerned about the UMS’s independence from human inputs. This is also known
as LOA.
These aspects can be rated on a scale from 0 to 10:
• At 0, the simplest task in relation to MC, static and simple environmental impacts
in relation to EC, and least independence (remote control) of human involvement in
relation to HI,
• At 10, the highest level of capability of the UMS, where it is able to adapt to the
most dicult mission in relation to MC, the most dicult and dynamically chan-
ging environment perceived by the UMS in terms of EC, and UMSs with maximum
autonomy, or with complete human independence in terms of HI.
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Table 2.5: Levels of Automation within each Tier of ALFUS (Adapted from
[104])
Levels Explanation Example
Simple goal
attainment [104]
An agent being only able to
follow set rules (rule based
system), and cannot respond
according to the surrounding
environment.
A ground robot moves from
point A to point B with simple
instructions (e.g. speed,
direction etc.)
Goals can be
achieved in static
environment in a
single UMSs
scenario
According to static
surrounding, an individual
autonomous agent can respond
appropriately to achieve a goal.
A ground robot travels from
point A to point B, following a
set route and avoiding any
object along the way.
Goals can be
achieved in a
static
environment in a
group of UMSs
A group of UMS can respond
according to the static
surrounding to achieve a goal.
A group of ground robots
travel from point A to point B,
following a set route and
avoiding any obstacles along
the way.
Single UMS being
able to achieve
goals in dynamic
environment
According to the
ever-changing surroundings,
with a wide variety of
information data, an individual
autonomous agent can respond
appropriately to achieve a goal.
A UAV travels from point A to
point B, avoiding building
storms, windshear, other
surrounding trac etc.
Group of UMS
being able to
achieve goals in
dynamic
environment
A group of UMS can respond
accordingly to the dynamic
surrounding, with a wide
variety of information data, to
achieve a goal.
A squadron of UAVs is to travel
from A to B, and is to confront
live enemy units.
This taxonomy addresses the automation levels in greater detail and this taxonomy con-
centrates on the entire problem domain as illustrated in Figure 2.5 (environment, mission,
and human) [105]. However, it was designed to classify a single or groups of UMSs, rather
than heterogeneous autonomous systems, and it was not designed for system designers or
academics. Hence, the applicability of this taxonomy is very limited.
From the perspective of capturing the collaborative relationship between human oper-
ators autonomous agents, a more complex taxonomy, HACT, was proposed by Bruni et al..
HACT was proposed to focus on the information analysis and decision selection stages of
the simplied human information processing model was the result [51, 28].
2.1.8 Human-Automation Collaboration Taxonomy
In 2005, Bruni et al., have encapsulated the collaborative nature in human automation
systems through the proposal of the HACT [56, 55, 28].
The attributes proposed in this taxonomy are completely independent from the exist-
ing LOA taxonomies with some similarities shared between ACL [48] and the Model of
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Figure 2.4: Contextual Autonomou Capability (Published in [104])
Figure 2.5: A detailed model of ALFUS (Published in [105])
Human-Automation Interaction [173]. A new framework and approach was employed
and described in details in the following paragraphs.
HACT has employed Parasuraman, Sheridan and Wickens’ information processing ow
model [173], and has focused on the Decision-Making Process (DMP) (Figure 2.6). This
information process ow model also has similarities to Dynamic Decision making model
[48] and OODA model [24] discussed in Section 2.1.2.
Figure 2.6 illustrates the three fundamental roles of HACT: Moderator, Generator, and
Decider. The role of the moderator is to ensure the entire information processing ow
carries forward at necessary rates and standards. The role of generator is to analyse data
collected during the data acquisition stage and presents possible solutions (if necessary)
in response to the evaluated sensory data. The role of decider evaluates the proposed
solutions and make a selection on the most suitable solution for the following (action) stage
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Figure 2.6: The three collaborative decision-making process roles (Published
in [56])
for execution. These roles can also be classied into ve levels with each level denes the
responsible agent (Table 2.6, and the roles of the generator and the decider have ve levels
(Table 2.6 and 2.7).
Table 2.6: Moderator/Generator scale of automation (Adapted from [28, 55,
56] )
Moderator/Generator Level Who assumes the role?
1 Human
2 Mixed, but more human
3 Hybrid
4 Mixed, but more automation
5 Automation
Table 2.7: Decider scale of automation (Adapted from [55, 56, 28])
Decider Level Who assumes the role?
1 Human
2 Mixed, but more human
3 Hybrid
4 Mixed, but more automation
5 Automation
In addition to the collaborative decision making, the roles and the levels, three primary
characteristics are also included: Functional Transparency, Information Transparency, and
Interactivity. These characteristics may assist in improving the SA of the human operator
which have been studied in subsequent publications related to this research [42, 40, 41, 44,
43], as the levels that govern these characteristics indicate the opacity of the automation
process, information feedback and the interactivity between the machine and the human
agent. A secondary characteristic dened in this taxonomy is the adaptability of each of the
basic roles and their primary characteristics completes this taxonomy. The adaptability is
dened as the ability to manipulate the levels of a system without the human intervention
[28].
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Table 2.8: Basic roles versus primary characteristics where Func. denotes
Functional, Info. denotes Information, and Trans. denotes Trans-
parency (Adapted from [56])
Func. Trans. Info. Trans. Interactivity
Moderator x 2 3 4 5 x x x x x x 2 3 4 x
Generator x 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 x 2 3 4 x
Decider x 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 x x x x x
The Functional Transparency is classied in three levels [28]: Black, Grey, and White.
Black denotes that the automation process has been completely hidden from the human
agent; therefore the human operator does not know the actual working process of the
machine agent. Grey denotes that partial automation internal process is presented to
the human agent. These may include limited abstract information, or the use of meta-
phors (processed data). White denotes that the complete representation of the internal
automation process is presented to the human agent, but this may cause information
overwhelming for the human operator. The impact of this concept on human cognitive
performance was also evaluated as a part of this research project [42, 43].
The Information transparency is also presented in three levels [28]: Raw, Mixed, and
Aggregated. Raw denotes the instantaneous sensory information that is being presented
to the human agent without any processing or manipulating. Mixed denotes that some
information is processed, some remains raw. Aggregated denotes that all sensory meas-
urements are processed into meaningful information, and are presented to the human
operator. This concept had inuenced the Functional Capability Framework proposed in
this research [41, 40, 44].
The Interactive Scale is presented in two levels [28]: Command, and Dialogue. Com-
mand denotes that the controlling agents issue instructions or decisions to other agents
to carry out processes. The other agents may provide conrmation or feedback regard-
ing the commanded outcome. Dialogue denotes that the collaboration between agents is
established to achieve a common goal.
Table 2.8 summarises the relationship between the basic roles and primary characterist-
ics; the number indicate the level within each roles, grey text implies that the characteristic
does not apply to that particular level. The components that constructed the systems
and machine must be managed eectively by the human operator through interfaces and
interaction methods that are at the forefront of human-machine interaction. Hence, the
following section presents the foundation literature related to Interfaces and Interactions.
2.2 Interfaces and Interactions
Many current UAV Ground Control Stations (GCS) User Interfaces (UIs) are implemented
[64, 108, 187, 176, 10, 115, 233, 180, 158, 147, 157] using the traditional UI design patterns/-
models (i.e. MVC or PAC), while attempting to enable the capability of managing multiple
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heterogeneous UAVs with human-in-the-loop [64, 108, 176]. Althought this approach is
robust in many instances involving less autonomous and less complex UAVs, cannot cope
with the increased complexity of the autonomy [57, 59, 149, 172, 168]. Consequently,
negatively impacting the human operator’s cognitive performance by increasing their CW
[86, 163, 45, 53, 68], reducing their SA [85, 69, 206] and Automation Trust [198, 61, 126, 136].
As a result, the human operators experience complacency and skill degradation [127, 173]
by automation a combination of misuse, disuse and abuse [172, 82].
This section explores and reviews the UI design models used in the implementation
of the traditional GCS interfaces, the foundation of the newer process of interface design
(Ecological Interface Design - EID), its process of cognitive and work domain analysis, as
well as an alternate way to represent information through the usages of dialogues.
2.2.1 User Interface Design Models
Two UI design paradigms/models that are commonly used with the development of exist-
ing GCS UIs: the MVC design pattern [122, 88, 186] and the PAC model [71, 54].
The MVC paradigm is a robust, yet simple approach to human-computer interface
development. It is a framework designed to assist software developers to organise and
manage the development of a more eective and maintainable user interface.
The formalisation of the MVC paradigm was backdated to pre-1980s [186] where ver-
sion 2.5 of the Smalltalk-80 programming interface (a state-of-the-art graphical software
development user interface) was implemented using the MVC paradigm in 1980 [122].
Since then, the paradigm has been actively used in various domains of interface develop-
ment [23, 180, 81, 64] including the development of the current UAS GCS interfaces.
The MVC paradigm is constructed of three components (Figure 2.7):
• Model (M): A representation of the system’s knowledge, data, and rules
• View (V): A visual representation of the application’s model textually, or graphically,
and
• Controller (C): The physical interface between the user and the system, where the
user’s manual input are translated into the format acceptable by the software sys-
tems
Many examples of the current UAS GCS can be found; such as the Vigilant Spirit
Control Station (VSCS) user interface in the Cooperative Operations in Urban Terrain
(COUNTER) program [82], the interface for xed-wing mini-UAVs proposed by Quigley,
Goodrich and Beard [180], and the more recently improved user interface for the multiple
gliding UAV experiment proposed by del Arco et al. [64]. Although these examples had
not discussed the underlying design principles, it could be analysed using the traditional
MVC design paradigm.
The typical design when the traditional MVC paradigm is applied was that the func-
tional information of the UAVs; such as sensory data, mission data, control algorithms, and
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Figure 2.7: The three components of the MVC design paern: Model, View,
Controller (Published in [122])
other informational data were encapsulated and formed the Model component [157]. The
process of updating the model’s information is triggered by the sensors [64, 10] moderated
by internal algorithms [82] or manipulated by the human operator formed the Controller
component [115]. The direct visual representation of the model in a humanly comprehens-
ible way; such as the panoramic camera view of the eld (Figure 2.8) [187], or the numeric
Inertial Measuring Unit (IMU) data [176, 82] formed the View component [86, 10, 176].
Figure 2.8: Example GCS interface, where (8) illustrates the panoramic view
captured by multiple cameras (Published in [187])
The PAC model aims to interface the work domain/system’s abstract, theoretical rep-
resentation into a practical UI implementation (Figure 2.9). This model consists of three
components:
• Presentation (P): A visual representation of the application’s model data to the user
textually or graphically, and enables the input behaviour to the application made by
the user
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Figure 2.9: The three components of the PAC model: Presentation, Abstrac-
tion, Control (Published in [54])
• Abstraction (A): The functions which describes the work domain’s abstraction of
data, and
• Control (C): The bridge between the abstraction of system data in the “Abstraction”
component and the input/output behaviour in the “Presentation” component
An example is an implementation of a pipe object as a part of the monitoring simulator
of an industrial processing plant illustrated in Figure 2.10 using the PAC model [54]. The
Abstraction component of this example includes all the numerical information regarding
the process; such as the pressure, temperature, size of the pipe, and the viscosity level
of the uid. The Control component moderates and manages the system’s representation
in the Abstraction component; such as the pressure control valve and warning systems,
which are initiated by the simulator user in the Presentation component. The Presentation
component includes an output of information and a user input. The output is responsible
for visually representing the abstracted data: such as the pipe’s internal pressure, uid
temperature, viscosity etc., in a textual or graphical form. The user input is responsible for
accepting physical interactions made by the user; such as mouse actions, keyboard inputs
etc. The Control component interprets this data and translates the actions into messages
recognisable by the software and parsed into the Abstraction component to update the data
models.
Although the two models are often assumed to be identical; in some cases, the Present-
ation component in the PAC model is said to equate to the View component in the MVC
model where the Abstraction component is said to equate to the Model component; and
the Control component is said to equate to the Controller component, a clear distinction
must be drawn. In fact, the two models behave very dierently [71]. The Abstraction and
the Presentation components of the PAC model do not communicate, as all exchanges of
system data are mediated by the Control component, whereas the View components in the
MVC model observes changes in the Model component (implemented with the Observer
Design Pattern [84]), and the Controller component directly manipulates the data in the
Model component.
The resulting products from using the traditional MVC and PAC models to develop GCS
UIs for the modern UAS technologies given their advancements [148, 195, 151] and the
cooperative nature [37, 33, 195], is disadvantaged. This is due to the fact that a collection
of unied models to encapsulate the UAV’s functional [8, 41, 44] and autonomy behaviour
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Figure 2.10: An example of a pipe object of an industrial processing plant
monitoring simulator, implemented using the PAC model (Pub-
lished in [54])
[162, 43], a novel way to visually represent these models [43, 40, 225], an eective user-
model-controller that moderates the shared authority process [89, 128, 197], at the same
time, demonstrated positive eects on the human performance [165, 38, 69, 220, 154] is not
yet available [39, 37].
Aubert et al. [10], Lemon et al. [129], Saget et al. [197], and many other researchers
have identied this shortfall, particularly in the realm of multiple UAV management, and
commenced research in these areas. These research include the modelling and classifying
of autonomy states and human-machine collaboration [127], proposal and modifying ex-
isting graphical representation of UAVs, and investigating multimodal and mixed-initiative
interaction methods [130, 129].
2.2.2 Ecological Interface Design
As the complexity of sociotechnical systems increased, operator workload also increased
[197, 37]. Subsequently, higher degrees of automation were designed and used to complete
repetitive and predictable processes, reducing the operator workload [168, 132]. However,
automation could only be used for tasks which were repetitive in nature and deployed in a
predictable environment. Knowledge workers were still required to dynamically solve
problems which were unpredictable and non-routine [168]. In order to maximise the
human operator’s cognitive ability to solve problems, Rasmussen and Vicente identied
that the method of designing the human-machine interface was an important aspect in
increase productivity and reducing cognitive overhead for the knowledge workers. How-
ever, minimal methodologies or research was conducted in this area. To address this niche,
the Ecological Interface Design (EID) was proposed [224].
EID has been widely implemented in many domains of interface designs; such as nuc-
lear power plant monitoring [95, 29], chemical renement processing [109, 110], patient
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monitoring [138], military command and controls [185], and more recently, interest moves
towards the design of the state-of-the-art multiple heterogeneous UAV management inter-
faces [145, 43]. EID approaches interface design from a top-down perspective by abstract-
ing the task and work domain in a hierarchical order. It focuses on the functional capabilit-
ies of the machines from a human-centred perspective rather than the traditional, human-
decentralised design, which focused on the machine’s low-level subsystem information.
Interfaces that were human-decentralised often proved to include signicant amount of de-
tail and information about all aspects of the machine, caused operator workload overload,
consequently, reducing their quality of SA [42, 44]. In a supervisory control of multiple
machine agent situation where the agents possess a high level of autonomy capability;
such an in depth agent subsystem information may not be necessary. This causes the
operators to remove that information and overtrusting, or over relying on the onboard
capabilities [167, 39].
The foundation of the EID design paradigm is Cognitive Systems Engineering (CSE),
and Rasmussen and Vicente initially proposes three main models: the Abstraction Hier-
archy (AH) [183], the Decision Ladder, and the Skills, Rules, Knowledge (SKR) taxonomy
[182].
Abstraction Hierarchy
The AH aims to structure a system’s information from a functional to a physical domain.
The hierarchy, initially proposed by Rasmussen [183], is organised in ve levels: Func-
tional purpose level, abstract function, generalized functions level, physical function level,
and physical form level (Table 2.9). These levels are described with the Means-Ends and
Part-Whole relationship.
Table 2.9: A simplified description of the levels of abstraction adopted from
Rasmussen (Adapted from [183])
Levels Property Description
Functional Purpose The purpose of the system’s existence in the environment
Abstract Function The system’s high level representation in a generalisedform
Generalised Functions The high level description of the system functionalities
Physical Functions The physical represntation of the functional states
Physical Form The appearance, materials, and conguration of thesystem
The Means-Ends relationship was described by the why-what-how relationship (Figure
2.11 [9]) in the levels. The upper level describes the what, its upper level describes why
this ’what’ is, while its lower level describes how this ’what’ could be.
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Figure 2.11: The means-ends relationship between Abstraction Hierarchical
levels (Published in [9])
Decision Ladder
The decision ladder is a process which determines the decision sequences and mental
strategies of a human operator in a work domain. There are two forms of decision mak-
ing: Formal decision-making (skill and knowledge based behaviour) [223] and heuristic
decision-making (rule-based behaviour) [184]. This ladder is a recognised structure for
human decision-making, which is constructed from a series of nodes including data pro-
cessing activities (rectangular nodes) and resulting knowledge from the activities (elliptical
nodes) as illustrated in Figure 2.12. It is primarily used in to analyse cognitive systems
and cognitive work domains, it is also accepted that the process is more signicant when
analysing work domains of existing systems as oppose to conceptual systems [9].
Skills, Rules, Knowledge Taxonomy
The SRK taxonomy proposed by Rasmussen [182] aimed to classify human information
processing where three cognitive levels: Skills-based, rule-based and knowledge-based
behaviour were identied.
Skill-based behaviour was referred to a human’s instinctive action [229], where envir-
onmental variables were detected by the human’s sensors, and instinctively and without
conscious control, the human’s motor systems react to this stimuli [182]. For example, the
intention of “picking up a glass” [14] does not require any conscious, step-by-step thought
to be completed. The human subject can instinctively perform the task base on the sense
of touch and strength.
Rule-based behaviour was referred to a human’s reective action [229], where con-
scious processing is necessary for situations which were familiar or known in the human’s
mental model for this world. Conscious eort was used in the selection and the sequencing
of control rules or cognitively stored procedures, which were previously established by the
human being in similar situations through knowledge-based information processing. For
example, to solve a complex engineering problem, human engineer are required to draw
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Figure 2.12: A model of the decision ladder, constructed with rectangular
nodes representing data processing activities, and elliptical
nodes representing resulting knowledge from the activities
(Published in [184])
upon his/her knowledge inventory, selecting the appropriate rule sets and procedures, and
apply them in a logical fashion.
Knowledge-based behaviour was referred to as the symbolically conditioned action [229]
where new rule sets were established in situations which were unfamiliar or unseen by
the human subject previously. Logical reasoning and other cognitive eorts were required
to complete this process, and as a result, high levels of cognitive workload are associated
[182]. For example, the process of observing, diagnosing and determining a safe decision
to carry out when an aircraft pilot experiences abnormal ight behaviour of the aircraft,
and especially when the sensory information is contradictory to any of the situations the
pilot may have experienced during the ight training stage.
Decision ladder was to support the process of decision making. As compared to the
abstraction hierarchy presented in the section above, it was to support the knowledge-
based information processing by promoting the levels of abstract machine information to
support human decision making strategies [184].
Transparency in the system information must be achieved between the human operator
and the machine agents in both directions in order to eectively support human decision
making strategies [197]. This can be achieved through the use of natural language dia-
logues [43].
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2.2.3 Dialogues
Several researchers have identied that in order to enable eective human-machine in-
teraction, a mutual understanding of each other’s state is crucial [53, 63, 61, 42, 37]. As
such, innovative modalities of human-centred controls to reduce the operator’s sense of
environmental isolation (created by the remote location of the operator from the mission
scenario); such as spoken/written language exchange, haptic displays, gestures etc., were
introduced [154]. The most direct and natural way [46] to establish such understanding is
through the use of natural dialogue interactions [130, 6, 128, 81].
Natural dialogue interactions can be achieved through speech dialogue [6, 129] and
graphical representation [40, 86, 213]. Each of these methods posed its strengths and
limitations [129, 213].
Shneiderman [213] had identied that signicantly greater cognitive resources (used
for problem solving and memory recall) were necessary to perform the act of speech
input/output, where other modalities of interaction involving hand-eye coordination re-
quire less cognitive resources (Figure 2.13 [213]). This observation was supported by
a study conducted at the University of Maryland in 1993 [118] where the experiment
subjects experienced greater diculties in issuing voice commands which required the
memorisation of certain mathematical symbols. The action of issuing voice commands
drew upon the human subjects’ short-term working memory resources, when compared to
subjects which used a computer mouse. Furthermore, speech dialogue exchange requires
a robust, yet reliable speech recognition system to prevent further cognitive resources
expended on error-correction tasks [213].
Figure 2.13: A simple resource model illustrating that cognitive resources
are limited, and the use of speech consumes a portion of the
cognitive resources (Published in [213])
In human-human communication, it is well understood that a voice message consists of
three components: 55% of the intention of the message comes from human body language,
38% comes from vocal tonality, while only 7% comes from the actual spoken contents[143,
144]. In order to eectively communicate a message from a human operator to a machine
in a human-to-human fashion, all three components must be communicated. However,
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even modern day speech recognition system have not yet been able to eectively achieve
such capability [106].
Allen et al. [6] and Lemon et al. [130] had challenged Shneiderman’s discussion on
the limitations and presented the strengths of natural speech-supported dialogue. Allen et
al. [6] identied that in interfaces which either have very large GUIs or highly complex
mission tasks, graphical presentation of the information becomes infeasible. Operator
tasks that require the constant use of their eyes and hands also limits the eectiveness of
graphical representation of information as the operator’s physical capabilities to interact
with the interface is disabled [49]. Lemon et al. [6] have agreed with many of Allen et
al.’s argument and claimed that powerful interaction between human and machine could
be achieved through natural collaborative dialogues, hence, provided greater advantages
over pure graphical information representation from a human-centred perspective.
Lemon et al. [6] had also identied several key aspects that supported their claim.
An advantage of the naturalness of human-human speech dialogues, human UAV op-
erators or mission commanders required minimal specialised training to interact with
the machine agent. Furthermore, human operators could issue timely instructions to
the machine through natural dialogues, encouraging seamless collaboration between the
agents. Another advantage of speech interface identied by Lemon et al. is the hand-
free capability, where physical interaction with the interface is not available. Hands-free
operation enables the human operator is not limited to physical manipulation of controls,
hence, lessens their physical demand and cognitive load.
Dialogue, dened by Lemon et al. [130, 129], adopted by Saget, Legras and Coppin,
and Chen et al. [128, 43], and supported by Allen et al. [6], as a truly collaborative process
between two (or more) participants, whereby references and tasks are negotiated and agreed
on, often in an incremental manner. In the context of this research, at any point of the
interaction, the two participants are the human agent, and a machine agent. Although
the problem of multiple machine/UAV agents are the focus of this research, at any point
of dialogue, there was only one pair of participants participating in the process. The
materials, or references/tasks being communicated was a two-way interaction, where one
participant initiates the dialogue, it could only be concluded when both participants have
agreed.
The points of view presented by Lemon et al., Allen et al. and Shneiderman were
assessed and evaluated. The use of dialogues to portray and communicate human and
machine agent messages was an innovative mode of communication, as it draws upon
the natural way humans talk to each other, which enables a more seamless collaboration
between the agents.
A synthesis of the pros and cons inherited in both the graphical representation of
information and the natural speech recognition capability was elicited. The conclusion
was that natural language dialogue is an eective modality of the communication of sys-
tem information. However, due to the current technology limitation, the natural speech
mode of interaction are not yet suciently robust to be incorporated, while pure graphical
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representation of information restricted the other modes of interaction for the human
and the machine agents. For this reason, the advantages of using natural language for
information communication is harnessed through direct text-based representation [43].
2.2.4 Authority Sharing
Authority sharing as described by Mercier et al., is the concept where tasks and resources,
determined by the mission goals, are collaboratively distributed to both the human and
the machine agent, and that both parties not only are necessary to be aware of the others’
role, but they must also be aware of the overall objective [146].
Two forms of authority sharing modes were identied in Sellner et al.’s work [207]:
System Initiative Sliding Autonomy (SISA), and Mixed Initiative Sliding Autonomy (MISA).
SISA enables the machine agents to share authority with the operators on demand, where
the machine agent can initiate requests, seeing assistance by delegating some responsibil-
ities to the human agent. MISA in comparison has a lower LOA, as the human agent can
intervene with the machine agents’ operation at any time.
The strengths of the machine agents and human operators were identied [172]. The
machine agents have greater capacity to do computational/repetitive tasks, while the hu-
man operators are superior in dynamic problem solving. In order to eectively comple-
ment the strengths of the human operator and the machine agent, automation must be
adaptively incorporated into authority sharing [63, 62].
Saget et al. in their study on cooperative interfaces for UAV swarms investigated the
concept of authority sharing from the perspective of actor interactions through sharing of
their internal status [197, 43]. They stated that an actor (a human operator or a machine
agent) must acquire the understandings of the other actor’s internal representations, and
this is decomposed into three categories [197]:
• Models and representations of the situation: this refers to the representations of the
world-model, wherein all systems are encapsulated
• Models and representations of the system: this refers to the representations of the
system or the machine agent, where the autonomy is applied, and
• Models and representations of the operator: Similarly, this is refers to the represent-
ation of the human operator and his/her technical capabilities, cognitive abilities,
performances etc.
Furthermore, the actor’s understanding of the information carried in these models and rep-
resentations must conform with their expectations. If conicts arise between the system
information and it’s human understanding, hazards in the sharing of the mission authority
are caused[107, 175, 221]. These situations cause the human actors’ attention resources to
be almost completely devoted to conict resolution [62], neglecting other critical visual or
auditory information [63], reducing the eectiveness of the sharing of decision authority
between the actors. This phenomenon is known as attention tunnelling [93].
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Cognitive load, and its allocation resources such as CW [37, 38, 89], SA [89, 197],
and Autonomy Trust [197, 39, 37, 126] continue to be crucial elements to eectively use
authority sharing in control and commanding UAVs. The eective exchange of both actors’
status information is a challenging yet important milestone to address [128].
2.2.5 Belief-Desire-Intention Model
Figure 2.14: High level process for the BDI architecture (Published in [22])
The Belief-Desire-Intention (BDI) model is a software design architecture that aims to
encapsulate the key principles behind human practical reasoning developed by Bratman
[21, 22]. Illustrated in Figure 2.14, Bratman organised human practical reasoning into a
repetitive process, encapsulating the steps starting from Perception, ending with Action.
The stepping process can be summarised in the following list:
1. The Perception acquired from situations forms Beliefs, which then either “check” for
any changes in the situation, or alternatively goes to the Means-End Reasoner where
a queue of possible options from a Plan Library will be suggested
2. The next step is the Filtering Process, where plausible action plans are received and
decided. There are two avenues to reach this stage:
(a) Opportunity Analyzer: In the “checking” process, the Opportunity Analyzer
presents situational updates, which are determined with the initial Desires and
leads to the Filtering Process
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(b) Means-End Reasoner: The possible options, generated through the Means-end
Reasoner the are only considered if they provide the means to achieve the end.
The options then are presented to the Filtering Process
3. The ltering process considers all plausible options presented from various avenues,
considers the ultimate aim (or the intention), then structures it into Plans, and
4. Finally, plans are then executed in terms of Actions.
This process is considered important for the design of information representation because
knowledge. This requires to be conveyed to a human with the purpose of allowing the
human operator to make sound decision about the next-steps. However, in the application
of this architecture, considering that the interest of this research lies in the representation
of machine agents’ autonomy information, only the Desire and Intention steps of this
process need to be considered as the Belief step are performed inside the system [181].
2.2.6 Adaptive Automation
Opperman initially dened adaptive or adaptable automation as the information or de-
cision support that is not xed at the design stage but varies appropriately with context in
the operational environment [164]. This posed a solution to the issues associated with xed
autonomy levels, which do not accurately describe automation behaviour of machines in
the operational environment [107, 204, 169].
Adaptive automation was identied to have a positive eect in reducing CW and
increase SA of the human operator during manual operation (low LOA) [196, 151]. On
the other hand, particularly in command and control systems involving the interaction
with multiple machine agents under stress and pressure, the eective human-autonomy
collaboration can only be maximised when it is appropriately applied to the information-
gathering stages of the human information processing model [128, 48, 173], with the
autonomy information adequately and appropriately relayed back to the operator [39, 42,
43].
Limitations were identied that with inappropriate allocation of autonomy to the sys-
tem and inappropriate information feedback to the human operator. High LOA could lead
to a negative impact on the operator’s cognitive capacities, such as the loss of SA for
autonomous tasks [196, 42, 40, 43], and that the operators are prone to be caught in a
surprise when autonomy were incorrectly triggered, and task states change as a result.
This usurps the delegation authority from the human operator [16].
Parasuraman et al. proposed a four-stage information processing model with the scope
of applied LOA [173] (Figure 2.2). This model divided the stages into two groups: Inform-
ation, and decision. The information group included Stage 1 and 2, which are information
acquisition and analysis. Whereas the decision group included stage 3 and 4, which are
decision selection and action implementation [168, 15]. Furthermore, Parasuraman et
al. suggested that very high LOA can be applied to the information stages (acquisition
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and analysis) without signicant impact to the operator’s cognitive performance [173].
However, eective interaction between the human and the automation cannot be achieved
if transparency of the agents’ autonomy is not established. Past studies has shown that
human operators experienced diculty in understanding their autonomy agents’ beha-
viours, reasoning process and expected outcomes [61, 126]., This leads to greater cognitive
resources expended on determining the agents’ capability, accuracy and eectiveness in
their actions [18, 208, 119].
2.2.7 Autonomy Transparency
Transparency, traditionally had been identied to contribute signicantly to the eective
interaction between the human operator and the machine agent(s) in improving CW, SA,
automation surprises, and human trust [39, 149, 196, 151, 16, 134].
Miller stated that the concept of transparency is naively understood as a straightfor-
ward property that a system’s functions and behaviours, as well as the rationale behind
them, are available and obvious to human users. That is, the system’s inner workings are
considered to be completely “see-through” [149]. However, to achieve such transparency,
many predictable and unpredictable challenges in the design and implementation of hu-
man machine interface must be overcome. Furthermore, complete transparency can only
be achieved when the human operator has a complete awareness1 of the machine agents’
states, as this defeats the purpose of autonomy [149].
Mercado et al. [145] and Chen et al. [39] had recently evaluated autonomy transparency
based on the SA-based Agent Transparency (SAT) model. Their work extends the three
most common challenges in human-automation interaction as identied by Sarter and
Woods [202]: perception of automation system states, comprehension of their intentions
based on their behaviour, and the projection of their future events. These three challenges
relate closely to the three level of SA proposed by Endsley [75, 76]: Situation perception,
comprehension, and projection.
Chen et al. have responded to these challenges in their SAT model, which incorporates
the system’s Purpose, Process, and Performance (3Ps) [39]. The information from the 3Ps
and its history, when communicated to the human operator will improve the operator’s
understanding of the system [126].
The SAT model consists of three levels of agent transparency as illustrated in Figure
2.15. The rst level of the SAT model consists of the status of the world which the ma-
chine agent(s) is(are) in and their current state/goals, intentions, as well as their proposed
actions. The second level consists of information which connects the machine’s goals and
intentions to support the justication of their proposed actions. The third level consists
of projected states, that is, events or consequences that the system is projecting based on
the current status and conditions [36, 35, 145].
1The term awareness used in transparency context denotes the subject’s understanding of some particular
entity. It is not to be confused with the cognitive metric of Situation Awareness.
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Figure 2.15: SAT Model (Published in [39])
The impact on the human operator’s performance was evaluated through a series of
experiments which injected multiple Unmanned Vehicles’ (UVs’) autonomy information
based on the SAT model which was conducted at the U.S. Army Research Laboratory
with a modied FUSION simulator system [145]. The experiment included three interface
congurations:
• SAT Level 1: Basic information only;
• SAT Level 1+2: Basic information and reasoning;
• SAT Level 1+2+3: Basic information, reasoning and projection of uncertainty;
The authors have demonstrated overall improvement in the human operator’s calibrated
trust at increased level of SAT without increasing cognitive workload [145].
This research adopts the denition of autonomy transparency proposed by Chen et al.
as the descriptive quality of an interface pertaining to its abilities to aord an operator’s
comprehension about an intelligent agent’s intent, performance, future plans, and reason-
ing process [145, 39]. However, investigation was conducted on a less sophisticated and
complicated simulation platform which Mercado et al. had available to them, to harness
the eect of autonomy transparency on human operators, through representing autonomy
information using natural language representation.
2.2.8 System and Agent Transparency
Many authors had identied the importance of transparency beyond autonomy. Saget et
al. had stated that interactions between the human operator and the machine agent is
crucial to maintain transparency between the actors in concept of authority sharing.
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This importance of considering the system’s transparency in the context of human-
machine interaction was initially motivated by the inuence on human trust in the ma-
chine’s automation. Research had shown that human operator’s perception of automation
reliability is inuenced by their trust in automation [226]. Furthermore, greater transpar-
ency was achieved through the feedback of the machine’s limits and boundary inform-
ation, promoting a higher automation trust recovery [72]. However, even inappropriate
transparency (not-optimised type and amount of information), could impact trust. This
was evident in Kim and Hinds’s study where autonomous information was only available
in high or low, that is, the human operator only had knowledge of whether the autonomy
agent had a high level or a low level of autonomy. This attributed to the blaming of system
for error [120].
Lyons dened transparency in the human-robot interaction context as the the shared
awareness or intent between a human operator and a machine agent [133] and encapsulated
the human-robot transparency in four models: an intentional model, a task model, an ana-
lytical model, and an environmental model [133]. An intentional model of the autonomy
(robot) agent portrays the intention of the robot. That is, the purpose of why the robot
would exist; such as to perform actions that are harmful to human beings, or perform high
frequency repetitive tasks. This model includes information which provides the design,
intent, and purpose of a system to the human operator. Furthermore, the human operator
must also understand the robot’s design principles, morals and rules of interaction. That
is, it is crucial for the human operator to understand the bounding condition of the robot.
For example, the reasons why the robot cannot be vetoed by the human operator in certain
conditions [133].
A task model of the agent includes four components: The comprehension of a particular
task within a cognitive frame, its goal at an epoch, the progress of the goal, the awareness
of the robot’s capabilities and errors. It is crucial that a shared awareness is established
between the robot agent and the human operator by communicating the robot agent’s
understanding of the situation and its tasks to the human operator. At the rst level,
this can be achieved by communicating its task adherence process to the human operator.
Furthermore, another crucial facet of this model is the robot agent’s awareness of its
functional capabilities. That is, the agent’s understanding of it’s own capabilities, as this
contributes greatly towards the appropriate trust the human operator has towards the
robot agent [133].
Analysis, or data processing is encapsulated in the analytical model. The model aims
to support the human operators to make better decisions through the communication of
its underlying analytical principles (i.e. how it performs analysis). This is very useful in
situations where the robot agent performs certain acquisition, compilation, and processing
tasks and the human operator can then be condent of the process or lacking thereof [133].
An environmental model of the agent encapsulates the state of the environmental
conditions it is in. One of the primary aims of deploying robotic agents in the eld is to
be exposed to the environmental elements that may be harmful or high-risk for a human
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agent. However, with the human agent/operator disconnected from the environment, it
reduces their SA greatly, and the aim of communicating the environmental model is to
increase operator SA by displacing the robot agent’s representation into its context [133].
The communication of the status of these models presents transparency of the system
in a human-robot system. This transparency must be eectively represented in command
and control interfaces used by the human operators [133, 10, 151, 145, 134].
2.3 Cognitive Constructs
An eective human-machine interaction involving multiple machine agents requires not
only a suitable amount of autonomy applied to the information acquisition and analysis
stages of the machines [173] and the communication of this information [28, 37, 39]. The
cognitive impacts associated with the information [37, 39, 42, 43], if not appropriately
monitored or calibrated [126], a number of cognitive shortfalls could emerge such as the
increase in CW which leads to a reduction in SA [74], complacency, skill degradation
[127, 173], and the misuse, disuse and abuse of automation [167, 125].
Many cognitive attributes have been investigated in prior studies including automation
over-reliance, decision biases, mistrust, and complacency [168, 15, 172, 203, 210, 231].
However, Parasuraman, Sheridan and Wickens [174] had identied and focused on three
particular constructs: CW, SA, and Automation Trust (Trust). The authors concluded that
these constructs are valuable in the understanding and predicting of the human’s cognitive
performance in complex systems, and heterogeneous multi-agent systems in the scope of
this thesis is considered as a complex system [43, 165, 37, 38, 58].
The impact of human-machine interaction on the human operator’s CW, SA and Trust
in automation had been investigated individually [58, 163, 39, 134, 61, 96] and collectively
[43, 42, 44, 165, 37, 38, 174, 195]. These studies had identied the importance, hence,
conducted evaluative and comparative studies using these three constructs to gauge the
success [58, 45, 101, 68, 206]. This section presents the signicance of each cognitive
construct in the context of human interaction with machine’s autonomy information, and
discusses the main measuring techniques and procedures.
2.3.1 Cognitive Workload
Cognitive workload was identied to be a multidimensional construct incorporating many
aspects of both physical and psychological. Reid and Nygren described workload with
three dimensions: Time Load, Mental Eort Load, and Psychological Stress Load [189] in
their proposal of the Subjective Workload Assessment Technique (SWAT). However, Hart
and Staveland had further encapsulated these dimensions and proposed six dimensions
to describe workload in their proposal of National Aeronautics and Space Administration
(NASA) Task Load Index (TLX) [97]: Mental Demand, Physical Demand, Temporal Demand,
Own Performance, Eort, and Frustration. Similarities can be observed from four of these
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dimensions (Mental Demand, Temporal Demand, Eort and Frustration) to the three di-
mensions described in SWAT.
Due to the complexity and capability of autonomous systems, much of the work during
a mission is currently, or can be performed autonomously. The Human operator may not
only need to interact with tasks that are non-automated, they must also monitor, and at
appropriate times, interact with these automated systems as well. These systems impose
increased CW on the operator and they are a crucial construct to eective autonomy
management [43, 173]. A number of CW assessment measures, each owing its advantage
to focusing on a dierent part of an operator’s CW were proposed in the past with three of
which are well recognised [194]. A number of comparative studies were also conducted,
assessing the measure’s psychometric properties [194, 97, 99, 232].
This section reviews three out of the ve most signicant multidimensional subjective
workload assessment instruments [194]: NASA-TLX [97], SWAT [188, 190], and Workload
Prole (WP) [218]. All these instruments share the four common psychometric properties
[194]; intrusiveness, sensitivity, diagnosticity and validity.
Subjective Workload Assessment Technique
SWAT was rst proposed by Reid [188] in an eort to address the need for aworkloadmeas-
ure with known metric properties that is useful in operational or “real world” environments
[190]. It is a multidimensional workload assessment technique. There are three dimensions
used to assess CW in SWAT [188]: Time Load (T), Mental Eort (E) and Psychological
Stress Load (S), and each of these dimensions have three levels associated:
• Time Load: This dimension focuses on the availability of spare time and the over-
lapping of task activities; how much spare time, interruption or overlapping of task
activities does the operator experience during the experiment. The three levels
associated with this dimension (as directly quoted from Reid [188]) are:
1. Often have spare time. Interruptions or overlap among activities occur infre-
quently or not at all
2. Occasionally have spare time. Interruptions or overlap among activities occur
frequently, and
3. Almost never have spare time. Interruptions or overlap among activities are
frequent or occur all the time
• Mental Eort Load: This dimension is an indication of the amount of attentional
or mental demands that are required for the experiment or a particular task. It is
assumed that with lower mental eort load; the levels of concentration and attention
of the operator is very low, thus performance is very high. The inverse eect applies
when the mental eort load is increased, the levels of concentration and attention
of the operator also increases [188]. The three levels associated with this dimension
(as directly quoted from Reid [188]) are:
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1. Very little conscious mental eort or concentration required. Activity is almost
automatic, requiring little or no attention
2. Moderate conscious mental eort or concentration required. Complexity of
activity is moderately high due to uncertainty, unpredictability, or unfamiliar-
ity. Considerable attention required, and
3. Extensive mental eort and concentration are necessary. Very complex activity
requiring total attention
• Psychological Stress Load: This dimension refers to the three common psychological
conditions which could cause accomplishing the task or experiment to be more
dicult, these conditions are confusion, frustration, and/or anxiety. With lower
levels of stress, the operator will feel relatively relaxed. With an increase in stress,
these factors will also increase, causing loss of motivation, fatigue, fear, degradation
of skills, discomfort with the temperature, and increase of ambient noise, vibration
and comfort [188]. The three levels associated with this dimension (as directly
quoted from Reid [188]) are:
1. Little confusion, risk, frustration, or anxiety exists and can be easily accom-
modated
2. Moderate stress due to confusion, frustration, or anxiety noticeably adds to
workload. Signicant compensation is required to maintain adequate perform-
ance, and
3. High to very intense stress due to confusion, frustration, or anxiety. High to
extreme determination and self-control required
NASA Task Load Index (NASA-TLX)
The NASA-TLX uses six dimensions to measure CW as dened in Table 2.13. These
dimensions are used to describe mental workload experienced by the operator. As such,
CW of a particular task using the NASA-TLX instrument can be assessed.
Procedure [194, 97]: The general procedure of this assessment instrument requires
the human participant to complete a questionnaire during the conclusion of each of the
experimental tasks. This will produce a CW score (TLX) from 0 to 100, indicating their
CW level during the task. Prior to assessing the CW of the operator during the task, a
Weighting Procedure must be completed. This procedure requires the operator to perform
a Paired Comparison of all pairs of the dimensions in Table 2.10; choosing a dimension (out
of each pair) which is more signicantly relevant to the task. The number of times each
dimension was chosen (15 pairs in total) becomes the Weighting (W) of that dimension.
The operator then assigns a Rating (R) (a scale of 0 to 100 with a resolution of ve; a total
of 20 steps) to indicate the levels of workload for each dimension they experienced during
the task.
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Table 2.10: Rating scale definition and endpoints from NASA-TLX (Adapted
from [97])
Attribute Endpoints Description
Mental
Demand Low/High
How much mental and perceptual activity was
required (e.g. thinking, deciding, calculating,
remembering, looking searching, etc.)? Was the task
easy or demanding, simple or complex, exacting or
forgiving?
Physical
Demand Low/High
How much physical activity was required (e.g.
pushing, pulling, turning, controlling, activating,
etc.)? Was the task easy or demanding, slow or brisk,
slack or strenuous, restful or laborious?
Temporal
Demand Low/High
How much time pressure did you feel due to the rate
or pace at which the task or task elements occurred?
Was the pace slow and leisurely or rapid and frantic?
Performance Good/Poor
How successful do you think you were in
accomplishing the goals of the task set by the
experimenter? How satised were you with your
performance in accomplishing these goals?
Eort Low/High How hard did you have to work (mentally andphysically) to accomplish your level of performance?
Frustration
Level Low/High
How insecure, discouraged, irritated, stressed, and
annoyed versus secure, gratied, content, relaxed, and
complacent did you feel during the task?
For each dimension, the Weighting (total selections during paired comparison) then
must multiply by the rating (from 0 to 100 in increments of ve) to form the individual
Scale Score (SS). The sum of these scale scores (a total of six scales), dividing by 15 (total
number of paired comparison) will produce the CW score, or TLX.
Past Applications: This method has been successfully applied to a variety of experi-
ments. These include real and simulated ght, air combat and UAV experiments [212, 30,
42, 44, 43, 89, 195, 196]. Due to the simplicity and the versatility of applications this method
has demonstrated, it was used in this research for CW assessment.
Workload Profile (WP)
WP’s dimensions are dened according to the resource dimensions proposed by Wickens
in multiple resource models [230]: perceptual/central processing, response selection and
execution, spatial, processing, verbal processing, visual processing, auditory processing,
manual output and speech output. Upon completion of all tasks that the operator is
required to perform for the experiment, a rating between zero and one for each of these
dimensions are given; zero denotes task placed no demand on the dimension being rated
[194], and one denotes the task required maximum attention [194]. Table 2.11 is the
workload prole rating sheet, used during this questioning process. Once the scores for
each dimension of all the tasks are collected, the sum of all these dimensions for each task
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is obtained to form the overall workload rating, with a maximum score of eight.
Discussion
A study comparing NASA-TLX, SWAT and WP was conducted by Rubio et al.; where an
individual and a combination of the Sternberg’s Memory Search Task and the Tracking
Task are carried out.
Sternberg’s Memory Searching Task: This task required the participants to mem-
orise a set of consonants prior to each test. There were two levels of diculty in this test,
involving memorising two and four alphabetical characters. During the experiment, the
participants were required to indicate if a character that they were required to memorise
is displayed in a sequence of letters. Dependent variables that were collected involved
correct identication, errors and response time.
Tracking Task: In this task, the participants were required to maintain a cursor within
a moving path with arrow keys. There were three levels of diculty associated with this
task, which was dened by the width of the path; level three denotes the widest path,
which was the easiest level, level one denotes the narrowest path, which was the most
dicult level.
Dual Tasks: This task was a combination of both the Sternberg’s memory searching
task and the tracking task, which required the participants to pay even attention to both
tasks during the experiment.
Through various statistical tests, Rubio et al. concluded that the psychophysical rat-
ings, NASA-TLX and SWAT were most sensitive to task demand manipulations, while WP
was outperformed in this parameter [194]. However, WP was able to determine between
memory and tracking tasks, having signicant sensitivity [194].
Rubio et al. also suggested that WP should be used if comparison between the mental
workload of two or more tasks with dierent objective levels of diculty are of interest
[194]. If predicting the performance of a particular individual in a task, NASA-TLX should
be used [194]. Finally, if an analysis of cognitive demands or attention resources demanded
by a particular task must be conducted, then SWAT should be used [194].
2.3.2 Situation Awareness
Endsley dened SA as a person’s perception of the elements of the environment within a
volume of time and space, the comprehension of their meaning and the projection of their
status in the near future [75, 76]. This encapsulated three aspects of SA, where they were
commonly recognised as the three levels; perception, comprehension, and projection.
Level 1 SA is the lowest level of SA. It dened the person’s perception of the situation or
world. This involves the acquisition and analysis of the sensory data information acquired
by the human. Level 2 SA is the middle level of SA, and this level can only be reached
if level 1 SA was satised. It denes the person’s understanding of the situation based
on aggregating historical and present information acquired from SA level 1. Finally, level
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3 SA is the highest level of SA, and likewise, this level assumes level 1 and 2 SA have
been reached. This level of denes the projection of situations based on the situation
currently established in level 1 and 2, that is, at this SA level 3, the human should pertain
the capability to anticipate future situations. Endsley had also dened SA in three zones of
interest as illustrated in Figure 2.16; immediate, intermediate and long-term. These zones
can be viewed as the importance of the any SA element; the closer elements are to the
operator, the more important it is.
Figure 2.16: The three SA zones of interest (Published in [73])
This suggests that an operator’s SA is crucial to the success and survivability of the
mission, with a maximised SA, operators may provide greater overall human-machine
interaction performance [73]. Therefore, to understand the human factors in a heterogen-
eous multi-agent system, it is important to understand the SA associated with the human
operator.
SA is inuenced by the functions of automation, where automation is used for substitut-
ing human involvement in the task all together. That is, in human-out-of-loop situations,
SA was shown to reduce [139]. However, SA was shown to improve for automation
functions that helps the human operator’s cognitive resource to refocus on higher level
tasks, such as monitoring or supervising of systems [163].
This section presents four generic methods to measure SA: physiological techniques,
performance measures, subjective measures, and questionnaires. Followed by a discus-
sion of the two common SA measurement techniques; SA Global Assessment Technique
(SAGAT) and Situation Awareness Rating Technique (SART).
Physiological technique to measure any form of cognitive activity, such as SA, is a
technique which involves external instruments to detect the human brain’s physiological
activity and interprets them to form conclusions on its cognitive information about the
environment. Electroencephalography is one of the physiological techniques, which de-
tects the electric currents generated by ring of neurons within the brain [100]. Electro-
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encephalographic measurements were possible for a number of years, and it was proven
trustworthy for determining cognitive information registration. Although electroenceph-
alographs are capable of determining the operator’s perception and processes of inform-
ation about his/her environment, this method is not capable of detecting the amount of
information which remains in the memory, or whether the information is even registered
correctly. Although physiological techniques may provide useful data for other purposes,
they are not very eective or accurate when measuring the human operator’s state of
knowledge [75].
Performance measures are generally considered objective and nonintrusive [75] . How-
ever, limitations of the performance measures are present in the following measures.
Global Performance Measures: Global measures of performance generally produce
results following a long string of cognitive processing, providing very little information
on the causes of poor performance and the reason for this performance within the given
surroundings. Reasons for poor performance may be caused by poor sampling strategy,
improper integration or project, heavy workload, poor decision making or action errors,
or even a combination of multiple reasons. Many of these reasons may not even be related
to SA.
External TaskMeasures: This form of measure requires removing of certain elements
or pieces of information from the test subject’s peripheral, then detect the amount of time
required for the subject to react to this action [201]. This process is considered to be very
intrusive, as the subjects are required to detect the missing information, react and reori-
entate himself or herself, as well as maintaining an unaltered, satisfactory performance
with the initial experiment task [75]. The eects of the intrusive actions may not only
lead to misleading results, it may also aect the attention of the subject, thus the SA and
decision making [137].
Imbedded Task Measures: The ability to detect an operator’s SA is not only limited
to taking measures o the operator, but to examine the performance of the operator’s
particular subtasks that are of interest.
Subjective measure of SA can be viewed as the rating of the operator’s SA from either
his/her own subjective views about their SA, or with an expert’s interpretation of the
operator’s SA. The advantages of these techniques are that it is cheap, and can be easily
carried out. The limitation is that they are very “subjective” and may not accurately reect
the operator’s true SA [73].
Self-rating: As the name suggests, the technique of self-rating is the operator’s ability
to rate their SA. This is limited by the lack of knowledge the operator has of the surround-
ings, or their knowledge of what they are expected to be aware of may be incomplete or
inaccurate.
If results were to be collected post trial, then there is a possibility that the results will
be objectively modied depending on the performance of the operator [222] as they might
feel that their performance was satisfactory, thus they have a sound SA [159], or even
purely good luck. This technique can be seen as a measure of a subject’s condence level
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regarding their SA. Eorts had been made to improve this through the development of
SART by Taylor [215], which allows the operator to rate a system design based on the amount
of demand on attentional resources, the supply of attentional resources and understanding of
the situations provided. [75].
Observer-rating: Another form of subjective measure technique is observer-rating.
Trained observers observe the operator’s performance and rate their SA. This method is
slightly more accurate than self-rating, as the trained observers might have more inform-
ation about the trial and the surroundings than the operator [75]. The limitation of this
technique is that regardless of how well trained and experienced these observers might
be, they will only have a very limited knowledge about what the operator’s concept of the
situation is, as the only indication of the operator’s concept of the situation is through the
interaction of the operator with the experimental interface. Therefore, this cannot provide
a complete and accurate representation the operator’s true SA [75].
Questionnaire: The questionnaire technique is one of the most common techniques
to assess the human’s cognitive states. This technique requires the operator to answer a
certain set of questions from which can objectively assess their state of SA. This method
is considered a more direct measure of SA as it taps into the operator’s perception rather
than inferences. There is no capacity for subjective judgment of SA [75].
Post Test: The measurement of the operator’s SA is conducted immediately after the
experimental trial. The test is arduous as it attempts to capture the detailed information
about the operator’s SA. The limitation of this method is that people are usually not great
at recalling information about the past. Therefore, there is a tendency of overgeneralising
and overrationalising their true perception during the experiment [75].
Online: Another method of questioning is conducted during the operator’s simulated
task. The limitations of this method is that the subjects will be placed under a very heavy
workload, as the continuous answering of the questions will form a secondary task to the
operator [75]. Furthermore, the questions asked may hint the operators to focus more
or less on certain information of the experiment, thus altering the operator’s true SA.
This task is concluded to be highly intrusive on the primary task of the operator’s system
operation [75].
Freeze technique: This technique attempts to overcome the shortcomings of the other
techniques mentioned above by asking the operator certain questions to determine their
SA, while temporarily pausing the experiment. This will not cause undesirable workload
to be placed upon the operator, while still achieving a more objective rating of their SA
without needing to recall long periods of information after the test [75]. As studies had
shown by Endsley that the 30-second pause of the simulation will not exceed the short
term memory storage limits, and using this technique for up to 5 or 6 minutes had shown
no apparent memory decay of the operator. Therefore, queries may be asked and answered
during this time [75].
Endsley had proposed a method which adopts the freeze technique questionnaire as-
sessment technique, SAGAT [76], to measure the SA of the operator.
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Situation Awareness Global Assessment Technique
SAGAT was originally developed for the purpose of providing an objective measure of a
pilot’s SA with a given aircraft design and scenario. This method had become one of the
most recognised questionnaire-type techniques to measure SA [76, 75] because it is able to
measure the operator’s knowledge of the situation, SA and other non-dependent sources.
The implementation of SAGAT involes a set of queries that are created to register the
operator’s knowledge of the situation at a given time. The query responses provided by the
subject will be compared with the true information on bipolar scale (true or false). During
query pauses, a selection of these queries covering the three levels of SA (perception,
comprehension, and projection) [79] are administered [73, 76, 75, 77]. As more samples are
collected from the subjects’ answers to the queries, a clear understanding of the operator’s
SA is established.
SAGAT applies the analysed results to these zones to provide better picture of the
operator’s SA [73]. The general process of SAGAT can be summarised as [73]:
1. The operator performs the designed experiment as planned
2. During random times, the simulation will be paused and the experimental display
will be blanked while a series of queries are administered, in order to determine SA
3. From a list of queries designed to capture the operator’s perception of the situation,
random samples are administered to the operator. This random sampling method
allows consistency and statistical validity
4. After the experiment, the queried answers are evaluated based on the events of the
experiment, a comparison of the real and the perceived situations will provide an
objective measure of the operator’s SA
5. Determine the SAGAT score using 3 zones of interest (Figure 2.16), and
6. This process is repeated for the number of times for dierent operators as subjects
conducting the same experiment. SAGAT Advantages Due to the method of con-
ducting SAGAT, there are number of advantages associated. By temporarily pausing
the simulation and collect the operator’s perceptive data during this time provides
a snapshot of his/her SA. Rather than collection of data after the experiment [73],
which could lead to limitations of the Post-Test measurement technique
Due to the global SA nature that SAGAT can measure, it takes an inclusive look at all
contributing elements of an operator’s SA, these then are objectively collected and evalu-
ated [73], eliminating the limitations of any subjective measures. As studies have shown,
this method will not cause any uncomfortable level of intrusiveness on the operators [75]
who have not been previously trained or practiced a simulated mission involving SAGAT’s
workload or perception of the situation. As such, an accurate measure of the operator’s SA
can be achieved. To reduce the eect of stop and start routine of the simulation experiment
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during a querying pause. Endsley had suggested that training should be provided to the
test subjects for interrupts and getting used to the questioning routine [73].
It is also recognised that a number of advantages are present by administrating SAGAT
as a form of measuring SA, but there are also limitations identied. Two of the most
obvious limitations are that the experiment must be paused temporarily to allow data
collection. This was later proven to not have great impact on the operator’s workload
and workow [75]. Furthermore, if the simulation was to carry on without pauses, or
temporary blank of the simulation screen, the operator has the opportunity to “cheat”,
thus inaccurate measurements could be taken [73]. If precautions are taken during design
and conducting of the experiments, these limitations can be minimised or even eliminated.
Situation Awareness Rating Technique
SART developed by Taylor [215], is a subjective SA assessment technique designed for the
assessment of SA in aircraft ight deck designs. SART has 14 components which are used
to form the SA rating. Operators rate their mental resources and the understanding of the
situation on a series of bipolar scales [79]. SART can be said to be a rating technique for
operator’s condence level.
SARTAdvantages: There are two major advantages of SART over SAGAT. One of the
advantages is that this technique is non application-specic, meaning no extra customisa-
tions will be needed for assessment of SA in dierent situations. The other advantage is
that it can be administered to a wide range of task types.
SART Limitations: Due to the subjective rating nature of this technique, operators
will not have a complete knowledge about the true situation. Therefore, results from this
rating technique may not be a true representation of the operator’s SA. This means, SART
measures the operator’s perceived quality of the situation as oppose to derived SA based
on the factual/perceptual knowledge of the situation environment measured in SAGAT
[76].
2.3.3 Automation Trust
The concept of the automation trust had been dened and discussed in detail in many
previous studies and numerous trust measurement techniques had been published, mostly
for human-human relationship [112, 124, 193, 191]. Two fundamental concepts were asso-
ciated with the denition of trust: expectation (of outcomes) and intention/willingness (to
act). Rotter [193], Rempel et al. [191], and Barber [11] commonly identied and dened
trust as the expectation or attitude towards another party’s behaviours or outcomes to be
favourable [126]. Johns [112], Moorman et al. [152], and Mayers, Davis and Schoorman
[141] extended the former denitions and identied trust as the willingness or intention to
behave in a certain manner or to enter into a state of vulnerability [126].
Mayer, Davis and Schoorman dened trust as the willingness of a party to be vulnerable
to the actions of another party based on the expectation that the other will perform a par-
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ticular action important to the trustor, irrespective of the ability to monitor or control that
party [141]. In the context of automation trust, irrespective of the ability to monitor or
control autonomy, in trusting it, the human operator enters a state of vulnerability to the
autonomy agents’ actions and behaviours.
Trust (or distrust) had also been identied to be the state which a human had been
placed in as a result of certain actions performed by the other party or parties [66, 126].
This was encapsulated in Kramer’s denition of trust as a state of perceived vulnerability
or risk that is derived from an individual’s uncertainty regarding the motives, intentions,
and perspective actions of others on whom they depend [121].
Finally, Lee and See [126] summarised all the previous understanding of trust into a
simple, yet conclusive denition as the attitude that an agent will help achieve an in-
dividual’s goals in a situation characterized by uncertainty and vulnerability. Only by
understanding the implication on human operator’s trust towards the autonomous party
(agent) can one appreciate its signicance.
Human operator’s trust on autonomous agents/systems has been one of the most mo-
tivational cognitive constructs in humans’ interaction with autonomous agent(s) [96, 126,
172, 205, 39, 72, 145]. The level of automation trust directly inuences human’s usage
of the automation and the resulting consequences of the usage [12]. The appropriate
level of trust, or calibrated trust, must be achieved to harness the full potential of human-
automation collaboration; uncalibrated trust, such as the human overtrusting the automa-
tion, leads to the inappropriate use of automation [126, 172].
Parasuraman and Riley had identied a few types of inappropriate use of automation:
use, misuse, and disuse [172]. Use was dened as the voluntary activation or disengage-
ment of automation by human operators [172]. This sets the baseline understanding of
human operators’ engagement with automation, and trust signicantly aects the de-
cision in this use [209, 234], which Beck dened as Automation Usage Decision (AUD)
[12] and adopted by Chen et al. in their investigation on understanding the inuence of
autonomy transparency on human trust [39]. Misuse was dened as the human operators’
overreliance on automation, which can result in failures of monitoring or decision biases
[172]. Overtrusting automation is potentially damaging to the human operator’s SA, as
automation may not always function optimally, while the human operator is overreliant
on the automation and fails to notice indicators or behavioural patters of the system’s
underperformance [39, 126]. Disuse was dened as the neglect or underutilization of
automation; it is commonly caused by alarms that activate falsely [172]. This described
the lack of trust in the human operators towards automation, which led to the underuse
of automation. One common reason for this lack of trust was the repetitive false alarms or
incorrect behaviour pattern produced by automation, which did not align with the human
operator’s expectations. Although the automation was functioning optimally, making
sound decisions, without calibrated trust, automation could not be used to aid human
operators [43, 39]. Automation abuse was dened as the automation of functions by
designers and implementations by managers without due regard for the consequences for
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human performance, tends to dene the operator’s roles as by-products of the automation
[172].
The eects and relationships between trust and automation-use had been acknow-
ledged in many studies in the past [72, 133, 134, 43, 120, 151, 172]. Hence, the trust in
automation is an important cognitive construct that must be incorporated in the design
of autonomy visualisation methodologies to enhance system and autonomy transparency
[39, 145, 72, 43].
Trust, as a quantiable and measurable cognitive construct, has been generally accep-
ted as a multidimensional and dynamic concept [126, 17, 111]. The dimensions of expect-
ation (predictability), and motivational relevance was initially considered [66], while the
reliability on the trustor could not be neglected [193]. Rempel et al. proposed that trust was
a process of predictability (the expectation that autonomy will act), dependability (relying
on the autonomy’s actions), to faith (the autonomy will act favourably). And Muir and
Moray further extended these three factors with competence, responsibility, and reliability
[155].
During Jian, Bisantz and Drury’s development of a denitive questionnaire to encap-
sulate automation trust, they had identied three limitations in the existing methods to
measure trust [111]: 1) The questionnaires prior to 2000 were designed based only on the
dierent, and contradictory theoretical foundations of trust [126], not empirical analysis
on the components of trust [111]. 2) The concept of trust and distrust were assumed as
bipolar. That is, the notion of trust and distrust was assumed to be completely opposites
of each other. 3) There were a lack of empirically evaluated methods to measure trust
between humans and autonomous systems, only in human-human interaction settings
[124, 191]. To which end, Jian, Bisantz and Drury empirically determined and critically
reviewed a scale for the trust in automated systems in a form of a questionnaire, and this
questionnaire was employed by Mercadoet al. in their most recent study to evaluate the
signicance of SAT on human operator trust [145].
An example of the questionnaire is illustrated in Figure 2.17. This questionnaire was
developed in three phases [111]: 1) a word elicitation study, where various keywords were
harnessed from the concept of trust and distrust, 2) a questionnaire study, where the words
representing the concepts of trust and distrust were analysed to determine their pairwise
relationships applied to the contexts of general trust, human-human trust, and human-
automation trust, and 3) a paired comparison study, where experiment participants were
requested to rate the similarity of the word pairs.
The results from their study had suggested that the concept of trust and distrust are
indeed on the same scale [111]. However, that is not to say that these two concepts
are bipolar, their results provided evidence to say that one continuous scale can be used
to rate trust/distrust, where they are the extreme ends of the same concept, similar to
automatic and manual. Furthermore, the results also suggested that the concepts of general
trust, human-human trust and human-automation trust are similar. Hence, many previous
studies on human-human trust can be considered in evaluating human-machine trust.
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Figure 2.17: An example of the trust rating questionnaire (Published in
[220])
As illustrated in Figure 2.17, there are 12 separate questions, each rated on a Likert
scale from 1 to 7, where 1 denotes the lowest armation. An instantiation of this ques-
tionnaire was developed by Mercado et al. by incorporating the four stages of information
processing to each of the questions [145]. Furthermore, they had added several extra
questions, each also incorporated the four stages of information processing [145], form-
ing an in-depth and thorough questionnaire to capture the human operator’s subjective
perceptive of their trust.
Although the questionnaires of both Jian, Bisantz and Drury, as well as Mercado et
al. were thorough and inclusive [145, 111], experience obtained from previous studies
conducted for this research showed that completing questionnaires absorb a large amount
of time [44, 42], which was a major constraint in the research experiments for this topic
[44, 42, 43]. Hence, another simpler trust questionnaire was required [43].
Uggirala et al. agreed with many points previously discussed by Jian, Bisantz and Drury
[111] and had proposed to develop a trust assessment technique based on the concept
of uncertainty. Their study had utilised Master et al.’s trust measuring questionnaire
[140], which included ve dimensions: competence, predictability, reliability, faith, and
overall trust [220]. The dimensions covered the main aspects of trust in systems, and it
is signicantly simpler than Jian, Bisantz and Drury’s questionnaire, hence reducing the
data collection process of this research’s experiments signicantly [43].
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2.4 Discussion
An ultimate aim was to understand the visual representation to reect a UAV’s capability
(both functional and autonomy) to autonomously complete tasks corresponding to the
relevant functional subsystems.
Research showed that with a single or multiple UAVs operating under a high LOA,
human operators experience a reduction in CW, however, they also exhibited a reduction
in SA as well [126, 170, 74], and without appropriate management techniques, the human
operator will feel complacent [173, 127], reduce trust in the system [126, 37, 145], and
consequently degrade in their mission performance [43, 42]. However, with a single or
multiple UAVs operated at a much lower LOA, the operators reported a signicant in-
crease in CW, although their SA was maintained [116]. These evidences were conrmed
by Villaren et al. in his study which involved interviewing 18 professional French UAS
operators. In his interview, the operators reported that they commonly operated the UAVs
with very minimal to no autonomy [225]. That was to say, the operators preferred to carry
out manual operations of the UAVs, as a lack of the UAV’s autonomy transparency led to
hesitation to operate the vehicles at higher LOAs [172, 149].
Villaren et al. had focused on the macro-task of Trajectory Management in his study
and a simulation environment was developed to assess the dierent modes of autonomy
and the eects of transitioning between modes on the cognitive behaviours of a dual-
operator team (one pilot and one payload operator) [225]. However, their study was limited
to multiple human operators operating a single UAV, the eects of visualising multiple
autonomously heterogeneous UAVs on a single human operator’s performance is not yet
understood.
Fuchs et al. had demonstrated that through the manipulation of the Ground Control
Station (GCS) based on the the operators’ preferred functional information, there was
a signicant increase in the mean operator SA score and a decrease in the mean CW
score [86]. This suggests further understanding of the impacts of visualising the UAVs’
functional autonomy capabilities without needing to know their exact LOA on human
operator’s performance was necessary to establish an eective medium of communication
in a multi-agent system.
Coppin and Legras had proposed the concept of autonomy spectrum [51, 127] to address
the challenge which involved in task-switching of UAVs under heterogeneity of autonomy.
Villaren et al. studied the eect of a mixed operative (autonomy) modes for a single UAV
involving multiple operators through managing the macro-task of trajectory management,
and Fuchs et al. investigated the eects of modifying UAV’s functional information based
on the operator’s preferences.
The research presented in this thesis ultimately combined these three areas of studies
and the theoretical contribution is discussed in Chapter 3.
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2.5 Conclusion
This chapter presented an in depth review of the theoretical knowledge that contributed
to this research; from the autonomy framework used to described the UAVs (Section 2.1),
to the human cognitive constructs (Section 2.3) that are a direct factor inuenced by their
interfaces and interactions (Section 2.2).
Research Question 1 is associated with the proposal of a new functional capability
framework to describe UAVs’ functional subsystems. The derivation of the proposed
framework invoked HACT [28] to describe the UAV’s functional branches and EID’s
abstraction hierarchy to describe the layers of information abstraction [182, 183]. The
framework’s feasibility was evaluated based on the human operator’s cognitive workload
and situational awareness. CW was measured using NASA-TLX [97] and SA was measured
using SAGAT [76].
Research Question 2 is associated with the aim to understand the eects of relaying
UAV’s ight path replanning autonomy through the visualisation of alternate trajectories,
this in turn reects the UAV’s autonomy capability to the human operator. The proposed
experiment to evaluate the impacts incorporated the functional capability framework es-
tablished in Research Question 1, with the UAVs’ autonomy congurations designed using
autonomy spectrum [128, 53], and tested using the cognitive constructs of CW (measured
using NASA-TLX [97]) and SA (measured using SAGAT [76]).
Research Question 3 is associated with the aim to investigate the eects of autonomy
transparency on human performances. The proposed method to increase autonomy trans-
parency draws on the concept of adaptive automation [148, 150, 171] and mixed-initiative
dialogues [154, 46, 6]. The constructs used to evaluate its impact on human operators are
CW (measured using NASA-TLX [97]), SA (measured using SAGAT [75, 76]) and Trust
(measured using Master el al.’s questionnaire [140]).
Evidently, this literature review had thoroughly reviewed all aspects of literature that
supported the motivation and the methodology necessary for the completion of this re-
search.
CHAPTER 3
Theoretical Foundation
This research incorporated three primary areas of study and investigated on the eective
collaboration of the human operators and the Unmanned Aerial Vehicle (UAV) agents in
a Hybrid System1 (Figure 3.1). The hybrid system involves multiple UAV agents operating
in close proximity to be managed by a human operator. Increasing the UAV’s information
transparency is achieved from two perspectives proposed in this thesis: the visual rep-
resentation of of the UAV’s functional capability throught a framework, and the text-base
dialogue system used to exchange UAV’s autonomy capability.
Figure 3.1: Overlap of existing research in multiple heterogeneous UAV
management
3.1 Capability Transparency
Capability in this thesis encompasses functional capability and autonomy capability. The
functional capability refers to physical systems and subsystems of the UAV (agents), its
internal states, and functional information. The autonomy capability refers to the agent’s
ability to perform dierent tasks autonomously in the information gathering and decision
processes; this includes the agent’s intentions (goals) and desires (plans). However, the
eective management of multiple agents requires the human operator to have an internal
operative state of the agents. Hence, capability transparency must be achieved.
1A Hybrid System in this research is dened as a system that includes a human entity (human operator),
multiple agents (UAVs), and the interfacing agent (an implementation of the PAC model)
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The transparency of these capabilities are presented in two ways: The amount and
the depth of the agents’ abstract functional subsystem capability information (discussed
in Section 3.2), and the agents’ autonomous capabilities to regenerate alternate objectives
when confronted with unexpected events (discussed in Section 3.3), displayed at a user
interface level [42].
The implementation and eects of the capability transparency on a human operator’s
cognitive performance was evaluated in a series of three experiments involving a human
operator managing four simulated UAVs to complete search tasks. The human operator
was needed to interact with a software system (Figures 3.2 and 3.3) which included two
components: The environment, and the User Interface.
Figure 3.2: Autonomy visualisation model for lower levels of functional
autonomy capabilities
Figure 3.3: Autonomy visualisation model for high levels of functional
autonomy capabilities
3.1.1 Environment Grouping
The environmental grouping in this research dened the elements that were present in
the “uncontrolled” environment. This was simulated in the software prototype. The two
elements in this group are Perturbation Events and the UAV’s Functional LOA (F-LOA). The
Perturbation Events in this research were described as the unexpected events, interruptions
or obstacles that altered the pre-planned/original ight proles of the agents. There were
dierent types of events which inuenced a agent’s functional subsystems separately or
together, causing a malfunction of the vehicle and thus reducing its autonomy or work
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capability. The UAV’s F-LOA described as the amount of autonomy present for each of
the UAV’s functional subsystems. Autonomy levels apply to each functional subsystem
separately, meaning a combination of LOAs coexisted in one agent, and consequently in a
Multi-Agent System (MAS), there were agents with autonomy heterogeneity.
3.1.2 User Interface Grouping
The UI was designed based on the traditional Presentation-Abstraction-Control (PAC) model
as discussed in Section 2.2.1 (Figure 3.2). The Presentation component displayed all of the
information of the experiment in its most basic form, as well as supported interactions
with the human’s hand gestures and the system. TheAbstraction component contained the
UAV attributes such as the autonomy capabilities and functional subsystems. The Control
component mediated all the gesture inputs and software outputs from the Presentation to
the Abstraction component.
Research Contributions 1 and 2 aim to transform the traditional implementation of UAV
functional information into one that is able to promote capability transparency in a hybrid
system (Figure 3.3) with the following proposals:
• Modied Presentation component: Proposed to recongure the UI display to incor-
porate capability information, this includes functional and autonomy capabilities,
as well as its physical interaction capabilities
• Modied Abstraction component: Proposed to arrange the UAVs’ functional subsys-
tems into the Functional Capability Framework (FCF), and organise the autonomy
status to be communicated in the Presentation component, and
• Modied Controller component: Proposed to augment the interactions between FCF
and autonomy information
Two congurations of interfaces are presented: A traditional PAC conguration and a
novel PAC conguration to support capability transparency. The traditional PAC congur-
ation is represented in a modern-day Ground Control Station (GCS) [219] where the human
operators receives no indications to suggest the UAV capabilities as illustrated in Figure
3.2. This conguration limits the visual display of the environmental situations (such as
any unexpected obstacles) that the UAVs are exposed to, and are only reected through
indications and situation behavioural trends to the operator. Based on these information
types, the human operators experience a higher level of perceived workload in interpreting
the UAVs’ autonomy status. Given the inverse relationship of SA and CW, the level of
operator SA of the UAVs’ overall status was lower [116], which was a challenge in any
multiple UAV management scenario. The proposed PAC conguration represents UAV cap-
abilities in a form of direct notication as illustrated in Figure 3.3. This conguration adds
two key visual components: A UAV’s functional capability framework in a layered/tag-
centred form, and a UAV’s autonomy capability visualisation. These components were
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studied independently to understand the eects of UAV capability information on human
operator’s cognitive performances.
Between these two arrangements, the UAV’s FCF is a common element. This frame-
work (further discussions are presented in Section 3.2) consisted of a classication of a
UAV’s functional subsystems according to the subsystem roles, and it further divided these
classications into three layers of abstraction. During mission design and scenario trial,
the Level Of Details (LOD) of the UAVs could be changed by the experiment participant
depending on the functional autonomy of the UAV system or the operator’s preference.
3.2 Functional Capability Framework
With the prevailing notion to invert the paradigm from multiple human operators operat-
ing a single UAV to a single human operator managing multiple UAVs [113, 50? , 127], Fuchs
et al. had investigated the eects of manipulating the visualisation of the UAV functional
information on a pre-existing GCS platform to accommodate for multiple heterogeneous
UAV management [86]. In their study, a survey (that was similar to the process of Informa-
tion Abstraction (IA) initially proposed by Chen et al. [40, 41]) was conducted with several
certied UAV operators to abstract functional information about their UAVs in varying
scenarios.
This research proposes an FCF which aims to deliver the UAVs’ functional subsystem
information in a structure based on the amount of abstraction. The specic functional level
of abstraction (or detail) about any of the UAV’s subsystems is referenced and accessed
during mission planning or operational stages. It also provides a unied and adjustable
foundation for the software visualisation implementation of a UAV’s functional subsystem
capabilities in a hybrid system.
Two primary requirements were necessary to provide a practical architecture for the
development of the experiment software prototypes (discussed in Chapters 5, 6 and 7)
used throughout this research, and to derive this framework: The structure of the func-
tional subsystem abstractions, and the method of layer indexing; where they were used to
validate the impact of this framework on operator CW and SA.
3.2.1 Requirement 1: Functional Subsystem Abstraction
The rst requirement was to obtain a breakdown of a UAV’s functional subsystems. The
breakdown was classied based on the volume of information through information ab-
straction. Figure 3.4 illustrates an example of a functional framework, where it was inter-
preted in two dimensions; a horizontal division of the UAV’s functional subsystems and a
vertical division in a level of information abstraction.
The horizontal classication was presented in a branch format where the UAV’s collec-
tion(s) of functional subsystems that were related to each specic branch was abstracted.
Each branch was then further divided into multiple layers based on each subsystems’ layers
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Figure 3.4: A functional framework structure wireframe illustrating the two
dimensions of classification. Horizontal: Abstracted in functional
subsystems, Vertical: Abstracted in aggregation of information;
of abstraction. The amount of abstraction layers remained the same across the dierent
branches. Therefore, each functional subsystem can be referenced with a consistant in-
dexing method.
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Figure 3.5: Four Functional Subsystem Branches mapped to the Automation
Architecture for Single Operator Multiple UAV Command and
Control
The functional subsystem classication was derived from the automation architecture
for a single operator to command and control multiple UAVs initially proposed by Cum-
mings’ team [56, 28]. The control loops in this architecture, illustrated in Figure 3.5, were
then extracted to form four dierent functional branches of a UAV: Health, Navigation,
States/Autopilot, and Payload. These branches classify the division of the UAV’s functional
subsystem (i.e. the horizontal division in the FCF). The information’s levels of abstraction
forms the vertical division.
The UAV’s level of information abstraction was derived from the ve levels of abstrac-
tion: The functional purpose layer, the abstract function layer, the generalised functions
layer, the physical functions layer and the physical form layer, proposed by Rasmussen
[184].
• Functional purpose layer: This layer describes the functionality of a certain subsys-
tem and its purpose in the open world
• Abstract function layer: This layer symbolises the functional purpose of the partic-
ular subsystem
• Generalised function layer: This layer describes the general process of a particular
subsystem in which it presents the subsystem’s behavioural structures
• Physical function layer: This layer describes the specics of the systems and inter-
acting subsystems such as the electrical, fuel, hydraulics, avionics etc., and
• Physical form layer: This layer describes the physical state of the components and
subsystems - the state where the subsystem interfaces with the external environ-
ment
The levels of information abstraction in this research was formulated by simplifying the
ve levels into three, which, in the context of this research, was sucient in terms of the
abstraction of information display consideration. Table 3.1 presents the level mapping of
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the LOD and Rassmussen’s ve levels of abstraction [182, 224]. The functional purpose
layer and the physical form layer was omitted. The reason for this was that; at the highest
of abstraction, the functional subsystem was dened and was not required to be visually
presentable, and the physical form was the physical asset, which was not applicable in the
scope of this research.
Table 3.1: Equivalent mapping of the five levels of abstraction proposed by
Rasmussen [182] to the three levels of information abstraction
proposed in this research
Levels of Abstraction Information Abstraction
Functional purpose layer -
Abstract function layer High LOD/Abstraction
Generalised function layer Medium LOD/Abstraction
Physical function layer Low LOD/Abstraction
Physical form layer -
High LOD or high level of information abstraction was proposed to encapsulate the
highly aggregated functional information about a UAV, i.e. the overall health status, ight
path, origin point, destination point, waypoints, UAV altitude, speed etc. The aim of this
level of abstraction was to provide the most fundamental information about the UAV’s
status and performance, and to reduce information complexity and workload. The typical
high-level information that could be expected to be used as a basis point for any UAV
is presented in Table 3.2. The functional branches and its associated generic High LOD
components are listed. This method could be applied as presented in the examples in
Sections 3.2.3 and 3.2.4.
Branch Component
Health Overall Health Status
Navigation
Flight path
Origin waypoint
Destination waypoint
Nav. waypoints
States/Autopilot
UAV Altitude
UAV Speed
UAV Attitude
UAV Heading/Direction
Payload CommunicationsPurpose system (i.e. Cameras)
Table 3.2: Functional branch to fundamental High LOD components of a
UAV
Med LOD or medium level of information abstraction required an extension to the ex-
isting fundamental functional components and they are platform dependent. As presented
in the examples in Sections 3.2.3 and 3.2.4, dierent subsystem elements were designed for
the Med LOD layer.
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Low LOD or low level of information abstraction required complete or near complete
representation of all the subsystem component information in the least aggregated, while
humanly comprehensible form. For example, fuel level could be represented in units of
Litres or percentage, communication signals could be represented in strength and integrity
of the signals in percentage.
The following subsections present examples of the process of deriving the FCF for a
real world B-HUNTER UAV and a hypothetical UAV that was used for the purpose of this
research.
3.2.2 Requirement 2: Level Of Detail Indexing Method
The LOD is an indexing method that is proposed to reference the abstraction level of
subsystem information [40, 41]. A high LOD denotes a high level of abstraction, which
means that high-level information about the subsystems is available (and subsequently,
raw and unprocessed subsystem information, such as that appear in physical form or
physical functional layer [182] is hidden). This is not to be confused with the amount of
detail (or information) presented. Rather, it denotes the level of information abstraction.
A low LOD is the contrary; it denotes a low level of abstraction, which means that a
large amount of raw and non-aggregated subsystem information is presented, and highly
abstracted information is hidden.
Figure 3.6 illustrates an example of the health subsystem of a hypothetical UAV and
its LOD breakdown. At the highest LOD, information about the overall health status of
the UAV that are highly abstracted is presented using a coloured pie chart, where Green
denotes good health and blinking red denotes bad. The transition between green to red
is gradual, where the colours fade from bright green to solid red as the UAV health level
reduces. Finally, a solid red that pulses on and o denotes that the health of the UAV has
reached a critical level.
The next LOA, med, presents a lower level of information abstraction; it presents a
generalised and graphical description of the subsystem information. Figure 3.6 illustrates
an example that presents only three subsystems. This level includes the health status of
each of the subsystems at an aggregated level. Colour coding and status bars present the
detailed information.
The nal LOD, low, presented low/sensory level subsystem information about the UAV.
A very low level of abstraction of raw information was available in this level, revealing
all the sensory data about every aspect of the UAV. This level presents no aggregated
information.
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Figure 3.6: An example branch of an FCF of a hypothetical UAV’s health
monitoring subsystem with an LOD index illustration
Figure 3.7 illustrates an example of a hybrid LOD conguration for two UAV during
mission planning stage. The four categories spanned horizontally are the functional cap-
ability categories. The three vertical layers represent the LOD (or amount of information
abstraction from a high level/minimal information to a low level/maximal information).
The labelled and coloured nodes represent the visual conguration of the UAVs’ functional
capability information. In this example, UAV1 was congured with a medium LOD for
both the Health and Payload functional categories, a high LOD for its Navigation category
and a low LOD for its State category. Similarly, UAV2 was congured with a low LOD
in both Health and Navigation category, a medium LOD for its State category, and a high
LOD for its Payload category.
Figure 3.7: An example of the Level Of Detail (LOD) in a hybrid configura-
tion for two UAVs across the four functional capability categories.
Here, the term Abstraction (Abs.) is used
3.2.3 Example 1: B-HUNTER UAV
The B-HUNTER UAV, initially designed and developed by TRW Inc. (currently acquired by
Northrop Grumman) for the United States Army as a short range tactical UAV. This model
was a derivation of the Hunter UAV designed in a joint venture between TRW and Israel
Aircraft Industries Ltd. (IAI) [65]. The B-HUNTER UAV was purchased by the Belgian
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Table 3.3: B-HUNTER UAV Subsystem mapping to the FCF functional
branches, nomenclatures in this table are: Digital Central Pro-
cessing Assembly (DCPA), Air Data Terminal (ADT), and Air Traic
Control (ATC)
Subsystem Branch Description
Fuel & Propulsion System Health Fuel level & propulsion capability
Electrical Power System Health Electrical & power system integrity
DCPA States/Navigation UAV’s onboard avionics systems
Sensors States/Payload Help acquire UAV’s states & payload
Electromechanical System Health Actuators & controls health
ADT Payload Payload communication systems
ATC Transponders System Health UAV communication systems
Flight Termination Navigation Emergency ight proles
Army Ground Forces, primarily used for information gathering and reconnaissance.
The B-HUNTER UAV’s is a twin two-cylinder piston engined, x-winged UAV which
has a wingspan of 8.9 metres, a length of 6.95 metres and a weight of 725 kilograms. It
has a cruise speed of 196 kilometres per hour or loitered at 165 kilometres per hour with
a service ceiling of 4570 metres and an endurance of 12 hours [114].
Figure 3.8 presents the major system components of the B-HUNTER system, which con-
tains Air Vehicle (AV), Ground Support Equipment (GSE), Ground Data Terminal (GDT),
GCS, Portable Ruggedized Control Station (PRCS) and take-o/landing equipment (RAPS
& RATO).
Figure 3.8: B-HUNTER System overviews and interfaces (Published in [114])
The derivation of the FCF for the B-HUNTER system focused primarily on the AV
system. Table 3.3 presents the major subsystem and the FCF branch to which they belong.
Table 3.3 provides a summary of the UAV subsystem components at a high level, and
the combined/integrated data information helps to form the High LOD layer. The Med
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LOD layer is also formed from the status level of each subsystem individually.
Each of the major subsystem components of the B-HUNTER UAV contains a number
of functional elements. Table 3.4 presents a summary of these subsystems and their unit
of measure.
Table 3.4: Functional element layout of the B-HUNTER UAV’s subsystems,
nomenclatures used in this table are: Engine Temperature Sensor
(ETS), Fuel Level System (FLS), Avionics Computer (AVC), Air Data
Unit (ADT), Vertical Gyro Unit (VGU), Global Position Sensor
(GPS), Nose Wheel Steering (NWS), and Identification of Friend
or Foe (IFF).
Subsystem Functional Element Measures
Fuel & Propulsion
Front Engine (with ETS) Engine Status
Rear Engine (with ETS) Engine Status
L. Fuel (with FLS) Quantity
C. Fuel (with FLS) Quantity
R. Fuel (with FLS) Quantity
Electrical Power Generator VoltsE/BATT Charge
DCPA
AVC 1 Integrity %
AVC 2 Integrity %
Communication System Signal Strength %
Sensors
ADU Airspeed/Altitude
VGU Attitude
Gyros/Accelerometers States Backup
FVU Heading/Direction
GPS/Antenna Signal Strength %
Emergency Accelerometer Integrity %
Electromechanical
Aileron/Rudder/Elevator Servo Position
Throttles Servo Position
Flaps Servo Position
NWS Servo Position
ADT
Control Commands Signal Strength %
Payload Comms Signal Strength %
Video Streams Live Footage
Primary Receiver Signal Strength %
Backup Receiver Signal Strength %
ATC IFF Transponder Transponder State
The Low LOD layer of the FCF for the B-HUNTER UAV was further extended from
the Med LOD, and is presented in Figure 3.9. The subsequent LOD’s included functional
subsystem elements were determined by the sensibility, that was to say, the capability of
the elements in providing status information was crucial, as this enabled information to
then be visualised as a part of the FCF.
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Figure 3.9: Example FCF of a basic B-HUNTER UAV configured as a recon-
naissance platform
Given that the general FCF of the B-HUNTER UAV’s functional systems components
and subsystem elements had been formed, the interface designer could proceed with the
visualisation designs of these components - which is beyond the scope of this example.
A limitation in the derivation of this FCF which prevented the illustration of a more
functional FCF element, was the limited available literature on the detailed components of
the UAV. Hence, only a high level systems understanding could be adapted in the derivation
process. In the second example, a less descriptive approach related to the UAV’s physical
subsystems and more direct functional attributes were included in the derivation process
as the design of the UAV components were conducted as a part of this research.
3.2.4 Example 2: A Generic Tactical UAV for this Research
The second example presented in this section details the derivation methodology that is
similar to that used to derive the FCF for the B-HUNTER UAV example. This example
UAV is a hypothetical, rotary-winged UAV that is similar to the B-HUNTER Tactical UAV
system. The generic tactical UAVs necessary for the experiment had three basic functional
requirements:
1. Hovering Capability: The UAVs were required to be able to hover over a specic
location, and this requirement was satised by deploying (implementing) rotary-
winged platforms
2. Fast & Agile: The landmass of the test arena was vast, hence, in order to cover such
an area, while having the ability to instantaneously change course due to unforeseen
reasons, the platform must be able to y quickly and with agility, and
3. Searching Capability: A primary aim of the experiment mission was to conduct
aerial searches of particular zones. Hence, the payload must have a video imaging
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capability
In summary, the hypothetical UAV platforms used for this research were rotary-winged,
highly agile and had a high operational speed range, as well as simulated onboard video
imaging capabilities. Table 3.5 presents the major onboard systems of the test UAV plat-
form, however, its functional capabilities form the elements in the FCF for this UAV as
illustrated in Figure 3.10.
Table 3.5: Hypothetical UAV subsystem used for this research, its mapping
to the FCF functional branches
Subsystem Branch Description
Fuel System
Health
Fuel quantity
Electrical & Avionics System
Health
Electrical and avionics system
integrity
Control / Propulsion / Hydraulics System
Health
Not implemented
Navigation Computer Navigation Plan and execute navigation
decisions
Air Data Systems States Data to operate aircraft
(airspeed, altitude etc.)
Search Cams Payload Payload systems
Table 3.6 provides a summary of the hypothetical experiment UAV subsystem compon-
ents at a high level, and the combined/integrated data information helps to form the High
LOD layer. The Med LOD layer is also formed from the status level of each subsystem
individually, and in this example, the visualisable elements are illustrated in Figure 3.10.
Table 3.6: Functional element layout of the experiment UAV’s subsystems
Subsystem Functional Element
Fuel Fuel
Electrical & Avionics Electrical
Control
Not implementedPropulsion
Hydraulics
Navigation Computer Waypoint (wpt)Path
Air Data Systems
Airspeed
Altitude
Thrust
Search Cams Visualisation
Table 3.6 presents a functional breakdown of the visualisable information available for
each of the subsystems of the experimental UAV. The subsystems Control/Propulsion/Hy-
draulics were included visually. They were, however, statically (not functionally) imple-
mented. Figure 3.10 presents the FCF of the experiment UAV, including the visualisable
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elements of the FCF rather than the physical systems as presented in Section 3.2.3 (due to
limited resources on the platform).
Figure 3.10: Example FCF of a hypothetical experiment UAV configured for
the experiment mission requirement
As the FCF of the hypothetical experiment UAV’s functional systems components and
visualisable components had been derived, the interface specication were designed and
implemented for the experiments used in this research. These implementations are presen-
ted in Chapters 5, 6 and 7.
3.3 Autonomy Transparency in Hybrid Systems
Many cognitive challenges are associated with the proposed management ratio inversion
[43, 42, 127, 83, 113]. They are required to be addressed to enable further growth in the
eective management of multiple UAVs. This thesis focuses on increasing the transparency
of the UAV’s autonomy such that the human operator obtains an understanding of the
UAV’s autonomy capabilities.
In order for the operator to obtain an understanding of the UAV’s autonomy in a hybrid
system, the agent’s desires and intentions must be communicated. The agent’s desires
denote its current or alternate goals/objectives, whereby the current objective feasibility
is being analysed and assessed. If infeasible, alternate objectives must be autonomously
formed. From this, the agent’s new intentions are then autonomously formulated from its
desires by selecting and carrying out a methodology, or plan, to reach the desire.
Under situations where the original desire(s) can no longer be satised in situations
such as hazard confrontations, alternative desire(s) need(s) to be reached. Subsequently,
the agent’s intention(s) (or the means to reach the desire) are in eect. The resulting
actions the agents perform are dependent on their autonomy capabilities, and human-
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agent collaboration can only be maximised when the human operator has an adequate
knowledge of the agent’s autonomy [37, 197] in the form of desires and intentions.
The agent’s autonomy transparency can be achieved graphically or textually [198, 165]
by communicating its desires and intentions to the human operator. Chapter 6 investig-
ates the impact of autonomy transparency through graphical representation in the UAV’s
navigation branches which compared an interface conguration that did not present any
autonomy status or intentional changes, with an interface conguration where UAV nav-
igation autonomy transparency increased and presented the ight path information visu-
ally. Chapter 7 investigates the impact of autonomy transparency on the cognitive and
objective performances with the addition of automation trust, through natural language
representation in a textual form, incorporating all four branches of the UAVs’ FCF (Section
3.2).
3.3.1 Functional Level Of Autonomy
Functional LOA describes a concept where each of the UAV’s subsystems contain some
amount of autonomy, while the concept of an LOA is used to describe a UAV in its en-
tirety as the importance of classifying the amount of autonomy a system has was initially
recognised by Sheridan and Verplanck in their of the SV Scale [211].
Recent studies suggest that autonomy should not wholistically apply to a complex
system such as a UAV; the system has dierent capabilities and functionalities [48], and
the autonomy capabilities of these functionalities should also be categorised, hence, the
concept of Functional LOA was introduced.
The three levels of functional autonomy are: High Autonomy (HA), Part Autonomy (PA),
and Low Autonomy (LA). HA denotes that no manual input was required; the UAV’s func-
tionality was able to make appropriate internal adjustment to perform the required task.
PA denotes that partial input might be required by the human entity where the autonomous
functionality could only make certain decisions based on the scenario. Finally, LA denotes
that the human agent interaction is required as the autonomous agent’s functionality has
minimal to no decision-making capability available. These metrics were used in the design
and implementation of the experiment scenarios presented in Section 6.1.
3.3.2 Information Transparency
The eective sharing of information between the human and UAV agents in a hybrid sys-
tem enables eective human-machine interaction. This could be achieved with a mutual
awareness of the other agent’s status as illustrated by the dual-ended arrow in Figure 3.11.
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Figure 3.11: Authority sharing concepts in a single robot single operator
interaction (Adapted from [197])
One form of UAV information was its autonomy capability, which was recently recog-
nised to possess a tremendous impact on the UAV operator’s CW, SA and Trust [149, 37, 38]
as robots (UAVs) are no longer considered as just a remote asset in the eld. Rather, they
are considered as teammate(s) [177]. To harvest the prime capabilities of both forms of
agents to enable superior Human-Robot Interaction (HRI), a bi-directional communication
channel throughout the mission to allow the other agents’ operating statuses/models to
be shared is currently a limitation of modern-day HRI systems[165].
3.3.3 Autonomy Spectrum
The autonomy spectrum, initially proposed by Legras and Coppin [51], extends the
autonomy prole of an autonomous system to human-centered adaptive systems. This
enabled multiple modes of operations within any adaptive system, such as a UAV.
A mission could involve multiple modes-of-operation. Specic spectra is to be applied
to dierent operative modes. The spectrum consists of a four-step sequential model of
human information processing: Information Acquisition, Information Analysis, Decision
Selection, and Action Implementation. This also aligns with Boyd’s four-step model of
decision making [19]: Observe, Orient, Decide and Act. Each step consists of a linear, ten-
level SV scale forming a two-dimensional framework for the UAV’s modes-of-operation
[128, 127].
Each step of the spectrum is then divided into the ten levels of autonomy, which de-
scribed the agent’s task responsibilities. At LOA 1, the human agent assumed all the
responsibility of performing that specic step of the process. At LOA 10, the machine
agent assumed all the responsibilities instead. Figure 3.12 presents an example autonomy
spectrum and the possible congurations.
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Figure 3.12: Example UAV autonomy spectrum for the hazard avoidance
mode of operation
The spectrum presented in Figure 3.12 denotes a hypothetical, self-reliant UAV’s hazard
avoidance mode-of-operation. This mode consists of the four steps: Identify (Observe),
Consequence (Orient), Evasion (Decide), and Locomotion (Act).
Identify denotes the step of hazard identication; the observation of the environment
and classication of any incoming hazard. There are three potential autonomy levels
for this step: LOA 1, the human agent assumes all of the responsibilities of identifying
potential hazards from rudimentary onboard sensors, LOA 3, the human agent assumes
some responsibilities in identifying potential hazards, however, the machine agent assists
in the identication process, and LOA 7, the machine agent assumes responsibilities of
identifying the hazard, however, the human agent also had some responsibilities in con-
rming the identication.
Consequence denotes the step of assessing the hazard’s implications if it confronted
the UAV. Two potential autonomy levels were available for this step: LOA 1, the human
agent assumed all the responsibilities of identifying the consequences of the hazard to
the UAVs, and LOA 3, the human agent assumed some responsibilities in identifying the
consequences and the machine agent also assumed some.
Evasion denotes the step of assessing and selecting the appropriate evasive action to
the hazard presented. Two potential autonomy levels were available for this step: LOA 1,
the human agent assumed all the responsibilities of generating possible evasive proles
and selecting the most appropriate action, and LOA 5, the machine agent assumed the
responsibilities of generating possible evasive proles and the human agent selected the
appropriate evasive action.
Locomotion denotes the step of carrying out the selected evasive action to physically
evade the hazard presented. Three potential autonomy levels were available for this step:
LOA 1, the human agent assumed all the responsibilities of ying and manoeuvring the
UAV to follow through the selected action, LOA 7, the machine agent performs the ying
operation mostly, while the human agent assumed some responsibilities in supervising
the operation, vetoing if necessary, and LOA 10, the machine agent carried out all the
operations from supervisory control, to manual operation of the UAV.
The possible arrangements were governed by the UAVs’ onboard functional and
autonomy capabilities, and the arrangements used in this experiment is presented in
chapter 7 Section 7.1. Figure 3.13 presents an example autonomy prole based on the
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spectrum presented in Figure 3.12. The blue prole lines dene the conguration of the
prole.
Figure 3.13: Example UAV specific autonomy profile for the spectrum’s
hazard avoidance mode of operation
In the example, the prole denes the following LOA progression: 7-3-5-10 (denoted
by the prole lines), which denotes that the machine agent assumes most of the responsib-
ilities when it came to hazard avoidance. It would rst identify potential hazard situations
with the human agent’s assistance, then determine possible consequences along with the
human agent, and decide the appropriate evasive action and carry through the action
to physically evade the hazard fully autonomously. However, the autonomy prole may
vary throughout the mission due to unforeseen situations and environmental inuences.
Hence, a way to visualise this responsibility must be determined and implemented to avoid
automation surprises.
3.3.4 Model of Autonomy Transparency through Text-Based Represent-
ation
Figure 3.3 illustrates the model of autonomy transparency using text-based representa-
tion. V’ presented previously denotes the proposed method of the visual representation
of the UAV situation/scenario. Both the UAV’s functional LOAs and the scenario situation
(perturbation events) that impact the normal operations of the mission are reected to the
human operators as alternate objectives through a text-based dialogue (Section 4.2.3).
3.4 Implementing Capability Transparency
Figures 3.14 and 3.15 present the expanded models of the autonomy transparency cong-
uration for high and low autonomy transparency. This thesis divides the hybrid system
into three layers: Mission layer - representing the environment space with a high degree of
environmental uncertainty, Visualisation Layer - the display interface where the mission
layer was visually represented to the human operator, and Agent layer - denotes the human
agent/operator and their performance (perceived cognitive and mission performances).
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Figure 3.14: An expanded transparency visualisation configuration model as
a baseline configuration for comparison
Figure 3.15: An expanded transparency visualisation configuration model
for a evaluative configuration for comparison
3.4.1 Mission Layer
The mission layer represents the dynamic and uncertain environment that the UAVs oper-
ated in. Each UAV had the autonomy requirements and descriptions available to perform
tasks [89] (functional Level Of Autonomy) and the physical capabilities of the functional
subsystems and skillsets (Functional Capability) [89, 127] that formed the UAV.
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The F-LOA denes the congurations of autonomy (example illustrated in Figure 3.7)
for each functional category. This directly moderates the UAV’s physical subsystems and
components, and thus inuences the UAV’s functional abilities to perform tasks.
In a dynamic and uncertain environment, unpredictable obstacles or events such as
deteriorating weather conditions, hazardous/high-threat areas and malfunctioning sub-
systems are inevitable [51]. A real world example of the unpredictable events could be
seen in the incident involving a United States (U.S.) MQ-1B "Predator" in September 2012
[123], where the UAV experienced a catastrophic loss of power leading to a loss in its
satellite datalink and impact with the terrain at approximately 3.25 nautical miles from
the initial position where the link was lost. In this example, the UAV was operating in
a typical dynamic and uncertain environment when it encountered an unpredicted error
and was lost. The total loss was valued at approximately $4.4 million U.S. dollars.
These unpredictable obstacles or events directly inuence the capability of the UAVs,
and consequently challenge the human operator’s cognitive boundaries [51, 127]. This
thesis models these Perturbation Events as a variable of independence, and the studies are
presented.
3.4.2 Visualisation Layer (Display Interface)
The visualisation interface layer represents the visual and control interface between the
human and the machine agents. It consisted of three components that were integrated
together; the functional subsystem visualisation, the functional autonomy visualisation,
and the control interface.
The functional subsystem visualisation consists of the visualisation of the UAVs’ sub-
system information in a layered style where the operator can access dierent layers of
details related to any particular subsystem through the FCF (Section 3.2). Dierent layers
of subsystem details can be accessed using the control interface described in chapter 5.
The functional autonomy visual representation consists of two types: Graphical, and
textual. The graphical representation enables a one-way communication channel from
the UAV agent to exhibit its autonomy graphically. Experiment 2 explores the eective-
ness of the the communicated autonomy information of the UAV’s navigation system by
visually presenting original and alternate ight paths to the human agents throughout the
experiment scenario.
Further to the graphical representation of the UAVs’ autonomies in Experiment
2 (Chapter 6) presents the eect of navigation capability’s transparency on human
operator/teammate’s cognitive performance. Brick and Scheutz suggested that text-based
natural language was the most eective and direct way to communicate between agents
[25]. Hence, the eect of the UAV system’s autonomy transparency was expanded by
communicating its intentions and capabilities bi-directionally via a text-based dialogue
system.
The text-based dialogue system enables a bi-directional communication channel that
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was simple. It allowed eective textual exchange between the machine and the human
agent. Figure 3.16 illustrates a simple bi-directional dialogue process between the human
and the machine agent. In this process, the machine agent initiates a dialogue, sharing
its autonomy information and makes requests, the human agent satises its requests by
acknowledging the message and acting on the request.
Figure 3.16: Flow illustration of the human and machine agent autonomy
information and request dialogue
3.4.3 Agent Layer
The agent layer represents the human agent’s performance and cognitive attributes. These
attributes are used as quantitative measurements to gauge the human operator’s perform-
ance. Experiment 1 (Chapter 5) evaluates the eect of the implementation of FCF based
on the metrics of CW and SA. Experiment 2 (Chapter 6), evaluates the eects of autonomy
transparency through graphical representation of the machine agent’s alternate plans also
based on the cognitive constructs of CW and SA. Experiment 3 (Chapter 7) evaluates the
eects of autonomy transparency through text-based dialogue to represent the machine
agent’s capabilities. The evaluation is based on the cognitive metrics of CW, SA and Trust
in automation. Objective metrics, such as initial response time, event response time, and
the number of items of interests found during the experiment scenarios are also captured
for analysis.
The human agent interacted with the hardware systems denoted by the visualisation
interface layer based on the visual information presented and responded via the control and
interaction-enabled designs, and the cognitive eects were then measured and analysed
in the subsequent chapters.
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3.5 Conclusion
This chapter presented the theoretical foundation that was used throughout the study.
Three main areas include: The FCF and its derivation process, the autonomy capability
and transparency model, and the experimental design to implement autonomy capability.
FCF provides the capability to systematically present the machine agents’ (UAVs’) func-
tional subsystems. It is organised in layers, which is accessible through designated ges-
tures. Each layer contained dierent levels of details related to each specic subsystem.
The autonomy capability model represented the concept of the visualisation of the
UAVs’ autonomy capability and consequently the increase in its autonomy transparency.
Two models were presented: A generic model of the traditional UI design model with
opaque autonomy transparency is presented in Figure 3.2, and an improved PAC model
to support the communication of autonomy capabilities by increasing transparency to the
UAV’s autonomy (Figure 3.3).
Finally, the experimental design implementation represented the concept of the exper-
iment software and hardware design used to validate the proposed implementation of the
improved PAC model through the eects on the human operator’s objective and cognit-
ive performances. The next chapters present an in-depth experiment aim, methodology,
scenario design, results, analysis and discussions of Experiment 1, 2, and 3.
CHAPTER 4
Experiment Details
The aim of this chapter is to present a detailed presentation description, set up, procedure,
and data collection process related to the three experiments conducted through the course
of this research. Since the three experiments are similar in their set up and procedures, the
general procedure is described. Specic details of each experiment will also be highlighted
throughout this chapter.
4.1 Experiment Overview
This section provides an outline of each study. The experiment ow is similar throughout
the three studies. However, since each experiment aims to achieve dierent goals, minor
dierences were necessary.
4.1.1 Experiment 1
The aim of the rst study (presented in Chapter 5) is to validate the implementation of
the Functional Capability Framework (FCF) proposed in Chapter 4. The experimental
methodology is summarised in 20 steps as illustrated in Figure 4.1.
The rst stages of the methodology involved researching and specifying the goal of
the study and determining suitable scenario designs to achieve the goal. Once the goal
was dened, specication and development of the experiment software followed. Near
the completion of the software implementation, experiment administrative tasks such
as participant invitation and recruitment were carried out. With the necessary Ethical
clearance obtained, the experiment was conducted.
This experiment was broken into three segments:
• Segment A: A scenario where only limited functional information details about a
UAV was available to the participant,
• Segment B: A scenario where an adjustable level of functional information details
were available, and
• Segment C: A scenario where all Levels of Detail (LODs) were available to the par-
ticipant.
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Figure 4.1: Workflow diagram of the experimentation process for Experi-
ment 1 from initial proposal to final execution
The concept of LOD is not to be confused with a UAV’s LOA, as the LOD relates to the
amount of UAV’s subsystem information visualisation, and the LOA relates to its onboard
capabilities to perform tasks autonomously.
The aims were validated through capturing and comparing the participants’ Cognit-
ive Workload (CW), Situation Awareness (SA), Automation Trust, and objective mission
performances.
The CW and SA scores captured in the segments with low LOD and high LOD interface
conguration were used as a benchmark for comparison to the scores captured in the
segment with a hybrid/adjustable LOD interface conguration.
It was hypothesised that the CW and SA scores captured from the evaluation segments
would experience an improvement over both Segment A (where limited functional informa-
tion were available) and Segment C (where all the information was available), as adjustable
LOD would enable the participants to choose the LOD that they need for the task at hand.
4.1.2 Experiment 2
The aim of the second study (presented in Chapter 6) was to evaluate the inuence of
autonomy transparency on the operator’s cognitive performance through graphical rep-
resentation of the UAV’s autonomous navigation capability. Since the workow of the
second study was very similar to the rst, Figure 4.1 illustrates the experimental workow
used in this study. However, the Baseline and Evaluation scenarios were the equivalent of
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Figure 4.2: A model illustrating the autonomy transparency relationship
between the two scenarios; (a) Scenario with opaque transpar-
ency, (b) Scenario with transparent autonomy information
Segment A and B in Experiment 1.
This experiment was a preliminary study that investigated only one FCF branch - the
navigation branch. This branch was investigated through ight plan visualisation, and its
inuence on the operator’s CW and SA during supervisory tasks (i.e. tasks that required
long periods of observations and asset monitoring).
Two comparative trials/scenarios were performed: a baseline and an evaluation scen-
ario. The baseline scenario set the benchmark for cognitive performance of the parti-
cipants with a limited autonomy transparency about the autonomous navigation cap-
ability, where the evaluation scenario compared the cognitive performance which was
inuenced by an increase in the navigation autonomy transparency.
Figure 4.2 presents a model of autonomy transparency through ight path visualisation.
Figure 4.2a presents a scenario where a UAV was tracking its predened course while the
ight path was not visually present, and upon confrontation with the unplanned obstacle
(represented by the hazardous cloud described in Section 6.1), the operator had no informa-
tion regarding the navigation autonomy of the UAV, although the UAV was able to generate
a new path to avoid the hazard. Figure 4.2b diers in that the UAV’s navigation autonomy
was transparent through the visualisation of the navigation path. This scenario presented
a UAV tracking its predened path. However, prior to confronting the unplanned obstacle,
the UAV was able to generate a new path autonomously, and this information was fed back
to the operator, hence the autonomy was transparent to the operator.
The hypothesis was that the increased autonomy transparency in the evaluation scen-
ario would result in an increase in the overall cognitive performance of the participants
when compared with the baseline scenario, where the autonomy was opaque.
4.1.3 Experiment 3
Experiment 3 (presented in Chapter 7) aims to verify the eect of communicating the UAV
agents’ functional and autonomy capabilities to the human operators, in order to increase
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Figure 4.3: A example model illustrating the autonomy transparency rela-
tionship between the two scenarios; (a) Scenario with opaque
transparency, (b) Scenario with autonomy communicated by the
UAV
autonomy transparency. The procedure of this experiment was very similar to Experi-
ment 2 (Section 4.1.2), but the main dierence lies in the removal of the post-experiment
interview with the addition of an extra familiarisation scenario.
The overall outcomes of Experiment 2 (Chapter 6) indicate that with the increased
autonomy transparency in one of the UAV’s subsystem capability, there is an improvement
in the operator’s cognitive performance. This experiment furthered this investigation by
implementing autonomy transparency to all the functional capabilities for each mode-of-
operation.
This chapter applies the concept of autonomy spectrum (as presented in Section 2.1.3
in Chapter 2) to the design of the scenarios. The success of each mode-of-operation was
achieved with certain Functional-LOAs (F-LOAs) of the UAVs, hence, eective collabora-
tion was necessary between the human and machine agents.
Two experiment trials were conducted to generate two sets of operator cognitive and
mission performance results: a baseline scenario where the UAVs’ autonomy capabilit-
ies were opaque to the operators, and an evaluation scenario where the autonomy was
transparent. The baseline scenario set a benchmark of the operator performances for
comparisons with the evaluation scenario. The transparency of the UAVs’ autonomy was
achieved through the use of a text-based message box, which included the UAVs’ status
message, an warning type of message where the UAV had a moderate autonomy, input/help
was required by the human agent, and an alert type of message where the UAV detected
immediate danger and it did not have the appropriate autonomy to mitigate the problem.
Figure 4.3 presents the experiment model for an example of functional autonomy cap-
ability and its transparency eect achieved through natural language dialogue. Figure 4.3a
illustrates a (baseline) scenario where a UAV was tracking its predened course while the
ight path did not include any further information regarding its autonomy capabilities or
intentions. As a result, although the UAV had the autonomy to reroute when confronted
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with an unplanned obstacle, its capability was unknown to the operator. Figure 4.3b
diered in that the UAV’s autonomy was communicated to the operator using natural
language, serving as a form of dialogue exchange. In this situation, the UAV was able to
talk to the operator and explain its capabilities and intentions prior to confronting the
unplanned obstacle, in this (evaluation) scenario, the UAV was able to generate a new path
autonomously, and this capability and intention was exchanged with the operator, making
the autonomy transparent.
The experiment hypothesis was that the increased autonomy transparency in the eval-
uation scenario would result in an increase in the overall cognitive performance of the
participants when compared with the baseline scenario, where the autonomy was opaque.
Three types of cognitive and mission performances were investigated. The cognitive
performances that were investigated were the Operator CW, SA, and Trust in automation.
The mission performances that were investigated was the Initial Reaction Time (IRT), the
Event Reaction Time (ERT) and the number of Items Of Interest (IOIs) found.
4.2 Experiment Soware Prototype
The experiments used a software prototype designed and implemented by the author. This
prototype captured and visually presented the information related to the capability and
transparency of a generic UAV to the experiment participants. However, the focus of this
software prototype is to understand the comparative eect of information transparency,
therefore, less attention was placed on designing the interface by following specic design
principles. Furthermore, specic gestures were also implemented to allow dierent LODs
to be accessed during the experiment to accompany the touch-interactive table interaction
device used throughout the three experiments.
This prototype followed the Presentation-Abstraction-Control (PAC) design model,
where the Abstraction is described by the UAVs’ FCF and the scenario congurations,
the Presentation is described by the visual representation of components of the FCF and
the in-prototype environment (i.e. the testing arena), and the Control is implemented by
the DTIvy detection engine (described in Section 4.2.1) and the interaction specication
(Section 4.2.1).
This section focuses on the design and the implementation of the software prototype
used in the experiment, the hardware used, and the setup of the testing environment.
4.2.1 Soware System Design
The software prototype was designed for use on a touch interactive tabletop device. This
device enabled the participants to have more intuitive and immersive command and con-
trol experience. The architecture of the design is illustrated in Figure 4.4 .
The software prototype was implemented with the adaptation of two frameworks as
well as a gesture detection engine specically written for the DT104 MultiUser MultiTouch
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Figure 4.4: Process architecture of the soware experiment prototype
interactive tabletop.
• The ISGCommons Framework - developed in the Interactive Systems Group (ISG) at
the Australian Research Centre of Aerospace Automation (ARCAA), QUT, provides
a suite of comprehensive interfaces and classes that can be implemented in the
experiment prototype to simulate a UAV search mission.
• The Multi-Touch for Java (MT4j) Framework - developed in the University of Stut-
tgart, Germany, provides a comprehensive set of capabilities to enable multi-user,
multi-touch capabilities to any Java project.
• DTIvy Gesture Detection Engine - developed in Télécom Bretagne, France, interfaces
the hardware DT104 with a software host. Any touch signals detected by the DT104
is transmitted via a specic Internet Protocol (IP) and port number and processed
by DTIvy.
The process loop involving the human participants and the software system is depicted
in Figure 4.4. Information from the prototype was displayed through a projector onto the
interactive tabletop which the participant perceives, comprehends, and makes a decision
on the necessary action to take physically by applying ngered gestures to the touch sur-
face. The signals of the human participant’s physical touch, detected by the touch table, are
then processed by DTIvy and transmitted to the software prototype via a remote connec-
tion. The software prototype (implemented through the use of ISGCommons) receives the
information sent across by DTIvy, and interprets them using MT4j. Once the hand/nger
gestures are received and processed by DTIvy, the input intention is transferred to the
software prototype. The subsequent outcome will be reected graphically and displayed
to the participant through a projector.
The experiment scenarios (with the le extension *.scn, e.g. experiment_1.scn) were
described using an external/custom-designed le to enable robust and rapid scenario pro-
totyping. The scenario le is a conguration le that includes a general header section
(Algorithm 4.1), a UAV performance attribute section (Algorithm 4.2), a scenario event
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description section (Algorithm 4.3), and a body which describes the UAV’s ight paths
(Algorithm 4.2).
The general header describes the general settings required by the prototype to func-
tion correctly. The UAV performance attribute describes the UAV’s expected performance
parameters. The conguration section, which dened the hazard scenarios; and a UAV
ight path section, which denes the ight path of the UAVs by describing its waypoint
coordinates, expected altitudes and speeds over that waypoint.
Algorithm 4.1 General attributes in the header section of the scenario description le;
where [...] denotes more entries were inserted
1 <HEADER>
2 <GENERAL> ; General environment setup variables
3 ivyDomain=192.168.56:3456 ; The DTIvy gesture engine domain
address
4 tilesPath=mapTiles/zoom14/ ; Path for caching the map
tiles
5 base_pos=44.443398:6.256947:767, [...] ; Base location in DD
coordinates
6 target_pos=44.478298:6.259112:8:4:400:1:1, [...] ; Center of target:
Number of people:UAV:Segment
7 terr_msa=450:1580 ; Terrain MSA
8 refuel=44.449715:6.280581 ; position of the refueling
station
9 </GENERAL>
Algorithm 4.2 UAV Performance attributes in the header section of the scenario descrip-
tion le
1 <PERF> ; Rotary UAV configuration variables
2 fuel_perc=5:100 ; Fuel quantity in percentage (min:max)
3 power=-1:-1 ; Power of the UAV, minimum:maximum, (-1) indicating
n/a
4 altitude=+10:2000 ; (+X) indicates X m above the MSA or treetops
5 speed=0:300 ; Minimum and maximum operational speed in KPH
6 speed0=0 ; The speed at which the UAV is idling
7 vert_rate=1 ; Climb:Decent (mpm)
8 turn_rate=10 ; Turning rate in seconds for maximum radius (637m),
2 min turns
9 accel_rate=0.5:0.5 ; acceleration:deceleration mp(s^2)
10 fuelRate=3 ; Fuel burning rate in percent/min
11 </PERF>
Two versions of this le were implemented. The rst version was as presented above,
the second version was proposed during Experiment 2. Two improvements were made
to the original *.scn le: 1) The F-LOA and LOD congurations were extracted from the
main body of the code, and placed in the BODY section of the scn le, 2) The UAVs can
autonomously reroute during the experiment to a preplanned path. These two improve-
ments enabled the dynamic programmability of F-LOAs and LODs, as well as the dynamic
programmability of scripted hazard mitigation plans. They were also used in Experiment
2 and 3.
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Algorithm 4.3 Scenario event attributes in the header section of the scenario description
le; where [...] denotes more entries were inserted
1 <CONF>
2 fuel=80:30:74:87 ; Fuel level (%), for each UAV
separated by ’:’
3 hazard=44.468212:6.267498:100:60:-17:3:1:30, [...] ; Lat:Lon:Width:
Length:Angle:UAV:Seg to show:% of UAV being lost
4 </CONF>
5 </HEADER>
Algorithm 4.4 UAV waypoint/ight path attributes in the body section of the scenario
description le - Example illustrates UAV 1 and its partial waypoints, [...] denotes more
entries were inserted
1 <BODY>
2 <UAV_1>
3 waypt_1=44.443398:6.256947:767:250:-:-:-:-:1
4 waypt_2=44.478298:6.259112:900:250:-:-:-:-:1
5 waypt_[...]=[...]
6 waypt_8=44.443294:6.254144:1100:220:-:-:-:-:H
7 </UAV_1>
8 [...]
9 </BODY>
The rst improvement was implemented realising the LOAs and LODs need to be
applied to each functional capabilities of each UAV separately. A section was added to
the UAV subsection of the <BODY> section (Algorithm 4.5).
The initial line loa= denotes that the following attributes set the current UAV’s
LOA according to their functional subsystem. The subsequent ha:ha:pa:ha denotes
the autonomy levels for the four functional subsystems: Health Feedback, Navigation
Capability, State/Autopilot, and Payload Capability respectively. In the example presented
in Algorithm 4.5, UAV1 had a High Autonomy (HA) for its health monitoring and feed-
back system, HA for its navigation capability, Partial Autonomy (PA) for its auto-ight
capability, and an HA for its payload/searching capability.
The following line lod= denotes that the following attributes set the LODs for
each functional subsystem at scenario launch. The LODs could be changed by the
participant during the trial to a setting which they felt comfortable with. The subsequent
hl:hl:ml:ll denoted the detail levels for the same four functional subsystems
respectively. In the example represented by Algorithm 4.5, UAV1 had a High LOD (HL)
for its health system, HL also for its ight path visualisation, Medium Level (ML) for its
state sensory display and a Low Level (LL) information display for its payload/searching
system.
This format was consistent for the remaining three UAVs where the detailed congur-
ation is presented in Section 6.1.
The second improvement was the ability to dynamically dene mitigation plans and
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Algorithm 4.5 UAV F-LOA and LOD information added before the waypoint/ight path
attributes in the body section of the scenario description le - Example illustrates UAV 1’s
LOA, LOD and its waypoints, [...] denotes more entries were inserted
1 <BODY>
2 <UAV_1>
3 loa=ha:ha:pa:ha
4 lod=hl:hl:ml:ll
5 waypt_1=44.451615:6.265188:1000:330:1
6 waypt_2=44.472111:6.343017:900:330:1
7 waypt_3=44.450622:6.265269:800:330:1
8 </UAV_1>
9 [...]
10 </BODY>
Algorithm 4.6NewREROUTE section of the scenario le presents the hazard mitigation
condition and strategy. Code showed snippets of UAV4’s mitigation plan for the baseline
scenario, where [...] denotes more entries were inserted
1 <REROUTE>
2 <UAV_4>
3 cond=cloud+tms1000 ; Condition dependent on cloud. When
cloud is present, +1ms delay shows the new path
4 waypt_1=44.447055:6.286139:900:250:1
5 waypt_2=44.448830:6.287148:900:250:1
6 [...]
7 waypt_8=44.444013:6.266895:800:180:1
8 </UAV_4>
9 </REROUTE>
strategies for UAVs that were scripted to expect perturbation events. A new section
<REROUTE> was added below the <BODY> section to script this behaviour. Algorithm
4.6 presents an example of a hazard mitigation strategy for UAV4 in the baseline scenario
of the second experiment.
The linecond=cloud+tms1000 directly under<UAV_4> denotes the condition
where this mitigation strategy is triggered. cond= denotes that the subsequent attributes
describe the triggering conditions, while’cloud’ describes the event that this UAV was
expected to confront. Similarly, a low-fuel level event could also be triggered using the
keyword ’fuel’ as seen in UAV3’s mitigation strategy (’cond=fuel+lim25’).
The addition sign (’+’) denotes the next attribute which sets the trigger criterion for
which the new ight path becomes active. ’tms1000’ denoted that the UAV’s new path
was programmed to become active approximately 1000 millisecond prior to intersecting
the hazard cloud. Hence, in practice, the UAV which had a high functional LOA in its
navigation capability, autonomously generated a new ight path that would deviate from
the hazard zone approximately one second prior to the collision with that hazard.
Similarly, UAV3 has the notation of ’+lim25’ following the ’fuel’ condition.
This denotes that the mitigation strategy (new ight path) activates when the minimum
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fuel limit (’lim’) of 25% (’25’) of the UAV is reached. In practice, the UAV which had
a high functional LOA in its navigation capability, autonomously regenerates a new ight
path that would ideally reach a refuel zone and continue onto its original search zone or
a new and closer search zone, or alternatively, deviate the ight track and land at a safe
location.
4.2.2 LOA/LOD Visual Representation
A total of three LOD was the outcome of the nal renement of the FCF, and it was
referred to a high LOD (LOD 3), medium LOD (LOD 2) and low LOD (LOD 1). Each
element in each layer had its own respective visual representation that was structured
in layers. Furthermore, the UAVs had autonomy heterogeneity in their capabilities, hence,
the subsystems of each UAV had dierent LOA. This also visualised in the interface as
illustrated in Figure 4.5.
Figure 4.5: Icons that represented the various levels of autonomy with
respect to the subsystems
The following sections describe the visual representations of both the LOD and LOA
as it was appeared on the interface.
Health Functional Subsystem
Table 4.1 presented the descriptions of the three LOD of the Health functional subsystem
and its equivalent visualisations.
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Table 4.1: Three LOD descriptions for the Health functional susystem
LOD Description
High The highest level of health subsystem abstraction, no specic healthdata was visually represented.
Medium
A pie graph overlayed above the UAV icon. This pie graph represented
the UAV’s overall health subsystem information; the healthier the UAV
was, the higher percentage of the pie graph was covered, and the
greener the shade of the coverage was. Similarly, with a lower health
level of a UAV, the lower percentage of the pie graph was covered, and
the shade colour gradually became red.
Low
A detailed breakdown of the health subsystem of the UAV was
represented. There were ve subsystems; the Fuel quantity, the
Electrical strength/health, the Controllability, Propulsion system and
the Hydraulic system. However, only the fuel and the electrical health
was implemented and used, while the remaining subsystems remained
dysfunctional and static throughout the experiments.
Table 4.2: Three LOA descriptions for the Health functional susystem
LOA Description
High
The UAV icon appeared green, denoting that a high autonomy in the UAV’s
health monitoring subsystem. A high LOA represents the UAV’s
autonomous ability to monitor the health status of the operational
subsystems and is able to determine the appropriate time to alert the
operator with necessary information about the health of the UAV
subsystems.
Mid
The UAV icon appeared yellow, denoting that a moderate amount of
autonomy is available in the UAV’s health monitoring subsystem. A mid
LOA represents that the health monitoring capability is capable of detecting
any malfunctions within the UAV that may cause abnormal behaviours, but
will not be able to determine which system, hence, the human operator is
required to determine which subsystem is malfunctioning.
Low
The UAV icon appeared red, denoting that a low or no autonomy is available
in the UAV’s health monitoring subsystem. At this LOA, the monitoring of
the UAV’s health levels is the human operator’s complete responsibility.
The colour chosen does not reect the UAV’s health condition. It only
reects the autonomy of the UAV’s health monitoring capability.
Table 4.2 presented the descriptions of the three LOA of the Health functional subsys-
tem and its equivalent visualisations.
Navigation Functional Subsystem
Table 4.3 presented the descriptions of the three LOD of the Navigation functional subsys-
tem and its equivalent visualisations.
The autonomous capability of this subsystem, where the degree of the UAV’s ability to
regenerate new ight paths when they are confronted with the hazardous environment,
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Table 4.3: Three LOD descriptions for the Navigation functional susystem
LOD Description
High Waypoing and directional information is derivable from the UAV’strajectory.
Medium
Directional information such as specic waypoints of a UAV was
available. Each waypoint contained a preferred waypoint altitude and
speed which the UAVs were required to adhere to when overying the
specic waypoint.
Low A ight path tracking line was also visually represented.
Table 4.4: Three LOA descriptions for the Navigation functional subsystem
LOA Description
High The UAV is able to determine the most appropriate ight path for any givenscenario. A triangular icon is used to represent this autonomy.
Mid
The potential new ight paths are generated based on the realtime
environmental situation autonomously. The human agent must choose the
most appropriate option to carry through. A circular icon is used.
Low New ight paths are required to be generated by the human agentmanually. Under this autonomy, a square icon is used.
is represented by the shape of the UAV icon. The mapping of the icons was selected with
the aim to dierentiate the LOA of the navigation capability. However, further research is
required to identify the optimal graphical representation of navigation autonomy.
Table 4.4 presented the descriptions of the three LOA of the Navigation functional
subsystem and its equivalent visualisations. The shapes of the icon are the representations
of the autonomous navigation capability, and it is utilised independently from the other
subsystem autonomous capability’s graphical representions.
States/Autopilot Functional Subsystem
Table 4.5 presented the descriptions of the three LOD of the States/Autopilot functional
subsystem and their equivalent visualisations.
The autonomous capability of this subsystem, where the degree of the UAV’s ability to
control and manage the three crucial aspects of location - speed, altitude, and direction -
Table 4.5: Three LOD descriptions for the States/Autopilot functional susys-
tem
LOD Description
High The position data of the UAV was represented in a form of a UAV iconover the map of the arena.
Medium A graphical representation of the altitude, speed, and thrust setting ofthe UAV was available.
Low The sensory reading of altitude, speed, and thrust setting of the UAVwas also visually represented in a separate panel.
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Table 4.6: Three LOA descriptions for the States/Autopilot functional susys-
tem
LOA Description
High
The UAV is able to autonomously manage all the state parameters to the
desired waypoint and the waypoints’ requested speed and altitude, is
represented with no physical leader lines. The purpose is to avoid any
unnecessary cluster on the interface.
Mid
The UAV is able to autonomously manage the direction of ight, the speed
and altitude parameters must be manually managed by the human agent to
match the desired waypoint speed/altitude requirement. At this LOA, the
leader line is presented as a dashed line.
Low
The UAV is unable to autonomously manage any of the UAV’s three state
control parameters, that is to say, control management is the responsibility
of the human agent, the leader line is presented as a solid line.
is represented by the UAV icon’s leader line. Three types of leader line representations are
used to depict high, mid, and low LOA, and the length of the line represents the distance
the UAV will travel in one minute based on its current speed. The choice of interface
representation is based on the Thales Group’s EuroCat-X air trac management system
[216].
Table 4.6 presented the descriptions of the three LOA of the States/Autopilot functional
subsystem and their equivalent visualisations. The visual representation of this autonom-
ous capability is used independently from the other subsystems autonomy representation,
hence the operator can determine a UAV’s state autonomy in isolation from the other
subsystem’s representation.
Payload Functional Subsystem
The functional capability of the payload subsystem was dierent from the remaining three
functional subsystems. The LOD corresponding to this subsystem was related to the
functional LOA, hence, this subsystem’s visualisation was described according to its LOA.
For this reason, Table 4.7 presented the descriptions of the three LODs and three LOAs of
the Payload functional subsystem and their equivalent visualisations.
This subsystem is involved the identication and dierentiation between IOIs and de-
coys. The purpose of the agents was to identify and mark all IOIs and ignore the decoys.
Three variations of the IOIs and decoys were included: Person-type icons were represen-
ted as IOIs (Figure 4.6a), and non-person type icons were represented as decoys (Figure
4.6b). The agent’s (human/automation) responsibility of selecting the appropriate IOIs was
governed by the amount of automation or LOA, designated by the experimenter and the
LOA, which triggers the payload subsystem’s LOD. It had three levels: high, medium, and
low.
At the highest LOA, which means the UAV is capable of identifying and selecting all
IOIs, the visual search scope would not automatically appear. However, the marking of
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Table 4.7: Three LOD descriptions for the Payload functional susystem
LOD /
LOA Description
High
This LOD implies a highly autonomous searching capability where the
UAV detects and decides on the appropriate Items Of Interests (IOIs) to
select. No searching scope is visible by default. However, scope can be
opened on request.
Medium
/ Mid
The payload search scope opens and closes automatically when a
decision requires to be made by the human operator. UAV
autonomously detects and identies potential IOIs.
Low
The search scope’s visibility is at the discretion of the human operator.
The payload subsystem has no autonomy in terms of item search. All
searches are done manually.
(a) The three Items Of Interest (IOIs) that
were required to be found during the
experiment
(b) The three decoys that were required to
be ignored during the experiment
Figure 4.6: Possible items icons that appear in the scope during searches
the IOI was done autonomously.
At medium LOA, the UAV was capable of identifying and notifying the participant of
potential IOIs by automatically making the search scope appear.
At low LOA, no assistance from the UAV was available. Hence, the scope would not
only not automatically appear, but no identication or selection of the IOIs would be done.
This was now the responsibility of the participants during the experiment.
The autonomous capability of this subsystem, where the degree of the UAV’s ability to
detect, identify, and select the IOIs, was represented by the search scope’s popup beha-
viour:
A high LOA, where the UAV was able to autonomously detect any potential IOIs,
identify the IOIs from any other items not of interest, and make a selection on the IOIs,
was represented with a search scope which did not open up autonomously at any time.
The autonomy could be veried with a selection marking indicator, where the IOIs had an
orange circle overlayed.
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Figure 4.7: Visualisation of the UAV with a high LOD of the states subsystem
- illustrating the absence of any UAV state information
A partial LOA, where the UAV was able to autonomously detect and identify any po-
tential IOIs, but where the verication that these IOIs were identied correctly, selecting
the IOIs was the responsibility of the human agent. This autonomy was represented by a
momentary pop-up and closing of the search scope. The pop-up behaviour was managed
and initiated by the searching autonomy, where the machine agent detects and identies
potential IOIs. Once the potential IOIs have been set, the scope is popped-up for further
verication and the next step - selection, to be carried out by the human agent. Once the
machine agent determines either the identication was a false alarm or the IOIs no longer
appears in the search scope eld of view, the scope autonomously closes.
A low LOA, where the UAV was unable to autonomously detect, identify or select any
IOIs, the responsibility falls to the human agent. At this LOA, similar to high LOA, the
search scope will not pop up. However, the dierence lies in that the IOIs. If untouched
by the human agent, will not be identied or marked. Hence, to ensure that the IOIs are
successfully selected, the human agent (participant) must manually open up the search
scope, detect, identify and select the IOIs.
Example Configuration: States Subsystem
For example, as illustrated in Figure 4.7, at the highest LOD (High LOD), the least amount
but the most aggregated information about the states subsystem was available as indicated
by the position icon of the UAV. At the next LOD (Medium LOD), the abstraction decreased,
hence the altitude, speed and thrust of the UAV was available (Figure 4.8). At the nal LOD
(Low LOD), another layer of less abstracted information was available to each of the three
attributes (altitude, speed and thrust, Figure 4.9).
This layering of information applied to all four subsystems of each UAV asset.
The functional autonomy capability has also been visualised in the experiment.
4.2.3 Status Communication Feature
The Status Communication Feature, used in Experiment 3 (Chapter 7) enables the UAV to
share live status and help-requests information to the participant. Upon reception of these
information, the participants also had the ability to acknowledge help-requests sent by the
UAVs. These were achieved by a rudimentary pane in a message box layout illustrated in
Figure 4.10.
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Figure 4.8: Visualisation of the UAV with a medium LOD of the states
subsystem - illustrating the graphical aggregation of the UAV
states information
The message box has four features:
1. Movability: The message box was capable of being relocated as preferred by the par-
ticipants. Examples of when the participants moved this box would be to reposition
it to work with their preferred workow, such as relocating it to the bottom of the
work area where it was convenient for them to have access to, or alternatively the
participants would move the box into positions which they consider as less intrusive,
i.e. where it would be out of the way of other on-screen information.
2. Minimisability: The message box was capable of being almost hidden completely
from view, where only the upper dark gray pane would still be visible. This was to
allow the participants to have greater freedom to minimise the amount of potential
intrusion from the message box.
3. Scrollability: The messages inside the box were capableof being scrolled up/down,
providing the participants with the capability to revisit message history. During
Figure 4.9: Visualisation of the UAV with a low LOD of the states subsystem
- illustrating an raw level of UAV states information
Figure 4.10: An example of the message box used during the experiment for
the UAVs to share their status and help-request information to
the participants during the experiment.
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operation, the messages populated the visible areas of the message box until it over-
owed, where arrows to the right of the message area would appear indicating new
messages were accumulated. This provided the participants with the ability to scroll
up and down through the visible messages, revisiting or addressing situations where
the UAV required assistance.
4. Acknowledgeability: Some information presented with the messages involved re-
quests for help from the UAVs. These message lines were usually highlighted and
interactive. The participants were able to tap on the message once to cancel the
highlight, indicating that the help request had been acknowledged and attended.
The format of the messages must be formulated in a way which is practical and easily
comprehended by the human operators. For this reason, the structure of the messages is
inspired by the Belief-Desire-Intention (BDI) software architecture [22, 181].
As discussed in Section 2.2.5 of Chapter 2, the messages do not require all three primary
elements of the BDI architecture due to the purpose and the context of the messages, hence,
the Belief element is omitted. Each message contains three parts: sender identier, purpose
of message, and intended (selected) action.
For example, if UAVRed has the autonomy to re-plan its ight path to refuel when fuel
level is becoming low, a message is constructed as:
U_Red: My fuel is running low, but I can go and refuel.
In this example, the identier is “U_Red”, the purpose of message is “My fuel is running
low”, and the intended action is “but I can go and refuel”.
However, in a situation where the UAV does not have the autonomy to perform the
intended action, the message will be constructed as:
U_Red: My fuel is running low, please take me to refuel.
A generic message library that is customised to the experiment scenario is developed, and
a suitable message will be used in synchronisation with the given situation.
4.2.4 Interaction Design
Each layer of information was individually accessible by a collection of gestures.
There were a few conventions that had been followed throughout the testing; long
touch of a specic icon enabled the access of a lower LOD. For example, Figure 4.11
illustrates the transition from high LOD to low LOD by the long-touch gesture to access
the medium LOD health subsystem information from the high LOD; long touch of the
UAV icon was applied. Likewise, to access the low LOD from medium, a long touch of the
medium LOD information menu is applied. In reverse, double tapping the menus can hide
the lower LODs.
Figure 4.12 presented a summary of the gestures required to access dierent LODs for
three dierent functional subsystems health, states, and payload, while the navigation
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Figure 4.11: Health subsystem LOD gestures access example
Figure 4.12: Summary of gestures required to transition between dierent
LODs for dierent functional subsystems
subsystem was neglected, as it did not have the capability to be manipulated manually by
the participants.
In addition, a set of gestures was designed for the interaction of the searching stage
of the experiment where the agents (human or machine) monitored the search window,
dierentiated the IOIs from the decoys and made a marking selection over the IOIs.
For this feature, the human agents were able to relocate the search window (scope)
around the projection area of the tabletop, resize the search scope, open, and close the
scope. Once the scope was opened and IOIs were identied, they were able to mark or
unmark the IOIs with a select, or deselect gesture. Table 4.8 presented a summarised list
of gesture descriptions and examples.
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Table 4.8: Table of gestures on the search payload (search scope)
Description Gesture Example
Open Scope Touch & hold on UAV icon Figure 4.13
Close Scope Double tap on search scope Figure 4.13
Resize Scope One nger at each scope corner & drag in opposite
direction
Figure 4.14
Move Scope Single nger placed anywhere in the scope and drag Figure 4.15
Select IOI Touch & hold onto an item until star appears Figure 4.16
Deselect IOI Touch & hold onto an item until star disappears Figure 4.17
Figure 4.13: Open and close the search scope by touch and holding the UAV
icon
4.3 Design and Apparatus
Experiment 1 was conducted in Lab-STICC, Departement Logiques des usages et l’information
in Télécom Bretagne, France. Experiment 2 and 3 were conducted at ARCAA, an o-site
research facility of QUT, Australia.
Even though the locations of the experiments were dierent, the testing environment
was set up in a similar way. Figure 4.18 illustrates the typical arrangement of the testing
facility. A square table was positioned on the oor with a DiamondTouch DT104 touch
interactive tabletop positioned in the centre of the room on the table. A projector, which
provided the projection of the experiment prototype hung over the tabletop. A chair was
positioned at the bottom edge of the tabletop and the conductive mat (which was required
by the device to correctly detect the hand and nger gestures when a participant interacts
with the table) was positioned on the chair. Two physical cameras were positioned on
the opposite edge of the tabletop to where the participant was situated. An additional
table with a chair was situated oset from the main experiment zone where the host,
or experimenter was situated. The general atmosphere of the laboratory was dim and
isolated, which limited the interruption that could have an impact on the participants.
The experiment was captured using three video recording mechanisms; two cameras
as illustrated in Figure 4.19 and a screen capture: an overhead camera capturing the hand
gestures and the prototype projection on the tabletop, a facial camera to capture the ex-
pressions of the participants as they perform the experiment, and a software screen capture
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Figure 4.14: Resize the scope by dragging the opposite corner of the scope
box in the opposite direction
of the experiment throughout the trial.
A Nikon D800 with a wide angle lens (Nikkor 14-24mm f2.8) was used as the overhead
camera, as it provided a wide eld of view to capture the participant’s hand/nger gestures
and the prototype projection. The video was exposed to the brightness of the projection
illumination so that the images captured will be correctly exposed, leaving the hand/nger
gestures to be in silhouette. The camera was mounted on a camera tripod, approximately
500mm overhung above the participant.
An o-the-shelf webcam was used to capture the facial expression of the participant
(Face Cam). The webcam was situated on the same side as the overhead camera at the
table height looking diagonally up towards the participant. The camera was set on auto-
exposure which by default exposed to the participant’s face brightness.
CamStudio (used in Experiment 1) and VLC player (used in Experiment 2 and 3) were
used to capture the screen of the prototype throughout the experiment and was running
on the gesture detection computer.
Experiment 1 used two separate desktop computers were used to run the experiment;
one computer was used to run the software prototype and project the information onto the
touch table, while the other computer was used to run DTIvy (the touch detection engine)
and capture the facial and screen capture footage. These computers were linked via the
local area network, while the image capturing was saved onto the hardrive internally (and
not shared in any way). Experiments 2 and 3 used only one desktop and one laptop com-
Figure 4.15: Move/relocate the scope by touch-and-drag anywhere within
the scope box
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Figure 4.16: Select items by touch-and-hold on the icon until the item is
marked by a star, denoting the item is selected
Figure 4.17: Deselect items by touch-and-hold on the marked icon until the
star disappears
puter was used for the experiment; the desktop computer was used to run the experiment
locally and captured the facial and screen capture footage. The laptop computer was used
separately to provide the brieng presentation at the commencement of the experiment.
During experiments, a sign was placed at all entrances to the testing area to alert by-
passers that an experiment was in progress and the zone should not be entered. However,
permissions were given to other laboratory sta who needed to access other equipment
unrelated to the experiment to enter the room. In these circumstances, the participants
expressed no concerns of any distractions to their attempts at the experiment.
4.4 Procedure
The experimental procedure throughout this research is largely similar with some minor
dierences. However, the content and scenarios of each experiment are dierent. The
details of the dierences are outlined in Chapters 5, 6, and 7.
The steps in experiment preparation involved the planning of the experiment scen-
arios, specifying of the prototype requirements, implementing the prototype software,
obtaining the ethics clearance, internal prototype functionality testing, internal prototype
experiment testing, subject recruitment, session preparation, and nally, execution.
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Figure 4.18: Testing facility set up floor plan at ISG Lab - ARCAA with an
3D depiction to the right of the image
Figure 4.19: Testing area setup, illustrating the placement of cameras in
relation to the other hardware components (image used with
the signed consent from the participant)
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Figure 4.20: Three segments of scenario elements of the experiment’s
storyline: Segment A elements are illustrated in yellow, Seg-
ment B elements are illustrated in pink, Segment C elements
are illustrated in cyan.
4.4.1 Experiment Preparation
The preparation of the experiment took place in three parts: theoretical grounding, soft-
ware preparation, and ethical clearance. This section details the procedure of each part.
Theoretical Grounding
Theoretical grounding includes identifying the experiment aim, and the design of the
scenarios to achieve the aim. The aims of the three experiments are presented in Section
4.1. Once the aim and its associated theory were dened, the experiment scenario plan-
ning began. The planning involved the designing of a story, initially stepping through
sequences of events using a whiteboard and magnets, this is then translated onto a story-
board keyframed by signicant changes in the scenario; such as a UAV encountering a
hazardous cloud that required an alternate strategy of evasion. Figure 4.20 illustrates an
example of the scenario elements of Experiment 1 for the three segments described in
Section 5.1 in Chapter 5.
Upon the completion of the preparation, the experiment could commence.
Software preparation includes implementing the software prototype to accommodate
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the experiment’s specic needs (Section 4.2), and the implementation of new familiarisa-
tion scenarios.
All three experiments were designed to take 90 minutes. A detailed schedule is illus-
trated in Table 4.9.
Soware Preparation
Software preparation includes identifying the prototype specications and experiment-
specic requirements. These specications and requirements were derived from the the-
oretical grounding and the scenario specics, which is then scripted and captured in the
scenario les (described in Section 4.2.1). The details of the software prototype platform
is presented in Section 4.2.
Ethical Clearance
Once the software prototypes implementation neared completion, internal functionality
testing began, the experiment ethics application was compiled, submitted and reviewed to
the QUT Ethics Committee (approval number 1300000530).
The nal stages of the experiment preparation involved compiling a Power Point
presentation to aid the experiment brief given to the participants during Experiment 1,
and recording this presentation for Experiments 2 and 3. This presentation introduced
the research objectives, experimental procedure, prototype usage, and the data collection
process.
4.4.2 Subject Recruitment
During nal stages of experiment preparation run-through, an email was sent out to seek
expressions of interest to participate in the experiment. For a statistically signicant pilot
study, 23 or more sample points must be collected [44, 40]. Therefore, a batch email was
sent to fellow students and academic sta of each home institution (Télécom Bretagne or
QUT), and the neighbouring businesses to request for expression of interest to participate
in the experiment. The invitation email included an online schedule on which the potential
participants could indicate their availability, a medical requirement requiring interestees
cannot have any diagnosis of colour-blindless, a language requirement that required the
interestees to have a reasonable command of English, and an experiment consent form.
From their responses, the experimenter was able to form a testing schedule.
The reason for the requirement that the participants must possess no prior diagnosis
of colourblindness was set due to the fact that colour-coding was used throughout the
experiment, particularly in interface colour selection to cue certain system or situational
behaviour. Colourblindness might present situations where the participants were not able
to fully take advantage of the nature of the colour code related meaning, hence handi-
capping the knowledge acquisition stage, producing contaminated results. The reason for
the requirement that the participants must be uent in comprehending oral and written
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Table 4.9: Experiment schedule of each experiment
Time Experiment 1 Experiment 2 Experiment 3
10 min Introduction/brieng
20 min Prototype familiarisation (hands-on)
10 min Segment A Scenario 1 (Base/Eval) Scenario 1 (Base/Eval)
10 min Data Collection Data Collection Data Collection10 min Segment B Scenario 2 (Eval/Base)
10 min Data Collection Data Collection Scenario 2 (Eval/Base)
10 min Segment C Post-experiment interview Data Collection10 min Data Collection
English was due to the fact that English was the expected language of communication, and
that the software prototype and the data collection process required the participants to
comprehend data and queries in written English. A less-than-uent level of English could
cause misunderstanding of communicated intentions, hence producing contaminated res-
ults. The latter requirement was especially important for Experiment 1 as the experiment
was conducted in France, therefore majority of the participants had English as a Second
Language (ESL).
As such, 45 participants were recruited to perform this experiment.
The results from the outreach concluded with approximately 40 respondents for the
rst experiment, 45 from the second, and 39 from the third experiment who indicated
interest. The participant age ranged from 20 to 60 years old, and the majority of the par-
ticipants had very little to no prior experience in UAV operations or supervisory control.
A large portion of these candidates eventually participated in the respective experiment.
4.4.3 Greet and Brief
After each participant was greeted by the experimenter, he/she read, agreed and signed
the ethics participant information and consent form as a requirement prior to any further
experimental procedures. Once the consent form was signed, the participant was invited
to sit at the touch tabletop where the experiment was conducted.
At this time, the experiment brieng presentation, which consisted of either a verbal
presentation (Experiment 1) or a scripted voice-over PowerPoint presentation (Experi-
ments 2 and 3), was presented to the participant. The brieng included a simple in-
troduction and research aim, the estimated timing of the respective experiments (Table
4.9 outlines the timing for each experiment), the participant’s tasks and objectives, the
potential unexpected/perturbation events, an overview of the software prototype that
he/she would be using, and a prompt for questions which the participant might have.
Upon the conclusion of the brieng and when the participant felt satised with his/her
level of understanding, prototype familiarisation would begin.
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4.4.4 Prototype Familiarisation
There were several repeatable scenarios designed for each participant to see and become
accustomed to the experiment platform and prototype prior to performing the experiment.
Each scenario was designed to be completed within three or four minutes with comment-
ary and explanation from the experimenter. However, the participants had a total of ten
minutes to complete each scenario. The participants also had the opportunity to repeat
any one of the scenarios if he/she felt more practice was required.
The three experiments had dierent levels of familiarisation content, as for example,
Experiment 1 participants did not need to know the operations of the Experiment 3’s mes-
sage box. The following subsections describe the familiarisation scenarios for Experiment
1, 2, and 3.
Experiment 1 and 2
The general familiarisation process for all three experiments included only one UAV which
ew directly to the designated search zone in the rst scenario. The scenario layout is
presented in Figure 4.21. During this scenario, the participant was introduced to the pro-
totype interface, basic gestures, the icons used throughout the scenario and the methods
to perform the tasks of supervision and search.
The second scenario built upon the knowledge and the practice of the rst scenario, and
further introduced multiple UAV operations, hazardous cloud visualisation, and dynamic
path replanning. The scenario layout was presented in Figure 4.22. This scenario provided
more opportunity for the participants to practically familiarise with the prototype.
Scenario three again built upon the two previous scenarios, with the addition of a refuel
zone. The scenario layout was presented in Figure 4.23. The participants were introduced
to the refuel zone’s presentation and behaviour.
The nal scenario is the most complete and complex scenario. This provided a sound
opportunity for the participants to perform the trial with minimal assistance from the
experimenter, which better prepared them for the main experiment.
Experiment 3
The third familiarisation scenario of Experiment 3 was dierent as the new feature of a
message box was introduced. An extra fourth scenario was also added to ensure sucient
training is delivered prior to the commencement of the experiment.
The rst two scenarios were similar to Experiments 1 and 2, while the third scenario
was changed to involve all four UAVs. Further to the items previously covered in earlier
scenarios, this scenario introduced the communication (text-based) dialog box where the
UAVs communicate their status, autonomy and requests with the operators during the
mission. The items related to the usage of the text-box that were introduced were:
• an overview of the message box, its main purpose, and the three message types:
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Figure 4.21: Layout of the first familiarisation scenario - basic prototype
interface introduction
status/intention (gray), warning (orange), and alert (red)
• the reposition and minimisation feature of the message box
• the structure of the message in the message box: Colour, UAV callsign, content of
message
• the acknowledgement feature and it’s appropriate use
The nal scenario also involved all four UAVs and all the content previously covered. This
scenario provided an opportunity which was more complicated, demanding, and up-paced,
and the purpose was to allow the participants to familiarise with a fully loaded/complicated
scenario similar to ones they were expected to perform in the main trials of the experiment.
The scenario was run under similar conditions as the formal experiment trials where
limited assistance regarding the scenario situation was provided by the experimenter, only
assistance that was related to the physical usage and interpretation of the prototype was
provided.
The participant’s competencies for the experiment and the tools were gauged subject-
ively by the participant. They were encouraged to reattempt the simple practice scenario
as many times as necessary until they feel they are prepared to proceed with the rst
scenario.
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Figure 4.22: Layout of the second familiarisation scenario - hazard area and
multiple UAV operation
4.4.5 Experiment Trial
The main experiment component consisted of three segments for Experiment 1 and two
separate trials for Experiments 2 and 3. Each segment or trial consisted of a test scen-
ario and a set of questionnaires. Experiment 1 commenced with Segment A, followed
by two paper-based questionnaires (SA and CW), then Segment B and C would follow.
Experiments 2 and 3 commenced with either the baseline or the evaluation scenario, and
then a set of online SA questionnaire and a paper-based CW rating form, followed by the
remaining scenario.
The order of these scenarios was interchangeable as it promoted a bias-free data collec-
tion eort; free from any possibilities of situation familiarisation, half of the participants
commenced with the baseline scenario as the rst stage, while the other half commenced
with the evaluation scenario.
After the completion of the segments/scenarios, each participant was thanked for their
time with a small token of appreciation (a small chocolate bar).
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Figure 4.23: Layout of the third scenario - refuelling and multiple UAV
operation
4.4.6 Data Collection
The data collection process involved capturing three types of information; the software
attributes and status, the participant’s interaction and facial expression through video
recordings, and the participant’s cognitive performance. The software attributes were
captured during the experimentation as functionalities were inbuilt to record all software
aspects of the experiment at a frequency of 2 Hz, that is, the information regarding the
UAVs and the status of the environmental variables were written to a log le every 500 ms.
This information was then used as an objective measure of the participant’s mission per-
formance. The participant’s hand/arm gestures and their facial expressions were captured
through video, which was used to further analyse specic reaction times in the third exper-
iment. This meta-information was used to assist in conrming the expression associated
with the interactions and prototype status recorded by the software. This experiment’s
primary instruments used to measure the participant’s cognitive performance were a web
or paper-based rating form which recorded the subjective feeling about the participant’s
CW, SA, and Trust in automation. These metrics records the participant’s understanding
of the situation presented during the corresponding segments of the experiment that they
had just completed.
This section reviews the key aspects of each data collection instrument from their
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Figure 4.24: An sample of the assessment rating form completed anonym-
ously
practical aspect as they were used in the experiments.
Cognitive Workload - NASA-TLX
Hart and Staveland dened CW in six dimensions [97], these include the operator’s men-
tal workload, physical workload, temporal workload, operator performance, eort, and
frustration. A subjective assessment of these attributes were conducted using the NASA-
TLX instrument. This form was simplied to capture only the ratings of each attribute,
neglecting on the weighing of the attribute’s importance and relevance, hence, losing
resolution to the nal result. As such, a modied assessment form (Figure 4.24), similar to
the form initially proposed in [97], was developed to streamline the assessment process.
Since not all the attributes were equal in terms of signicance to the experiment, the
attribute weigthing measure contributed to dierentiate the attributes that had greater
signicance from ones that did not.
Upon the conclusion of each scenario, the participant received an unlled NASA-TLX
rating form to complete. In order to reduce the eort and time required to understand the
form and the time, the experimenter oered assistance to explain the assessment process
to the participants to help them complete it.
The example in Figure 4.24 illustrates a typical form when completed, details on the
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results were presented.
During the analysis phase, the weighting and the rating of each attribute were tabu-
lated. The inuence of the weight on the signicance of the attribute (as a factor) was
determined using equation x as the weighting pair, with 15 combinations, while the per-
centage of the rating was normalised using equation 4.4.6 as the rating scale had 20 steps.
Sigattribute =
Weightattribute
15
Ratingpercentage = 5 ·Ratingraw
|Scoreattribute| = Sigattribute ·Ratingpercentage
CWcombined =
∑
|Scoreattribute|
This process was carried out for all six attributes and an average combined percentage
was established using equation 4.4.6.
Situation Awareness - SAGAT
SA referred to in this research adopted Endsley’s denition, which was a person’s percep-
tion of the elements of the environment within a volume of time and space, the comprehension
of their meaning and the projection of their status in the near future [75]. The instrument
used to assess SA was the SA Global Assessment Technique (SAGAT) [76]; which was
a set of custom-designed questionnaires tailored to the experiment details, to assess an
operator’s knowledge of the situation and mission environment.
This questionnaire was implemented by hand in Experiment 1, and online using QUT’s
KeySurvey system in Experiments 2 and 3. Given SA level 2 can only be satised if level
1 was satised [76], the system was implemented such that if a level 1 query for a specic
task was incorrectly answered, its following level 2 SA query would not be presented to
the participant to answer.
SA was divided into three levels; 1) Perception, 2) Comprehension, and 3) Projection.
These three levels had been studied extensively in many areas including unmanned vehicle
operation and teleoperations. From past research, a list of SA requirements was compiled
for Unmanned Ground Vehicles (UGV)[192], which shared many similarities with UAVs.
Further synthesis was undertaken to extract the core of the requirements that were ap-
plicable to UAVs in this experiment.
The requirements outlined in the rened list illustrated in Table 4.10 was administered
to the operator as an SA questionnaire, and a relevant subset was scoped into questions
with multiple choice answers.
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Table 4.10: SA requirements motivated from the UGV requirements (Adap-
ted from [192])
Level 1 Level 2 Level 3
Heading of vehicle Area coverage Projected control actions
Starting position/base Vehicle capabilities Projected ability to
complete mission
Ground clearance Vehicle limitations Projected target identity
Partitioning of search
area
Impact of weather on
time to task completion
Projected coverage of
area
Robotic vehicle assigned
to area
Status of task/progress Projected activities of
other robots
Search strategy of
vehicles(s)
Task priority
Automation (on/o,
LOA)
Robot’s ability to
perform mission
Further to this list, Drury and Scott [70] had proposed a model of awareness in UAV op-
erations. In their study, the proposed framework included four parts of the UAV-related SA
decomposition for one operator to one UAV operation, and multiple operator to multiple
UAV operations as well [69]. These four parts include [70]:
• Human operator’s awareness of the UAV
• Human operator’s awareness with other human operators
• UAV’s awareness of the human operator
• UAV’s awareness of other UAVs
The key relationship being investigated in this experiment was the operator’s awareness
of the UAVs . Several elements of awareness were identied by Drury and Scott [70]:
• 4-Dimensional Spatial Awareness: Geographic location, altitude, velocity, and time
• UAV capabilities: sensors, communication links, contingency logic (alternate plan)
etc.
• Health: Fuel, electricity, and other consumables
• Other (non-health) statuses: Current/predicted ight parameters, current sensory
status, LOA etc.
• Weather: Current weather, predicted weather
• Certainty: Accuracy and integrity of sensory data
However, many of these elements did not apply to the experiments, and they were not
contributing factors to the dynamics of the testing scenarios.
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Table 4.11: Number of SA questions in Experiment 2
Scenario Level 1 Level 2 Combined
Baseline 4 5 9
Evaluation 5 4 9
The experiments captured the rst two levels of SA - Perception and Comprehension.
Level 1 queries were designed to assess the participant’s perception of the situation,
that is, whether a change in the state of the UAVs or the environment was detected by
the participant. As an example from Experiment 2, Level 1 SA questions included Which
UAVs had an obstacle along the ight path? and Which UAV deviate from its original path to
refuel?
Level 2 queries were designed to assess the participant’s comprehension, or their un-
derstanding of the situation (perceived in the previous level) - whether the participants
understood the implications of the UAV’s change in status. Examples from Experiment 2
of Level 2 SA included What did UAV4 do when the level became critically low? and What
sort of change (to the ight path) occurred on UAV2?
During the analysis, each participant’s Level 1, 2 and combined SA results were norm-
alised in an average percentage of the total number of questions related to that level of SA.
Table 4.11 illustrated the number of Level 1, 2, and combined (Levels 1 and 2) questions in
each scenario.
For example, sample A scored three correct level 1 SA questions and two correct Level 2
SA, the percentage of correct answers for sample A Level 1 SA became 34 = 75% and level 2
became 25 = 40%, while the combined SA percentage for sample A became
SA1+SA2
QSA1+QSA2
=
3+2
4+5 =
5
9 = 56%.
Hypothesis tests were then conducted on these percentages to compare the means.
Automation Trust
Experiment 3 investigates the impact of autonomy transparency. As such, a key human
performance metric which is directly inuenced by the degree of autonomy transparency
is trust. Therefore to understand the impact of autonomy visualisation on human-machine
trust, Jian et al.’s scale of trust questionnaire is used [111] as a measure of trust in Experi-
ment 3.
Lee and See dene trust as the attitude that an agent will help achieve an individual’s
goals in a situation characterized by uncertainty and vulnerability [126]. And Jian et al.
described three form of trust:
1. General Trust,
2. Human-Human Trust, and
3. Human-Automation Trust.
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Figure 4.25: An example trust rating form used during Experiment 3
The Human-Automation trust questionnaire consists of 12 questions, each is scaled from
1 (strongly disagree) to 7 (strongly agree). The questions start with a non-trustworthy
impression, such as "The system is deceptive?", to the nal question where the impression
is completely trustworthy, such as "I am familiar with the system".
Participants received a rating form (Figure 4.25) along with the CW and SA question-
naires, which allowed them to give a rating based on the following questions:
1. Competence: The UAVs were able to autonomously y the mission eectively.
2. Predictability: You were able to anticipate what the UAVs will do next with some
degree of condence.
3. Reliability: The UAVs ew autonomously.
4. Faith: You had a strong belief and trust in the UAVs to do a particular task eectively
based on the information presented to you.
5. Overall Trust: You trusted the UAVs and the system overall.
The results were then manually recorded for all the participants for each scenario for
the next step of the statistical analysis.
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Figure 4.26: Experiment initial blank screen transitioning to scenario launch
screen
Mission Performance
Three operator mission performance measures were extracted from the log les and video
footages collected during the experiment to gauge the objective task performance dier-
ences of the participants between the two autonomy transparency congurations. Initial
Response Time (IRT), Event Response Time (ERT), and the number of IOIs Found.
IRT referred to the time that the participants took to correctly conFigure the rst UAV
instance. This meant that t0 (initial time) denoted the moment where the launch screen
transitioned to the scenario screen (as illustrated in Figure 4.26) and tIRT denoted the
moment where the participant manipulated the controls of any of the UAVs that required
operator assistance, such as UAVs that have a medium or low autopilot LOA, where human
control was required to adjust the speed, altitude and/or direction of the UAV. The IRT was
recorded in seconds.
ERT referred to the time that the participants took to correctly react to perturbation
events, such as selecting a new ight path upon request by the UAV when the UAV was con-
fronted by hazardous clouds. ERT’s t0 denoted the moment when a hazard was presented
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or when alternative options to mitigate certain hazards were presented, and tERT denoted
the moment when the participant correctly reacted to these events or options. The ERT
was recorded in seconds.
IOIs Found referred to the total number of IOIs found throughout the scenario, where
a percentage of the total IOIs deployed were recorded. For example, in a scenario,
UAV1 found 7 IOIs while 9 were deployed, UAV2 found 8 while 9 were deployed,
UAV3 found 6 while 10 were deployed and UAV4 found 9 while 9 were deployed.
IOIperc =
IOIUAV1+IOIUAV2+IOIUAV3+IOIUAV4∑
IOI
· 100, therefore, the total percentage
of IOIs found in this example is IOIperc = 7+8+6+99+9+10+9 · 100 = 81%.
4.4.7 Post-Experiment Interview
The post-experiment interview was formally carried out in Experiment 2 to gain some
data point regarding the participant’s perception of the system. At the nal stages of
Experiment 2, the participants were asked to answer a few casual questions regarding
their experience of the experiment, and they were encouraged to answer more than what
was asked. The aim of this interview was to capture the reasoning and justication of the
participant’s answer.
For example, if a participant scored a low SA score, a question why did you think that
your SA was lower in the rst scenario than the second? The participant’s response might
suggest that the reduction of the score was not directly due to a lack of information as
initially anticipated, rather, a lack of hands-on participation during the trial.
The results collected in the interviews were considered qualitative, as oppose to the
CW and SA measures.
4.4.8 Post Experiment
All three experiments concluded at the end of the 90-minute timeslot. After the participant
had departed, the questionnaires were collected, the recorded data were moved to a port-
able storage location where the daily backup was carried out for safety, and the participant
consent form was stored separately. A new set of consent form and questionnaires were
prepared for the arrival of the following participant and the procedure was repeated.
4.5 Conclusion
This chapter had presented the core components which made up the majority of the three
experiments: the aim, the software platform, the design and setup, and the experiment
procedure.
Experiment 1 aims to validate the implementation of the FCF, Experiment 2 aims to
evaluate the inuence of autonomy transparency through interface graphical feedback on
the operator’s cognitive performance, and Experiment 3 aims to verify the eect of com-
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municating the UAV agents’ functional and autonomy capabilities to the human operators,
in order to increase autonomy transparency.
These aims were tested through a software prototype which simulates a simplied
hypothetical aerial search mission involving multiple heterogeneous UAVs. This software
system was implemented for a touch interactive tabletop to enhance the participant’s
mission command experience.
Experiment 1 was carried out in France, while Experiments 2 and 3 were carried out in
Australia. The procedure of the experiments was similar, where the experiment prepar-
ation started with a theoretical grounding, which is then developed into an experiment
scenario that can be tested. Ethical clearance were obtained for the experiments and the
cognitive performance, as well as objective performance data were collected throughout
the experiment.
The details of the experiment scenarios and the analysis of the collected data were not
presented in this chapter. However, their in-depth discussions were presented in Chapters
5, 6, and 7, or Experiment 1, 2 and 3 respectively.

CHAPTER 5
Experiment 1: Functional Capability
Framework Validation
This experiment aims to validate the implementation of the Functional Capability Frame-
work (FCF) proposed in chapter 4, and the experiment overview, design, and methodology
is presented in Chapter 4. The rest of this chapter presents the specic testing scenario
specications. Furthermore, detailed statistical analysis of the collected Cognitive Work-
load (CW) and Situation Awareness (SA) data for each Segment using the Paired Sample
T-Test or Wilcoxon Signed-Rank Test are also presented.
5.1 Scenario Description
The experiment was set in an arbitrary region of the French Alps (Figure 5.1). The scenario
stated that a number of distressed signals were received from the region and a team of UAVs
were required to deploy to that area and conduct identication searches of specic Items
Of Interests (IOIs).
In this scenario, there were four discrete locations for each segment of the experiment,
each UAV was assigned to one search location.
During transit, unexpected and hazardous events were present, where the UAVs ran-
domly encountered these events which included three types as illustrated in Table 5.1.
There were two baseline scenarios to establish a participant’s performance benchmark
with a high LOD (where the highest level of aggregated information of the UAV and the
environment was available in scenario Segment A) and a low LOD (where all the raw
information of the UAV and the environment was available/scenario Segment C). The
evaluation scenario (Segment A) enabled the participants to freely adapt the LOD of the
functional capability information of the UAVs to their preferences.
During each of the scenarios, each UAV performed at a dierent functional LOA. De-
pending on the scenario, dierent LOD for each subsystem branch was necessary.
5.1.1 Segment A: High LOD/Min Information
Segment A presented the participant with a high LOD interface for the functional subsys-
tems of the UAV where the participant was advised not to attempt to modify the informa-
tion interface. This subsection presents the scenario breakdown structure in terms of UAV
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Figure 5.1: The search arena defined by the coordinates in the zoomed image
Table 5.1: Types of possible interruptions to the mission, their consequences
if imappropriately handled, and their suggested method of mitig-
ation
Event Type Consequences Mitigation Strategy
Hazardous
Cloud/Region
Two levels of damage:
Low - which enables normal
UAV operations
High - which causes a
random lost of the asset
High LOA - UAV can plot alternate
path to evade the event, Medium
LOA - UAV generates possible
solutions which the operator
chooses the best option; Low LOA -
UAV is under manual control,
where the operator directs its ight
path
Low Fuel
Status/Level
Can cause the loss of a UAV
when the fuel is completely
empty
Refuelling is possible if a refuel
point is available and the UAV’s
state subsystem can be manually
controlled
Lost of
Control
Capability
Uncontrollable behaviour in
low LOA situations
No mitigation strategy available.
The situation can only be observed
and observations acknowledged for
possible questions in the data
collection stage
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Table 5.2: Experiment 1 Segment A LOA and LOD (at the commencement of
the segment) configuration table for each UAV. The four columns
under the LOA/LOD main column represents the four subsystems:
Health, Navigation (Nav), States/Autopilot (States), and Payload
LOA LOD
Subsystem Health Nav States Payload Health Nav States Payload
UAV 1 HA HA HA PA HL HL HL HL
UAV 2 LA HA HA PA ML HL HL HL
UAV3 HA PA HA PA HL HL HL HL
UAV 4 HA HA HA PA HL HL HL HL
Table 5.3: Experiment 1 Segment A Search Area Specification
Coordinates (Degress) Decoys IOIs Speed (KM/H)
UAV 1 (44.478298, 6.259112) 4 8 400
UAV 2 (44.449976, 6.290541) 3 10 380
UAV3 (44.477984, 6.266881) 3 8 350
UAV 4 (44.453706, 6.279397 ) 6 10 350
and environment conguration specications.
Asset Functional Capability Specification
The LOA and LOD’s conguration for each UAV were illustrated in Table 5.2. The func-
tional subsystems of the UAVs included (from left to right of the table) health monitoring,
navigation capability, autopilot/state autonomy, and payload operations. Three levels of
LOA and LOD were applied: High LOA/LOD (HA/HL), Medium LOA/LOD (MA/ML), and
Low LOA/LOD (LA/LL).
Designated Search Area Specification
Each UAV received a preassigned search area, and each search area contained a dierent
amount of decoy items and IOIs to be found. Table 5.3 presents the central coordinates of
the search areas, the amount of decoys deployed, the amount of IOIs to be found, and the
required speed of the respective UAVs at arrival to the search areas.
Perturbation Event and Environmental Specification
A summary of the perturbation events seen in Segment A are presented in Table 5.4. In
this segment, UAVs 1 and 4 did not experience any perturbation events, while UAV 2
encountered a low fuel status while confronting a hazardous cloud, which had a potential
asset loss percentage of 60%. UAV 3 had only encountered a hazardous cloud, and it has a
potential asset loss percentage of 30%.
The dierent functional autonomy capabilities of each UAV determined the impact of
the hazards. UAV_2 had an HA LOA, hence the UAV was able to autonomously construct
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Table 5.4: Experiment 1 Segment A Perturbation Event Specification
Type Coordinate(Degrees) Severity
Rotated
Angle
UAV 1 None N/A N/A N/A
UAV 2
Cloud +
Fuel
Cloud (44.444245,
6.281505) Fuel
(44.449715, 6.280581)
60% Change of Loss,
Inability to complete
the rst stage of
searches
60º
Clockwise
UAV3 Cloud (44.444245, 6.281505) 30% Chance of Loss
60º
Clockwise
UAV 4 None N/A N/A N/A
a new route which was able to both evade the hazard, as well as reach the refuel zone to
refuel. UAV_3’s navigation autonomy was under MBC (PA LOA), which meant that the
UAV had the autonomy to generate two possible solutions to evade the hazard, while the
nal selection of the solution was the responsibility of the operator.
5.1.2 Segment B: Hybrid LOD/Mixed Information
Segment B presented the participant with a hybrid LOD interface for the functional sub-
systems of the UAV where the participant was encouraged to modify the information
interface, that is to say, they were encouraged to congure the amount of details presented
on the interface to their level of comfort. This subsection presents the scenario breakdown
structure in terms of UAV and environment conguration specications.
Asset Functional Capability Specification
The LOA and LOD’s conguration for each UAV illustrated in Table 5.5. The functional
subsystems of the UAVs include (from left to right of the table) health monitoring, navig-
ation capability, autopilot/state autonomy, and payload operations. Three levels of LOA
and LOD were applied: High LOA/LOD (HA/HL), Medium LOA/LOD (MA/ML), and Low
LOA/LOD (LA/LL).
The LOD arrangement presented in Table 5.5 indicates only the congurations of
each UAV at spawn. This conguration was dened by the experimenter through self-
assessment where the experimenter performed the experiment under similar test condi-
tions as the other participants several times, and the most preferred LOD arrangement
was synthesised and used as a preset.
Designated Search Area Specification
Table 5.6 presents the central coordinates of the search areas, the amount of decoys de-
ployed, the amount of IOIs to be found, and the required speed of the respective UAVs
at arrival to the search areas for Segment B. The coordinates were visible regardless of
whether all the UAVs was successful in completing the previous segment. That is to say,
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Table 5.5: Experiment 1 Segment A LOA and LOD (at the commencement
of the segment) configuration table for each UAV and its four
subsystems
LOA LOD
Subsystem Health Nav States Payload Health Nav States Payload
UAV 1 HA PA HA PA HL ML HL ML
UAV 2 HA HA PA PA LL ML ML ML
UAV3 HA HA HA HA HL ML HL ML
UAV 4 PA HA HA HA ML HL HL HL
Table 5.6: Experiment 1 Segment A Search Area Specification
Coordinates (Degrees) Decoys IOIs Speed
UAV 1 (44.497688, 6.269603) 3 7 380
UAV 2 (44.452300, 6.329000) 5 8 350
UAV3 (44.490324, 6.287855) 4 7 380
UAV 4 (44.452100, 6.319600) 2 8 280
all four designated search areas were visible even if its corresponding UAV was lost in the
previous segment.
5.1.3 Segment C: Low LOD/Max Information
Segment C is the nal segment of the experiment. It is a continued scenario from the pre-
vious two segments, which meant that any consequences from the previous two segments
were carried over.
Asset Functional Capability Specification
The LOA and LOD congurations for each UAV is illustrated in Table 5.7. The three levels
of LOA and LOD were applied: High LOA/LOD (HA/HL), Medium LOA/LOD (MA/ML),
and Low LOA/LOD (LA/LL). During this segment, the participants were reminded not to
change the LOD.
Table 5.7: Experiment 1 Segment C LOA and LOD configuration table for
each UAVand its four subsystems
LOA LOD
Subsystem Health Nav States Payload Health Nav States Payload
UAV 1 HA HA PA PA LL LL LL LL
UAV 2 HA HA HA PA LL LL LL LL
UAV3 PA PA PA PA LL LL LL LL
UAV 4 LA HA LA PA LL LL LL LL
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Table 5.8: Experiment 1 Segment C Search Area Specification
Coordinates (lat, lon) Decoys IOIs Speed
UAV 1 (44.495808, 6.331808) 5 9 321
UAV 2 (44.478085, 6.345580) 3 10 290
UAV3 (44.471658, 6.337110) 2 10 387
UAV 4 (44.486652, 6.324928) 2 9 280
Table 5.9: Experiment 1 Segment C Perturbation Event Specification
Type Coordinate (Lat, Lon) Severity Rotated Angle
UAV 1 None N/A N/A N/A
UAV 2 None N/A N/A N/A
UAV3 Cloud (44.469765, 6.321810)
100% Chance
of Loss 45º Anti-Clockwise
UAV 4 None N/A N/A N/A
Designated Search Area Specification
Table 5.8 presented the central coordinates of the search areas, the amount of decoys
deployed, the amount of IOIs to be found, and the required speed of the respective UAVs
at arrival to the search areas for Segment C. The coordinates were visible regardless of
whether all the UAVs were successful in completing the previous segment. That is to say,
all four designated search areas were visible even if its corresponding UAV was lost in the
previous segment.
Perturbation Event and Environmental Specification
A summary of the perturbation events seen in Segment C is presented in Table 5.9. In this
segment, UAVs 1, 2, and 4 did not experience any perturbation events, while UAV 3 had
encountered a hazardous cloud, and it has a potential asset loss percentage of 100%. This
meant that the UAV would denitely be lost if it entered the hazard area.
Given the dierent functional autonomy capabilities of each UAV, UAV_3’s navigation
autonomy was under MBC (PA LOA). This meant that the UAV had the autonomy to
generate two possible solutions to evade the hazard, while the nal selection of the solution
was the responsibility of the operator.
5.2 Result and Analysis: Cognitive Workload
The analysis method of CW (and SA)’s results had two candidates: the Repeated Meas-
ures ANOVA, and it’s post hoc Paired Sample T-Test. The Repeated Measure ANOVA is
applicable to statistical analyses that contains three or more distinct conditions for each
test subject. The aim of the test is to understand the statistical dierence as a collective
sample, and in the case of this experiment, the three segments. However, this method is
not applicable for this experiment as this experiment aims to perform paired comparisons
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between Segment A and B, as well as B and C. For this reason, The Paired Sample T-Test
is the chosen statistical test to compare the segment means.
The CW results obtained from 24 eective samples in the three segments had shown a
statistical dierence between Segment B and C, whereas no dierence was visible between
Segment A and B.
This section presents the analysis of the six dimensions of the NASA-TLX’s CW and the
combined CW. This is achieved by comparing the segments using the parametric Paired
Sample T-Test when all the test assumptions was condently satised. In some cases where
parametric test assumptions are not met, the non-parametric Wilcoxon Signed-Rank Test
was used. The assumptions used throughout this section yield:
• H0: There is no signicant statistical dierence between the mean CW of the parti-
cipants between two segments of comparison (A and B, or B and C)
• Ha: There is a signicant statistical dierence between the mean CW of the parti-
cipants between two segments of comparison (A and B, or B and C)
The hypothesis for the one-tailed test states:
• H0: The mean CW of Segment B is not less than Segment A, or segment C is not
greater than Segment B (x¯A ≯ x¯B or x¯B ≮ x¯C )
• Ha: The mean CW of Segment B is less than Segment A, or segment C is greater
than Segment B (x¯A > x¯B or x¯B < x¯C )
5.2.1 Mental Demand
Mental Demand (MD) describes the level of mental and perceptual activity that was re-
quired to perform the task, such as thinking, deciding, calculating, remembering, looking,
searching. etc. The analysis of MD focused on the magnitude of load.
The aim was to compare the means of the MD rating collected in the three segments.
An analysis of the raw dataset revealed a negative skew was present, which inuenced
the normality of the data and the reliability of the outcomes produced by applying para-
metric tests. Due to the negative skew being only subtle, a square-transformation was
used to correct the data, achieving a normal distribution.
This data was then analysed using the parametric T-Test. However, a non-parametric
Wilcoxon Signed-Rank test was also applied to the original data, which supported the
verdict.
The source-of-load data was intentionally left out as it did not provide much relevance
when analysing temporal demand in isolation. However, detailed analysis was conducted
and is presented in Section A.1.7.
Detailed data preparation and analysis is presented in appendix A. From this analysis,
the means of the transformed data were compared using the Paired Sample T-Test. Table
5.10 presents a summary of the results and outcomes of the test.
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Since the aim of the test was to determine the signicance of the dierences between
each segment, a direct utilisation of the experiment’s transformed data would not impact
on the validity of the test.
Table 5.10: Summary table of paired sample T-Test comparing the parti-
cipants’ mental demand in the experiment
(α = 0.05, n = 24) Segment A & B Segment B & C
2-Tailed p = 0.746, Accept H0 p = 0.184, Accept H0
The outcome of the test revealed that there were no signicant dierences in MD
required by the participants between both segments A and B, and B and C. However,
for completeness, a non-parametric Wilcoxon Signed-Rank test was conducted on the
original/untransformed dataset.
In addition, the application of a non-parametric statistical test on the untransformed
data was required, as it was not normally distributed. The Wilcoxon Signed-Rank test
enables the testing of the means without the required assumption of the data’s normal
distribution; Table 5.11 illustrates the outcomes of this test based on the hypothesis dened
in Appendix A.
Table 5.11: Summary table of two sample Wilcoxon Signed-Rank Test com-
paring the participants’ mental demand in the experiment
(α = 0.05, n = 24) Segment A & B Segment B & C
2-Tailed p = 0.965746, Accept H0 p = 0.161, Accept H0
The outcomes of the test revealed that there were no signicant dierences in MD
required by the participants between both segments A and B, and B and C.
The MD data collected during the experiment had revealed to be not normal, hence, a
direct application of parametric tests were not desirable, and the outcomes would not be
considered reliable. Therefore, a transformation of the data was carried out.
The results illustrated in Table A.1 revealed a negative skew in its distributions, there-
fore a square root transformation was applied to the correct the skew for further paramet-
ric analysis of the means. Table A.2 illustrated the descriptive statistics of the transformed
data which demonstrates the skewness had been corrected.
The transformed data, having passed the assumptions testing for the parametric T-
Test, was analysed using the Paired-Sample T-Test. The results yielded that at Condence
Level (CL) of 95%, with a sample size of 24. One concluded that there were no signicant
statistical dierences between the (transformed) means of Segment A and B, and B and C.
The untransformed data were analysed using the non-parametric Wilcoxon Signed-
Rank test. The results also agreed with the parametric test that with a sample size of
24, at CL=95%, there were no signicant statistical dierences between the means of the
segments.
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Hence, one concluded that no signicant dierences of the operator’s MD were exper-
ienced by the participants between the experiment’s segments A and B, and segments B
and C.
5.2.2 Physical Demand
The Physical Demand (PD) dimension describes the amount of physical eort required to
perform the activity, such as pushing, pulling, turning, controlling, activating etc.. It also
considers whether the task was considered easy or demanding, slow or brisk, slack or
strenuous, restful or laborious.
The aim was to compare the means of the PD rating collected in the three segments
and determine the statistical dierences between them.
An analysis of the raw dataset revealed the distribution of the PD data in Segment A was
not normal. Hence, a transformation was carried out on the data of both Segment A and
B to enable paired comparison of their means using a parametric test. No transformation
was required for Segments B and C as the parametric test assumptions were all satised.
The outcome of the tests revealed that there were no signicant dierences between
the mean PD rating across the three segments.
The source of load data was intentionally left out as it did not provide much relevance
when analysing temporal demand in isolation. However, detailed analysis was conducted
and presented in Section A.1.7.
The parametric test assumptions testing were satised (detailed assumptions testing
is presented in Appendix A) for the transformed data pair of Segment A and B. The un-
transformed/raw data pair of Segment B and C. Hence, the Paired Sample T-Test could be
carried out. The test outcome was summarised in Table 5.12.
Table 5.12: Summary table of paired sample test comparing the means of
the participants’ PD in the experiment
(α = 0.05, n = 24) Segment A & B (transformed) Segment B & C (original)
2-Tailed p = 0.055, Accept H0 p = 0.040, Reject H0
1-Tailed - x¯B < x¯C : Reject H0
Table 5.12 presents the results of the hypothesis testing of the sample means. As evident
from the testing outcomes, at a CL = 95% and a type-one error α = 0.05, at a signicance
value pA|Btransformed = 0.055, one could conclude that there was no signicant dierences
between the PD rating of the transformed data of Segment A and B, and soH0 was rejected.
However, at the same CL and α, at a signicance value pB|C = 0.040, one could conclude
that there was a signicant dierence between the original PD rating of Segment B and
C. Furthermore, the one-tailed test revealed that the mean PD rating of Segment C was
higher than that of Segment B. Therefore, H0 was rejected. Finally, one concluded that
the mean PD experienced by the participants in Segment C is signicantly dierent and
higher than that of Segment B.
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5.2.3 Temporal Demand
The temporal demand (TD) dimension describes the time pressure felt by the participants
due to the rate or pace at which the tasks or task elements occurred. The analysis of TD
focused on the magnitude of load.
The aim was to compare the means of the TD rating collected in the three segments.
An initial set of the raw data revealed that there were several outliers which inuenced
the overall distribution of the data as well as the outcome of the analysis, therefore, an-
other set of analysis were carried out with the removal of the outliers. The nal outcome
revealed a mix of results from the assumptions testing, hence, a parametric T-Test was used
to evaluate the datasets with acceptable results from the assumptions testing, and non-
parametric Wilcoxon Signed-Rank test to evaluate the datasets with less-than acceptable
assumption results.
The source of load data was intentionally left out as it did not provide much relevance
when analysing temporal demand in isolation. However, detailed analysis was conducted
and presented in Section A.1.7.
The parametric test assumptions testing detailed in Appendix A were not satised for
the data pair (Segment A and B) suggested the non-parametric/comparing of the means
test was used. While the assumptions testing was satised for the data pair (Segment
B and C). Hence, the Paired Sample T-Test could be carried out. The test outcome was
summarised in Table 5.13.
Table 5.13: Summary table of paired sample test comparing the means of
the participants’ temporal demand in the experiment, with the
outliers removed
(α = 0.05, n = 24) Segment A & B1 Segment B & C2
2-Tailed p = 0.159, Accept H0 p = 0.016, Reject H0
1-Tailed - x¯B < x¯C : Reject H0
Given the assumptions of the parametric test were able to be validated for pair of
comparison between Segment B and C, while the Segment A and B pair was not satised.
Two separate comparisons-of-the-means tests were carried out to analyse the magnitude
of load of the participant’s TD: Non-parametric Wilcoxon Signed-Rank Test was used to
compare the mean TD of Segment A and B, and the Paired Sample T-Test was used to
compare the mean TD of Segment B and C.
The results as presented in Table 5.13 illustrates that with a type-one error (α =
0.05), there was no signicant statistical evidence to reject the null hypothesis for paired
comparison of the means between Segment A and B. That is to say, there was an no
signicant dierence between the mean TD experienced by the participants in Segments
A when compared with Segment B.
Similarly, with a type-one error (α = 0.05), there was a signicant statistical evidence
to reject the null hypothesis for paired comparison of the means between Segment B and
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Table 5.14: Summary table of paired sample test comparing the participants’
performance in the experiment
(α = 0.05, n = 24) Segment A & B Segment B & C
2-Tailed p = 0.226, Accept H0 p = 0.948, Accept H0
C. That is to say, there was a signicant dierence between the mean TD experienced
by the participants in Segment B when compared with Segment C. Furthermore, the one-
tailed test revealed that the mean TD was greater in segment C than it was in Segment B.
Therefore, H0 was rejected.
5.2.4 Performance
The performance describes the participant’s perceived success or self-satisfaction in ac-
complishing the goals of the task set by the experimenter. The analysis of performance
focused on the magnitude of load.
The aim was to compare the means of the performance rating collected in the three
segments. Given the assumptions were statistically satisfactory, a parametric T-Test was
used to evaluate the magnitude of load.
The source of load data was intentionally left out as it did not provide much relevance
when analysing performance in isolation. However, detailed analysis was conducted and
presented in Section A.1.7.
Two pairs of comparisons of the means were conducted, and the summarised outcome
is presented in Table 5.14.
Given the assumptions of the parametric T-Test were able to be validated (presented in
detail in Appendix A), the analysis of the magnitude of load of the participant’s perform-
ance was able to be carried out with a high reliability using the parametric test.
The results as presented in Table 5.14 illustrated that with a type-one error (α = 0.05),
there were no signicant statistical evidence to reject the null hypothesis That is to say,
there were no signicant statistical evidence to suggest that there was a dierence in the
performance perceived by the participants through the segments of the experiment.
5.2.5 Eort
The eort describes how hard the participant worked (both mentally and physically) to
accomplish their level of performance. The analysis of eort focused on the magnitude of
load.
The aim of was to compare the means of the amount of eort asserted by the parti-
cipants through the three segments. Given the assumptions were statistically satisfactory,
a parametric T-Test was used to evaluate the magnitude of load.
The source of load data was intentionally left out as it did not provide much relevance
when analysing frustration in isolation. However, detailed analysis was conducted and
presented in Section A.1.7.
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Two pairs of comparisons of the means were conducted, and the summarised outcome
is presented in Table 5.15.
Table 5.15: Summary table of paired sample test comparing the eort asser-
ted by the participant throughout the experiment
(α = 0.05, n = 24) Segment A & B Segment B & C
2-Tailed p = 0.349, Accept H0 p = 0.133, Accept H0
Given the assumptions of the parametric T-Test were able to be validated in Appendix
A, the analysis of the magnitude of load of the eort asserted was able to be carried out
with a high reliability using the parametric testing of the means (T-Test).
The results as presented in table 5.15 illustrated that with a type-one error (α = 0.05),
there was insignicant statistical evidence to reject the null hypothesis. That is to say,
there was no signicant statistical evidence to suggest that there was a signicant dier-
ence in the eort asserted by the participants through the segments of the experiment.
5.2.6 Frustration
The frustration level describes the level of insecurity, discouragement, irritation, stress and
annoyance the participant felt during the task. The analysis of frustration focused on the
magnitude of load of this dimension.
The aim of was to compare the means of the level of frustration felt by the participants
through the three segments, and given the assumptions were statistically satisfactory, a
parametric T-Test was used to evaluate the magnitude of load using SPSS.
The source of load data was intentionally left out as it did not provide much relevance
when analysing frustration in isolation. However, detailed analysis was conducted and
presented in Section A.1.7.
Two pairs of comparisons of the means were conducted, and the summarised outcome
were presented in table 5.16.
Table 5.16: Summary table of paired sample test comparing the level of
frustration felt by the participants during the experiment
(α = 0.05, n = 24) Segment A & B Segment B & C
2-Tailed p = 0.852, Accept H0 p = 0.113, Accept H0
Given the assumptions of the parametric T-Test were able to be validated (detailed
analysis presented in Appendix A), the analysis of the magnitude of load of the level of
frustration was able to be carried out with a high reliability using the parametric test.
The results as presented in Table 5.16 illustrated that with a type-one error (α = 0.05),
there was no signicant statistical evidence to reject the null hypothesis. This means
that there was no signicant statistical evidence to suggest that there was a signicant
dierence in the level of frustration felt by the participants through the segments of the
experiment.
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5.2.7 Combined Cognitive Workload
The combined CW denes the overall CW score by applying formula 5.1; where SL de-
noted the source of load, or the weight of a CW dimension (indicated by the subscript, i.e.
MD, PD etc.), which had a maximum weight of 5, ML denoted the magnitude of load,
or the rating of the same dimension, which had a maximum value of 20, and CWCombined
denoted the combined CW score in percentage. Since all the assumptions of the parametric
test was satised with a CL of 95%, the Paired Sample T-Test was conducted to understand
the impact of LOD on the human operator’s CW associated with this goal.
CWCombined =
5
15
·
attr.∑
MD→FR
(SL ·ML) (5.1)
Two pairs of comparisons of the means were conducted, and the summarised outcome
is presented in table 5.17.
Table 5.17: Summary table of the paired sample test comparing the com-
bined CW of the participants in Segments A & B, and the
Wilcoxon Signed Rank Test comparing the combined CW in
Segments B & C
(α = 0.05, n = 24) Segment A & B Segment B & C
2-Tailed p = 0.428, Accept H0 p = 0.036, Reject H0
1-Tailed - x¯B < x¯C , Reject H0
Given the assumptions of the parametric T-Test were able to be validated (detailed
process presented in Appendix A), the analysis of the combined CW was able to be carried
out with a high reliability using the parametric testing of the means (T-Test) to compare
Segment A and B, and the non-parametric testing of the means (Wilcoxon Signed Rank
Test) to compare Segment B and C.
The results as presented in Table 5.17 illustrate that with a type-one error (α = 0.05),
there was insignicant statistical evidence to reject the null hypothesis. That is to say,
there was no signicant statistical evidence to suggest that there was a signicant dier-
ence in the combined CW in Segment A compared to Segment B. However, there was in
fact a signicant statistical dierence in operator CW between Segment B and C.
Through further analysis using the one-tailed test, the null hypothesis (H0) was rejec-
ted; the CW experienced by the operator in Segment B was lower than that experienced
in Segment C.
5.2.8 Analysis Summary
This section presents the in depth analysis of the six attributes that form CW as dened by
Hart et al. [97]. The six attributes were analysed individually as well as jointly to illustrate
the dierences in the participant’s CW when dierent LODs were presented.
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Table 5.18: A summary of the results obtained from the testing of the mean
CW (σ = 0.472) between the Segment A (high LOD) and
Segment B (hybrid LOD).
CL=95%,α = 0.05 Outcome x¯A x¯B
Mental Demand No Dierent (p = 0.746) 66.45% 66.25%
Physical Demand No Dierent (p = 0.055) 25.4% 35%
Temporal Demand No Dierent (p = 0.159) 70.2% 63.35%
Performance No Dierent (p = 0.226) 46.65% 52.90%
Eort No Dierent (p = 0.349) 52.10% 55.65%
Frustration No Dierent (p = 0.852) 42.5% 43.4%
Combined CW No Dierent (p = 0.428) 58.50% 59.42%
Table 5.19: A summary of the results obtained from the testing of the mean
CW (σ = 0.472) between the Segment B (hybrid LOD) and
Segment C (low LOD).
CL = 95%, α = 0.05 Outcome x¯B x¯C
Mental Demand No Dierent (p = 0.184) 66.25% 70.85%
Physical Demand SA Lower in Segment B (p = 0.040) 35% 42.5%
Temporal Demand SA Lower in Segment B (p = 0.016) 63.35% 70.85%
Performance No Dierent (p = 0.948) 52.90% 52.70%
Eort No Dierent (p = 0.133) 55.65% 61.25%
Frustration No Dierent (p = 0.113) 43.4% 49.6%
Combined CW SA Lower in Segment B (p = 0.036) 59.42% 66.63%
Table 5.18 presents a summarised table of all the statistics along with specic details
and outcomes in the comparative pair of Segment A and B, where desirable denotes that
the magnitude of load was greater during the baseline experiment.
Evidently from Table 5.18, the ability for the participant to adjust the elements in the
FCF visualisation did not show signicant statistical dierences in reducing CW levels.
However, on close inspection of the results, although the remaining attributes were not
tested to have a signicant statistical evidence, the direction of the mean magnitude of
loads indicated that the loads were mostly higher in Segment A. This is because a high
LOD of system information was visually represented to the participants, while the loads
were lower in the conguration where the participants were able to adjust the LOD for
each of the subsystem branches.
Table 5.19 presents a summarised table of all the statistics along with specic details
and outcomes in the comparative pair of Segment B and C.
As presented in Table 5.19, the ability for the participant to adjust the elements in the
FCF visualisation showed signicant statistical dierences in reducing CW levels when
comparing to an interface with a large volume of FCF information (low LOD). Furthermore,
on close inspection of the results, although the remaining attributes were not tested to have
signicant statistical evidence. The direction of the mean magnitude of loads indicated that
the loads were mostly higher in Segment C, where a low LOD of system information was
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visually represented to the participants, while the loads were lower in the conguration
where the participants were able to adjust the LOD for each of the subsystem branches.
From the CW result collected during this experiment, the segment with the interface
congured to enable an adjustable LOD of the FCF subsystem branches had shown to be
lower when compared to a low LOD conguration. No signicant statistical reduction in
CW were observed when comparing to Segment A (high LOD).
5.3 Result and Analysis: Situation Awareness
The SA results obtained from the three segments were shown to be in-conclusive. That is,
the results were not signicantly dierent between the LOD congurations between the
segments.
This section presents the SA scoring methods and results from the experiment. The
general testing of the means assumptions testing (detail presented in Appendix A), and the
outcome from the statistical tests. The results were analysed using the software statistical
package SPSS. The hypothesis related to SA are:
• H0: There is no signicant statistical dierence between the mean SA of the parti-
cipants between two segments of comparison (A and B, or B and C)
• Ha: There is a signicant statistical dierence between the mean SA of the parti-
cipants between two segments of comparison (A and B, or B and C)
The hypothesis for the one-tailed test states:
• H0: The mean SA of Segment B is not greater than Segment A, or segment C is not
greater than Segment A (x¯A ≯ x¯B or x¯B ≮ x¯C )
• Ha: The mean SA of Segment B is greater than Segment A, or segment B is greater
than Segment C (x¯A < x¯B or x¯B > x¯C )
5.3.1 Scoring Method
Each SA questionnaire incorporated seven questions. The number of questions were de-
cided due to the intra-segment time constraint. Each question contains a maximum of one
point, where a full mark is awarded to responses that contained all correct answers, half
mark (0.5) is awarded to responses that contained partial answers.
The SA of each participant is scored in a percentage, where a “100%” SA score is
achieved when all answers on their SA questionnaire is correct. The percentage is de-
termined by the total number of marks awarded from their responses as a portion of seven
(the total score). From this, SA performance analysis is further conducted.
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Table 5.20: Summary table of paired sample T-Test (Segment A & B) and
the Wilcoxon Signed Rank Test (Segment B & C) comparing the
respective combined SA
(α = 0.05, n = 23) Segment A & B Segment B & C
2-Tailed p = 0.922, Accept H0 p = 0.417, Accept H0
5.3.2 Analysis
The overall SA analysis provided an indication of the SA experienced by the participants
during the three segments. Two forms of statistical tests were conducted to understand the
impact of LOD on the human operator’s SA: The non-parametric Wilcoxon Signed-Rank
Test for the high LOD segment (Segment A) and the hybrid segment (Segment B) pair,
and the parametric T-Test for hybrid LOD segment (Segment B) and the low LOD segment
(Segment C) pair.
The two pairs of mean SA comparisons are presented in Table 5.20.
The outcomes of the respective tests revealed that the operator SA across all three LOD
congurations did not exhibit any signicantly negative impact. Hence, the results are in-
conclusive.
5.4 Discussion and Conclusion
This chapter presented the aim of Experiment 1, the detailed scenario design and the ana-
lysis of the collected results of an operator’s cognitive workload and situation awareness
performance.
A Paired Sample T-Test was conducted to compare the CW and SA of a human operator
managing multiple UAVs in high LOD and hybrid LOD congurations, as well as in low
LOD and hybrid LOD congurations. There was a signicant reduction in operator CW in
the hybrid LOD (x¯B = 59.42%, σ = 0.472) congurations and low LOD (x¯B = 66.63%,
σ = 0.472) congurations. There was no signicant dierence in the CW of the hybrid
LOD (x¯B = 59.42%, σ = 0.472) congurations and high LOD (x¯A = 58.5%, σ = 0.472)
congurations: N = 23, p = 0.036. Also, there was no signicant dierences in the
operator SA throughout the three LOD congurations: N = 23, pA|B = 0.922 and pB|C =
0.417.
These results suggested that a positive cognitive performance was demonstrated in the
hybrid application of the FCF in the multiple heterogeneous UAV management context.
As a result, Contribution 1 is made and Research Question 1 is answered.
CHAPTER 6
Experiment 2: Partial Autonomy
Transparency
This experiment aims to evaluate the inuence of autonomy transparency through inter-
face graphical feedback on the operator’s cognitive performance. Details of this experi-
ment overview, design, and methodology is presented in Chapter 4. The rest of this chapter
presents the specic testing scenario specications and a detailed analysis of the collected
Cognitive Workload (CW) and Situation Awareness (SA) data for each scenario, as well
as some general qualitative feedback about the participant experience and preferences
between the scenarios.
6.1 Scenario Description
This experiment was set in the same location as the rst experiment. The scenarios include
four UAVs which participate in a search mission. However, one of the primary dierences
is that the evaluation scenario in this experiment was not a continuation of the baseline
scenario like the rst experiment, they were two discrete scenarios which had similar
diculties.
The baseline scenario evaluated the cognitive performance of each individual parti-
cipant compared against the evaluation scenario. This scenario had a very minimal amount
of transparency of the navigation autonomy communicated (visually) to the participants,
which simulates a limited transparency of the UAVs’ autonomy capabilities, setting the
benchmark for the evaluation trial to be compared against.
The evaluation scenario benchmarks the cognitive performance of each individual par-
ticipant for comparison against the baseline results. This scenario increases the navigation
autonomy’s transparency through the display ight plans and paths of each UAV. Hence,
it establishes a communication channel of the UAV’s autonomy capability and intentions
for future actions to the participant.
The dierences in the number of events and IOIs between the two scenarios were
intentional to promote realism. Since the participants were made aware the potential range
of the number of perturbations and IOIs, the ambiguity is expected.
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Table 6.1: Types of possible interruptions to the mission, their consequences
if inappropriately handled, and their suggested method of mitig-
ation
Event Type Consequences Mitigation Strategy
Hazardous
Cloud/Region
Causes the loss of the UAV
that comes in contact with
the hatched region
High LOA - UAV can plot alternate
path to evade the event, Medium
LOA - UAV generates possible
solutions which the operator
chooses the best option; Low LOA -
UAV is under manual control,
where the operator directs it’s
ight path
Low Fuel
Status/Level
Can cause the loss of a UAV
when the fuel is completely
empty
Refuelling is possible if a refuel
point is available and the UAV’s
state subsystem can be manually
controlled
6.1.1 Tasks and Objectives
Each experimental trial was broken down and viewed in two stages, the transit stage and
the search stage. The transit stage was dened from the initial moment where the trial
launched to the moment where the UAVs entered the search area and the search operation
started. This stage was were the perturbation events were scripted to take place. There
were two types of events that the participants expected: The hazardous cloud/region, and
the low fuel level status. Table 6.1 presents the consequences of the events if they were
unattended to, and the mitigation strategy required to overcome the events. During this
stage, the participants were required to ensure the safe ight of the assets from the initial
launch position to the next stage (the outer bounds of the search zone).
The search stage was dened from the UAVs’ outer boundary of the designated search
zone to the conclusion of the trial. The participant’s task was to ensure that all IOIs were
identied and found, and all decoys were left untouched. For each of the experiments,
there were dierent scripted events and ight paths for each UAV.
6.1.2 Baseline Scenario (Opaque Autonomy Transparency)
The baseline scenario set a comparative benchmark for the cognitive performance meas-
ures described in Section 4.4.6. The baseline scenario presented the participant with an
opaque autonomy transparency of the UAVs’ navigation capability. This meant that the
ight path and trajectory were hidden from the participant’s view throughout the trial as
illustrated in Figure 6.1.
Asset Functional Capability Specification
The LOA and LOD congurations for each UAV were illustrated in Table 6.2. The func-
tional subsystems of the UAVs included (from left to right of the table) health monitoring,
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Figure 6.1: Planned layout of the baseline scenario (not to scale)
Table 6.2: Experiment 2 Baseline Scenario LOA and LOD (at the commence-
ment of the trial) configuration table for each UAV and its four
subsystems
LOA LOD
Subsystem Health Nav States Payload Health Nav States Payload
UAV 1 HA HA PA HA HL HL ML LL
UAV 2 LA HA HA LA LL HL ML ML
UAV3 HA PA HA PA HL HL HL ML
UAV 4 HA LA HA PA ML HL ML LL
navigation capability, autopilot/state autonomy, and payload operations. Three levels
of LOA and LOD were applied: High LOA/LOD (HA/HL), Medium LOA/LOD (MA/ML),
and Low LOA/LOD (LA/LL). The designated LOAs were not applicable to change by the
participant, while the LOD could be changed as desired by the participant.
Designated Search Area Specification
Each UAV received a designated search area, and each search area contained a dierent
number of decoy items and IOIs to be found. Table 6.3 presents the central coordinates of
these search areas, the amount of decoys deployed, the amount of IOIs to be found, and
the required speed of the respective UAVs upon arrival to the search areas.
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Table 6.3: Experiment 2 Baseline Scenario Search Area Specification
Coordinates (Degrees) Decoys IOIs Speed (KM/H)
UAV 1 (44.472111, 6.343017) 4 8 300
UAV 2 (44.485097, 6.322871) 3 8 290
UAV3 (44.490383, 6.290100) 3 10 340
UAV 4 (44.452123, 6.323987) 6 10 340
Table 6.4: Experiment 2 Baseline Scenario Perturbation Event Specification
Type Coordinate (Degrees) Severity Rotated Angle
UAV 1 None N/A N/A N/A
UAV 2 None N/A N/A N/A
UAV3 Fuel
Fuel Zone (44.457524,
6.337058)
100% Chance of
Loss on fuel
starvation
60º Clockwise
UAV 4 Cloud (44.469409, 6.274197)
100% Chance of
Loss on Contact 60º Clockwise
Perturbation Event and Environmental Specification
A summary of the perturbation events seen in the baseline scenario are presented in Table
6.4. In this scenario, UAVs 1 and 2 did not experience any perturbation events, while UAV
3 encountered a low fuel status upon launch and UAV 4 confronted a hazardous cloud,
which had a potential asset loss percentage of 100%. This meant that any asset that came
in contact with the cloud will be lost.
Given that UAVs 3 and 4 (the UAVs which encountered perturbation events) had a high
LOA, they were capable of autonomously replanning their ight path to avoid catastrophe.
UAV 3 rerouted to the fuel station and redirected to a new search zone that was closer to its
location. UAV 4 rerouted around the threat. However, due to the restricted transparency
of the autonomy, these behaviours were not directly displayed to the participant. Even
though the UAVs autonomously reacted to the threat, and the participants were able to
observe a change in the UAVs’ behaviour.
6.1.3 Evaluation Scenario (Transparent Autonomy Transparency)
The evaluation scenario produced a set of cognitive performance results for comparison
with the measures collected in the baseline scenario. The evaluation scenario presented
the participant with a transparent autonomy capability of the UAVs’ navigation capability,
this meant that the ight path and trajectory were displayed to the participant’s view
throughout the trial as illustrated in Figure 6.2.
Asset Functional Capability Specification
The LOA and LOD congurations for each UAV are illustrated in Table 6.5. The functional
subsystems of the UAVs include (from left to right of the table) health monitoring, navig-
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Figure 6.2: Planned layout of the evaluation scenario (not to scale)
Table 6.5: Experiment 2 Evaluation Scenario LOA and LOD (at the com-
mencement of the trial) configuration table for each UAV and its
four subsystems
LOA LOD
Subsystem Health Nav States Payload Health Nav States Payload
UAV 1 HA HA HA HA HL LL HL LL
UAV 2 LA HA HA LA LL LL HL ML
UAV3 HA PA HA PA HL LL HL ML
UAV 4 HA LA HA LA ML LL HL LL
ation capability, autopilot/state autonomy, and payload operations. The designated LOAs,
although very similar to the conguration for the baseline scenario presented in Section
6.1.2, were not able to be altered by the participant, while the LOD could be changed as
desired by the participant.
Designated Search Area Specification
Each UAV received a designated search area, and each search area contained a dierent
number of decoy items and IOIs to be found. Table 6.6 presents the central coordinates of
these search areas, the amount of decoys deployed, the amount of IOIs to be found, and
the required speed of the respective UAVs upon arrival to the search areas.
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Table 6.6: Experiment 2 Evaluation Scenario Search Area Specification
Coordinates (Degrees) Decoys IOIs Speed (KM/H)
UAV 1 (44.474277, 6.321760) 5 7 400
UAV 2 (44.483293, 6.267751) 3 8 380
UAV3 (44.489976, 6.290896) 3 9 350
UAV 4 (44.490330, 6.345762) 2 7 350
Table 6.7: Experiment 2 Evaluation Scenario Perturbation Event Specifica-
tion
Type Coordinate (Degrees) Severity Rotated Angle
UAV 1 Cloud (44.469409, 6.274197)
100% Chance of
Loss on Contact 60º Clockwise
UAV 2 Fuel
Fuel Zone (44.457524,
6.337058)
100% Chance of
Loss on fuel
starvation
N/A
UAV3 None N/A N/A N/A
UAV 4 Fuel N/A
100% Chance of
Loss on fuel
starvation
N/A
Perturbation Event and Environmental Specification
A summary of the perturbation events seen in the evaluation scenario are presented in
Table 6.7. In this scenario, UAV 3 did not experience any perturbation events. UAV 1
encountered a low fuel status upon launch. UAV 2 confronted a hazardous cloud, which
had a potential asset loss percentage of 100%. And UAV 4 also encountered a low fuel
status but could not be saved and a forced landing was the result.
UAVs 1, 2, and 4 (the UAVs which encountered perturbation events) had a high LOA,
which meant that they were capable of autonomously replanning their ight path to avoid
or minimise catastrophe. UAV 1 rerouted to the nearest refuel zone. UAV 2 rerouted around
the threat. UAV 4 was not able to safely reach a refuel zone, and was rerouted to a safe
location to be ditched. Since the autonomy was transparent in this scenario, all the UAVs’
ight paths were visually presented to the participants throughout the trial, enabling the
participants to acquire the most up-to-date information related to the UAVs.
6.2 Result & Analysis: Cognitive Workload
The CW results obtained from the two scenarios had shown evidence of alignment with
the initial hypothesis of this experiment presented in Section 4.1.
This section presented the analysis of the six dimensions of the NASA-TLX’s CW indi-
vidually and the combined CW. This is achieved comparing the baseline and the evaluation
scenario results using the parametric Paired Sample T-Test when all the test assumptions
was condently satised. In some cases where parametric test assumptions are not met,
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the non-parametric Wilcoxon Signed Rank Test was used. The hypothesis used in this
section follows the follow sets:
• H0: There is no signicant statistical dierence between the mean CW of the parti-
cipants between the two scenarios (baseline and evaluation)
• Ha: There is a signicant statistical dierence between the mean CW of the parti-
cipants between the two scenarios (baseline and evaluation)
The hypothesis for the one-tailed test states:
• H0: The mean CW of the Evaluation Scenario is not less than the mean CW of the
Baseline Scenario ( ¯xBaseline ≯ ¯xEvaluation)
• Ha: The mean CW of the Evaluation Scenario is less than the mean CW of the
Baseline Scenario ( ¯xBaseline < ¯xEvaluation)
6.2.1 Mental Demand
An analysis of the raw Mental Demand (MD) dataset from both scenarios revealed a minor
negative skew (Table B.1 Appendix B), which was corrected using a square transformation.
The transformed data presented a set of analysis which satised the requirements of the
assumptions testing. Hence, a T-Test was used.
The outcome from the test revealed that there was insignicant dierence between the
mental demand of the baseline and the evaluation experiment.
A paired comparison of the means was conducted on the transform of the original data
(the process of the assumptions testing is presented in Appendix B). The application of
the square transform of the data enabled the data set to satisfy all the assumptions of the
T-Test.
Table 6.8: Summary table of paired sample test comparing the magnitude
of mental demand/load felt by the participants during the exper-
iment
(α = 0.05, n = 43) Baseline & Evaluation Scenario
2-Tailed p = 0.263, Accept H0
Table 6.8 presents the test summary of the parametric T-Test. From the table, with a
Condence Level (CL) = 95% (type-one error α = 0.05), there was no signicant statist-
ical evidence to reject the null hypothesis (H0). That is to say, there was no signicant
dierence between the mean mental demand of the baseline and evaluation scenario.
The magnitude of mental demand data presented to be not normally distributed (Ap-
pendix B), as such, a parametric test could not be carried out. The test descriptives revealed
that the baseline scenario’s dataset was negatively skewed, resulting in a non-normal
distribution. A square transform was applied to both sets of data (Table B.2 Appendix
B) which was retested for normality and skewness.
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Post transformation revealed that the new data set had satised the normality tests
numerically and graphically, as well as being able to satisfy the remaining assumptions to
enable an accurate parametric testing of the means. Therefore, applying the parametric
T-Test revealed that, with a CL = 95%, the magnitude of the mental demand results of the
baseline scenario was not signicantly dierent from the evaluation scenario.
6.2.2 Physical Demand
From the Physical Demand (PD) dataset’s assumptions testing presented in Appendix B,
a paired comparison of the means was conducted on the transform of the original data.
The application of the square transform of the data enabled the data set to satisfy all the
assumptions of the T-Test.
Table 6.9: Summary table of paired sample test comparing the magnitude of
physical demand felt by the participants during the experiment
(α = 0.05, n = 43) Baseline & Evaluation Scenario
2-Tailed p = 0.931, Accept H0
Table 6.9 presents the test summary of the parametric T-Test. From the table, with a CL
= 95% (type-one error α = 0.05), there was no signicant statistical evidence to reject the
null hypothesis (H0), meaning that there was no signicant dierence between the mean
physical demand of the baseline and evaluation scenario.
The original magnitude of physical demand data appeared to not be normally distrib-
uted (Table B.3). Hence, a parametric test could not be carried out. As the test descriptives
revealed, the data set presented to be positively skewed, resulting in a non-normal dis-
tribution of data. A square-root transform was applied to repair the dataset (Table B.4),
which was again retested for normality and skewness.
Post transformation revealed that the new dataset had satised the normality test,and
satised the remaining assumptions to enable an accurate parametric testing of the means.
Therefore, applying the parametric T-Test revealed that, with a CL = 95%, the magnitude
of the physical demand results of the baseline scenario was not signicantly dierent from
the evaluation scenario.
6.2.3 Temporal Demand
An initial set of the raw Temporal Demand (TD) data appeared to be negatively skewed.
As such, a square transform was applied. After the transform, the distribution of the
transformed data was still not normally distributed. Hence, a non-parametric test was
used to evaluate the data set.
The source of load data was intentionally left out as it did not provide sucient relev-
ance when analysing temporal demand in isolation. The full assumptions testing process
is presented in Appendix B.
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From the assumptions testing (Appendix B), the non-parametric paired comparison of
the means was used on the original and the transformed data.
Table 6.10: Summary table of non-parametric Wilcoxon Signed-Rank test
comparing the original and the transformed temporal demand
data set
(α = 0.05, n = 42) Baseline & Evaluation Scenario
Original Data Set p = 0.113, Accept H0
Transformed Data Set p = 0.171, Accept H0
Table 6.10 presents the test summary of both datasets. This conrmed the test verdict.
From the table, with a CL = 95% (type-one error α = 0.05), there was no signicant stat-
istical evidence to reject the null hypothesis (H0). That is to say, there was no signicant
dierence between the mean TD rating of the baseline and evaluation scenario.
As the results showed, with a CL = 95%, the TD magnitude of load of the baseline
scenario was not signicantly dierent from that of the evaluation experiment. This
suggested that the TD required to perform the tasks was not signicantly dierent when
there was a low level of autonomy transparency in the system as compared to a system
with a high level of autonomy transparency, and in the context of this experiment, the
autonomy was referred to as the UAV’s autonomous navigation capability.
6.2.4 Performance
The performance (or perceived performance) data was tested to be normally distributed,
and along with the positive outcomes of the other assumptions for a parametric to be
performed.
The source of load data was intentionally left out in the analysis of this attribute as
it did not provide much relevance when analysing temporal demand in isolation. From
the outcomes of the assumptions testing presented in Appendix B, a parametric test to
compare the means was used.
Table 6.11: Summary table of parametric paired-sample test comparing the
mean perceived performance rating of the baseline and the
evaluation experiment
(α = 0.05, n = 42) Baseline & Evaluation Scenario
Two-Tailed p = 0.276, Accept H0
Table 6.11 presents the test summary of the dataset. At CL = 95% (type-one error α =
0.05), there was no signicant statistical evidence to reject the null hypothesis (H0). That
is to say, there was no signicant dierence between the mean perceived performance
rating of the baseline and evaluation scenario.
As the results showed, with a CL = 95% and a signicance value (p − value) of 0.276,
the perceived performance magnitude of load of the baseline scenario was not signic-
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antly dierent from that of the evaluation experiment. This suggested that the perceived
performance required to perform the tasks was not signicantly dierent when there was
a low level of autonomy transparency in the system as compared to a system with a high
level of autonomy transparency. In the context of this experiment, the autonomy was
referred to as the UAV’s autonomous navigation capability.
6.2.5 Eort
An analysis of the raw eort data set from the baseline scenario revealed that the dataset
was not normally distributed, while the data set collected from the evaluation experiment
was. Furthermore, a negative skew was presented which had contributed to the non-
normal distribution of the data. Hence, a square transformation was applied to correct the
data.. The transformed data presented a set of analysis which met the assumptions needed
to perform a parametric test of the means. As such, a Paired Sample T-Test was used.
The outcome from the test revealed that there was a signicant dierence between the
eort required to perform the tasks in the baseline scenario and that of the evaluation
experiment. From the outcomes assumptions testing presented in Appendix B, a paired
comparison of the means was conducted on the transform of the original data. The applic-
ation of the square transform of the data landed the data set to satisfy all the assumptions
of the T-Test.
Table 6.12: Summary table of paired sample test comparing the magnitude
of eort/load felt by the participants during the experiment
(α = 0.05, n = 42) Baseline & Evaluation Scenario
2-Tailed p = 0.032, Reject H0
1-Tailed x¯baseline > x¯evaluation, Reject H0
Table 6.12 presents the test summary of the parametric T-Test. From the table, with
a CL = 95% (type-one error α = 0.05), there was signicant statistical evidence to reject
the null hypothesis (H0). This means that there was a signicant dierence between the
mean eort required to perform the tasks in the baseline and the evaluation scenario.
Furthermore, the one-tailed test revealed that there were signicant statistical evidence to
reject the null hypothesis (H0), and accept that the eort required to perform the baseline
scenario tasks were signicantly higher than the eort required to perform the evaluation
scenario tasks.
The original data of the magnitude of eort required to perform the tasks presented to
be not normally distributed, hence a parametric test could not be carried out. As the test
descriptives revealed, the baseline scenario’s data set presented to be negatively skewed,
hence resulting in a non-normal distribution of data. A square transform was applied
to both sets of data to repair the data set, which was again retested for normality and
skewness.
Post transformation revealed that the new dataset had satised the normality tests nu-
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merically and graphically, as well as able to meet the remaining assumptions to enable an
accurate parametric testing of the means. Applying the parametric T-Test revealed that the
magnitude of the required eort in the baseline scenario was signicantly higher than the
eort required to perform the tasks in the evaluation scenario. And in the context of this
experiment, the transparency in the UAVs’ navigation autonomy contributed positively to
the operator’s eort to perform tasks.
6.2.6 Frustration
An initial set of the raw frustration level data revealed to be not normal with an acceptable
skewness. Due to the wide distribution and randomness of the data, no transforms could
be applied to sanitise the data set such that all the assumptions for conducting a parametric
test could be met. However, the assumptions of the non-parametric test of the means were
met, hence, the non-parametric test was used to evaluate the dataset.
The source of load data was intentionally left out as it did not provide much relevance
when analysing temporal demand in isolation. From the outcomes assumptions testing
presented in Appendix B, a non-parametric paired comparison of the means was conducted
and the conclusion was reached.
Table 6.13: Summary table of non-parametric Wilcoxon Signed-Rank test of
the frustration level dataset
(α = 0.05, n = 42) Baseline & Evaluation Scenario
Original Data Set p = 0.172, Accept H0
Table 6.13 presents the test summary of the frustration dataset. This conrmed the
test verdict. From the table, with a CL = 95% (type-one error α = 0.05), there was no
signicant statistical evidence to reject the null hypothesis (H0). That is to say, there was
no signicant dierence between the mean frustration level experienced by the participant
in the baseline and evaluation scenario.
As the results reected, the frustration magnitude of load of the baseline scenario was
not signicantly dierent from that of the evaluation scenario. This suggested that the
frustration felt during the scenarios did not vary signicantly when there was a low level
of autonomy transparency in the system as compared to a system with a high level of
autonomy transparency. In the context of this experiment, the autonomy was referred to
as the UAV’s autonomous navigation capability.
6.2.7 Combined Cognitive Workload
The combined CW denes the overall CW score by applying formula 5.1. The aim was to
compare the means of the combined CW score between the baseline and the evaluation
scenario.
An analysis of the raw dataset from both scenarios revealed a negative skew (Table
B.11), which was corrected using a square transformation. The set of transformed data
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was analysed and revealed a set of outlier data points (Table B.12), which was removed
for further analysis. From the outcomes assumptions testing presented in Appendix B,
a paired comparison of the means was conducted on the transform of the original data,
which presented to be negative skewed. The application of the square transform of the
data followed by the removal of a pair of outliers landed the dataset to satisfy all the
assumptions of the T-Test.
Table 6.14: Summary table of paired sample test comparing the combined
CW felt by the participants during the experiment
(α = 0.05, n = 42) Baseline & Evaluation Scenario
2-Tailed p = 0.033, Reject H0
1-Tailed x¯baseline > x¯evaluation, Reject H0
Table 6.14 presents the test summary of the parametric T-Test. From the table, with a
CL = 95% (type-one error α = 0.05), there was a signicant statistical evidence to reject
the null hypothesis (H0). That is to say, there was a signicant dierence between the
mean combined CW rating of the baseline and evaluation scenario.
The further investigation using a one-tailed test revealed that at CL = 95%, there was
signicant statistical evidence to rejectH0. That is to say, the combined CW of the baseline
scenario was greater than that of the evaluation scenario.
As the results showed, the combined CW of the baseline scenario was signicantly
higher than the evaluation experiment. This suggested that the combined CW was signi-
cantly higher when there was a low level of autonomy transparency in the system when
compared to a system with a high level of autonomy transparency. In the context of this
experiment, the autonomy was referred to as the UAV’s autonomous navigation capability.
6.2.8 Analysis Summary
This section presents the in depth analysis of the six attributes that form CW as dened
by Hart et al.. The six attributes were analysed individually and as a group to illustrate
the dierences in the participant CW when the interface conguration included the UAV’s
autonomy status versus the conguration where they were absent.
Table 6.15 presents a summarised table of all the statistics along with specic details
and outcomes, where desirable denotes that the magnitude of load was greater during the
baseline experiment.
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Table 6.15: A summary of the results obtained from the testing of the mean
CW (σ = 0.365) between the opaque navigation autonomy and
the transparent navigation autonomy interface configurations.
α = 0.05 Outcome x¯baseline x¯evaluation
Mental Demand No Dierent (p = 0.263) 13.31 (σ = 3.5) 12.69 (σ = 3.9)
Physical Demand No Dierent (p = 0.931) 4.548 (σ = 4.0) 4.768 (σ = 4.1)
Temporal Demand No Dierent (p = 0.113) 11.33 (σ = 4.6) 10.4 (σ = 5.1)
Performance No Dierent (p = 0.276) 9.0 (σ = 2.8) 8.33 (σ = 3.8)
Eort Desirable (p = 0.032) 13.31 (σ = 4.0) 12.69 (σ = 4.4)
Frustration No Dierent (p = 0.172) 7.83 (σ = 4.8) 7.1 (σ = 5.0)
Combined CW Desirable (p = 0.033) 55.86 (σ = 14) 51.95 (σ = 15)
Evidently from Table 6.15, the ability for the participant to visualise the UAV’s naviga-
tion autonomy, presented in a graphical form, is signicantly reduced the operator’s eort
requirement and the overall CW levels. On close inspection of the results, although the
remaining attributes were not tested to have signicant statistical evidence, the direction
of the mean magnitude of loads indicated that the loads were mostly higher in interface
conguration where the UAVs’ navigation autonomy were not graphically illustrated to
the participants.
6.3 Result & Analysis: Situation Awareness
The SA results obtained from the experiment showed positive outcome towards the scen-
ario with a higher degree of automation transparency. This reected the scenario which
the participants had greater information about their assets’ navigation autonomy resulted
in a greater operator SA.
This section presented the statistical tests from the experiment in three directions; the
Level 1 SA, the Level 2 SA, and the overall SA. The results were recorded as a percentage
of the correct responses. The hypothesis for the two-tailed test states:
• H0: There was no signicant statistical dierence between the mean SA between
the scenarios
• Ha: There was a signicant statistical dierence between the mean SA between the
scenarios
The hypothesis for the one-tailed test states:
• H0: Mean SA in the baseline scenario is higher than evaluation scenario
• Ha: Mean SA in the baseline scenario is not higher than evaluation scenario
6.3.1 Level 1 SA
Level 1 SA was described as the perception of environmental elements with respect to time or
space [76], or the subject’s perception of the situation. In the context of this experiment,
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the perception was the participant’s awareness of the mission situation and the asset’s
navigation capability.
Analysis focused on the responses to the questions that were designed to be assessing
the participant’s perception of the situation in percentage.
The assumptions testing process is presented in Appendix B, and the outcome suggests
that a Wilcoxon Signed-Rank Test is to be used for analysis. The assumptions of the test are
the same as the parametric test assumptions with the removal of the normality distribution
requirement. Hence,H0 of the variance was accepted and the remaining assumptions were
also met, the paired comparison of the means was conducted. The summarised outcome
is presented in Table 6.16.
Table 6.16: Summary table of paired sample comparing the Level 1 SA of the
baseline and the evaluation scenario using the Wilcoxon Signed-
Rank Test
(α = 0.05, n = 42) Baseline & Evaluation Scenario
2-Tailed p = 0.086, Accept H0
As presented in Table6.16, there was no signicant dierence in the participant’s mean
Level 1 SA between the baseline and evaluation scenario. The participants experienced
similar levels of situational perception when there were a greater level of autonomy trans-
parency compared to lower levels of transparency.
The SA data collected for the participants Level 1 SA could not be analysed using a
parametric test due to the assumption of normality which could not be met. Hence, the
non-parametric hypothesis testing of means, the Wilcoxon Signed-Rank test, was used.
The collected level 1 SA data revealed that at CL = 95%, there was no signicant dierence
between the level of perception in a scenario where the UAVs’ autonomy transparency
were greater or lesser.
6.3.2 Level 2 SA
Level 2 SA was described as the comprehension of environmental elements with respect to
time or space [76], or the subject’s understanding of the situation after they had perceived
the event. In the context of this experiment, the comprehension was the participant’s
understanding of the mission situation and the asset’s navigation capability.
Analysis focused on the responses of the questions that were designed to be assessing
the participant’s comprehension of the situation in percentage.
The assumptions testing process is presented in Appendix B, and the outcome sugges-
ted that the Wilcoxon Signed-Rank Test is to be used to perform the hypothesis testing of
the means. The assumptions of the test was the same as the parametric test assumptions
with the removal of the normality distribution requirement. Hence, theH0 of the variance
was accepted and the remaining assumptions were also met, the paired comparison of the
means was conducted, and the summarised outcome was presented in Table 6.17.
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Table 6.17: Summary table of paired sample comparing the (square-root)
transformed the Level 2 SA data of the baseline and the eval-
uation scenario using the Wilcoxon Signed-Rank Test
(α = 0.05, n = 42) Baseline & Evaluation Scenario
2-Tailed p < 0.001, Reject H0
1-Tailed x¯baseline < x¯evaluation, Reject H0
As presented in Table6.17, there was a signicant statistical dierence in the parti-
cipant’s mean SA between the baseline and evaluation scenario. The one-tailed test also
revealed that the subject’s mean Level 2 SA was lower in the baseline scenario than the
evaluation scenario. That is to say, the participants experienced a higher level of situation
comprehension when there were a greater level of autonomy transparency. This result
conrmed the initial testing hypothesis.
The SA data collected for the participant’s Level 2 SA could not be analysed using a
parametric test due to the assumption of normality and homogeneity of variances could
not be met. Hence, a variance-stabilising, square-root transform was performed on the
data set, resulting the homogeneity of variance assumption to be met, and was able to
perform a non-parametric hypothesis testing of the means on the transformed data.
Through the application of the the non-parametric Wilcoxon Signed-Rank test, the
transformed Level 2 SA data revealed that at CL = 95%, there was a signicant improvement
in the participant’s level of comprehension of the scenario where the UAVs’ autonomy
transparency was higher when compared with the scenario where the transparency was
lower.
6.3.3 Combined SA
The hypothesis was that the overall SA increased along with an increase in the autonomy
transparency. This was observed through the analysis of the combined SA of Level 1 and
2.
The raw data presented initially was not able to satisfy the assumptions of the para-
metric test, where normality in the distribution was not present with baseline scenario’s
result being slightly negatively skewed. The application of a square transform was used
to rectify the skewness, which consequently addressed the distribution, on the other side,
the similar variance assumption was sabotaged. Hence, a parametric and a non-parametric
test was used to compare the sample means; the non-transformed data was used for the
parametric test, while the square-transformed data was used for the non-parametric test.
The results of both tests revealed that the combined SA possessed by the participant
during the scenario with a greater autonomy transparency was signicantly higher than
that of the lower autonomy. This section discussed the process and details of the analysis.
Given that only the homogeneity of variance assumption (presented in Appendix B)
was not met, a parametric test was still carried out. Two pairs of comparisons of the
means were conducted, and the summarised outcome is presented in Table 6.18 based on
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the following two sets of hypotheses.
Table 6.18: Summary table of paired sample test comparing the combined
SA of the baseline and the evaluation scenario
(α = 0.05, n = 42) Baseline & Evaluation Scenario
2-Tailed p < 0.001, Reject H0
1-Tailed x¯baseline < x¯evaluation, Reject H0
As presented in Table6.18, there was a signicant dierence in the participant’s mean
SA between the baseline and evaluation scenario. The one-tailed test also revealed that the
subject’s mean SA was lower in the baseline scenario than the evaluation scenario. That is
to say, the participants experienced a higher level of SA when there were a greater level of
autonomy transparency. This result conrmed the initial testing hypothesis. Furthermore,
a non-parametric paired comparison test was also conducted.
The application of the non-parametric Wilcoxon Signed-Rank test assumed: The de-
pendent variables of the data set must be continuous, The independent variables of the
data set must be categorically collected, and The data set must have similar variances. The
square root transformed data were able to satised all three assumptions. Hence, this test
could be carried out reliably.
Two pairs of comparison of the means were conducted. The summarised outcome is
presented in Table 6.19.
Table 6.19: Summary table of Wilcoxon Signed-Rank test comparing the
square-root transformed combined SA of the baseline and the
evaluation scenario
(α = 0.05, n = 42) Baseline & Evaluation Scenario
2-Tailed p < 0.001, Reject H0
1-Tailed x¯baseline < x¯evaluation, Reject H0
As presented in Table 6.19, there was a signicant dierence in the participant’s mean
SA between the baseline and evaluation scenario, and the one-tailed test also revealed that
the subject’s mean SA was lower in the baseline scenario than the evaluation scenario.
That is to say, the participants experienced a higher level of SA when there were a greater
level of autonomy transparency. This result, along with the parametric test result, both
conrmed the initial testing hypothesis.
Two statistical tests were used to analyse the dierences in the mean SA between
the baseline and the evaluation experiment: a parametric, and a non-parametric. The
parametric test was used after its assumptions were assessed and determined that only
three of the four assumptions were met with the removal of an outlier. Although the
reliability of the test results were reduced, it still gave an acceptable indication of the
comparison. Furthermore, by the application of the square-root transformation on the
data set, the assumptions of the non-parametric test were met, hence, the transformed
mean SA data were also analysed with a greater reliability.
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As presented in Tables 6.18 and 6.19, the signicance values (p − value) of less than
0.001 revealed that the mean SA were lower in the baseline scenario when compared to
the mean SA in the evaluation experiment. This meant that the participants experienced
a higher level of SA in the scenario with a greater level of autonomy transparency. This
also conrmed with the author’s initial hypothesis for testing.
6.4 Discussion & Conclusion
The cognitive measures (CW and SA) were hypothesised to increase with an increase in
autonomy transparency. This hypothesis was tested through two comparative scenarios:
The baseline scenario established a cognitive performance benchmark where autonomy
was opaque, and the evaluation scenario, where autonomy was transparent.
The functional subsystem that was used for testing was the UAVs’ navigation capability,
which was responsible for the reactive replanning of the ight path to mitigate threats
detected by the UAV. Two forms of threats were scripted: A low UAV fuel level, and a
hazardous cloud. The low fuel level warning alerts and informs the operator that the UAV
was no longer capable of completing the current task with the current amount. Hence,
refuelling was required. The hazardous cloud could cause the UAV to be destroyed and
removed from the mission upon intersection.
During the scenario with the UAV’s functional autonomy opaque to the participants,
the UAVs’ ight paths were not visually presented. During the scenario with the UAV’s
functional autonomy set to transparent, the ight path were presented as illustrated in
Figure 4.2. The dierences in cognitive performance of the pair of scenarios were analysed
at CL = 95%. CW was analysed in six separate dimensions and one combined dimension.
The six dimensions include: Mental demand, physical demand, temporal demand, per-
formance, eort and frustration. The combined dimension included the results from the
individual dimensions with each specic weight used to normalise the nal score. SA was
dened with three levels: Perception, comprehension, and projection. This experiment
captured the perception and comprehension stages of an operator’s SA and the analysis
included a comparison of the participants’ perceptional awareness, and their comprehen-
sional awareness. A combined SA was also analysed where both levels of awareness were
combined.
The results showed an improvement in the CW and SA scores as illustrated in Table
6.20.
Paired Sample T-Tests were conducted to compare the CW and SA of a human operator
managing multiple UAVs in opaque navigation autonomy transparency and transparent
navigation autonomy information conditions. There was a signicant reduction in op-
erator CW (x¯ = 55.86%, σ = 15) and increased SA (x¯ = 0.518, σ = 0.299) in the
transparent navigation autonomy information congurations and opaque transparency
( ¯xCW = 59.95%, σCW = 16, ¯xSA = 0.171, σSA = 0.157) conditions: N = 42,
pCW = 0.033, pSA < 0.001.
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Table 6.20: Summary of the cognitive performances
p− value Verdict
CW
Mental Demand p = 0.263 No Dierent
Physical Demand p = 0.931 No Dierent
Temporal Demand p = 0.171 No Dierent
Performace p = 0.276 No Dierent
Eort p = 0.032 Improved
Frustration p = 0.172 No Dierent
Combined p = 0.033 Improved
SA
Level 1 p = 0.086 No Dierent
Level 2 p < 0.001 Improved
Combined p < 0.001 Improved
The results and analysis presented in this chapter suggest that by visually representing
the machine agent’s objectives in confrontational circumstances; which implicitly suggests
its functional autonomy capability, the human agent teammate was able to experience a
reduction in CW and an increase in SA. Hence, Contribution 2 and Research Question 2
is addressed. Chapter 7 further explores the eect of increasing autonomy transparency
in all functional subsystem’s autonomy capabilities of the machine agents - applying the
basic principle of natural language dialogue, and representing autonomy status through a
text-based dialogue exchange system.
CHAPTER 7
Experiment 3: Complete Autonomy
Transparency
The aim of this experiment is to verify the eect of communicating the UAV agents’ func-
tional and autonomy capabilities to the human operators, in order to increase autonomy
transparency. Details of this experiment overview, design, and methodology is presented
in Chapter 4. The rest of this chapter presents the specic testing scenario specications
and a detailed analysis of the collected Cognitive Workload (CW), Situation Awareness
(SA), Automation Trust (Trust), and the three objective performances measures - Initial
Reaction Time (IRT), the Event Reaction Time (ERT) and the number of Items Of Interest
(IOIs) found.
7.1 Scenario Description
The scenario describes that a number of distress signals were received from the region
and a team of four rotory-winged UAVs were required to deploy to that area and conduct
identication searches of the expected targets. Each was dierentiated by a separate
colour: (B)lue, (G)reen, (R)ed, and (Y)ellow. Research had shown that the use of colour
can emphasize the logical information organisation [80], and is very useful to dierentiate
components in an information-rich interface [87].
There were four discrete locations during each scenario, each UAV was assigned to
search one location.
There was a baseline scenario which established the human operator’s performance
with the absence of autonomy information transparency. An evaluation scenario to assess
the operator’s performance with autonomy transparency in a form of text-based mixed-
initiative dialogue followed.
During the scenarios, each UAV performed at dierent LOA for each mode-of -
operation. They were deployed in transit mode initially, and depending on the scenario’s
specic events, it could enter dierent modes-of-operation with a shift in LOA. Further-
more, the dierent number of IOIs and decoys between each scenario is intentional in
order to promote mission realism and unpredictability.
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Figure 7.1: Transit Mode Autonomy Spectrum
7.1.1 Tasks, Objectives and Modes-Of-Operations
The primary objectives for the participants were to supervise the UAVs to their designated
search location and to perform the search activity to “rescue” as many IOIs as possible.
To achieve this, three mode-of-operations were dened: Mode 1 Transit, Mode 2 Hazard
Avoidance, and Mode 3 Search.
Mode 1: Transit
The Transit Mode is the most commonly used throughout the experiment. The UAVs were
required to move from one location to the next. This mode included several scenarios that
the UAVs may experience and are required to address.
• Survey: The agent (human or UAV) constantly observed for any events that may
interrupt the transiting safety of the UAVs. This included potential collisions with
other UAVs or terrains, or other expected state proles (altitude and speed)
• State-Adjustment: Determined the nature of the hazard and its eects
• Evade: The type of evasive action that was to be used in this situation was decided
and prepared for execution
• Locomotion: The evasive action was carried out by an agent in a form of loco-
motion, where the UAV should be able to be separated from the hazard
Several autonomy levels were assigned to each of the steps as illustrated in Figure 7.1.
Mode 2: Hazard Avoidance
The hazard avoidance mode would trigger when the UAV encountered some perturbation
events such as hazardous clouds which could have dire consequences. The steps below
describe the progression of this mode.
• Identify: Identies the location and its relation to the UAV
• Consequence: Determines the consequences of the UAV as it confronts the hazard
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Figure 7.2: Complex Hazard Autonomy Spectrum
Figure 7.3: Item of Interest Searching Mode Autonomy Spectrum
• Evasion: Decides on the evasive measure for the hazard, i.e. how to best overcome
the problem
• Locomotion: Commanded the UAV to execute the decided evasive action for the
particular hazard.
Figure 7.2 illustrates the autonomy spectrum layout for the complex hazard mode
Mode 3: Search
The search mode took place when the UAV entered its specic search area. When the area
was reached, each UAV entered this mode with the following steps.
• Scan: When specied search area was entered, the agent scans for items of interest
(IOI) to pick up on items from the background
• Identify: Mentally identies and distinguishes IOIs from decoy objects, as IOI were
items that need to be selected and conrmed
• Selection: The agent initiates a selection of the IOI identied in the previous step
• Conrmation: Checks/conrms that the selection was indeed correctly initiated
Figure 7.3 illustrates the autonomy spectrum layout for the search mode.
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Figure 7.4: Graphical illustration of the baseline scenario layout (planned
and produced through Google Earth)
7.1.2 Baseline Scenario (Opaque Autonomy Capability)
The purpose of the baseline scenario was to establish a benchmark result of a participant’s
performance with no autonomy transparency. This meant that regardless of the cong-
urations of the autonomy capabilities in each mode-of-operation, the participant received
no visual or textual cue about the UAV’s capabilities.
The approximate experiment layout was illustrated in Figure 7.4. This gure illustrates
four search zones, denoted by groups of yellow concentric circles. Each coloured aircraft
icon denoted its corresponding UAVs. Two solid regions in the centre denote hazardous
zones.
UAV Autonomy Spectrum
The UAVs’ autonomy spectrum and associated events are illustrated in Table 7.1. The
autonomy spectrum for each UAV was designed according to the combination of possible
congurations for each mode as illustrated in Section 7.1.1.
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Table 7.1: Autonomy spectrum configuration and associated perturbation
events for the baseline scenario
Modes of Operation UAVBlue UAVGreen UAVRed UAVYellow
Transit Mode ½-¼-¸-¿ ½-Ł-Ł-¿ ½-¼-¶-¶ ½-¼-¸-¿
Hazard Avoidance ¼-¸-º-¶ ¸-¸-º-¼ ¼-¸-º-¿ ¸-¶-¶-¶
Search Mode ¿-¶-¶-¶ ¶-¶-¶-¶ ¿-¸-»-¶ ¿-¸-¶-¶
Pert. Events Low Fuel Hazard Cloud - Hazard Cloud
Table 7.2: Experiment 3 Baseline scenario LOA and LOD (at the commence-
ment of the trial) configuration table for each UAV to achieve each
UAV’s equivalent mode-of-operation
LOA LOD
Subsystem Health Nav States Payload Health Nav States Payload
UAV Blue HA PA PA LA HL LL ML LL
UAV Green HA HA PA LA LL LL ML ML
UAVRed HA LA HA PA HL ML HL ML
UAV Y ellow HA LA LA LA ML ML ML LL
UAV Functional Capability Specification
The LOA and LOD conguration to achieve the desired modes of operation for each UAV
are illustrated in Table 7.2. The functional subsystems of the UAVs include (from left to
right of the table) health monitoring, navigation capability, autopilot/state autonomy, and
payload operations. Three levels of LOA and LOD were applied: High LOA/LOD (HA/HL),
Medium LOA/LOD (MA/ML), and Low LOA/LOD (LA/LL). The designated LOAs were not
available for change by the participant, while the LOD could be changed as desired by the
participant.
Designated Search Area Specification
Each UAV received a designated search area, and each search area contained a dierent
number of decoy items and IOIs to be found. Table 7.3 presents the central coordinates of
these search areas, the number of decoys deployed, the amount of IOIs to be found, and
the required speed of the respective UAVs upon arrival to the search areas.
Table 7.3: Experiment 3 Baseline Scenario Search Area Specification
Coordinates (lat, lon) Decoys IOIs Speed
UAV Blue Z1 (44.487313, 6.273086) 4 8 300
UAV Green Z2 (44.489409, 6.334134) 3 8 290
UAVRed Z4 (44.474535, 6.337805) 3 10 340
UAV Y ellow Z3 (44.457197, 6.282938) 6 10 340
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Table 7.4: Experiment 3 Baseline Scenario Perturbation Event Specification
Type Coordinate (Lat, Lon) Severity Rotated Angle
UAV Blue Fuel
Fuel Zone (44.469491,
6.266316) 100% Loss onfuel
starvation
N/A
Fuel Zone (44.453889,
6.324341)
UAV Green Cloud
Cloud (44.474799,
6.300654)
50% Chance
of Loss on
Contact
50º Clockwise
UAVRed None N/A N/A N/A
UAV Y ellow Cloud
Cloud (44.463347,
6.321352)
100% Chance
of Loss on
Contact
100º Clockwise
Perturbation Event and Environmental Specification
A summary of the perturbation events seen in the baseline scenario are presented in Table
7.4. In this scenario, UAVRed did not experience any perturbation events, while UAVBlue
encountered a low fuel status and UAVGreen and UAVY ellow confronted a hazardous
cloud, which had a potential asset loss percentage of 50% and 100% respectively.
There were three perturbation events outlined in Table 7.4 which applied to UAVBlue,
UAVGreen and UAVY ellow.
UAVBlue had a low fuel status early in the session and a moderately high autonomy
in its transit and hazard avoidance modes-of-operation. This was reected through an
autonomous ight path regeneration which operated under the Management By Consent
(MBC) paradigm (ight path options were available for the human agent’s manual selec-
tion), as opposed to the Management By Exception paradigm which required the human
agent to interject the machine agent’s decision and execution if necessary, usually seen in
systems with higher LOAs.
UAVGreen experienced a hazardous cloud which had a 50% possibility to cause UAV
failure if it attempted to go through the cloud. UAVGreen also had a moderate LOA for
its hazardous avoidance mode-of-operation. This also operated under the MBC paradigm.
The UAV was able to propose new ight paths nearing encounter with the hazardous cloud
which required the participant to notice the proposals and make a suitable selection.
UAVY ellow also experienced a hazardous cloud. However, this cloud had a 100% UAV
failure rate. This meant that the UAV would be rendered inoperable upon encounter with
the cloud. UAVY ellow had a low autonomy in its hazard avoidance mode of operation,
which meant that a high level of manual intervention by the human agent was required.
In the context of the situation, the participant was required to manually steer the UAV
away from the hazard and proceeded en-course manually.
In this (baseline) scenario, a lack of any form of communication was available to notify
or alert the participant of the UAVs’ autonomy or capability, all participant interactions
and management were initiated based on the participant’s observation of the system’s
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Figure 7.5: Graphical illustration of the evaluation scenario layout (planned
and produced through Google Earth)
behaviour.
7.1.3 Evaluation Scenario (Transparent Autonomy Capability)
The purpose of the evaluation trial was to assess the mission operator’s performance
in comparison with the baseline trial results. The varying factor was the automation
transparency feedback.
The increase of the system and UAVs’ autonomy transparency was implemented
through the communication of the system’s autonomy capability and situational status to
the participants through a simple textual form of mixed-initiative dialogue.
The approximate experiment layout was illustrated in Figure 7.5. The type of elements
inside this conguration were the same as the baseline scenario; where the dierences lay
in the the positions of these elements. The coordinates of the search zones (Z1 to Z2), as
well as the detail specications of the perturbation events are described in this section.
UAV Autonomy Spectrum
Table 7.5 presents the autonomy spectrum conguration of the evaluation scenario. The
autonomy spectrum for each UAV was designed according to the combination of possible
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Table 7.5: Autonomy spectrum configuration and associated perturbation
events for the evaluation scenario
Modes of Operation UAVBlue UAVGreen UAVRed UAVYellow
Transit Mode ½-Ł-¸-¶ ½-¼-¸-¿ ½-Ł-¼-¿ ½-¼-¸-¶
Hazard Avoidance ¼-¸-º-¼ ¼-¸-º-¿ ¸-¸-º-¿ ¸-¸-º-¼
Search Mode ¿-¸-»-¶ ¿-¸-¶-¶ ¿-¸-»-¶ ¿-¸-»-¿
Pert. Events (S)(C) - (C) (S)(F)
Table 7.6: Experiment 3 Evaluation scenario LOA and LOD (at the com-
mencement of the trial) configuration table for each UAV to
achieve each UAV’s equivalent mode-of-operation
LOA LOD
Subsystem Health Nav States Payload Health Nav States Payload
UAV Blue HA PA HA LA HL LL ML LL
UAV Green LA HA HA LA LL LL ML ML
UAVRed HA PA PA PA HL LL ML ML
UAV Y ellow HA PA LA HA ML HL ML LL
congurations for each mode as illustrated in Section 7.1.1.
UAV Functional Capability Specification
The LOA and LOD conguration to achieve the desired modes of operation for each UAV
are illustrated in Table 7.6. The functional subsystems of the UAVs included (from left to
right of the table) health monitoring, navigation capability, autopilot/state autonomy, and
payload operations. Three levels of LOA and LOD were applied: High LOA/LOD (HA/HL),
Medium LOA/LOD (MA/ML), and Low LOA/LOD (LA/LL).
The designated LOAs were not available for change by the participant, while the LOD
could be changed as desired by the participant.
Designated Search Area Specification
Each UAV received a designated search area, and each search area contained a dierent
number of decoy items and IOIs to be found. Table 7.7 presents the central coordinates of
these search areas, the amount of decoys deployed, the amount of IOIs to be found, and
the required speed of the respective UAVs upon arrival to the search areas.
Table 7.7: Experiment 3 Evaluation Scenario Search Area Specification
Coordinates (lat, lon) Decoys IOIs Speed
UAV Blue Z1 (44.477578, 6.270476) 5 7 500
UAV Green Z4 (44.484674, 6.301303) 2 7 450
UAVRed Z3 (44.489693, 6.342926) 3 9 420
UAV Y ellow Z2 (44.463575, 6.338638) 3 8 480
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Table 7.8: Experiment 3 Baseline Scenario Perturbation Event Specification
Type Coordinate (Lat, Lon) Severity Rotated Angle
UAV Blue Cloud
Cloud (44.477666,
6.342978)
100% of Loss
on Contact 45º Clockwise
UAV Green N/A N/A N/A N/A
UAVRed Cloud
Cloud (44.461244,
6.291291)
100% of Loss
on Contact 60º Clockwise
UAV Y ellow Fuel
Refuel Zone (44.457524,
6.337058)
100% Loss on
fuel
starvation
N/A
Perturbation Event and Environmental Specification
A summary of the perturbation events seen in the evaluation scenario are presented in
Table 7.8. In this scenario, UAVGreen did not experience any perturbation events, while
UAVY ellow encountered a low fuel status and UAVBlue and UAVRed confronted a haz-
ardous cloud, which had a potential asset loss percentage of 100%, that is, UAV failure was
imminent if the UAV had own into the cloud.
There are three perturbation events outlined in Table 7.8 which applied to UAVBlue,
UAVRed and UAVY ellow.
UAVY ellow experienced a low fuel event in this scenario. This UAV had a moderately
high autonomy in its transit and hazard avoidance modes-of-operation. In the experiment,
this was reected through an autonomous ight path regeneration which operated under
the MBC paradigm.
UAVBlue experienced a hazardous cloud which had a 100% UAV failure rate if it at-
tempted to go through the cloud. This UAV also had a moderate to high LOA for its hazard
avoidance mode of operation, which meant that it operated under the MBC paradigm. The
UAV was able to propose new ight paths nearing the encounter with the hazardous cloud
which required the participant to notice the proposals and make a suitable selection.
UAVRed had also experienced a hazardous cloud with 100% UAV failure rate. This UAV
had a moderate decision-making autonomy and a high post-action capability as illustrated
in Table 7.5. This represented an MBC management paradigm during the stage where a
decision was required to be made on the evasive action to the hazard (decision selection
was expected to be initiated by the human agent/participant), and a high autonomy to
carry out the action.
The interface of this evaluation scenario introduced the text-based communication
dialogue box (as illustrated in Figure 4.10), which represented each UAV’s autonomous
status model to the participants managing the mission. This representation provided an
increased transparency in the system’s autonomy capability, enabling the participants to
be able to perform the experiment without extensive needs to make assumptions about
the system’s behaviour.
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7.2 Result & Analysis: Cognitive Workload
The analysis of the CW for this experiment was similar to the previous experiments where
the magnitude of load of the six dimensions of CW were analysed separately. A combined
CW drew a synthesized outcome of the combination of the source of load (the weighing
of each attribute) and the magnitude of load (the rating of each attribute).
The analysis was done using the software package SPSS. All conclusions were drawn
based on a Condence Level (CL) = 95% (α = 0.05). The aim of the comparison was to
determine the dierences between the scenarios. Hence, statistical hypothesis tests were
used. The Paired Sample T-Test was used for the parametric testing while the Wilcoxon
Signed-Rank test was used as its non-parametric counterpart. The hypothese are dened
in Section 6.2, Chapter 6.
7.2.1 Mental Demand
An analysis of the raw Mental Demand (MD) dataset from both scenarios revealed a non-
normal distribution (Table C.1 Appendix C) in the baseline data and a normal distribution
in the evaluation data. The baseline data could not satisfy the assumptions for the use of
a parametric comparison of the means test, while the evaluation data could. Furthermore,
there were no appropriate transformations that could be simultaneously applied to both
data sets while ensuring that they both were able to still meet the assumptions, hence, a
non-parametric test was used.
The outcome from the test revealed that the participants felt signicantly greater MD in
the baseline scenario, where there were limited autonomy transparencies about the UAVs’
modes-of-operation, as compared to the evaluation scenario where the autonomy were
communicated to the participants in real time. From the assumptions testing presented in
Appendix C, a paired comparison of the means was conducted on the original data using
the non-parametric test.
Table 7.9: Summary table of the Wilcoxon Signed-Rank test comparing the
magnitude of mental demand/load felt by the participants during
the experiment
(α = 0.05, n = 43) Baseline & Evaluation Scenario
2-Tailed p = 0.043, Reject H0
1-Tailed ¯xBaseline > x¯Evaluation, Reject H0
Table 7.9 presents the test summary of the comparison. From the table, there was
signicant statistical evidence to reject the null hypothesis (H0). That is to say, there was
a signicant dierence between the mean MD of the baseline and evaluation scenario.
On further evaluation using the one-tailed test, H0 was again rejected as the participants
exhibited greater reported MD in the baseline scenario where minimal UAVs’ autonomy
was communicated to the human agent.
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The descriptive statistics of the magnitude of MD of the baseline and the evaluation
scenario presented in Table C.1 Appendix C reveal that the baseline MD data was not
normally distributed while the evaluation MD data was, therefore, a transformation could
not be carried out while ensuring that both sets of data still presented a normal distribution,
hence, the parametric test assumptions could not all be satised. While the normality
assumption could not be satised, the remaining assumptions could. Therefore, a non-
parametric test was used to analyse the dierences in the means.
Applying the non-parametric test revealed that the magnitude of the MD results of the
baseline scenario was signicantly higher than the evaluation scenario.
7.2.2 Physical Demand
An analysis of the raw Physical Demand (PD) data set from both scenarios revealed a pos-
itive skew, which would normally be corrected using a logarithmic or root transformation.
However, due to a number of sample points being zero, no transformation could be applied.
Since the normality assumption was not met, the non-parametric test was used.
The outcome of the non-parametric test revealed that there were insignicant stat-
istical dierences between the PD experienced by the participants when comparing the
evaluation scenario to the baseline scenario.
Given the assumptions testing presented in Appendix C, a paired comparison of the
means was conducted on the PD data using the non-parametric test.
Table 7.10: Summary table of the Wilcoxon Signed-Rank test comparing the
magnitude of physical load felt by the participants during the
experiment
(α = 0.05, n = 36) Baseline & Evaluation Scenario
2-Tailed p = 0.208, Accept H0
Table 7.10 presented the test summary of the comparison. From the table, there were
no signicant statistical evidence to reject the null hypothesis (H0), meaning that there
was no signicant dierence between the mean PD experienced by the participants in the
baseline and evaluation scenarios.
The descriptive statistics of the magnitude of PD of the baseline and the evaluation
scenario presented in Table C.2 Appendix C reveal that the PD data of both scenarios were
was not normally distributed with a positive skew, and that a logrithmic/root transform-
ation would be necessary to adjust the data. This was not possible because as Figures
C.2 and C.3 (Appendix C) illustrate, there were a number of sample points that had the
value of zero (0), hence, correct calculation could not be carried out on those data. Since
the normality assumption could not be satised but the remaining assumptions could, a
non-parametric test was used to analyse the dierences in the means.
Applying the non-parametric test revealed that the magnitude of the PD results
between the scenarios did not dier. This suggested that the participants did not ex-
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perience signicant increased or decreased PD with an increase transparency of the UAVs’
autonomy.
7.2.3 Temporal Demand
An initial set of the raw Temporal Demand (TD) data revealed to be not normal with a
negative skew, to which a square transform was applied. After analysis, the distribution
of the transformed data still was not normally distributed. Hence, a non-parametric test
was used to evaluate the dataset. The source of load data was intentionally left out as it
did not provide much relevance when analysing temporal demand in isolation.
From the assumptions testing presented in Appendix C, a hypothesis testing of the
means was used and test was conducted on the transformed PD data using the parametric
test.
Table 7.11: Summary table of the paired-sample test comparing the mag-
nitude of temporal load (square-transformed) felt by the parti-
cipants during the experiment
(α = 0.05, n = 36) Baseline & Evaluation Scenario
2-Tailed p = 0.518, Accept H0
Table 7.11 presented the test summary of the comparison. From the table, there was
no signicant statistical evidence to reject the null hypothesis (H0), meaning that there
was no signicant dierence between the mean TD experienced by the participants in the
baseline and evaluation scenario.
Table C.3 presented the descriptive statistics of the magnitude of TD of the baseline
and the evaluation scenario. The statistics revealed that the PD data of both scenarios
were was not normally distributed with a negative skew. Hence, a squared transform was
applied.
The transformed datasets were able to satisfy the assumptions of the parametric test as
presented in Table C.4. Hence, the Paired Sample T-Test was used.
The T-Test revealed that the magnitude of the TD between the scenarios did not dier
signicantly. This suggested that the participants did not experience signicant increased
or decreased TD with an increase transparency of the UAVs’ autonomy.
7.2.4 Performance
The performance (or perceived performance) data was tested to be normally distributed,
and along with the positive outcomes of the other assumptions for a parametric, Paired
Sample T-Test was used to analyse the means. The source of load data was intentionally
left out as it did not provide much relevance when analysing temporal demand in isolation.
From the assumptions testing presented in Appendix C, a paired-sample parametric
test was conducted on the operators’ perceived performance data.
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Table 7.12: Summary table of the paired-sample test comparing the parti-
cipants’ perceived performance results
(α = 0.05, n = 36) Baseline & Evaluation Scenario
2-Tailed p = 0.06, Accept H0
Table 7.12 presents the test summary of the comparison. From the table, there was
no signicant statistical evidence to reject the null hypothesis (H0). Hence, there was
no signicant dierence between the mean performance perceived by the participants
during the baseline and evaluation scenario and hence no performance degradation could
be determined.
The descriptive statistics of the participant’s perceived performance during the baseline
and the evaluation scenario presented in Table C.5 Appendix C illustrate that the raw
data of both scenarios were sterile. Therefore, no manipulation was required to meet the
assumptions for the parametric test. For this reason, a Paired Sampel T-Test was used
for analysis. Applying the test revealed that there were no signicant dierences in the
participants’ perceived performances between the opaque and the transparency autonomy
congurations.
7.2.5 Eort
The outcome of the test revealed that there was a signicant dierence between the eort
required to perform the tasks in the baseline scenario than that of the evaluation exper-
iment. From the assumptions testing presented in Appendix C, a parametric T-Test was
conducted on the original data.
Table 7.13: Summary table of the T-Test comparing the magnitude of eort
felt by the participants during the experiment
(α = 0.05, n = 35) Baseline & Evaluation Scenario
2-Tailed p = 0.046, Reject H0
1-Tailed ¯xBaseline > x¯Evaluation, Reject H0
Table 7.13 presents the test summary of the comparison. From the table, there was a
signicant statistical evidence to reject the null hypothesis (H0). That is to say, there was
a signicant dierence between the participant’s perceived eort required to perform the
mission described by the baseline and evaluation scenario. On further evaluation using the
one-tailed test, H0was again rejected as the participants exhibited greater reported eort
to perform the test was required in the baseline scenario where minimal UAVs’ autonomy
was communicated to the human operator.
7.2.6 Frustration
An initial set of the raw frustration level data revealed to be not normal with an acceptable
skewness. Due to the wide distribution and randomness of the data, no transforms could
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be applied to sanitise the data set such that all the assumptions for conducting a parametric
test could be met. However, the assumptions of the non-parametric test of the means were
met, hence, the non-parametric test was used to evaluate the data set.
The source of load data was intentionally left out as it did not provide much relevance
when analysing temporal demand in isolation.
From the assumptions testing presented in Appendix C, a non-parametric test of the
means was conducted on the original data.
Table 7.14: Summary table of the Wilcoxon Signed-Rank test comparing
the magnitude of frustration felt by the participants during the
experiment
(α = 0.05, n = 36) Baseline & Evaluation Scenario
2-Tailed p = 0.704, Accept H0
Table 7.14 presented the test summary of the comparison. From the table, there was
no signicant statistical evidence to reject the null hypothesis (H0). That is to say, there
was not much statistical dierence between the mean participant frustration level from a
test conguration where there were limited autonomy transparency to one there was an
increased transparency.
7.2.7 Combined Cognitive Workload
The combined CW dened the overall CW score by applying formula 5.1. The aim was to
compare the means of the combined CW score between the baseline and the evaluation
scenario.
An analysis of the raw combined CW data from both scenarios revealed negative skews
(Table C.9 Appendix C) and three signicant outliers. The outliers were removed for the
further analysis. The set of transformed data was analysed which revealed a set of outlier
data points (Table C.10 Appendix C), which was removed for further analysis.
From the assumptions testing presented in Appendix C, a paired comparison of the
means was conducted on the datasets where the three outliers were removed.
Table 7.15: Summary table of paired sample test comparing the combined
CW felt by the participants during the experiment
(α = 0.05, n = 42) Baseline & Evaluation Scenario
2-Tailed p = 0.022, Reject H0
1-Tailed ¯xBaseline > x¯Evaluation, Reject H0
Table 7.15 presented the test summary of the parametric T-Test. From the table, there
was signicant statistical evidence to reject the null hypothesis (H0). This means that
there was a signicant dierence between the mean combined CW rating of the baseline
and evaluation scenarios.
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The further investigation using a one-tailed test revealed that at CI = 95%, there was
signicant statistical evidence to rejectH0. That is to say, the combined CW of the baseline
scenario was greater than that of the evaluation scenario.
This suggested that the combined CW was signicantly higher in a system there the
UAVs’ autonomy capability were opaque from the participants, compared to a system
where the autonomy capabilities were communicated to the participants. Hence, being
transparent.
7.2.8 Analysis Summary
This section presented an in depth analysis of the six attributes that form CW as dened by
Hart et al.. The six attributes were analysed individually as well as together to illustrate the
dierences in the participant’s CW when the interface conguration included the UAV’s
autonomy status versus the conguration where they were absent. Table 7.16 presents
a summarised table of all the statistics along with specic details and outcomes, where
desirable denoted that the magnitude of load was greater during the baseline experiment.
Table 7.16: A summary of the results obtained from the testing of the
mean CW (σ = 0.365) between the opaque autonomy and the
transparent autonomy interface configurations.
CL=95%,α = 0.05 Outcome x¯baseline x¯evaluation
Mental Demand Desirable (p = 0.043) 16.65 (σ = 9.0) 13.64 (σ = 7.8)
Physical Demand No Dierent (p = 0.208) 5.361 (σ = 5.2) 6.222 (σ = 5.2)
Temporal Demand No Dierent (p = 0.518) 13.17 (σ = 4.2) 12.72 (σ = 4.4)
Performance No Dierent (p = 0.06) 10.97 (σ = 3.8) 9.89 (σ = 4.0)
Eort Desirable (p = 0.046) 13.17 (σ = 4.0) 12.19 (σ = 4.4)
Frustration No Dierent (p = 0.591) 10.53 (σ = 5.5) 9.86 (σ = 6.2)
Combined CW Desirable (p = 0.022) 67.06 (σ = 16.5) 61.94 (σ = 16.1)
Evidently from Table 7.16, the feature of autonomy transparency, presented in a style
of a natural language dialogue message-box, signicantly reduced the operator’s mental
demand levels, eort required, and the overall CW levels. On close inspection of the
results, although the remaining attributes were not tested to have signicant statistical
evidence, the direction of the mean magnitude of loads indicated that the loads were
generally higher in interface conguration where the UAVs’ autonomy capabilities were
not communicated to the participants, while the loads were lower in the conguration
where they were communicated.
7.3 Result & Analysis: Situation Awareness
SA was captured using an online questionnaire which captured the participants’ Level
1 and Level 2 SA. The results were analysed at CL = 95% (α = 0.05) and from three
perspectives; Level 1, Level 2 and a combined SA.
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Similar to the CW result analysis, a parametric Paired Sample T-Test was preferred
given that all the assumptions were satised. However, if this was not possible even
after attempts to reorganise the results, a non-parametric Wilcoxon Signed Rank test was
used. The hypothesis for these tests remained the same as previously stated in Section 6.3,
Chapter 6.
7.3.1 Level 1 SA
Level 1 SA represents the subject’s perception of the situation. In the context of this
experiment, the perception was the participant’s awareness of the mission situation and
the UAVs’ autonomy capabilities.
Analysis focused on the responses of the questions that were designed to be assess-
ing the participant’s perception of the situation in percentage. The detailed assumptions
testing (presented in Appendix C) suggested that the parametric Paired Sample T-Test
was to be used to perform the hypothesis testing of the means. Even though the actual
mean values have been changed due to the transformation, its signicance and relational
relevance to each other did not change.
Table 7.17: Summary table of the paired samples comparing the level 1 SA of
the baseline and the evaluation scenario using the paired-sample
test
(α = 0.05, n = 33) Baseline & Evaluation Scenario
2-Tailed p = 0.002, Reject H0
1-Tailed x¯Baseline < x¯Evaluation, Reject H0
As presented in Table7.17, with CL = 95%, there was a signicant dierence in the
participant’s mean Level 1 SA between the baseline and evaluation scenario. The parti-
cipants possessed high levels of SA during the evaluation scenario. This suggests that the
participants experienced statistically signicantly higher levels of situational perception
when there was a greater level of autonomy transparency compared to lower levels.
7.3.2 Level 2 SA
Level 2 SA represents the subject’s understanding of the situation after they had perceived
the event. In the context of this experiment, the comprehension was the participant’s
understanding of the mission situation and the asset’s autonomous capabilities.
Analysis focused on the responses of the questions that were designed to be assessing
the participant’s comprehension of the situation in percentage. The outcomes from the
assumptions testing presented in detail in Appendix C yielded that the non-parametric
Wilcoxon Signed-Rank test was to be used to perform the hypothesis testing of the means
based on the data set where the outlier sample was removed from both scenario data sets.
Subsequently, Table 7.18 presents the test outcomes of the mean comparisons.
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Table 7.18: Summary table of the non-parametric test comparing the Level
2 SA of the baseline and the evaluation scenario
(α = 0.05, n = 33) Baseline & Evaluation Scenario
2-Tailed Accept H0, p = 0.308
As presented in Table 7.18, there was no signicant dierence in the participant’s
mean Level 2 SA between the baseline and evaluation scenario. The participants did
not exhibit a greater level of comprehensible SA in the interface conguration where
autonomy transparency was greater. This suggests that the participants did not experience
signicantly dierent levels of situational comprehension when there was a greater level
of autonomy transparency compared to lower levels.
7.3.3 Combined SA
The hypothesis was that the overall combined SA increased along with an increase in the
autonomy transparency in the evaluation scenario.
The raw combined SA data initially did not satisfy the assumptions for a parametric test,
while an outlier in the baseline data was detected, causing a negative skew to the data. As
a result, the outlier sample was removed from both sets of scenario data for fairness, and
the data sets were analysed again to verify the assumptions.
The dataset with the outlier removed enabled the parametric test assumptions to be
met. The application of the parametric test revealed that the combined SA of the baseline
scenario conguration was signicantly less than that of the evaluation scenario.
The outcomes from the assumptions testing presented in detail in Appendix C yielded
that a paired sample comparison of the means using a parametric T-Test was conducted
on the data sets where the three outliers were removed.
Table 7.19: Summary table of paired sample test comparing the combined
SA felt by the participants during the experiment
(α = 0.05, n = 33) Baseline & Evaluation Scenario
2-Tailed p < 0.001, Reject H0
1-Tailed x¯Baseline < x¯Evaluation, Reject H0
Table 7.19 presented the test summary of the parametric T-Test. From the table, there
was signicant statistical evidence to reject the null hypothesis (H0). That is to say, there
was a signicant dierence between the mean combined SA score rating of the baseline
and evaluation scenario.
The further investigation using a one-tailed test revealed that at CI = 95%, there was
signicant statistical evidence to reject H0. This suggests that the combined SA of the
baseline scenario was lower than that of the evaluation scenario. This suggested that the
combined SA was signicantly higher in a system where the UAVs’ autonomy capability
were well communicated to the participants, hence, being transparent, compared to the
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conguration where the autonomy was opaque.
7.4 Result & Analysis: Trust in Automation
Five subjective measures were recorded to gauge the operators’ trust in automation; com-
petence, predictability, reliability, faith and overall trust. These measures were rated from
1 to 7 on a paper-based rating form. The two-tailed test hypothesis states:
The analysis of these parameters were conducted with hypothesis testing with the
hypothesis below. The two-tailed hypothesis stated:
• H0: There were signicant dierences in the reported score of the respective at-
tribute between the opaque autonomy scenario conguration and the transparent
autonomy scenario conguration
• Ha: There were insignicant dierences in the reported score of the respective
attribute between the opaque autonomy scenario conguration and the transparent
autonomy scenario conguration
The hypothesis for the one-tailed test comparing the attributes stated:
• H0: The reported score of the respective attribute from the opaque autonomy scen-
ario conguration was lower than the transparent autonomy scenario conguration
• Ha: The reported score of the respective attribute from the opaque autonomy scen-
ario conguration was higher than the transparent autonomy scenario conguration
Two forms of tests were primarily used for the analysis: the parametric Paired Sample
T-Test, and the non-parametric Wilcoxon Signed-Rank test. In order to determine the
appropriate statistic test, certain assumptions, which were introduced and described in
Section C.1 must be met. All conclusions were drawn with CL = 95% (α = 0.05).
7.4.1 Competence
Competence denoted the extent to which the system perform a given task eectively. In
the scope of this experiment, the competence referred to the participant’s trust in that the
UAVs in the experiment worked competently without failures.
The competence measure was analysed using the non-parametric test of the means as
the data set of the baseline and the evaluation scenario was not normally distributed, even
after an attempt was made to transform the distribution to normal. The outcomes from
the assumptions testing presented in detail in Appendix C yielded that a non-parametric
hypothesis statistical test was to be used for analysis.
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Table 7.20: Summary table of Wilcoxon Signed-Rank test comparing the
participants’ perceived competence about the system during the
scenario with opaque autonomy information and the transpar-
ent autonomy information
(α = 0.05, n = 34) Baseline & Evaluation Scenario
2-Tailed p = 0.033, Reject H0
1-Tailed x¯Baseline < x¯Evaluation, Reject H0
Table 7.20 presents the test summary of the non-parametric Wilcoxon Signed-Rank test.
From the table, there was signicant statistical evidence to reject the null hypothesis (H0).
This suggests that there was a signicant dierence between the participant’s perceived
competence of the system in baseline scenario and that of the evaluation scenario.
On further analyses using the one-tailed test, one concluded that the competence the
participants reported were indeed signicantly higher when they were using the experi-
ment conguration with a higher level of autonomy transparency when compared to the
conguration with a lower level of transparency.
7.4.2 Predictability
Predictability determined the extent to which the participant was able to anticipate the
system’s behaviour with some degree of condence. In the context of this experiment,
the predictability referred to the participants’ self trust that they were able to predict the
UAVs’ behaviour with a reasonable condence.
Comparing the mean predictability was analysed using the non-parametric test as nor-
mal distribution was not observed in both data sets, and transformation to correct the data
to a normal distribution was not feasible. The outcomes from the assumptions testing
presented in detail in Appendix C yielded that a non-parametric hypothesis statistical test
was to be used for analysis.
Table 7.21: Summary table of Wilcoxon Signed-Rank test comparing the
participants’ perceived predictability about the system during
the scenario with opaque autonomy information and the trans-
parent autonomy information
(α = 0.05, n = 34) Baseline & Evaluation Scenario
2-Tailed p = 0.046, Reject H0
1-Tailed x¯Baseline < x¯Evaluation, Reject H0
Table 7.21 presents the test summary of the non-parametric Wilcoxon Signed-Rank
test. From the table, there was a signicant statistical evidence to reject the null hypothesis
(H0). That is to say, there was a signicant dierence between the participant’s perceived
predictability of the system in baseline scenario and that of the evaluation scenario.
On further analyses using the one-tailed test, one concluded that the predictability the
participants reported were indeed signicantly higher when they were using the experi-
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ment conguration with a higher level of autonomy transparency when compared to the
conguration with a lower level of transparency.
7.4.3 Reliability
Reliability referred to the extent that the system was free of errors. In the context of this
experiment, the amount of trust that the participants had for the UAVs to be able to make
error-free judgements and decisions about its situation.
Comparing the mean reliability was analysed using the non-parametric test as normal
distribution was not observed in both data sets, and transformation to correct the data to
a normal distribution was not feasible.
The outcomes from the assumptions testing presented in detail in Appendix C yielded
that a non-parametric hypothesis statistical test was to be used for analysis.
Table 7.22: Summary table of Wilcoxon Signed-Rank test comparing the
participants’ perceived reliability about the system during the
scenario with opaque autonomy information and the transpar-
ent autonomy information
(α = 0.05, n = 34) Baseline & Evaluation Scenario
2-Tailed p = 0.025, Reject H0
1-Tailed x¯Baseline < x¯Evaluation, Reject H0
Table 7.22 presents the test summary of the non-parametric Wilcoxon Signed-Rank
test. From the table, there was a signicant statistical evidence to reject the null hypothesis
(H0). That is to say, there was a signicant dierence between the participants’ perceived
reliability of the system in baseline scenario and that of the evaluation scenario.
On further analyses using the one-tailed test, one concluded that the reliability the
participants reported were indeed signicantly higher when they were using the experi-
ment conguration with a higher level of autonomy transparency when compared to the
conguration with a lower level of transparency.
7.4.4 Faith
Faith was the extent to which the participant has a strong belief and trust that the sys-
tem performs a task eectively when there might not be proof. In the context of this
experiment, the faith referred to the trust that the participants had towards the UAVs’
ability to perform its modes of operations or task eectively based on their behaviours
and observations, rather than the hard facts displayed to them during the trials.
The outcomes of this measure was non-denitive due to the reason that faith was not
comparable due to the nature of the tests. The baseline scenario conguration certainly
required a level of faith exhibited by the participants due to the lack of UAV capability
information exchange, and that the information exchange was available in the evaluation
scenario, hence, a need for faith was reduced.
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The comparison of the mean faith was analysed using the non-parametric test as nor-
mal distribution was not observed in both data sets, and transformation to correct the data
to a normal distribution was not feasible.
The outcomes from the assumptions testing presented in detail in Appendix C yielded
that a non-parametric hypothesis statistical test was to be used for analysis.
Table 7.23: Summary table of Wilcoxon Signed-Rank test comparing the
participants’ perceived faith about the system during the scen-
ario with opaque autonomy information and the transparent
autonomy information
(α = 0.05, n = 34) Baseline & Evaluation Scenario
2-Tailed p = 0.728, Accept H0
Table 7.23 presents the test summary of the non-parametric Wilcoxon Signed-Rank test.
From the table, there was no signicant statistical evidence to reject the null hypothesis
(H0). That is to say, there was no signicant dierence between the participants’ perceived
faith of the system in baseline scenario and that of the evaluation scenario.
Due to the comparison of the faith with a modifying variable of system capability
information, there was not a denitive condition for comparisons, and this was reected
in the inconclusive outcomes presented in Table 7.23.
7.4.5 Overall Trust
Overall Trust denoted the extent which the participants trust the system overall. In the
context of this experiment, the overall trust referred to the participant’s trust of the UAVs
and the reporting system.
The outcomes of this measure was non-denitive due to the reason that overall trust
was not comparable due to the nature of the tests. The baseline scenario conguration
required a level of trust to be exhibited by the participants due to the lack of UAV capability
information exchange, and that the information exchange was available in the evaluation
scenario. Hence, a need for trust was reduced, and that the experiment scenarios were not
a progressive trial where the aim was to evaluate the trust based on previous situations of
the participant’s loss-in-trust.
Comparing the mean overall trust was analysed using the non-parametric test as nor-
mal distribution was not observed in both data sets, and transformation to correct the data
to a normal distribution was not feasible.
The outcomes from the assumptions testing presented in detail in Appendix C yielded
that a non-parametric hypothesis statistical test was to be used for analysis.
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Table 7.24: Summary table of Wilcoxon Signed-Rank test comparing the
participants’ overall trust about the system during the scen-
ario with opaque autonomy information and the transparent
autonomy information
(α = 0.05, n = 34) Baseline & Evaluation Scenario
2-Tailed p = 0.082, Accept H0
Table 7.24 presented the test summary of the non-parametric Wilcoxon Signed-Rank
test. From the table, there was no signicant statistical evidence to reject the null hypo-
thesis (H0), meaning there was no signicant dierence between the participants’ overall
trust of the system in baseline scenario and that of the evaluation scenario.
Due to the comparison of the overall trust with an indepedent variable of system’s
capability information transparency, there was not a denitive condition for comparisons.
This was reected in the inconclusive outcomes presented in table 7.24.
7.5 Result & Analysis: Operator Performance
Three performance parameters were recorded to gauge the operator’s objective perform-
ance for the opaque autonomy conguration and the transparent autonomy conguration.
The parameters were the participant’s Initial Response Time (IRT), Event Response Time
(ERT) and IOIs found.
This section presented the results and analysis of these three performance measure-
ments through initially testing the assumptions and selecting the appropriate statistical
tests for paired comparison of the baseline and the evaluation scenario results. The as-
sumptions and the associated hypothesis were described in Section C.1.
The hypothesis used for the two-tailed hypothesis testing stated:
• H0: There were signicant dierences between the opaque autonomy scenario con-
guration and the transparent autonomy scenario conguration
• Ha: There were insignicant dierences between the opaque autonomy scenario
conguration and the transparent autonomy scenario conguration
The hypothesis for the one-tailed test comparing the response times stated:
• H0: The respective participant’s response time in the opaque autonomy scenario
conguration was less than the transparent autonomy scenario conguration
• Ha: The respective participant’s response time in the opaque autonomy scenario
conguration was greater than the transparent autonomy scenario conguration
And the hypothesis for the one-tailed test comparing the number of IOIs found stated:
• H0: The number of IOIs that the participants found was lesser in the opaque
autonomy scenario conguration than the transparent autonomy scenario cong-
uration
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• Ha: The number of IOIs that the participants found was greater in the opaque
autonomy scenario conguration than the transparent autonomy scenario cong-
uration
The analysis of operator performance in this section also utilised the two forms of testing
described in Section C.1; the parametric and the non-parametric tests. The parametric used
for testing was the Paired Sample T-Test, where the data in both scenario sets must rst
be tested to be in normal distribution (tested using the Shapiro-Wilk method), and that
it must have similar variances (tested using the Levene’s method). The non-parametric
used for testing was the T-Test’s counterpart - the Wilcoxon Signed-Rank test, which did
not assume the data to be in normal distribution, however, the data must still have similar
variances.
Furthermore, all analysis was conducted with a condence interval of 95% (α = 0.05).
7.5.1 Initial Response Time
The IRT, recorded in seconds, was determined by subtracting the time where each par-
ticipant initially and correctly responded to any UAVs that required interaction from the
epoch when the participant rst saw the scenario screen. An example being that UAVred
had low autopilot capability, hence, human intervention was required to enable the UAV
to move forward. The IRT in this instance is determined by the time when the scenario
was rst launched to the time where the participant correctly interacted and adjusted the
UAVred’s altitude controls. The purpose of this measure was to establish a comparison
to assess whether the improved autonomy transparency would impact on the operator’s
reaction to the normal operations of the UAVs.
The outcomes from the assumptions testing presented in detail in Appendix C yielded
that a paired-sample comparison of the means was to be conducted on the data sets that
were transformed with the natural log transformation.
Table 7.25: Summary table of paired sample test comparing the participants’
IRT during the scenario with opaque autonomy information and
the transparent autonomy information
(α = 0.05, n = 33) Baseline & Evaluation Scenario
2-Tailed p = 0.082, Accept H0
Table 7.25 presented the test summary of the parametric T-Test. From the table, there
were insignicant statistical evidence to reject the null hypothesis (H0). That is to say,
there was no signicant dierence between the IRT of the baseline scenario and that of
the evaluation scenario.
Based on the test results, there were insignicant evidence to suggest that the congur-
ation of the amount of autonomy transparency available impacted on the IRT performance
of the participants.
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7.5.2 Event Response Time
The ERT, recorded in seconds, was determined by measuring the time when each parti-
cipant interacted with the necessary on-screen component of the UAV that would address
the encountered event, from the time when the event was initially presented. An example
being that UAVgreen had a moderate level of ight path replanning autonomy, and the
operator was required to select a new ight path generated by the UAV. The ERT in this
instance is the time where the possible new path options were presented by the UAV
subtracted from the time that the operator made a new path selection. The purpose of
this measure was to establish a comparison to assess whether the improved autonomy
transparency would impact on the operator’s reaction time to mission-critical situations,
improving the possibility for greater mission success.
The outcomes from the assumptions testing presented in detail in Appendix C yielded
that a paired-sample comparison of the means was to be conducted on the datasets. The
outlier was removed and the logrithmic transform was applied to both datasets prior to
further analysis.
Table 7.26: Summary table of paired sample test comparing the participants’
ERT during the scenario with opaque autonomy information and
the transparent autonomy information
(α = 0.05, n = 33) Baseline & Evaluation Scenario
2-Tailed p = 0.001, Reject H0
1-Tailed x¯Baseline > x¯Evaluation, Reject H0
Table 7.26 presented the test summary of the parametric T-Test. From the table, there
was signicant statistical evidence to reject the null hypothesis (H0). That is to say, there
was a signicant dierence between the ERT of the baseline scenario and that of the
evaluation scenario.
The further investigation using a one-tailed test revealed that at CI = 95%, there was
signicant statistical evidence to reject H0, meaning that the ERT of the baseline scenario
was higher than that of the evaluation scenario.
This suggested that the dierence between the mean reaction time of the participants
as they confronted perturbation events where the interface conguration included min-
imal amount of autonomy transparency, was indeed higher than the conguration which
included large amount of autonomy transparency.
7.5.3 Items-Of-Interest Found
The IOIs found, recorded as a percentage, was determined by the number of IOIs found by
the participant (not including highly autonomous searching capable UAVs) divided by the
total number of IOIs required to be found by the participant in all search zones. An example
is that the participant found 20 IOIs during the baseline scenario, and there were a total of
40 IOIs deployed. However, 10 of those were designed to be found autonomously, which
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means that 30 IOIs were designed to be found by the participant. The IOIs found in this
example would be determined and recorded as 20/30 = 66.7%. The purpose of this measure
was to establish a comparison to assess whether the improved autonomy transparency
would improve on the operator’s mission capability beyond the management and controls
of the UAVs.
The outcomes from the assumptions testing presented in detail in Appendix C yielded
that a paired-comparison of the means was to be conducted on the data sets where the
three outliers were removed.
Table 7.27: Summary table of paired sample test comparing the percentage
of IOIs found by the participants during the experiment
(α = 0.05, n = 33) Baseline & Evaluation Scenario
2-Tailed p < 0.001, Reject H0
1-Tailed x¯Baseline < x¯Evaluation, Reject H0
Table 7.27 presents the test summary of the parametric T-Test. From the table, there was
signicant statistical evidence to reject the null hypothesis (H0). That is to say, there was
a signicant dierence in the number of IOIs found between the baseline and evaluation
scenario congurations.
The further investigation using a one-tailed test revealed that at CI = 95%, there was
signicant statistical evidence to reject H0. This means that the number of IOIs found by
the operator increased in the evaluation scenario over the baseline scenario.
This suggested that the participant’s searching performance was signicantly increased
in a system where the UAVs’ autonomy capabilities were well communicated to the par-
ticipants - being transparent, compared to the conguration where the autonomy was
opaque.
7.6 Discussion & Conclusion
The aim of this chapter was to present the implications and eects of increasing the
UAV’s functional autonomy transparency by communicating its functional status through
a text-based dialogue system. This system utilised the natural-language dialogue principle,
which enabled the machine agents (UAVs) to eectively and directly “talk” to the human
agents (participants), exchanging functional and autonomous capability information with
the human agents throughout the scenario and requesting human input/assistance where
applicable. Through this system, a rudimentary dialogue was carried out between the
human and the machine agents when the machine agent requested assistance, the human
agent physically acknowledged the message line and manually took over the jurisdiction
of the operative mode.
The success was gauged through three groups cognitive metrics and one group of
objective performance metric. The three groups of cognitive metrics included the par-
ticipant’s CW, SA and the trust in the system, the one group of objective performance
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Table 7.28: A summary of the participants’ cognitive performance results
and statistical significance outcome
Metrics Dimensions p− value Verdict
CW
Mental Demand p = 0.043 Improved
Physical Demand p = 0.208 No Dierent
Temporal Demand p = 0.518 No Dierent
Performance p = 0.06 No Dierent
Eort p = 0.06 Improved
Frustration p = 0.704 No Dierent
Combined p = 0.022 Improved
SA
Level 1 p = 0.002 Improved
Level 2 p = 0.308 No Dierent
Combined p < 0.001 Improved
Trust
Competence p = 0.033 Improved
Predictability p = 0.046 Improved
Reliability p = 0.025 Improved
Faith p = 0.728 No Dierent
Overall Trust p = 0.082 No Dierent
metric included the IRT, ERT, and the total number of IOIs found.
CW was dened in six dimensions by NASA-TLX [97], SA was dened in three levels
by SAGAT [76], and Trust was dened in ve dimensions [220] . A paper-based rating
form was used to capture these metrics and analysed individually.
Finally, the participant’s objective performance (IRT, ERT, and IOIs found) [43] were re-
corded in an in-program logging feature as well as the manual reviews of the in-experiment
video footage and analysed individually.
Table 7.28 presents a summarised list of the individual and the combined cognitive
performance results, their signicance value, as well as the outcome of the hypothesis
testing of the means carried out comparing the evaluation scenario score to the baseline
scenario score.
A Paired Sample T-Test was conducted to compare the CW and SA of a human operator
managing multiple UAVs in opaque autonomy transparency and transparent autonomy
information conditions. There was a signicant reduction in the overall operator CW
(x¯ = 67.06%, σ = 9.727) and overall increased in SA (x¯ = 0.610, σ = 0.012) in the
transparent navigation autonomy information congurations and opaque transparency
( ¯xCW = 59.95%, σCW = 16, x¯SA = 0.514, σSA = 0.012) conditions: N = 33, pCW =
0.022, pSA < 0.001. No signicant dierence in the overall Trust between the conditions:
N = 33, pTrust = 0.082.
Table 7.29 presents a summarised list of the objective performance metric results and
outcomes. There was no signicant dierence in the participant’s IRT between the two
conditions: N = 33, p = 0.082. However, a signicant improvement was observed
in the participant’s ERT (x¯ = 3.834 secs, σ = 0.424) and the number of IOIs found
(x¯ = 45.577, σ = 9.668). This outcome was desirable as an improvement in the ERT
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Table 7.29: A summary of the participants’ objective performance results
and statistical significance outcome
Metrics p− value Verdict
Initial Response Time p = 0.082 No Dierent
Event Response Time p = 0.001 Improved
IOIs Found p < 0.001 Improved
suggested that the time for an operator to react to situational change were reduced as
a result of increase autonomy transparency, consequently, unexpected events that the
machines were unable to handle could be addressed by the human teammates at the earliest
possible time. Furthermore, increased transparency assisted in the human agent’s mental
process of developing a working model of the UAV systems, hence, the human agents
were able to devote greater cognitive resource to perform mission tasks, resulting in an
improvement in their objective achievement.
The combination of the results presented in Chapter 6 and this chapter strongly support
the hypothesis that the increased autonomy transparency improves the human agent’s
(operator’s) cognitive and objective performances. As a result, Contribution 3 is made and
Research Question 3 is addressed.

CHAPTER 8
Conclusion
In realising the full military and commercial potentials of deploying multiple heterogen-
eous Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAVs) in close proximity, an eective way to enable
one mission commander to simultaneously manage and supervise multiple agents (in a
one-to-many operation ratio) is needed. This means that not only should the technology
associated with the onboard capabilities of the UAVs be cutting-edge, but the interaction
between the human operator and these capabilities must also be sophisticated.
The rest of this chapter summarises the ndings of this research and its signicance to
the research problem by addressing each research question.
8.1 Addressing the Research estions
This research had presented three bodies of work, each aimed at addressing one research
question, and the combination of the outcomes had contributed positive evidence to reach
the overarching research objective.
8.1.1 estion 1: Functional Transparency
Revisiting the rst research question:
What are the eects of UAV functional transparency on human operator’s Cog-
nitive Workload (CW) and Situation Awareness (SA) in heterogeneous multiple
UAV management?
This question was answered through a three-step process:
1. The proposal of the novel Functional Capability Framework (FCF),
2. Its application and the software visual implementation, and
3. The evaluation of its eects on human CW and SA.
The rst step was the proposal of the novel FCF. This step initially incorporated a thorough
understanding of the subsystems and functional components of a UAV. The focus was then
shifted to establishing the fundamental concepts of human information processing and
Ecological Interface Design (EID) principles. Finally, eorts were combined to propose
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Figure 8.1: A simplified layout of the Functional Capability Framework
a derivation of the FCF that was aimed to be used in a hybrid system, and align with
the human operator’s ergonomic preferences. The nal FCF had incorporated a three-
layered (high, medium, and low) abstraction and a four-branched classication of a UAV’s
functional subsystems. As depicted in Figure 8.1, the highest Level Of Detail (LOD) rep-
resented the highest level of abstraction, and only the most aggregated information about
each subsystem was included (i.e. a green indicator represented the subsystem health was
“good”). The medium LOD represented a moderate level of abstraction. This included
a hybrid level of information aggregation (i.e. numerical or graphical representation of
sensory data). The low LOD represented the lowest level of abstraction, and only very low
to no intelligence was required to collate or synthesise the raw data (i.e. data collected
from onboard sensors). The four branches of functional subsystems included the UAV
Health, Navigation, Autopilot & States, and Payload. Each branch was then abstracted into
the three LODs, forming the completed FCF.
The second step was the application of the FCF and its software implementation for
experimental purposes. This step required the analysis of a typical tactical surveillance
UAV and a breakdown of its onboard subsystems and functionality. It was then applied to
the FCF to form a practical FCF. This FCF was then required to be materialised by software
implementation, where a set of specications for the software visualisation and behaviour
was proposed. Chapter 5 presented the detailed specication of this experimental software
prototype.
Finally, the signicance and the eects of the FCF on human CW and SA was veried
through an experimental trial. The experiment involved three scenarios; a high LOD
scenario, a hybrid LOD scenario (where the LODs of each subsystem was adjustable)
and a low LOD scenario. The analysis of the results conrmed that the participants had
exhibited a higher cognitive performance when using FCF with a hybrid LOD as compared
to unregulated LOD (a low or a high LOD).
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8.1.2 estion 2: Partial Autonomy Transparency
Revisiting the second research question:
What are the eects of UAV autonomy transparency on human operator’s CW
and SA when partial capability autonomy is represented visually in heterogen-
eous multiple UAV management?
This question was answered by extending the contribution posed by the rst research
question. The partial capability autonomy referred to was the navigation branch autonomy
capability, that is, the UAV’s ability to re-plan alternative ight paths when they were
confronted with potentially catastrophic events (i.e. dangerous weather or no-y zones).
Firstly, a detailed review of the existing autonomy classication taxonomies was con-
ducted with the aim of applying a recognised scale of autonomy to the functional subsys-
tems of the UAVs in the hybrid system. For this reason, a simplied three-level autonomy
scale, inspired by the Sheridan & Verplanck (SV) scale [211] and the Human-Automation
Collaboration Taxonomy (HACT) [28], was adopted.
Secondly, this autonomy scope was applied to the navigation autonomy in three levels,
high, medium and low Functional Level Of Autonomy (F-LOA). High F-LOA was where
the autonomy had all the responsibilities and capabilities to acquire information (inform-
ation autonomy), generate possible alternate ight paths, (solution generation autonomy),
decide on the most appropriate ight path (decision autonomy), and carry out the decision
(action autonomy). Medium F-LOA was where the autonomy was responsible for inform-
ation acquisition, solution generation, and action implementation. And low F-LOA was
that all the steps were the responsibility of the human operator.
Thirdly, given the aim of this research question was to investigate the eects of partial
autonomy transparency on human cognitive performance, a visualisation of this autonomy
was established. Graphical representation of the ight path was the chosen visualisation
method to investigate the impact. The reason for this was because graphical represent-
ation was both visually comprehensible and non-intrusive. Hence, it was easy for the
participants to comprehend the situation. The experimental software prototype was then
modied to incorporate the autonomy capabilities and the visual implementations of the
ight path.
Finally, the eects of the navigation autonomy transparency was veried through an
experimental trial involving two scenarios; one had an interface that did not support
autonomy transparency, while other other supported autonomy transparency. Taking
the work established from research question 1, participants were invited to perform the
experiment and reported their CW and SA. The analysis of the results had conrmed
that with a 95% condence, the participants had exhibited positive cognitive performance
improvements with the interface that supported partial autonomy transparency.
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8.1.3 estion 3: Complete Autonomy Transparency
Revisiting the third research question:
What are the eects of UAV autonomy transparency on human operator’s CW,
SA and Trust when the UAV’s autonomy is represented visually in heterogeneous
multiple UAV management?
This question was answered by combining the rst two research questions and extending
the second research question. The aim of this research question was to investigate the
eects of the (complete) autonomy capability’s transparency (as opposed to partial) on the
human operator’s CW and SA, with the addition of system/automation Trust. A three-step
process was invoked.
Firstly, a revision of the existing taxonomies in classifying LOAs was conducted with
the aim of selecting a methodology that not only encapsulated the dierent modes of
operation throughout a similar search mission to the experiments conducted for Questions
1 and 2, but also demonstrated use on other multiple UAV reconnaissance missions. For
this reason, the autonomy spectrum was selected because it satised both the requirements
from a human-centred perspective and had the capacity to incorporate all four subsystem
capabilities (health, navigation, states, and payload) proposed in research question 1.
Secondly, a review of the modalities of human-machine interaction was conducted. In
selecting a suitable mode to visually represent the full spectrum of the UAVs’ autonomy
capabilities, a message box that included messages that were constructed from plain Eng-
lish was proposed. Natural language communication was determined most direct and non-
intrusive in communicating information to a human. The messages that appeared in the
message box communicated the autonomy capabilities of the agents in three parts: the
identity of the message sender (UAV), its autonomy capability to perform work (desire),
and whether the desired work can be achieved (intention). This approach provided two
advantages, 1) The messages were constructed from plain, rst person, simple English-
this meant that the message could be simply understood in a short amount of time during
the mission, and 2) The operator had the capacity to revisit any message at any time, and
he/she was not required to rely on his/her memory ability.
Finally, the eects of all-encompassing autonomy transparency was veried through
an experimental trial involving two scenarios: one had an interface congured to show
the message box, which supported autonomy transparency, while the other had not. Par-
ticipants were invited to perform an experiment with these two congurations tested
individually, and reported their CW, SA, and Trust in the system. The analysis of the
results had conrmed that with a 95% condence, the interface that was congured to
support autonomy transparency had shown signicant statistical improvements in both
CW and SA, while no reduction of Trust was evident. Furthermore, evidence suggested
that the inclusion of capability transparency had improved the human operator’s objective
mission performance.
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This conrmed that autonomy transparency is a signicant factor in reducing cognitive
overhead in human-machine interaction.
8.2 Contribution
The focus of this research was to investigate the impacts of a UAV’s capability transparency
on a single human operator’s performance in the context of managing multiple UAVs that
had heterogeneous levels of functional autonomy. Through the course, ve contributions
have been made (Section 1.2.3).
Contribution 1 A novel FCF to encapsulate agent subsystem functional capability and
its derivation procedure. The framework was proposed as a part of answering Research
Question 1, and its derivation procedure was demonstrated through the design and devel-
opment of the experiment software prototype used throughout this research.
Contribution 2 The concept of Functional-LOA to enable a system’s autonomy to be
classied in its separate capabilities. F-LOA was proposed as a part of answering Research
Question 2 and further used to answer Research Question 3. It aimed at describing a UAV’s
autonomy levels based on it’s functional capabilities, which had not been seen in previous
research.
Contribution 3 A novel approach to support natural language communication of
autonomy capability in a hybrid system. The message box approach proposed in Research
Question 3 demonstrated a validated approach to support natural language communica-
tion of the UAVs’ autonomy capabilities.
Contribution 4 An experimental software prototype that is customisable, and incorpor-
ates all elements proposed in contributions 1 and 2. The experiment software that is designed
and developed has been implemented and used through the course this research to verify
novel approaches and solutions to the research questions.
Contribution 5 A complete set of experimental scenario designs, procedures, and results.
The scenario designs and experiment procedures were documented and presented in this
thesis to support data collection. The analysed results that were collected during the
experimentation also formed a part of this contribution.
This research had arrived at a terminus with a veried, novel approach (Figure 8.2) to
positively incorporate UAV capability transparency in future designs of multiple hetero-
geneous UAV management interfaces. The ndings presented throughout this thesis had
successfully reached the overarching research objective.
The presence of functional and autonomy capability transparency had demon-
strated a signicant and positive aect on the human operator’s CW, SA, Trust
and objective performance. The transparency can be achieved through incorpor-
ating capability information in the design of future interfaces for the purpose of
managing multiple heterogeneous UAVs in a common mission.
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Figure 8.2: The images in the centre of the illustration on the le depicts an
example of the existing piloting interface, the illustration on the
right depicts the proposed command and control interface.
8.3 Research Limitation
Conducting rigorous, scientic research in the space of the research topic of this doctoral
thesis is extremely challenging. As such, dening the research scope is important to ensure
the scientic merit achieved in this thesis is still relevant in the larger problem space. In
identifying the scope, three main constraints were in place and discussed in this section.
8.3.1 Transparency Visualisation and Interface Designs
This research placed much eort on the structure of information presentation, while lower
emphasis was placed on interface design principles. The interface design principles are
another distinct topic, even though it is well studied. However, for the particular interface
designed as a part of this research, there are limitations.
The author understood that a suboptimal interface design can reduce the end user’s
cognitive performance. However, it should not impact the results of the studies in a
comparative nature. Based on the ndings of this research, further studies are required to
achieve an optimal information transparency visualisation technique, and better interface
design guidelines for future designs of user interfaces involving command and control of
multiple unmanned systems.
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8.3.2 Experiment Scenario Realism
The multidisciplinary nature of this research requires that a ne balance between ecolo-
gical validity and experimental control be established. It is important that an abstract and
simplication of a real world scenario must be conducted and implemented as experiment
tasks to ensure study participants can obtain sucient task competency to perform the
experiment. Equally as important is to ensure that the tasks are not overly simplied to
remove any possibility of generalising the ndings to a real-world situation.
The participants available for this research were limited to lay people with very little
to no experience in the UAV operations area. Therefore, the ndings within this study are
limited to human operators of multiple UAVs who have not received any specialised train-
ing. Further research is required to better understand the eects of capability-information
transparency on professional UAV operators and mission commanders.
8.3.3 Experiment Task Familiarisation
Experiment design was focused on exposing the participant to an acceptable level of
software prototype usage competency to produce experimental data. The familiarisation
period built into the experiment will not be sucient to allow participants a complete and
highly procient usage of the prototype.
This limitation was realised and consequences were considered to be acceptable to
produce results for comparative studies. However, future studies can consider improving
the familiarisation process, or if resources allow, using participants who had prior training
in using the software system for the experiment.
8.4 Recommendations & Future Work
The concepts proposed in this research provide a veried approach for future research in
three potential directions: theoretical development, practical enhancement, and physical
implementation.
Theoretical development can be pursued further in the investigation of the quality and
the quantity of UAV capability information, specically the level of information trans-
parency and its eects on human performance (as very recently commenced by Mercado
et al. [145]). The scalability of the transparency approach (message box), and design
implications that can further improve the ergonomics and usability of the interfaces.
Practical enhancements can be further pursued in the expandability and transferability
of the FCF to other, more complex unmanned platforms. The potential applications of the
FCF can potentially benet a wide range of autonomous systems. Hence, further evaluative
assessments should be performed to assess its feasibility in other heterogeneous, multi-
agent domains.
Finally, the physical implementation development can be focused on the experimental
platform by adapting the existing software prototype and expanding its capabilities., These
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can include dierent modalities of interactions, i.e. haptic control, gesture recognition,
and audio enhancements. The successful and signicant implementation of these features
can drive the future application of this software towards the real world. Ultimately, with
the successful demonstration of its viability, the software could be commissioned for real
world deployment to manage multiple heterogeneous UAVs.
With the rapid growth of the platform-level capabilities, the deployment for multiple
heterogeneous UAVs in both the military and the civilian domain is near. Hence, the
recommendations presented in this thesis, although framing a wide spectrum for future
work shall be considered a priority.
APPENDIX A
Experiment 1 Result Analysis
A.1 Cognitive Workload Assumptions Testing
This section detailed the process of assumptions testing of the Cognitive Workload (CW)
results collected in experiment 1 to support the statistical analyses presented in Chapter
5.
A.1.1 Mental Demand
Table A.1 presented the descriptive statistics of MD data for segments A, B and C. The
outcomes of the Shapiro-Wilk’s numerical tests of normality revealed that the data was
not normally distributed. The hypothesis of the test of normality states:
• H0: The sample dataset is normally distributed
• Ha: The sample dataset is not normally distributed
The signicance value (p) for the three segments were 0.019, 0.032, and 0.042 respect-
ively, hence, with a Condence Interval (CI) of 95%, one concluded that the the null hy-
pothesis (H0) could not be accepted. Furthermore, the numerical results of the skewness
Table A.1: Summary of the descriptives for the mental demand in the exper-
iment
(CI = 95%,
α = 0.05) Segment A Segment B Segment C
Normal
Distribution
Numerical: Reject
H0(p = 0.019)
Numerical: Reject
H0(p = 0.032)
Numerical: Reject
H0(p = 0.042)
Standard
Deviation σ = 3.63 σ = 4.30 σ = 4.39
Skewness
-0.816
(SE = 0.472):
Negative skew
-0.650
(SE = 0.472):
Negative skew
-0.761
(SE = 0.472):
Negative skew
Kurtosis
-0.426
(SE = 0.918):
Acceptable kurtosis
-0.563
(SE = 0.918):
Acceptable kurtosis
-0.316
(SE = 0.918):
Acceptable kurtosis
Sample
Mean (x¯) 13.29 (66.45%) 13.25 (66.25%) 14.17 (70.85%)
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Figure A.1: Histogram of the untransformed mental demand data of seg-
ment A
Figure A.2: Histogram of the untransformed mental demand data of seg-
ment B
analysis data were -0.816, -0.650, and -0.761 with a Standard Error (SE) of 0.472 for the
three segments respectively, and gureA.1, A.2 and A.3 presented the histograms of the
raw data, which also supported the negative skew, hence, contributing to the non-normal
distribution. Therefore, a square root transformation (Xitr = X2i )was applied to adjust
the distribution, enabling a parametric testing to be carried out.
Table A.2 illustrated the descriptive statistics for the transformed data.
The descriptives of the transformed MD data illustrated in table A.2 supports the three
assumptions for a parametric T-Test; 1) Data was assumed to be normally distributed, 2)
All the sample must be independently collected, and 3) There must be similar variances in
the means of the datasets.
The rst assumption was veried numerically with pA = 0.073, pB = 0.182, and
pC = 0.235 (where the subscripts denoted the segment identier) greater than α =
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Figure A.3: Histogram of the untransformed mental demand data of seg-
ment C
Figure A.4: Histogram of the transformed mental demand data of segment
A
0.05, hence, at CI=95%, H0was accepted, which suggested that the transformed data was
normally distributed. The histogram illustrated in gues A.4, A.5 and A.6 presented an
improved distribution of the data; correcting the skewness that was presented in the raw
data. Furthermore, the Q-Q plots (gure A.7, A.8 and A.9) illustrated the data points to be
following the quantile line, hence conrming that the distribution of the transformed data
was normal.
Secondly, the author/experimenter noted that all samples were collected independently,
hence the second assumption was assumed.
Finally, similar variances were achieved with pA|B = 0.393 and pB|C = 0.705 (where
the subscriptsA|B andB|C denoted the variances between Segments A and B, and B and
C) being greater than the type-one error α = 0.05, hence, at CI=95%, Ho was accepted
given the hypothesis of the variance testing was:
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Figure A.5: Histogram of the transformed mental demand data of segment
B
Figure A.6: Histogram of the transformed mental demand data of segment
C
Figure A.7: Q-Q plot of the transformed mental demand data of segment A
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Figure A.8: Q-Q plot of the transformed mental demand data of segment B
Figure A.9: Q-Q plot of the transformed mental demand data of segment C
• H0: The pair of sample data set had similar variances
• Ha: The pair of sample data set did not have similar variances
Hypothesis testing of the means were conducted using the parametric paired-sample T-
Test on the transformed data, and the non-parametric Wilcoxon Signed-Rank test on the
original/raw data.
A.1.2 Physical Demand Assumptions Testing
Table A.3 presented the descriptive statistics of PD data for segments A, B and C. The
outcomes of the Shapiro-Wilk’s numerical tests of normality revealed that the data were
not normally distributed. The hypothesis of the test of normality states:
• H0: The sample dataset is normally distributed
• Ha: The sample dataset is not normally distributed
Table A.3 illustrated the numerical test result for testing the distribution of normality
of segments A, B and C. The signicance value (p) of segment A suggested that at CI =
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Table A.3: Summary of the descriptives for the physical demand data
(CI =
95%,
α = 0.05)
Segment A Segment B Segment C Segment
B & C
Normal
Distribu-
tion
Numerical:
Reject
H0(p = 0.001)
Numerical:
Accept
H0(p = 0.063)
Numerical:
Accept
H0(p = 0.050)
-
Standard
Deviation σ = 3.87 σ = 4.44 σ = 5.19 -
Skewness
1.265
(SE = 0.472):
Positive skew
0.458
(SE = 0.472):
Acceptable
skew
-0.099
(SE = 0.472):
Acceptable
skew
-
Kurtosis
-0.724
(SE = 0.918):
Acceptable
kurtosis
-0.929
(SE = 0.918):
Flatter curve
-1.089
(SE = 0.918):
Flatter Curve
-
Sample
Mean (x¯) 5.08 (25.4%) 7 (35%) 8.5 (42.5%) -
Variances
in the
means
- - - Accept
H0(p =
0.395)
Figure A.10: Histogram of the physical demand data for segment A
95%, H0 was to be rejected, while the H0 of segment B and C was accepted. Furthermore,
the skewness result suggested a positive skew in the data, and this was illustrated in the
histogram of the PD data for segment A (gure A.10), hence a logarithmic transform was
applied to segment A and B.
Table A.4 illustrated the descriptive statistics for the segment A and B’s transformed
data set. The numerical evaluation of the distribution of this new set of data exhibited
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Table A.4: Summary of the descriptives for the physical demand data from
segment A and B using the logarithmic transform
(CI = 95%,
α = 0.05)
Segment A Segment B Segment A & B
Normal
Distribution
Graphical: Accept
H0
Graphical: Accept
H0
-
Numerical: Accept
H0(p = 0.332)
Numerical: Accept
H0(p = 0.086)
Standard
Deviation
σ = 0.32 σ = 0.34 -
Skewness 0.073
(SE = 0.472):
Acceptable skew
0.522
(SE = 0.472):
Positive skew
-
Kurtosis -0.500
(SE = 0.918):
Acceptable kurtosis
-0.720
(SE = 0.918):
Acceptable kurtosis
-
Sample
Mean (x¯)
0.59 (45.35%) 0.74 (56.88%) -
Variances in
the means
- - Accept
H0(p = 0.633)
Figure A.11: Q-Q plot of the transformed physical demand data for segment
A
normality with a CI = 95%, this means,H0 of the test of normality hypothesis was accepted
numerically. Furthermore, the Q-Q plots illustrated in gures A.11 and A.12 also supported
the normal distribution of the new data set.
The second assumption being the independence of data, where the author/experi-
menter noted that all samples were collected independently, hence the second assumption
could be assumed.
Finally, equal variances were achieved with pA|B = 0.395 and pB|C = 0.633 (where
the subscripts A|B and B|C denoted the variances between the transformed data from
segments A and B, and the original data from B and C) being greater than the type-one
error, hence, at CI = 95%,Ho was accepted given the following variance testing hypothesis:
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Figure A.12: Q-Q plot of the transformed physical demand data for segment
B
• H0: The pair of sample data set had similar variances
• Ha: The pair of sample data set did not have similar variances
Hypothesis testing of the means were conducted using the parametric paired-sample T-
Test on the transformed data from segments A and B, and the raw data from segments B
and C.
A.1.3 Temporal Demand
Table A.5 illustrates the outcomes of the assumptions testing for the parametric T-Test’s
for all three segments.
The test of normality revealed two outcomes, a numerically analysed outcome using
the Shapiro-Wilk’s method for a sample size N = 24, and a graphically analysed outcome
using Q-Q plots. The assumptions for the test of normality states:
• H0: The sample dataset is normally distributed
• Ha: The sample dataset is not normally distributed
The signicance value of p = 0.048 and p = 0.005 for segments A and C respectively, one
can conclude that with a CI of 95%, H0 could not be considered to be accepted, while the
signicant value of p = 0.048, one can conclude that with the same CI, H0 of segment B
was considered to be accepted.
On the other hand, a graphical analysis illustrated in gure A.13, A.14 and A.15 for
segments A, B and C respectively showed that most of the sample points (circles) closely
followed the trend line y = x, which also suggests the conclusion that H0 was accepted,
however, a few outliers were presented. The box plot illustrated in gure A.16, in combin-
ation with gures A.13 and A.15, detected that both segment A and C had a presence of
outliers. As a result, the parametric tests should not be carried out.
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skew
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skew
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kurtosis
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kurtosis
-
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Figure A.13: Q-Q plot for the participants’ temporal demand in Segment A
Figure A.14: Q-Q plot for the participants’ temporal demand in Segment B
Figure A.15: Q-Q plot for the participants’ temporal demand in Segment C
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Figure A.16: Box plot for the participants’ temporal demand for the three
segments
Table A.6: Summary of the parametric T-Test’s assumptions testing for the
temporal demand with the outlier sample 14 removed (N = 23)
(CI = 95%,
α = 0.05) Segment A Segment B Segments A & B
Normal
Distribution
Graphical: Accept
H0
Graphical: Accept
H0 -
Numerical: Reject
H0(p = 0.029)
Numerical: Accept
H0(p = 0.911)
Standard
Deviation σ = 2.87 σ = 3.64 -
Sample Size N = 23 N = 23
Sample Inde-
pendence All samples collected independently asnoted by the author/experimenter
-
Skewness
-0.178
(SE = 0.481):
Acceptable skew
-0.021
(SE = 0.481):
Acceptable skew
-
Kurtosis
-1.327
(SE = 0.935):
Flatter curve
-0.602
(SE = 0.935):
Acceptable kurtosis
-
Sample
Mean (x¯) 14.43 (72.15%) 13.09 (65.45%) -
Variances in
the means - -
Accept
H0(p = 0.428)
The outliers with a magnitude of temporal demand load of X14 = 5 in segment A,
and X14 = 2 and X23 = 5 in segment C were removed for the analysis to encourage an
improved distribution of the data.
To enable equality of comparison, X14 for both segments A and B were removed as
one pair of comparison, while X14 and X23 for both segments B and C were removed as a
separate pair of comparison.
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Table A.7: Summary of the parametric T-Test’s assumptions testing for the
temporal demand with the outlier samples 14 and 23 removed (N
= 22)
(CI = 95%,
α = 0.05) Segment B Segment C Segments B & C
Normal
Distribution
Graphical: Accept
H0
Graphical: Accept
H0 -
Numerical: Accept
H0(p = 0.894)
Numerical: Accept
H0(p = 0.311)
Standard
Deviation σ = 3.73 σ = 2.49 -
Sample Size N = 22 N = 22
Skewness
-0.024
(SE = 0.491):
Acceptable skew
0.133
(SE = 0.491):
Acceptable skew
-
Kurtosis
-0.720
(SE = 0.953):
Acceptable kurtosis
-0.906
(SE = 0.953):
Acceptable kurtosis
-
Sample
Mean (x¯) 13.09 (65.45%) 13.14 (65.70%) -
Variances in
the means -
Accept
H0(p = 0.083)
Tables A.6 and A.7 presented the descriptive statistics of the new data sets with outliers
removed, where the rst pair (segment A and B) had a new sample size of 23, while the
second pair (segment B and C) had a new sample size of 22.
Segment A’s new data set presented a non-normal distribution with a signicance value
of p = 0.894 as presented in table A.6, while segment B’s new data set presented a normal
distribution. Further assessment of the data sets’ skewness revealed that no abnormal
skewness were detected, hence, a transformation could not be applied. Therefore, the
new data set of segments A and B with the removal of the outlier could not pass the
assumptions testing for a parametric T-Test, hence, a non-parametric test was used to
compair the means.
Table A.7 illustrated that normal distributions of the data for segment B and C were
presented both graphically (gures A.17 and A.7) and numerically, hence, no modication
of the data was required.
The second assumption was to assume the dataset was independently sampled, which
was satised given the procedure of the experiment and data collection.
The third assumption was to assume the data had similar variances between the means.
This was analysed numerically using Levene’s test of variances. TableA.7 illustrated the
signicance value of the variances in the means between segment B and C. The hypothesis
for the test of variance in the means:
• H0: The pair of data had similar variances in the means
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Figure A.17: Q-Q plot for the participants’ temporal demand in Segment B
Figure A.18: Q-Q plot for the participants’ temporal demand in Segment C
• Ha: The pair of data did not have similar variances in the means
Given the assumptions were satised through assumptions testing, with the skewness and
kurtosis being within an acceptable range, a parametric test was carried out to compair
the mean TD of segment B and C.
A.1.4 Performance
Table A.8 illustrates the outcomes of the assumptions testing for the parametric T-Test’s
for all three segments.
The test of normality revealed two outcomes, a numerically analysed outcome using
the Shapiro-Wilk’s method for a sample size N = 24, and a graphically analysed outcome
using Q-Q plots. The assumptions for the test of normality states:
• H0: The sample dataset is normally distributed
• Ha: The sample dataset is not normally distributed
The signicance value of p = 0.388, p = 0.070, and p = 0.177 for segments A, B and C
respectively, one can conclude that with a CI of 95%, H0 was considered to be accepted.
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Figure A.19: Q-Q plot for the participants’ performance in Segment A
Figure A.20: Q-Q plot for the participants’ performance in Segment B
Furthermore, gure A.19, A.20 and A.21 illustrated the Q-Q plots for segments A, B and
C respectively, and as the sample points (circles) closely followed the trend line y = x,
which also supports the conclusion that H0 was accepted.
The second assumption was to assume the dataset was independently sampled, which
Figure A.21: Q-Q plot for the participants’ performance in Segment C
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Figure A.22: Q-Q plot for the eort asserted in Segment A
was satised given the procedure of the experiment and data collection.
The third assumption was to assume the data had similar variances between the means.
This was analysed numerically using Levene’s test of variances. TableA.8 illustrated the
signicance value of the variances in the means between segment pairs A and B, and B
and C. The hypothesis for the test of variance in the means:
• H0: The pair of data had similar variances in the means
• Ha: The pair of data did not have similar variances in the means
Given the assumptions were satised through assumptions testing, with the skewness and
kurtosis being within an acceptable range, a parametric test is be carried out.
A.1.5 Eort
Table A.9 illustrates the outcomes of the assumptions testing for the parametric T-Test’s
for all three segments.
The test of normality revealed two outcomes, a numerically analysed outcome using
the Shapiro-Wilk’s method for a sample size N = 24, and a graphically analysed outcome
using Q-Q plots. The assumptions for the test of normality states:
• H0: The sample dataset is normally distributed
• Ha: The sample dataset is not normally distributed
The signicance value of p = 0.131, p = 0.958, and p = 0.788 for segments A, B and C
respectively, one can conclude that with a CI of 95%, H0 was considered to be accepted.
Furthermore, gure A.22, A.23 and A.24 illustrated the Q-Q plots for segments A, B and
C respectively, and as the sample points (circles) closely followed the trend line y = x,
which also supports the conclusion that H0 was accepted.
The second assumption was to assume the dataset was independently sampled, which
was satised given the procedure of the experiment and data collection.
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Figure A.23: Q-Q plot for the eort asserted in Segment B
Figure A.24: Q-Q plot for the eort asserted in Segment C
The third assumption was to assume the data had similar variances between the means.
This was analysed numerically using Levene’s test of variances. TableA.9 illustrated the
signicance value of the variances in the means between segment pairs A and B, and B
and C. The hypothesis for the test of variance in the means:
• H0: The pair of data had similar variances in the means
• Ha: The pair of data did not have similar variances in the means
Given the assumptions were satised through assumptions testing, with the skewness and
kurtosis being within an acceptable range, a parametric test could be carried out.
A.1.6 Frustration
Table A.10 illustrates the outcomes of the assumptions testing for the parametric T-Test’s
for all three segments.
The test of normality revealed two outcomes, a numerically analysed outcome using
the Shapiro-Wilk’s method for a sample size N = 24, and a graphically analysed outcome
using Q-Q plots. The assumptions for the test of normality states:
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Figure A.25: Q-Q plot for the level of frustration experienced by the parti-
cipants in Segment A
Figure A.26: Q-Q plot for the level of frustration experienced by the parti-
cipants in Segment B
• H0: The sample dataset is normally distributed
• Ha: The sample dataset is not normally distributed
The signicance value of p = 0.316, p = 0.095, and p = 0.126 for segments A, B and C
respectively, one can conclude that with a CI of 95%, H0 was considered to be accepted.
Furthermore, gure A.25, A.26 and A.27 illustrated the Q-Q plots for segments A, B and
C respectively, and as the sample points (circles) closely followed the trend line y = x,
which also supported the conclusion that H0 was accepted.
The second assumption was to assume the dataset was independently sampled, which
was satised given the procedure of the experiment and data collection.
The third assumption was to assume the data had similar variances between the means.
This was analysed numerically using Levene’s test of variances. TableA.10 illustrated the
signicance value of the variances in the means between segment pairs A and B, and B
and C. The hypothesis for the test of variance in the means:
• H0: The pair of data had similar variances in the means
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Figure A.27: Q-Q plot for the level of frustration experienced by the parti-
cipants in Segment C
• Ha: The pair of data did not have similar variances in the means
Given the assumptions were satised through assumptions testing, with the skewness and
kurtosis being within an acceptable range, a parametric test could be carried out.
A.1.7 Combined Cognitive Workload
Table A.11 illustrates the outcomes of the assumptions testing for the parametric T-Test’s
for all three segments.
The test of normality revealed two outcomes, a numerically analysed outcome using
the Shapiro-Wilk’s method for a sample size N = 24, and a graphically analysed outcome
using Q-Q plots. The assumptions for the test of normality states:
• H0: The sample dataset is normally distributed
• Ha: The sample dataset is not normally distributed
The signicance value of p = 0.021, p < 0.001, and p = 0.768 for Segments A, B and
C respectively, one can conclude that with a CI of 95%, H0 is considered to be rejected
for Segments A and B, while it is considered to be accepted for Segment C. That is, the
combined CW data collected for Segment A and B are normally distributed, while Segment
C’s data is not.
The second assumption is to assume the dataset was independently sampled, which
was satised given the procedure of the experiment and data collection.
The third assumption is to assume the data had similar variances between the means.
This was analysed numerically using Levene’s test of variances. TableA.11 illustrated the
signicance value of the variances in the means between segment pairs A and B, and B
and C. The hypothesis for the test of variance in the means:
• H0: The pair of data had similar variances in the means
• Ha: The pair of data did not have similar variances in the means
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The testing of the combined CW results are presented in Chapter 5 Section 5.2.7.
A.2 Situation Awareness Assumptions Testing
This section detailed the process of assumptions testing of the Situation Awareness (SA)
results collected in experiment 1 to support the statistical analyses presented in Chapter
5.
The assumption required to perform a parametric T-Test is threefolds: 1) The results
must be normally distributed, 2) The results must be independently sampled, and 3) The
results must be have similar variances between the means.
Table A.12 illustrates the outcomes of the assumptions testing for the parametric T-
Test’s for all three segments.
The test of normality revealed two outcomes, a numerically analysed outcome using
the Shapiro-Wilk’s method for a sample size (N) of 24, and a graphically analysed outcome
using Q-Q plots. The assumptions for the test of normality states:
• H0: The sample dataset is normally distributed
• Ha: The sample dataset is not normally distributed
The signicance value of the (normal) distributions for segments A, B and C are p = 0.445,
p = 0.029, and p = 0.016 respectively, one can conclude that with a CI of 95%, H0 was
considered to be accepted for segment A, and rejected for segments B and C.
The second assumption was to assume the dataset was independently sampled, which
was satised given the procedure of the experiment and data collection.
The third assumption was to assume the data had similar variances between the means.
This was analysed numerically using Levene’s test of variances. TableA.12 illustrated the
signicance (p) value of the variances in the means between segment pairs A and B, and
B and C. The hypothesis for the test of variance in the means:
• H0: The pair of data had similar variances in the means
• Ha: The pair of data did not have similar variances in the means
The assumptions testing outcome revealed the data collected from segment A was not
considered to be in normal distribution, and transformation is not necessary (due to the
insignicant skewness of the data). However, segments B and C was normally distrib-
uted. Since the assumptions for the non-parametric test is the same as the parametric
test without the normality requirement, segment A (B and C) satises the assumptions to
carry out the Wilcoxon Signed Rank Test. Therefore, the parametric paired sample T-Test
is used to compare segment B with C, while the non-parametric Wilcoxon Signed-Rank
Test is used to compare segment A and B’s SA.
The testing of the SA results are presented in Chapter 5 Section 5.3.
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APPENDIX B
Experiment 2 Result Analysis
B.1 Cognitive Workload Assumptions Testing
This section detailed the process of assumptions testing of the Cognitive Workload (CW)
results collected in experiment 2 to support the statistical analyses presented in Chapter
6.
B.1.1 Mental Demand
Table B.1 presented the descriptives of the raw MD data. The baseline scenario’s data were
considered not to be normally distributed according to Shapiro-Wilk’s test of normality
with a signicance value of p = 0.036 and a negative skew was present. The graphical
verication (gure B.1) also conrmed the numeric testing where the data points were
non-constantly deviating from line of normality. Therefore with respect to the hypothesis:
• H0: The data set were in normal distribution
• Ha: The data set were not in normal distribution
The graphical and numerical tests revealed that there were signicant statistical evidence
to rejectH0, and given there was a negative skew in the data, a square transform was both
the baseline and evaluation data sets.
Table B.2 presented the descriptives of the transformed MD data. The transformed
data revealed an acceptable skewness and kurtosis of both scenarios with the numerical
Table B.1: Descriptive statistics of the original mental demand data
(CI = 95%, α = 0.05) Baseline Scenario Evaluation Scenario
Normal Distribution Numerical: Reject
H0(p = 0.036)
Numerical: Accept
H0(p = 0.102)
Standard Deviation σ = 3.496 σ = 3.96
Skewness -0.585 (SE = 0.365):
Negative skew
-0.558(SE = 0.365):
Negative skew
Kurtosis 0.852 (SE = 0.717):
Acceptable kurtosis
-0.099 (SE = 0.717):
Acceptable kurtosis
Sample Mean (x¯) x¯baseline = 13.31 x¯evaluation = 12.69
Sample Size (N) 43 43
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Figure B.1: Q-Q plot of the original mental demand data for the baseline
scenario
Table B.2: Descriptive statistics of the (square) transformed mental demand
data
(CI = 95%, α = 0.05) Baseline Scenario Evaluation Scenario
Normal Distribution Numerical: Accept
H0(p = 0.088)
Numerical: Accept
H0(p = 0.454)
Standard Deviation σ = 88.16 σ = 94.09
Skewness 0.385 (SE = 0.365):
Positive skew
0.186 (SE = 0.365):
Positive skew
Kurtosis 0.571 (SE = 0.717):
Acceptable kurtosis
-0.433 (SE = 0.717):
Acceptable kurtosis
Sample Mean (x¯) x¯baseline = 189.07 x¯evaluation = 176.36
Sample Size (N) 43 43
Sample Variance Accept H0: p = 0.379
test of normality conrming the normally distributed nature of the data set. This was also
supported by the placement of the sample points in the Q-Q plot illustrated in gure B.2
and B.3, as they were closely following the line of normality.
The nal two rows in table B.2 presented the outcomes of the assumptions requirements
for a parametric paired-sample test.
The four assumptions that were required to be satised are: 1) The data set must be
normally distributed, 2) The depedent variables of the data set must be continuous, 3) The
independent variables of the data set must be categorically collected, and 4) The dataset
must have similar variances. These assumptions were veried following the normality
hypothesis:
The hypothesis for sample independence assumption stated (tested using Pearson’s Chi-
Square test):
• H0: The data set were considered statistically independent
• Ha: The data set were considered not to be statistically independent
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Figure B.2: Q-Q plot of the transformed mental demand rating of the
baseline scenario
Figure B.3: Q-Q plot of the transformed mental demand rating of the
evaluation scenario
And the hypothesis for similar variances (αvariance = 0.05) stated:
• H0: The data set had similar variances in the means
• Ha: The data set did not have similar variances in the means
From the stated hypothesis and the information presented in table B.2, the transformed
data set with the outliers removed had satised the assumptions requirement to carry out
a parametric paired-sample T-Test.
B.1.2 Physical Demand
An analysis of the raw dataset from both scenarios revealed a positive skew (table B.3),
which was corrected using a square-root transformation. The transformed data presented
a set of analysis which satised the requirements of the assumptions testing, hence, a
T-Test was used.
Table B.3 presented the descriptives of the raw PD data. The dataset were not con-
sidered to be normally distributed according to Shapiro-Wilk’s test of normality with a
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Table B.3: Descriptive statistics of the raw combined cognitive workload
data
(CI = 95%, α = 0.05) Baseline Scenario Evaluation Scenario
Normal Distribution Numerical: Reject
H0(p < 0.001)
Numerical: Reject
H0(p = 0.001)
Standard Deviation σ = 3.995 σ = 4.132
Skewness 1.016 (SE = 0.365):
Positive skew
0.716 (SE = 0.365):
Positive skew
Kurtosis -0.055 (SE = 0.717):
Acceptable kurtosis
-0.669 (SE = 0.717):
Acceptable kurtosis
Sample Mean (x¯) x¯baseline = 4.548 x¯evaluation = 4.738
Sample Size (N) 43 43
Figure B.4: Q-Q plot of the original physical demand data for the baseline
scenario
positive skew, furthermore, the graphical verication also supported the skewness where
the Q-Q plot in gure B.4 and B.5 of both scenarios’ data points strayed around the line of
normality. A square-root transformation was applied to the data to rectify the distribution
and the skewness.
The transformed was analysed and the descriptive statistics were illustrated in table
B.4, along with the values of testing of the assumptions for a parametric test.
The nal two rows in table B.4 presented the outcomes of the assumptions requirements
for a parametric paired-sample test.
The four assumptions that were required to be satised are: 1) The data set must be
normally distributed, 2) The depedent variables of the data set must be continuous, 3) The
independent variables of the data set must be categorically collected, and 4) The dataset
must have similar variances. These assumptions were veried following the normality
hypothesis:
And the hypothesis for similar variances stated:
• H0: The data set had similar variances in the means
• Ha: The data set did not have similar variances in the means
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Figure B.5: Q-Q plot of the original physical demand data for the evaluation
scenario
Table B.4: Descriptive statistics of the (square-root) transformed physical
demand data
(CI = 95%, α = 0.05) Baseline Scenario Evaluation Scenario
Normal Distribution Numerical: Accept
H0(p = 0.071)
Numerical: Accept
H0(p = 0.054)
Standard Deviation σ = 0.98 σ = 1.06
Skewness 0.113 (SE = 0.365):
Acceptable skew
-0.070 (SE = 0.365):
Acceptable skew
Kurtosis -0.446 (SE = 0.709):
Acceptable kurtosis
-0.871 (SE = 0.709):
Acceptable kurtosis
Sample Mean (x¯) x¯baseline = 1.9 x¯evaluation = 1.91
Sample Size (N) 43 43
Sample Variance Accept H0(p = 0.308)
From the stated hypothesis and the information presented in table B.4, the transformed
data set with the outliers removed had satised the assumptions requirement to carry out
a parametric paired-sample T-Test.
B.1.3 Temporal Demand
The raw data set was tested to determine whether it was suitable to analyse the dierences
in the mean magnitude of load using the parametric test. Table B.5 illustrated that the
raw data set did not have a normal distribution when analysed numerically, and it was left
skewed. Furthermore, gures B.6 and B.7 illustrated the graphical evidence also supported
the non-normal distribution of the data as the sample points did not closely follow the line
of normality.
A negative skew was evident in the data set, hence a square transform was applied to
the data, and the descriptive statistics of the transformed data was presented in table B.6.
Based on the following hypothesis, one did not have signicant statistical evidence to
accept H0 of the data collected from the evaluation scenario:
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Table B.5: Descriptive statistics of the raw temporal demand data
(CI = 95%, α = 0.05) Baseline Scenario Evaluation Scenario
Normal Distribution Numerical: Accept
H0(p = 0.053)
Numerical: Reject
H0(p = 0.019)
Graphical: Reject H0 Graphical: Reject H0
Standard Deviation σ = 4.56 σ = 5.11
Skewness -0.589 (SE = 0.365):
Negative skew
-0.487 (SE = 0.365):
Negative skew
Kurtosis 0.158 (SE = 0.717):
Acceptable kurtosis
0.855 (SE = 0.717):
Acceptable kurtosis
Sample Mean (x¯) x¯baseline = 11.33 x¯evaluation = 10.4
Sample Size (N) 42 42
Figure B.6: Q-Q plot of the original temporal demand data for the baseline
scenario
Figure B.7: Q-Q plot of the original temporal demand data for the evaluation
scenario
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Table B.6: Descriptive statistics and the assumptions testing summary of the
square transformed temporal demand data
(CI = 95%, α = 0.05) Baseline Scenario Evaluation Scenario
Normal Distribution Numerical: Accept
H0(p = 0.156)
Numerical: Reject
H0(p = 0.023)
Graphical: Reject H0 Graphical: Reject H0
Standard Deviation σ = 94.895 σ = 97.288
Skewness 0.330 (SE = 0.365):
Acceptable skew
0.233 (SE = 0.365):
Acceptable skew
Kurtosis -0.525 (SE = 0.717):
Acceptable kurtosis
-1.037 (SE = 0.717):
Acceptable kurtosis
Sample Mean (x¯) x¯baseline = 148.76 x¯evaluation = 133.74
Sample Size (N) 42 42
Sample Variance Accept H0(p = 0.678)
• H0: The data set were in normal distribution
• Ha: The data set were not in normal distribution
The assumptions for a parametric test included the distribution of the data must be normal,
which both the original and the transformed data sets were not able to satisfy, hence a non-
parametric testing of the means was used.
The non-parametric, Wilcoxon Signed-Rank Test had three assumptions
1. The dependent variable should be ordinal or continuous, which was met due to the
nature of the magnitude of load of the data set
2. The independent variables should consist of two categorical data sets, which was
met as the data reect the magntitude of load of the participants during two separate
experimental trials
3. The distribution of the dierences between the groups must be symmetrical in shape,
which was met as the dierences between the raw and transformed data collected
in the baseline and evaluation scenarios were symmetrical.
With the assumptions of the Wilcoxon Signed-Rank test met for both the original and the
transformed data, two sets of analysis were carried out for the original and the transformed
data set.
B.1.4 Performance
The data set was tested to determine whether it was suitable to analyse the dierences in
the mean magnitude of load using the parametric test. Table B.7 presented the descriptive
statistics and the summary of the assumptions tests.
To perform the parametric T-Test, the three assumptions were met as presented in table
B.7:
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Table B.7: Descriptive statistics of the perceived performance data
(CI = 95%, α = 0.05) Baseline Scenario Evaluation Scenario
Normal Distribution Numerical: Accept
H0(p = 0.222)
Numerical: Accept
H0(p = 0.306)
Graphical: Accept H0 Graphical: Accept H0
Standard Deviation σ = 3.75 σ = 3.76
Skewness -0.143 (SE = 0.365):
Negative skew
-0.149 (SE = 0.365):
Negative skew
Kurtosis -0.264 (SE = 0.717):
Acceptable kurtosis
-0.772 (SE = 0.717):
Acceptable kurtosis
Sample Mean (x¯) x¯baseline = 9.0 x¯evaluation = 8.33
Sample Size (N) 42 42
Sample Variance Accept H0 (p = 0.674)
1. The data set must be normally distributed: Assumption met (H0 accepted) with CI
= 95% - analysed using Shapiro-Wilk’s test of normality, and the Q-Q plots (gures
B.8 and B.9) had also supported the verdict with the sample points closely tracking
the line of normality
2. The data set must have similar variances: Assumption met (H0 accepted) with CI =
95% - analysed using Levene’s Test for Equality for Variances
3. The independent variable must consists of at least two categorical sets: Assumption
met as the independent variable (performance rating) was collected in two separate
experiment trials
The hypothesis for the tests were dened as follows:
• H0: The data set were in normal distribution, considered statistically independent,
and had similar variances
• Ha: The data set were not in normal distribution, considered statistically dependent,
and did not have similar variances
With the assumptions satisfactorially met, the parametric paired-sample T-Test was
conducted to evaluate the dierences in the means.
B.1.5 Eort
Table B.8 presented the descriptives of the raw eort data. The baseline scenario’s data
were considered not to be normally distributed according to Shapiro-Wilk’s test of nor-
mality with a signicance value of p = 0.044 and a negative skew was present. This
was veried graphically in gure B.10 where the data points were uctuating from line of
normality. Therefore with respect to the hypothesis:
• H0: The data set were in normal distribution
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Figure B.8: Q-Q plot of the perceived performance data for the baseline
scenario
Figure B.9: Q-Q plot of the perceived performance data for the evaluation
scenario
Table B.8: Descriptive statistics of the original eort data
(CI = 95%,
α = 0.05)
Baseline Scenario Evaluation Scenario
Normal
Distribution
Numerical: Reject
H0(p = 0.044)
Numerical: Accept
H0(p = 0.066)
Standard
Deviation
σ = 4.042 σ = 4.431
Skewness -0.625 (SE = 0.365): Negative
skew
-0.469(SE = 0.365): Negative
skew
Kurtosis -0.098 (SE = 0.717):
Acceptable kurtosis
-0.583 (SE = 0.717):
Acceptable kurtosis
Sample Mean
(x¯)
x¯baseline = 13.31 x¯evaluation = 12.69
Sample Size (N) 42 42
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Figure B.10: Q-Q plot of the original eort data for the baseline scenario
Table B.9: Descriptive statistics of the (square) transformed eort data
(CI = 95%, α = 0.05) Baseline Scenario Evaluation Scenario
Normal Distribution Numerical: Accept
H0(p = 0.084)
Numerical: Accept
H0(p = 0.052)
Standard Deviation σ = 81.86 σ = 76.58
Skewness 0.180 (SE = 0.365):
Acceptable skew
0.447 (SE = 0.365):
Positive skew
Kurtosis -0.824 (SE = 0.717):
Flatter curve
-0.378 (SE = 0.717):
Acceptable kurtosis
Sample Mean (x¯) x¯baseline = 138 x¯evaluation = 105.83
Sample Size (N) 42 42
Sample Variance Accept H0: p = 0.612
• Ha: The data set were not in normal distribution
The graphical and numerical tests revealed that there were signicant statistical evidence
to rejectH0, and given there was a negative skew in the data, a square transform was both
the baseline and evaluation data sets.
Table B.9 presented the descriptives of the transformed eort data. The transformed
data revealed an acceptable skewness and kurtosis of both scenarios with the numerical
test of normality conrming the normally distributed nature of the data set.
The nal two rows in table B.9 presented the outcomes of the assumptions for a para-
metric paired-sample test.
The three assumptions that were required to be satised are: 1) The data set must be
normally distributed, 2) The depedent variables of the data set must be continuous, 3) The
independent variables of the data set must be categorically collected, and 4) The dataset
must have similar variances. These assumptions were veried following the normality
hypothesis:
And the hypothesis for similar variances stated:
• H0: The data set had similar variances in the means
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Table B.10: Descriptive statistics of the frustration level data
(CI = 95%, α = 0.05) Baseline Scenario Evaluation Scenario
Normal Distribution Numerical: Reject
H0(p = 0.043)
Numerical: Reject
H0(p = 0.002)
Graphical: Reject H0 Graphical: Reject H0
Standard Deviation σ = 4.75 σ = 5.01
Skewness -0.020 (SE = 0.365):
Acceptable skew
0.412 (SE = 0.365):
Positive skew
Kurtosis -1.177 (SE = 0.717):
Flatter curve
-1.221 (SE = 0.717):
Flatter curve
Sample Mean (x¯) x¯baseline = 7.83 x¯evaluation = 7.1
Sample Size (N) 42 42
Equality of Variances Accept H0 (p = 0.734)
Figure B.11: Histogram of the frustration level data for the baseline scenario
• Ha: The data set did not have similar variances in the means
From the stated hypothesis and the information presented in the table, all the assumptions
were satisfactorily met, hence, the parametric test could be carried out.
B.1.6 Frustration
The data set was tested to determine whether it was suitable to analyse the dierences in
the mean magnitude of load using the parametric test. Table B.10 illustrated the descriptive
statistics related to the data set.
Based on the following hypothesis, one did not have signicant statistical evidence to
accept H0 both numerically and graphically. That was to say, the data set did not have
a normal distribution (rejecting H0) when analysed numerically, and inspected graphic-
ally through the histograms in gures B.11 and B.12, however, the skewness was within
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Figure B.12: Histogram of the frustration level data for the evaluation scen-
ario
acceptable range.
• H0: The data set were in normal distribution
• Ha: The data set were not in normal distribution
The hypothesis for sample independence assumption stated (tested using Pearson’s Chi-
Square test):
• H0: The data set were considered statistically independent
• Ha: The data set were considered not to be statistically independent
Given the inability for the assumptions of a parametric test to be met, testing of the
assumptions of the non-parametric testing of the means was carried out.
The non-parametric, Wilcoxon Signed-Rank Test had three assumptions
1. The dependent variable should be ordinal or continuous, which was met due to the
continuous scaling of the magnitude of load of the data set
2. The independent variables should consist of two categorical data sets, which was
met as the data reect the magntitude of load of the participants during two separate
experimental trials
3. The distribution of the dierences between the groups must be symmetrical in shape,
which was also met as the dierences between the baseline and evaluation scenarios
were symmetrical, illustrated by the boxplot in gure B.13
With the assumptions of the Wilcoxon Signed-Rank test met for the data set, analysis
was carried out.
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Figure B.13: Boxplot of the dierences in the distribution between the
frustration level felt in the baseline and the evaluation scenario
Table B.11: Descriptive statistics of the raw combined cognitive workload
data
(CI = 95%, α = 0.05) Baseline Scenario Evaluation Scenario
Normal Distribution Numerical: Accept
H0(p = 0.076)
Numerical: Accept
H0(p = 0.260)
Standard Deviation σ = 13.91 σ = 15.02
Skewness -0.529 (SE = 0.361):
Negative skew
-0.557 (SE = 0.361):
Negative skew
Kurtosis 0.481 (SE = 0.709):
Acceptable kurtosis
0.893 (SE = 0.709):
Acceptable kurtosis
Sample Mean (x¯) x¯baseline = 55.86 x¯evaluation = 51.95
Sample Size (N) 43 43
B.1.7 Combined Cognitive Workload
Table B.11 presented the descriptives of the raw combined CW data. The dataset were
considered normally distributed according to Shapiro-Wilk’s test of normality, however, a
negative skew was present. The graphical verication also supported the skewness where
the Q-Q plot in gure B.11 of the baseline data’s data points (circles) strayed around the
y = x line of normality. And the Q-Q plot of the evaluation data (gure B.12) suggested
that at the end of the distribution, several data points no longer closely followed the line
of normality, hence, a transformation was performed.
Table B.12 presented the descriptives of the transformed combined CW data. In this set
of data, a set of outliers were detected (as illustrated in gure B.16) to have a signicantly
higher CW rating for both scenarios. As a result, sample 29 was removed from both sets
of data, and table B.13 presented the descriptive statistics of the set of transformed data
with the outliers removed.
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Figure B.14: Q-Q plot of the original combined CW data for the baseline
scenario
Figure B.15: Q-Q plot of the original combined CW data for the evaluation
scenario
Table B.12: Descriptive statistics of the (square) transformed combined cog-
nitive workload data
(CI = 95%, α = 0.05) Baseline Scenario Evaluation Scenario
Normal Distribution Numerical: Accept
H0(p = 0.224)
Numerical: Accept
H0(p = 0.439)
Standard Deviation σ = 1481.97 σ = 1481.56
Skewness 0.331 (SE = 0.361):
Acceptable skew
0.538 (SE = 0.361):
Positive skew
Kurtosis 0.928 (SE = 0.709):
Acceptable kurtosis
1.039 (SE = 0.709):
Acceptable kurtosis
Sample Mean (x¯) x¯baseline = 3309.44 x¯evaluation = 2919.63
Sample Size (N) 43 43
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Figure B.16: Boxplot of the transformed combined cognitive workload rat-
ing, where Scenario 1 and 2 denoted the baseline and evluation
scenarios
Table B.13: Descriptive statistics and the assumptions testing outcome of
the transformed combined cognitive workload data with outliers
removed
(CI = 95%, α = 0.05) Baseline Scenario Evaluation Scenario
Normal Distribution Numerical: Accept
H0(p = 0.325)
Numerical: Accept
H0(p = 0.776)
Standard Deviation σ = 1326.17 σ = 1307.19
Skewness -0.232 (SE = 0.365):
Acceptable skew
-0.082 (SE = 0.365):
Acceptable skew
Kurtosis -0.228 (SE = 0.717):
Acceptable kurtosis
-0.597 (SE = 0.717):
Acceptable kurtosis
Sample Mean (x¯) x¯baseline = 3203.86 x¯evaluation = 2808.93
Sample Size (N) 42 42
Similar Variance Accept H0(p = 0.747)
Table B.13 presented the descriptives of the nal set of combined CW which were used
to compare the means.
The nal two rows in table B.13 presented the outcomes of the assumptions require-
ments for a parametric paired-sample test.
The four assumptions that were required to be satised are: 1) The dataset must be
normally distributed, 2) The dependent variables of the data set must be continuous, 3) The
independent variables of the data set must be categorically collected, and 4) The dataset
must have similar variances. These assumptions were veried following the normality
hypothesis:
• H0: The data set were in normal distribution
• Ha: The data set were not in normal distribution
And the hypothesis for similar variances stated:
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Table B.14: Descriptive statistics and the assumptions testing outcome of
the level 1 SA data
(CI = 95%, α = 0.05) Baseline Scenario Evaluation Scenario
Normal Distribution Numerical: Reject
H0(p < 0.001)
Numerical: Reject
H0(p = 0.003)
Standard Deviation σ = 0.19 σ = 0.207
Skewness -0.515 (SE = 0.365):
Negative skew
-0.012 (SE = 0.365):
Acceptable skew
Kurtosis 0.005 (SE = 0.717):
Acceptable kurtosis
0.6 (SE = 0.717):
Acceptable kurtosis
Sample Mean (x¯) x¯baseline = 0.524 x¯evaluation = 0.472
Sample Size (N) 42 42
Similar Variance Accept H0(p = 0.398)
• H0: The data set had similar variances in the means
• Ha: The data set did not have similar variances in the means
From the stated hypothesis and the information presented in table B.13, the transformed
data set with the outliers removed had satised the assumptions requirement to carry out
a parametric paired-sample T-Test.
B.2 Situation Awareness Assumptions Testing
This section detailed the process of assumptions testing of the Situation Awareness (SA)
results collected in experiment 2 to support the statistical analyses presented in Chapter 6
Section 6.3.
B.2.1 Level 1 SA
Table B.14 presented the descriptives of the level 1 SA data. Assumptions for the test of
normality was specied as:
• H0: The data set were normally distributed
• Ha: The data set were not normally distributed
The data set recorded from both the baseline and the evaluation scenario revealed that the
null hypothesis (H0) was rejected at CI = 95% according to Shapiro-Wilk’s test of normality,
hence, the data sets were not normally distributed.
One of the four assumptions that must be met to perform a parametric T-Test was the
distribution of normality, the remaining three included: The dependent variables of the
data set must be continuous; the independent variables of the data set must be categorically
collected; and the data set must have similar variances. These assumptions were veried
following the normality hypothesis stated above, and the variance hypothesis:
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Table B.15: Descriptive statistics and the assumptions testing outcome of
the Level 2 SA data
(CI = 95%, α = 0.05) Baseline Scenario Evaluation Scenario
Normal Distribution Numerical: Reject
H0(p < 0.001)
Numerical: Reject
H0(p = 0.001)
Standard Deviation σ = 0.157 σ = 0.299
Skewness 0.261 (SE = 0.365):
Acceptable skew
0.304 (SE = 0.365):
Acceptable skew
Kurtosis -1.303 (SE = 0.717):
Flatter curve
-0.714 (SE = 0.717):
Acceptable kurtosis
Sample Mean (x¯) x¯baseline = 0.171 x¯evaluation = 0.518
Sample Size (N) 42 42
Similar Variance Reject H0(p = 0.003)
• H0: The data set had similar variances in the means
• Ha: The data set did not have similar variances in the means
Since the latter assumptions were met and the normality assumption could not be met, an
equivalent non-parametric test was used.
B.2.2 Level 2 SA
The four assumptions that must be met are: 1) The dataset must be normally distributed, 2)
The dependent variables of the data set must be continuous, 3) The independent variables
of the data set must be categorically collected, and 4) The data set must have similar
variances. These assumptions were veried following the normality hypothesis stated
above, and the variance hypothesis:
• H0: The data set had similar variances in the means
• Ha: The data set did not have similar variances in the means
And the hypothesis for the homogenity of variance were:
• H0: The data set had similar variances in the means
• Ha: The data set did not have similar variances in the means
Table B.15 that presented the descriptives of the level 2 SA data revealed that at CI =
95%, both the rst and the last assumption could not accept H0, that was to say, the data
set was not normally distributed and their variances were not similar.
Given the non-parametric testing of the means required an assumption of similar vari-
ance, a variance-stabilising transform to the data was required. The two transforms that
could be applied to perform variance-stabilisation were the natural-log transform, and the
square-root transform. Since the data included sample with zero percent, the natural-log
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Table B.16: Descriptive statistics and the assumptions testing outcome of
the (square-root) transformed level 2 SA data
(CI = 95%, α = 0.05) Baseline Scenario Evaluation Scenario
Normal Distribution Numerical: Reject
H0(p < 0.001)
Numerical: Reject
H0(p < 0.001)
Standard Deviation σ = 0.265 σ = 0.257
Skewness -0.268 (SE = 0.365):
Acceptable skew
-1.001 (SE = 0.365):
Negative skew
Kurtosis -1.692 (SE = 0.717):
Flatter curve
1.437 (SE = 0.717):
Acceptable kurtosis
Sample Mean (x¯) x¯baseline = 0.321 x¯evaluation = 0.673
Sample Size (N) 42 42
Similar Variance Accept H0(p = 0.063)
Table B.17: Descriptive statistics of the combined SA data
(CI = 95%, α = 0.05) Baseline Scenario Evaluation Scenario
Normal Distribution Numerical: Reject
H0(p = 0.039)
Numerical: Accept
H0(p = 0.090)
Standard Deviation σ = 0.155 σ = 0.246
Skewness -0.556 (SE = 0.361):
Negative skew
-0.084 (SE = 0.361):
Acceptable skew
Kurtosis 1.234 (SE = 0.709):
Acceptable kurtosis
-0.291 (SE = 0.709):
Acceptable kurtosis
Sample Mean (x¯) x¯baseline = 0.28 x¯evaluation = 0.51
Sample Size (N) 43 43
transform could not be applied, hence, the square-root transformation was performed to
achieve the outcome presented in table B.16.
Table B.16 presented the descriptive statistics for the transformed SA data for level 2
SA where at CI = 95%, the variances were similar.
B.2.3 Combined SA
Table B.17 presented the descriptives of the raw combined SA data. Assumptions for the
test of normality was specied as:
• H0: The data set were normally distributed
• Ha: The data set were not normally distributed
The data set recorded from the baseline scenario revealed that the null hypothesis (H0)
was rejected at CI = 95% according to Shapiro-Wilk’s test of normality, hence, the data
set was not normally distributed . The data set recorded from the evaluation scenario
revealed that H0 was accepted at CI = 95%, hence, the data set was normally distributed.
Upon further examining the boxplot of the data in gure B.17, it was apparent that sample
27 was an outlier of the baseline data, hence, table B.18 presented the descriptive statistics
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Figure B.17: Boxplot of the combined SA data where Scenario 1 and 2
denoted the baseline and evluation scenarios
Table B.18: Descriptive statistics and the assumptions testing outcome of
the combined SA data with outliers removed
(CI = 95%, α = 0.05) Baseline Scenario Evaluation Scenario
Normal Distribution Numerical: Accept
H0(p = 0.052)
Numerical: Accept
H0(p = 0.119)
Standard Deviation σ = 0.135 σ = 0.241
Skewness -0.174 (SE = 0.365):
Acceptable skew
0.092 (SE = 0.365):
Acceptable skew
Kurtosis -0.821 (SE = 0.717):
Flatter curve
-0.156 (SE = 0.717):
Acceptable kurtosis
Sample Mean (x¯) x¯baseline = 0.272 x¯evaluation = 0.498
Sample Size (N) 42 42
Similar Variance Reject H0(p = 0.007)
of the combined SA percentage with the outlier removed from both the baseline and the
evaluation data sets.
Four assumptions must be met to reliability perform a parametric T-Test. However,
the test could still be carried out even if the assumptions could not be fully met, result-
ing in a less reliable analysis. The four assumptions that were: 1) The dataset must be
normally distributed, 2) The dependent variables of the data set must be continuous, 3)
The independent variables of the data set must be categorically collected, and 4) The data
set must have similar variances. These assumptions were veried following the normality
hypothesis stated above, and the variance hypothesis:
• H0: The data set had similar variances in the means
• Ha: The data set did not have similar variances in the means
Assumptions 1, 2 and 3 were satisfactorily met, however, at CI = 95%, H0 was rejected,
which meant that assumption 4 was not met, that is, the data set did not have similar
variances in the means. A variance-stabilising transform by applying a square-root to
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the data set could be applied to rectify the non-homogeneous variance, adjusting the
signicance value to p = 0.459, however, consequently, the signicance value of test
of normality became pbaseline = 0.020 and pevaluation < 0.001, hence, both the baseline
and the evaluation scenarios rejected H0, hence, denoting that at CI = 95%, both data sets
were not normally distributed after a square-root transform was applied.
As such, a parametric paired sample T-Test was applied to test for the dierences in
the means using the untransformed data, while a non-parametric Wilcoxon Signed-Rank
test was applied to test for the dierences in the means using the square-root transformed
data.
APPENDIX C
Experiment 3 Result Analysis
C.1 Cognitive Workload Assumptions Testing
This section detailed the process of assumptions testing of the Cognitive Workload (CW)
results collected in experiment 3 to support the statistical analyses presented in Chapter
7.
For each of the CW attributes to perform a parametric T-Test, four assumptions were
required to be satised to apply the parametric test: 1) The data set must be normally dis-
tributed, 2) The dependent variables of the data set must be continuous, 3) The independent
variables of the data set must be categorically collected, and 4) The dataset must have
similar variances. Due to the nature of the data collection process, both assumptions 2 and
3 were satised. The hypothesis for normality, determined using a single or a combination
of the numerical Shapiro-Wilk’s and the graphical method, stated:
• H0: The data set were in normal distribution
• Ha: The data set were not in normal distribution
And the hypothesis for similar variances, determined using the Levene’s statistics, stated:
• H0: The data set had similar variances in the means
• Ha: The data set did not have similar variances in the means
The results were rst analysed to determine whether the assumptions could be satisfactor-
ily met, if not, attempts were made to ensure that the assumptions could be met. However,
if the data sets were not suitable for parametric tests, the non-parametric tests were used.
The rst test (two-tailed test) was to determine the signicance of the dierence
between the scenarios, where:
• H0: The two sets of data were not statistically dierent
• Ha: The two sets of data were statistically dierent
If H0 was rejected, a one-tailed test was conducted to determine the direction of the
dierences. The hypothesis stated:
• H0: The baseline data were signicantly greater than the evaluation data
• Ha: The baseline data were signicantly less than the evaluation data
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Table C.1: Descriptive statistics of the mental demand data at CI=95%
(CI = 95%, α = 0.05) Baseline Scenario Evaluation Scenario
Normal Distribution Numerical: Reject
H0(p = 0.022)
Numerical: Accept
H0(p = 0.308)
Standard Deviation σ = 9.042 σ = 7.787
Skewness -0.079 (SE = 0.414):
Acceptable skew
0.346(SE = 0.414):
Acceptable skew
Kurtosis -1.424 (SE = 0.809):
Flatter curve
-0.681 (SE = 0.809):
Acceptable kurtosis
Sample Mean (x¯) x¯A = 16.65 x¯B = 13.64
Sample Size (N) 32 32
Similar Variances Accept H0 (p = 0.116)
Figure C.1: Q-Q plot of the original mental demand data for the baseline
scenario
C.1.1 Mental Demand
Table C.1 presented the descriptives of the raw MD data. The baseline scenario’s data were
considered not to be normally distributed at CI = 95% according to Shapiro-Wilk’s test of
normality with a signicance value of p = 0.022. The graphical test illustrated in gure
C.1 also demonstrated the non-normal distribution in the baseline data.
However, the descriptive statistics of the raw MD data of the evaluation scenario was
in fact normally distributed with a signicance value of p = 0.308.
Therefore, the parametric test assumptions could not be met for both sets of data, and
transformation of any kind was not suitable to be applied, hence, a non-parametric test
was used to analyse the dierences in the operators’ MD between the baseline and the
evaluation scenarios.
C.1.2 Physical Demand
Table C.2 presented the descriptives of the raw PD data. Both scenarios’ data were con-
sidered non-normally distributed at CI = 95% according to Shapiro-Wilk’s test of normality
with a signicance value of pbaseline < 0.001 and pevaluation = 0.005, and both sets of
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Table C.2: Descriptive statistics of the physical demand data at CI=95%
(CI = 95%, α = 0.05) Baseline Scenario Evaluation Scenario
Normal Distribution Reject H0(p < 0.001) Reject H0(p = 0.005)
Standard Deviation σ = 5.2 σ = 5.243
Skewness 0.813 (SE = 0.393):
Positive skew
0.736(SE = 0.393):
Positive skew
Kurtosis -0.904 (SE = 0.768):
Flatter curve
-0.489 (SE = 0.768):
Acceptable kurtosis
Sample Mean (x¯) x¯A = 5.361 x¯B = 6.222
Sample Size (N) 36 36
Similar Variances Accept H0 (p = 0.994)
Figure C.2: Histogram of the physical demand data for the baseline scenario
data presented a positive skew, hence, the normality assumption could not be met for the
application of the parametric test of the means.
In order to rectify the skewness, consequently rearranging the data into a normal
distribution, a logrithmic or root transformation was necessary. Given the distribution and
information presented in gure C.2 and C.3 for the baseline and the evaluation scenario
(respectively), it was clear that the transformation could not be applied as a large number of
sample points were zero (0), hence, a root/logrithmic calculation could not be successfully
performed.
The assumptions of the non-parametric test were similar to the parametric test, how-
ever, it did not require the data sets to be normally distributed. The PD results were able to
satisfy the remaining assumptions, hence, the non-parametric Wilcoxon Signed Rank Test
was carried out to evaluate the dierences between the PD experienced by the participants
from the scenarios.
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Figure C.3: Histogram of the physical demand data for the evaluation scen-
ario
Table C.3: Descriptive statistics of the temporal demand data at CI=95%
(CI = 95%, α = 0.05) Baseline Scenario Evaluation Scenario
Normal Distribution Reject H0(p = 0.031) Reject H0(p = 0.018)
Standard Deviation σ = 4.239 σ = 4.399
Skewness -0.911 (SE = 0.393):
Negative skew
-0.803(SE = 0.393):
Negative skew
Kurtosis 1.222 (SE = 0.768):
Acceptable kurtosis
0.094 (SE = 0.768):
Acceptable kurtosis
Sample Mean (x¯) x¯A = 13.17 x¯B = 12.72
Sample Size (N) 36 36
C.1.3 Temporal Demand
Table C.3 presented the descriptives of the raw PD data. Both scenarios’ data were con-
sidered non-normally distributed at CI = 95% according to Shapiro-Wilk’s test of normality
with a signicance value of pbaseline = 0.031 and pevaluation = 0.018, and both sets of
data presented a negative skew, hence, the normality assumption could not be met for the
application of the parametric test of the means.
In order to rectify the skewness, consequently rearranging the data into a normal
distribution, a squared transformation was necessary.
Table C.4 presented the descriptive statistics of the TD data with a squared transform
applied. The analysis of the transformed data revealed that both scenarios’ data sets were
able to satisfy the normality distribution and similar variance assumption, and that the
skewness and kurtosis of both sets of data were in range. Hence, a parametric test was
applied to analyse the dierences between the pair of comparison.
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Table C.4: Descriptive statistics of the temporal demand data at CI=95%
with a squared transformation applied
(CI = 95%, α = 0.05) Baseline Scenario Evaluation Scenario
Normal Distribution Accept H0(p = 0.397) Accept H0(p = 0.380)
Standard Deviation σ = 99.592 σ = 99.691
Skewness 0.159 (SE = 0.393):
Acceptable skew
-0.030(SE = 0.393):
Acceptable skew
Kurtosis -0.384 (SE = 0.768):
Acceptable kurtosis
-0.636 (SE = 0.768):
Acceptable kurtosis
Sample Mean (x¯) x¯A = 190.83 x¯B = 180.67
Sample Size (N) 36 36
Similar Variance Accept H0 (p = 0.826)
Table C.5: Descriptive statistics of the perceived performance data at
CI=95%
(CI = 95%, α = 0.05) Baseline Scenario Evaluation Scenario
Normal Distribution Accept H0(p = 0.304) Accept H0(p = 0.087)
Standard Deviation σ = 3.843 σ = 3.977
Skewness 0.208 (SE = 0.393):
Acceptable skew
-0.014(SE = 0.393):
Acceptable skew
Kurtosis -0.622 (SE = 0.768):
Flatter curve
-0.892 (SE = 0.768):
Acceptable kurtosis
Sample Mean (x¯) x¯A = 10.97 x¯B = 9.89
Sample Size (N) 36 36
Similar Variances Accept H0 (p = 1.0)
C.1.4 Performance
Table C.5 presented the descriptives of the performance data. As the descriptives illus-
trated that the data set for both scenarios met the assumptions for the parametric hypo-
thesis testing. The distribution for both scenarios were normal with a signicance value
of pbaseline = 0.304 and pevaluation = 0.087 at CI = 95%, while the variances tested using
Levene’s test revealed that the signicance value pLevene = 1.0, hence accepting all H0.
C.1.5 Eort
Table C.6 presented the descriptives of the original eort data. Along with the Q-Q plot
and the histogram presented in gure C.4 and C.5, an outlier was identied in the baseline
scenario data, which caused a negative skew to the data. The scores from this outlier was
removed from both the baseline and the evaluation data sets for fairness.
The analysis was rerun and the results were presented in table C.7. Evidently, the
removal of the outlier adjusted the data sets and at CI=95%, both data sets were in normal
distribution (pbaseline = 0.267 and pevaluation = 0.607) and had similar variance (p =
0.13).
Since the parametric test assumptions were all met, the pair sample T-Test was used to
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Table C.6: Descriptive statistics of the perceived eort data at CI=95%
(CI = 95%, α = 0.05) Baseline Scenario Evaluation Scenario
Normal Distribution Accept H0(p = 0.064) Accept H0(p = 0.616)
Standard Deviation σ = 3.989 σ = 4.381
Skewness -0.379 (SE = 0.393):
Negative skew
-0.154(SE = 0.393):
Acceptable skew
Kurtosis 1.185 (SE = 0.768):
Acceptable kurtosis
-0.459 (SE = 0.768):
Acceptable kurtosis
Sample Mean (x¯) x¯A = 13.17 x¯B = 12.19
Sample Size (N) 36 36
Similar Variances Accept H0 (p = 0.414)
Figure C.4: Q-Q plot of the original eort data for the baseline scenario
Figure C.5: Histogram of the original eort data for the baseline scenario
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Table C.7: Descriptive statistics of the perceived eort data with the removal
of the outlier at CI=95%
(CI = 95%, α = 0.05) Baseline Scenario Evaluation Scenario
Normal Distribution Accept H0(p = 0.267) Accept H0(p = 0.607)
Standard Deviation σ = 3.45 σ = 4.433
Skewness -0.355 (SE = 0.398):
Acceptable skew
-0.118(SE = 0.398):
Acceptable skew
Kurtosis -0.375 (SE = 0.778):
Acceptable kurtosis
-0.515 (SE = 0.778):
Acceptable kurtosis
Sample Mean (x¯) x¯A = 13.51 x¯B = 12.14
Sample Size (N) 35 35
Similar Variances Accept H0 (p = 0.130)
Table C.8: Descriptive statistics of the participants’ frustration level data at
CI=95%
(CI = 95%, α = 0.05) Baseline Scenario Evaluation Scenario
Normal Distribution Accept H0(p = 0.078) Reject H0(p = 0.011)
Standard Deviation σ = 5.511 σ = 6.17
Skewness -0.355 (SE = 0.393):
Acceptable skew
-0.102(SE = 0.393):
Acceptable skew
Kurtosis -0.854 (SE = 0.768):
Flatter curve
-1.235 (SE = 0.768):
Flatter curve
Sample Mean (x¯) x¯A = 10.53 x¯B = 9.86
Sample Size (N) 36 36
Similar Variances Accept H0 (p = 0.591)
analyse the dierences in the means of the data sets.
C.1.6 Frustration
Table C.8 presented the descriptives of the raw frustration level data. The evaluation
scenario’s data were considered not normally distributed (p = 0.011) at CI = 95%. Trans-
formation also could not be applied due to the fact that the distribution of the baseline
data was normal, and skewness of both data sets were acceptable.
Given that both data sets were not all normally distributed, but had similar variances,
the non-parametric Wilcoxon Signed-Rank test was used.
C.1.7 Combined Cognitive Workload
Table C.9 presented the descriptives of the raw combined CW data. The data set were not
in normal distribution according to Shapiro-Wilk’s test of normality, a negative skew was
present.
Figure C.6 presented the boxplot for both the scenarios’ data set. Evidently, samples 14,
23 and 27 were considered to be outliers. Hence, these sample points were removed from
both the baseline and the evaluation data sets.
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Table C.9: Descriptive statistics of the raw combined cognitive workload
data
(CI = 95%, α = 0.05) Baseline Scenario Evaluation Scenario
Normal Distribution Reject H0(p = 0.001) Reject H0(p = 0.009)
Standard Deviation σ = 16.102 σ = 16.514
Skewness -1.377 (SE = 0.393):
Negative skew
-0.891 (SE = 0.393):
Negative skew
Kurtosis 2.714 (SE = 0.728):
Acceptable kurtosis
0.103 (SE = 0.709):
Acceptable kurtosis
Sample Mean (x¯) 63.17 58.72
Sample Size (N) 36 36
Figure C.6: Boxplot of the original combined CW data set
Table C.10 presented the descriptive statistics of the data sets from both scenarios
with the removal of the three outliers. As a result, the normality and similar variance
assumptions for the parametric test were satised at CI=95%. The baseline scenario had
a normal distribution with a signicance value of pbaseline = 0.357 and the evaluation
scenario had a signicance value of pevaluation = 0.087. The data sets had a shared
Levene’s signicance value of pLevene = 0.099, hence, the data sets were similar in their
variances.
Given that the assumptions for a pair-sample T-Test were met, the parametric test of
the means was carried out.
C.2 Situation Awareness Assumptions Testing
This section detailed the process of assumptions testing of the Situation Awareness (SA)
results collected in experiment 3 to support the statistical analyses presented in Chapter
7.
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Table C.10: Descriptive statistics of the combined CW data
(CI = 95%, α = 0.05) Baseline Scenario Evaluation Scenario
Normal Distribution Accept H0(p = 0.357) Accept H0(p = 0.087)
Standard Deviation σ = 9.727 σ = 12.997
Skewness 0.504 (SE = 0.409):
Positive skew
0.737 (SE = 0.409):
Positive skew
Kurtosis -0.011 (SE = 0.798):
Acceptable kurtosis
0.244 (SE = 0.798):
Acceptable kurtosis
Sample Mean (x¯) x¯baseline = 67.06 x¯evaluation = 61.94
Sample Size (N) 33 33
Similar Variances Accept H0 (p = 0.099)
Table C.11: Descriptive statistics and the assumptions testing outcome of
the level 1 SA data
(CI = 95%, α = 0.05) Baseline Scenario Evaluation Scenario
Normal Distribution Numerical: Accept
H0(p = 0.488)
Numerical: Reject
H0(p = 0.016)
Standard Deviation σ = 16.369 σ = 15.781
Skewness -0.478 (SE = 0.403):
Negative skew
-0.970 (SE = 0.403):
Negative skew
Kurtosis -0.278 (SE = 0.788):
Acceptable kurtosis
0.611 (SE = 0.788):
Acceptable kurtosis
Sample Mean (x¯) ¯xbaseline = 43.26 ¯xevaluation = 52.892
Sample Size (N) 34 34
C.2.1 Level 1 SA
Table C.11 presented the descriptives of the level 1 SA data. Evidently, the data collected
from the baseline scenario was normally distributed. However, the evaluation scenario
data was not, and also as identied from the boxplot in gure C.7, there was an outlier
detected in the evaluation scenario’s data set. Both data set had also presented negative
skews in the shape of whose distributions.
The rectication process involved the removal of the outlier from both scenarios’ data
sets initially, and then followed by the application of a a squared transformation to both
data sets.
After the removal of the outlier and the application of the squared transform, table xyz
presented the descriptive statistics.
The outcomes presented in table C.12 demonstrated that the data sets with the outlier
removed and square transformed were able to meet the assumptions for a parametric test,
hence, the paired sample T-Test was used to compare the means.
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Figure C.7: Boxplot of the original level 1 SA data set
Table C.12: Descriptive statistics and the assumptions testing outcome of
the square transformed level 1 SA data with the removal of an
outlier
(CI = 95%, α = 0.05) Baseline Scenario Evaluation Scenario
Normal Distribution Accept H0(p = 0.380) Accept H0(p = 0.171)
Standard Deviation σ = 1299.112 σ = 1396.718
Skewness 0.327 (SE = 0.409):
Acceptable skew
-0.236 (SE = 0.409):
Acceptable skew
Kurtosis -0.802 (SE = 0.798):
Flatter curve
-0.991 (SE = 0.798):
Flatter curve
Sample Mean (x¯) ¯xbaseline = 2195.30 ¯xevaluation = 3129.69
Sample Size (N) 33 33
Similar Variances Accept H0 (p = 0.507)
Table C.13: Descriptive statistics and the assumptions testing outcome of
the level 2 SA data
(CI = 95%, α = 0.05) Baseline Scenario Evaluation Scenario
Normal Distribution Reject H0(p = 0.016) Reject H0(p = 0.380)
Standard Deviation σ = 15.781 σ = 14.943
Skewness -0.970 (SE = 0.403):
Negative skew
0.132 (SE = 0.403):
Acceptable skew
Kurtosis 0.611 (SE = 0.788):
Acceptable kurtosis
-0.374 (SE = 0.788):
Acceptable kurtosis
Sample Mean (x¯) ¯xbaseline = 52.891 ¯xevaluation = 56.303
Sample Size (N) 34 34
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Figure C.8: Histogram of the participants’ level 2 SA of the baseline scenario
Figure C.9: Boxplot of the participants’ level 2 SA in both scenarios, where 1
denoted the baseline scenario data, and 2 denoted the evaluation
scenario data
C.2.2 Level 2 SA
Table C.13 presented the descriptives of the level 2 SA data. Evidently, the data collected
from the baseline scenario was not normally distributed at CI=95% with a signicance
value of p = 0.016 (gure C.8), while the evaluation scenario was normally distributed.
To contribute to this further, an outlier was identied in the baseline scenario as illustrated
in gure C.9.
This outlier sample’s data was removed from both the baseline and the evaluation
scenario data for fairness, and table C.14 presented the subsequent descriptive statistics
data.
The outcomes presented in table C.14 demonstrated that the data sets with the outlier
removed, however, the baseline data set was still not normal as it was still negative skewed.
At this point, no transformation was applicable to process the data to simultaenously
enable both sets of data to be in normal distribution. Hence, with a non-normal set of
results, the outcomes were able to satisfy the assumptions required for a non-parametric
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Table C.14: Descriptive statistics of the level 2 SA results with the removal
of the outlier
(CI = 95%, α = 0.05) Baseline Scenario Evaluation Scenario
Normal Distribution Reject H0(p = 0.035) Accept H0(p = 0.423)
Standard Deviation σ = 13.802 σ = 14.335
Skewness -0.634 (SE = 0.409):
Negative skew
0.208 (SE = 0.409):
Acceptable skew
Kurtosis -0.579 (SE = 0.798):
Flatter curve
-0.336 (SE = 0.798):
Flatter curve
Sample Mean (x¯) x¯baseline = 54.2677 x¯evaluation = 56.1428
Sample Size (N) 33 33
Similar Variances Accept H0 (p = 0.753)
Table C.15: Descriptive statistics of the raw combined situation awareness
data
(CI = 95%, α = 0.05) Baseline Scenario Evaluation Scenario
Normal Distribution Reject H0(p = 0.025) Reject H0(p = 0.092)
Standard Deviation σ = 14.179 σ = 12.267
Skewness -0.987 (SE = 0.403):
Negative skew
0.225 (SE = 0.403):
Acceptable skew
Kurtosis 1.118 (SE = 0.788):
Acceptable kurtosis
-0.901 (SE = 0.788):
Flatter curve
Sample Mean (x¯) 50.074 60.36
Sample Size (N) 34 34
test.
C.2.3 Combined SA
Table C.15 presented the descriptives of the raw combined SA data. The data set were not
in normal distribution according to Shapiro-Wilk’s test of normality, a negative skew was
present.
Figure C.10 presented the boxplot for both the scenarios’ data set. Evidently, sample
16 was considered to be an outlier. Hence, it was removed from both the baseline and the
evaluation data sets.
Table C.16 presented the descriptive statistics of the data sets from both scenarios with
the removal of sample 16. As a result, the normality and similar variance assumptions
for the parametric test were satised at CI=95%. The baseline scenario had a normal
distribution with a signicance value of pbaseline = 0.114 and the evaluation scenario had
a signicance value of pevaluation = 0.100. The data sets had a shared Levene’s signicance
value of pLevene = 0.720, hence, the data sets were similar in their variances.
Given that the assumptions for a pair-sample T test were met, the parametric test of
the means was carried out.
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Figure C.10: Boxplot of the original combined SA data set
Table C.16: Descriptive statistics of the combined
(CI = 95%, α = 0.05) Baseline Scenario Evaluation Scenario
Normal Distribution Accept H0(p = 0.114) Accept H0(p = 0.100)
Standard Deviation σ = 12.111 σ = 11.94
Skewness 0.454 (SE = 0.409):
Positive skew
0.243 (SE = 0.409):
Positive skew
Kurtosis -0.790 (SE = 0.798):
Flatter curve
-0.898 (SE = 0.798):
Flatter curve
Sample Mean (x¯) x¯baseline = 51.389 x¯evaluation = 60.96
Sample Size (N) 33 33
Similar Variances Accept H0 (p = 0.720)
C.3 Trust In Automation Assumptions Testing
This section detailed the process of assumptions testing of the Trust In Automation results
collected in experiment 3 to support the statistical analyses presented in Chapter 7.
C.3.1 Competence
Table C.17 presented the descriptives of the competence level reported by the participants
in both experiment scenarios. From the table, both data sets exhibited similar variences,
though they were not normally distributed. Hence, a non-parametric Wilcoxon Signed-
Rank test was used to analyse the means.
C.3.2 Predictability
Table C.18 presented the descriptives of the predictability level reported by the participants
in both experiment scenarios. From the table, both data sets exhibited similar variances,
though they were not normally distributed. Hence, a non-parametric Wilcoxon Signed-
Rank test was used to analyse the means.
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Table C.17: Descriptive statistics of the competence level reported by the
participants during both experiment scenarios
(CI = 95%, α = 0.05) Baseline Scenario Evaluation Scenario
Normal Distribution Reject H0(p = 0.050) Reject H0(p = 0.004)
Standard Deviation σ = 1.762 σ = 1.507
Skewness -0.211 (SE = 0.403):
Acceptable skew
-0.793 (SE = 0.403):
Negative skew
Kurtosis -0.757 (SE = 0.788):
Acceptable kurtosis
0.289 (SE = 0.788):
Acceptable kurtosis
Sample Mean (x¯) x¯baseline = 4.53 x¯evaluation = 4.97
Sample Size (N) 34 34
Similar Variances Accept H0 (p = 0.244)
Table C.18: Descriptive statistics of the predictability level reported by the
participants during both experiment scenarios
(CI = 95%, α = 0.05) Baseline Scenario Evaluation Scenario
Normal Distribution Reject H0(p = 0.007) Reject H0(p = 0.003)
Standard Deviation σ = 1.498 σ = 1.234
Skewness -0.385 (SE = 0.403):
Acceptable skew
-0.090 (SE = 0.403):
Acceptable skew
Kurtosis -0.954 (SE = 0.788):
Flatter curve
-0.292 (SE = 0.788):
Acceptable kurtosis
Sample Mean (x¯) x¯baseline = 4.62 x¯evaluation = 5.15
Sample Size (N) 34 34
Similar Variances Accept H0 (p = 0.133)
C.3.3 Reliability
Table C.19 presented the descriptives of the reliability level reported by the participants
in both experiment scenarios. From the table, both data sets exhibited similar variances,
though they were not normally distributed. Hence, a non-parametric Wilcoxon Signed-
Rank test was used to analyse the means.
Table C.19: Descriptive statistics of the reliability level reported by the
participants during both experiment scenarios
(CI = 95%, α = 0.05) Baseline Scenario Evaluation Scenario
Normal Distribution Accept H0(p = 0.109) Reject H0(p = 0.017)
Standard Deviation σ = 1.688 σ = 1.553
Skewness -0.246 (SE = 0.403):
Acceptable skew
-0.667 (SE = 0.403):
Negative skew
Kurtosis -0.607 (SE = 0.788):
Acceptable kurtosis
-0.011 (SE = 0.788):
Acceptable kurtosis
Sample Mean (x¯) x¯baseline = 4.38 x¯evaluation = 4.79
Sample Size (N) 34 34
Similar Variances Accept H0 (p = 0.109)
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Table C.20: Descriptive statistics of the amount of faith reported by the
participants during both experiment scenarios
(CI = 95%, α = 0.05) Baseline Scenario Evaluation Scenario
Normal Distribution Accept H0(p = 0.002) Reject H0(p = 0.005)
Standard Deviation σ = 1.774 σ = 1.613
Skewness -0.943 (SE = 0.403):
Negative skew
-0.837 (SE = 0.403):
Negative skew
Kurtosis 0.373 (SE = 0.788):
Acceptable kurtosis
0.517 (SE = 0.788):
Acceptable kurtosis
Sample Mean (x¯) x¯baseline = 4.94 x¯evaluation = 5.06
Sample Size (N) 34 34
Similar Variances Accept H0 (p = 0.598)
Table C.21: Descriptive statistics of the amount of overall trust reported by
the participants during both experiment scenarios
(CI = 95%, α = 0.05) Baseline Scenario Evaluation Scenario
Normal Distribution Accept H0(p = 0.008) Reject H0(p = 0.007)
Standard Deviation σ = 1.739 σ = 1.472
Skewness -0.777 (SE = 0.403):
Negative skew
-0.508 (SE = 0.403):
Negative skew
Kurtosis 0.166 (SE = 0.788):
Acceptable kurtosis
-0.531 (SE = 0.788):
Acceptable kurtosis
Sample Mean (x¯) x¯baseline = 4.65 x¯evaluation = 5.12
Sample Size (N) 34 34
Similar Variances Accept H0 (p = 0.402)
Non-Parametric Testing (Wilcoxon Signed-Rank Test)
C.3.4 Faith
Assumptions Testing
Table C.20 presented the descriptives of the faith level reported by the participants in both
experiment scenarios. From the table, both data sets exhibited similar variances, though
they were not normally distributed. Hence, a non-parametric Wilcoxon Signed-Rank test
was used to analyse the means.
C.3.5 Overall Trust
Table C.21 presented the descriptives of the overall trust level reported by the participants
in both experiment scenarios. From the table, both data sets exhibited similar variances,
though they were not normally distributed, and transformations could not reorganise the
data to be in normal distribution without severely obscuring the data. Hence, a non-
parametric Wilcoxon Signed-Rank test was used to analyse the means.
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Table C.22: Descriptive statistics of the IRT recorded from the participants
during both experiment scenarios
(CI = 95%, α = 0.05) Baseline Scenario Evaluation Scenario
Normal Distribution Reject H0(p = 0.001) Reject H0(p = 0.016)
Standard Deviation σ = 34.619 σ = 22.503
Skewness 1.787 (SE = 0.421):
Positive skew
1.242 (SE = 0.421):
Positive skew
Kurtosis 5.296 (SE = 0.821):
Acceptable kurtosis
1.986 (SE = 0.821):
Acceptable kurtosis
Sample Mean (x¯) x¯baseline = 63.624 x¯evaluation = 50.516
Sample Size (N) 31 31
Figure C.11: Histogram of the baseline ERT data recorded from the parti-
cipants
C.4 Operator Performance Assumptions Testing
This section detailed the process of assumptions testing of the operator objective per-
formance results collected in experiment 3 to support the statistical analyses presented in
Chapter 7.
C.4.1 Initial Response Time
Table C.22 presented the descriptives of the IRT data recorded from both experiment
scenarios. From the table, both data sets were not normally distributed and severely
positive skewed. These were further veried by visually inspecting the histograms of the
baseline data set in gure C.11 and the evaluation data set in gureC.12.
A natural log transformation (Xln = loge(Xdata)) was applied to both data sets prior
to further analysis. Table C.23 presented the descriptive statistics of the transformed data
sets.
From the outcomes presented in table C.23, both transformed data sets had a normal
distribution with a signicance value of pbaseline = 0.519 and the evaluation scenario had
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Figure C.12: Histogram of the evaluation IRT data recorded from the parti-
cipants
Table C.23: Descriptive statistics of both sets of IRT data with the removal
of the outlier and the application of a logrithmic transform
(CI = 95%, α = 0.05) Baseline Scenario Evaluation Scenario
Normal Distribution Accept H0(p = 0.939) Accept H0(p = 0.994)
Standard Deviation σ = 0.519 σ = 0.424
Skewness -0.122 (SE = 0.421):
Acceptable skew
0.148 (SE = 0.421):
Acceptable skew
Kurtosis 0.269 (SE = 0.821):
Acceptable kurtosis
-0.271 (SE = 0.821):
Acceptable kurtosis
Sample Mean (x¯) x¯baseline = 4.025 x¯evaluation = 3.834
Sample Size (N) 31 31
Similar Variances Accept H0 (p = 0.344)
a signicance value of pevaluation = 0.424. The data sets had a shared Levene’s signicance
value of pLevene = 0.344, hence, the data sets were similar in their variances.
Given that the assumptions for a pair-sample T-Test were met, this parametric test of
the means was carried out.
C.4.2 Event Response Time
Table C.24 presented the descriptives of the ERT data recorded from both experiment
scenarios. From the table, both data sets were not normally distributed and severely
positive skewed. These were further veried by visually inspecting the histograms (gure
C.13a and C.13a) and Q-Q plots of the baseline data and evaluation data (gure C.13a and
C.13b).
Furthermore, sample 17 from the baseline data set were determined to be an outlier as
illustrated in gure C.13, which was removed from both data sets for further analysis.
As seen from table C.24, there were signicant positive skew associated with the data,
hence, table C.25 presented the descriptive statistics of the data sets from both scenarios
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Table C.24: Descriptive statistics of the ERT recorded from the participants
during both experiment scenarios
(CI = 95%, α = 0.05) Baseline Scenario Evaluation Scenario
Normal Distribution Reject H0(p < 0.001) Reject H0(p = 0.01)
Standard Deviation σ = 11.358 σ = 6.41
Skewness 2.477 (SE = 0.409):
Positive skew
0.907 (SE = 0.409):
Positive skew
Kurtosis 8.899 (SE = 0.798):
Acceptable kurtosis
0.004 (SE = 0.798):
Acceptable kurtosis
Sample Mean (x¯) 17.309 9.531
Sample Size (N) 33 33
(a) Histogram of the baseline ERT data recorded from the parti-
cipants
(b) Q-Q plot of the baseline ERT data recorded from the parti-
cipants
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(a) Histogram of the evaluation ERT data recorded from the
participants
(b) Q-Q plot of the evaluation ERT data recorded from the parti-
cipants
Figure C.13: Boxplot of both sets of ERT data
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Table C.25: Descriptive statistics of both sets of ERT data with the removal
of the outlier and the application of a logrithmic transform
(CI = 95%, α = 0.05) Baseline Scenario Evaluation Scenario
Normal Distribution Accept H0(p = 0.391) Accept H0(p = 0.618)
Standard Deviation σ = 0.574 σ = 0.691
Skewness 0.101 (SE = 0.409):
Acceptable skew
-0.068 (SE = 0.409):
Acceptable skew
Kurtosis 0.315 (SE = 0.798):
Acceptable kurtosis
-0.614 (SE = 0.798):
Acceptable kurtosis
Sample Mean (x¯) x¯baseline = 2.588 x¯evaluation = 2.088
Sample Size (N) 33 33
Similar Variances Accept H0 (p = 0.299)
Table C.26: Descriptive statistics of the number of IOIs found (in percentage)
data with the removal of three outliers
(CI = 95%, α = 0.05) Baseline Scenario Evaluation Scenario
Normal Distribution Accept H0(p = 0.262) Accept H0(p = 0.305)
Standard Deviation σ = 12.807 σ = 9.668
Skewness -0.121 (SE = 0.421):
Acceptable skew
0.260 (SE = 0.421):
Acceptable skew
Kurtosis -0.947 (SE = 0.821):
Acceptable kurtosis
0.046 (SE = 0.821): Flatter
curve
Sample Mean (x¯) x¯baseline = 37.302 x¯evaluation = 45.577
Sample Size (N) 31 31
Similar Variances Accept H0 (p = 0.067)
with the removal of sample 17 and a logarithmic transformation applied. The table illus-
trated that the normality and similar variance assumptions for the parametric test were sat-
ised at CI=95%. The baseline scenario had a normal distribution with a signicance value
of pbaseline = 0.391 and the evaluation scenario had a signicance value of pevaluation =
0.618. The data sets had a shared Levene’s signicance value of pLevene = 0.299, hence,
the data sets were similar in their variances.
Given that the assumptions for a pair-sample T-Test were met, this parametric test of
the means was carried out.
C.4.3 Items-Of-Interest Found
The initial data presented one outlier sample from the baseline results and two from the
evaluation results, these outliers signicantly inuenced the distribution and variances of
the data set, hence, they the three outliers were removed from both scenario data sets.
Table C.26 presented the descriptive statistics of the data set with these outliers removed.
The data sets were in normal distribution with CI=95% according to Shapiro-Wilk’s test
with signicance values of pbaseline = 0.262 and pevaluation = 0.305. Furthermore, also
at CI=95%, the variances were similar with Levene’s test pLevene = 0.067. Hence, the
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assumptions of the parametric T-Test had been met, and analysis was conducted with the
pair-sample T-Test.
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